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Editor's Notebook 

Working on your house-So we move 
the household from one side of town to 
the other, and I stalt over: cardboard box
es crammed with tools and supplies, piles 
of lumber, tarped jumble of machines. At 
the old place, I'd built a workshop bigger 
than a two-car garage. Here I'm starting 
with a one-car garage and I can't even get 
all my stuff under cover. 

On the first day, I need blocks to prop up 
some crummy built-in shelVing. I re
arrange the box mountain until I find the 
one labeled handsaws, root out a saw and 
a square. Aaarrgh! Now clear the boxes off 
the sawhorses to make enough room for 
knifing a line and sawing those blocks 
of wood. Go back to the house to nail 
them in-no, go back outside to find the 
box containing nails, hoist it onto the 
sawhorse . . . .  

I 'm taking three or four steps sideways 
for every inch forward. Sometimes when 
I'm Wildly shifting piles of boxes, I can't re
member what I was looking for. I forget 
that my goal is not to move boxes, not to 
make little blocks of wood, but to get past 
moving in and on to setting up my new 
shop. As my goal recedes into the infinite 
distance, I realize that I can't do anything 
without my workshop. Having a work
shop is what defines the woodworker. 
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A trim carpenter operates out of his 
truck, taking toolbox and materials to the 
job site to cut and fit parts. But the wood
worker takes measurements and materials 
into the workshop to make parts, which 
he then carries back to the job site. 

My frustration at being shop-less illus
trates this interesting difference and leads 
me to a new series of articles about how 
shop-based woodworkers approach utility 
projects. The first in the series, on p. 62 of 
this issue, describes the pine shelving I 
built as soon as I got my tools wrestled in
to that little garage. In our next issue, we'll 
describe basic drawermaking with a Sears
type dovetailing jig. 

These articles aren't about making fine 
furruture, but they're not about rough car
pentry either. They're about utility wood
working from a shop-based point of view. 
If you'd like to participate in this series, 
please write me about how you use your 
workshop to solve problems around your 
place. 

News about tools-Our new depanment, 
"Tool Forum," rummages through the 
heap of new tools we saw at the 
International Woodworking Fair held last 
August in Atlanta. It appears on p. 1 12 of 
this issue. If you know a lot about some 
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tool category and you'd like to try working 
with us on tl1ese brief tool reviews, please 
get in touch with us. 

Index to back issues-You know we 
published it someplace in a back issue of 
Fine Woodworking, but you can't remem
ber when? Cheer up, we can't either. That's 
why we publish a detailed annual index. 
The index to our 1992 magazines-Fine 
Woodworking #92 through #97 -appears 
on p. 95 of tlus issue, along with a key to 
all our previous indexes. 

Still too many places to look? You're 
right about that, and we're working on a 
long-range solution. In the meantime, two 
outside sources offer useful indexes to 
Fine Woodworking 

The PC Index, which actually is a com
puterized table of contents of all our back 
issues and reprint books, is available on 
diskette from Meredith Associates, P.O. 
Box 792, westford, Mass. 01886-0792. It 
costs $34.95 and can be updated. 

The Guide to Published Woodworking 
Plans and Techniques is a loose-leaf 
binder that lists 5,200 anicles from ten 
woodworking magazines, including Fine 
Woodworking It's the $20 brainchild of 
reader An Gumbus, 5629 Main St.-Putney, 
Stratford, Conn. 06497. -JK 
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Letters 

Titebond and Titebond II-I've used Titebond aliphatic resin 
glue for many years with good results, but one aspect of it has 
always bothered me. During atmospheric changes, which are 
pretty severe here in the Midwest, I've noticed the glue lines on 
my finished pieces of furniture shift slightly. The result was that 
you could feel a bump where two or more boards had been 
joined, and in addition, the glue seemed to swell slightly and 
form a ridge. This problem was especially noticeable after a 
piece had been subjected to damp summer weatl1er and then to 
the dry heat of winter. 

When Titebond introduced their Titebond II waterproof wood 
glue, I wondered whether it might overcome the problem I had 
been having. I 'd been working on a series of tables with solid 
wood parquetry tops, glued onto a base of laminated walnut. I 
tried this new glue on a piece that had a top surface comprised 
of small, geometrically shaped pieces of domestic and exotic 
woods of various densities, which were very precisely fitted to
gether and individually glued. I planed, scraped and sanded this 
surface after allowing the glue to set for several weeks and then 
finished it. It's been a year now, and there has been absolutely 
no movement or shifting of the glue joints. 

Apparently this product, because of its high resistance to 
moisture, has solved tl1e problem of glueline movement in fur
niture. I'd be curious to know if other craftsmen have had simi
lar results, and I'm keeping my fingers crossed, and hoping my 
tables will continue to stay together. 

-Tom Wisshack, Galesburg, III. 

Because Titebond II is new on the market, Chris Minick (FWW 
#96) made no mention of shelf life. I have written the manufac
turer to ask if there is some way to know how old the glue is 
when you buy it. For example, I dated the last bottle (1  qt.) 
I bought, and after four months in my shop unopened, I had 
to throw it out. It was so thick it would hardly pour out of the 
container. -Fred H Vanderhoof, Hamburg, NY 

THE EDITORS' REPLY: Our bottle ofTitebond II has an expiration 
date stamped on the back label, and yours should have one too. 
The manufacturer, Franklin International (800-347-4583), told 
us that Titebond II has a shelf life of about a year, that a bottle 
should keep for a few months beyond its expiration date, and 
that you can extend its life by cool storage. Frankl in has dated all 
its glue since 1984. They can't stamp gallon jugs, but the 
manufacturing date of the jug itself is molded into its bottom. 
The glue should be good for about a year after that date. 

Finding the center-I read with great interest the article on 
use of the combination square (FWW #96), a tool I use every day 
for layout work in my pursuits of wood, sheet metal, and ma
chinist work. 

One tip not included in the article is how to quickly and accu
rately locate the center of any material that has two parallel 
sides. This is easily accomplished by setting the square blade by 
eye to a distance just over what you estimate the center to be 
and marking that point on the work. Turn the square around and 
mark from the opposite side of the material. The two lines on 
the workpiece should be very close together. Now you can eas
ily mark the center of your workpiece with a pencil or awl by 
estimating the center between the two lines. This centerline 
measurement can be transferred to your square for layout on 
tl1e rest of tl1e work. 

The key to accuracy is to make sure the setting of the square is 
over (not under) one-half the width of the material and setting it 
just a tad over. -Scott R. Bailey, Plymouth, Mass. 

Bigger quarter columns-I enjoyed]oseph Beals' tip on mak
ing quarter-columns slightly larger than 90· for fuller appearance 
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(FWW #95). I recently toyed witl1 the idea on a chimney piece 
that I was working on. I discovered a way to economize on his 
technique and get two quarter-columns from one turning. 

Using his same example of a 1 �4 in. required radius, first turn 
the column to 1 Y2 in. radius and lay out two 1 % in. right angle 
sections exactly opposite one another, as shown below. Then 
saw the column in half, separating the two sections. The final 
step consists of setting the tablesaw to a 45· angle and trimming 
the edges of the sections to form the final quarter columns. 

1 st cut 

1 Y, in.  radius 

Layout l ines 

Saw l ines 

X Waste 

The quarter columns that result from this technique will be flat 
on the inside corner, but this is not bad because the clearance 
will actually help you seat the column in place. 

-Bryan R. Kohn, Montgomery, Ala. 

Posture and chair design-Because I'm a chair designer who 
has a bad back, I found the article on chair design (FWW #96) 
very interesting. Chairs are the greatest challenge in furniture 
design. The variety of body types, postures and uses make it im
possible to create an all-purpose chair. 

The adjustable rig used by the Grew-Sheridans might be help
ful, and likely impresses the clients, but I think you could get the 
right measurements with just a yardstiCk. My experience has 
shown the shape of the back support to be the most important 
part of a comfortable chair. It does little good to determine that 
shape by measuring a subject who already has poor posture. 
The man shown seated in the photograph has his head, shoul
ders and hips too far forward. Putting him in a chair with the 
same shape won't help his aching back. 

I would suggest a few changes. The first step to comfortable 
seating is to position the buttocks as far to the back of the chair 
as possible. The weight actually rests on the backs of the thighs. 
The sacral support is unnecessary, even harmful because it 
pushes the hips forward and causes flexing of the lumbar. The 
head support should be farther back; the position shown in the 
article would cause strain on the neck and upper back. 

The most in1portant adjustment is the thoracic. It should be at 
a height and angle that will lift and spread the rib cage. You can 
test a chair for good thoracic support by placing 6 in. of rolled
up towel vertically between your shoulder blades and leaning 
against the backrest. If that feels better, the thoracic support 
should be moved forward. 

Many of us spend our days in activities that cause strain on our 
backs. Leaning forward, bending over a bench or carrying 
heavy loads can all cause back pain. A well-designed chair can' 
help by allowing us to rest and stretch the spine while relieving 
the pull of gravity. Before investing the time to build this rig, talk 
to a chiropractor about posture, or you might even try a class 
in yoga. -Lawrence G. Lindenberger, Webster Groves, Mo. 

Removing milk paint-In the October issue (FWW #96), there 
was a question on removing milk paint, witl1 suggested solu
tions of not removing the milk paint or haVing a commercial re-
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SHAKER FURNITURE 
An exciting collection of Shaker dining 
chairs, tables, beds and other furniture 
available in Kits or completely finished. 
All exemplify the simplicity and versatile 
beauty of Shaker design. Pegs. pegboard, 
Shaker baskets, oval boxes, dolls and 
needlework kits. Large selection of 
replacement chair tape. 

New 56 page color catalog 
and 12 tape samples $1.00 

SHAKER WORKSHOPS 
Box 1028-FW13, Concord, MA 01742 

(617) 646-8985 
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Get your hands on the 
Speed,Power and 
Accuracy of a Lamello 

When you demand the highest per
formance and greatest precision from a 
power tool, reach for Lamello and 
experience Total Operational 
Performance . 

Only Lamello, the inventor of plate 
joinery, features a complete wood
working system with joining machines 
and accessories to match every need 
and budget. 

Only Lamello offers a full range of spe
cialized plates for every type of con
struction from frame and carcase joints 
to furniture making and finish carpentry. 

Discover Swiss quality and value. Invest 
in better woodworking with the Lamello 
system. 

Call 1 -800-252-6355 for your 
nearest Lamello Dealer 

READER SERVICE NO. 130 
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Letters (continued) 

storer do the job. I suggest that neither is the best alternative if 
the milk paint is in bad shape or is particularly objectionable. 

As a chemical engineer, I respect Chris Minick's problems with 
strong alkaline removers, but there are at least two available al
kaline removers that are relatively mild, as far as the person is 
concerned, but are satisfactory for removing milk paint. 
Mohawk Finishing Products in Amsterdam, Y, and Behlen 
(sold by Constantine's in Bronx, NY) both make such a prod
uct, which I have used with good results. There is always the 
possibility of the walnut wood darkening from contact with the 
alkali, but with care, it should be controllable. 

-Bill Cannell, Woo dstown, N] 

Wood does move-Are we woodworkers or metalworkers? I 
wonder when I read of various woodworkers who virtually re
build their machines just to gain a few thousandths of an inch. 
Yes, I agree we should have our equipment as true as possible 
for safety and accuracy. But let's not forget that wood does 
move. The swelling/shrinking of wood is far more than any ma
chine tolerances alone. A dry glue joint averages the thickness 
of thin paper. Sanding removes a sizable thickness of wood. 

I would look at the general size and type of work you intend 
to do, then ask yourself whether it's worth the time, money and 
effort just to gain a thousandth of a inch. Make your tools as safe 
and smooth running as you can, and you will find accuracy 
comes as a welcome result without haVing to do metalworking 
on almost every machine. -Edward] Mattson ,  Norwalk, Conn. 

Chairs for playing pool-I am interested in finding a pattern 
for the old-time pool hall chairs, the ones that had a notch for 
the cue stick and a place to set a bottle so it wouldn't tip. They 

have an arm on them similar to an old school chair. 
Does anyone out there know of these or know where a pat-

tern can be found? -Ray 0. Burton , Clinton, Mo. 

Drilling steel bands-Jeff Greef writes (FWW #96) of drilling 
holes in the spring steel band from a defunct tape measure. He 
succeeded, but the job would have been much easier (and eas
ier on the drill bit) if he had first spot-annealed the material. 

You might be converting a broken bandsaw blade into a bow
saw blade or an indexing plate (bandsaw blades have pretty 
uniformly spaced teeth; wrapped around a plywood disc of the 
right size, they make good index plates with a positive 
click/lock action) or a piece of steel strapping being converted 
to a sandpaper cutter or whatever. Here's how to do it: 

Cut the head off a nail. 
Chuck the nail in your drill press, point down. 
Clamp the steel strip to the drill-press table on top of a piece 

of board with the spot where the hole is to be drilled under the 
nail point. 

Turn on the drill press, and lower the nail point onto the steel 
strip. The nail's tip will very quickly come to a glowing red heat 
and, in fact, is likely to melt and stick (not weld) to the steel strip. 

Raise the quill, switch to the desired size drill and drill the hole. 
-Guy Lautard, West Vancouver, E.C, Canada 

Which plastic is which-Regarding FJ. Germanowski's letter 
in FWW #95, on polycarbonate vs. acrylic plastic, I believe he 
has the two materials mixed up. Polycarbonate is softer, flexible 
and very tough. If you drop it, it bounces. It machines like but
ter. Acrylic is harder, inflexible and less tough. If you drop it, it 
can shatter. If machined without care, cracks can develop while 

VENEERING: NEW MATERIAL HANDLING SOLUTIONS VacuPress uses atmospheric 
pressure as a damp and vacuum's 
ability to draw glue into the cell 
structure to deliver consistent high. 
quality results for veneering flat 
and curved panels as well as curved 
and shaped ports. 

(LAMPING: 
Venturi VacuClamp kits meet the 
demand for damping work while 
leaving the entire surface free for 
routing, sanding, and general mo· 
chining. 

fEATURED IN 
FINE WOODWORKING, 
OCTOBER 1990, PAGE 68 

Contact us today for more informo· 
tion on our full line of vacuum 
pressing and damping products. 

ntique reproductio11 
fur11iture !lfardware 

HORTON BRASSES INC. 
Nooks Hill Rd. PO Box 120F 
Cromwell, Ct. OU4Hi 203-635-4400 

Send $3.00 for catalog 

READER SERVICE NO. 304 

8 Fine Woodworking 

Prevent back injuries, save labor costs, increase shop efficiency 

PANEL HANDLER 

Allows one person to 
lift. carry and rotate 10 
3/4'panels. 

Foot jack raises and 
lowers loads to match 
panel height to saw 
height - NO LIFTING! 
Does the work of a fork 
lift and scissor table for 
short-funs and for a 
fraction of the cost. 

Reduces the risk of 
back injuries. 

PANEL SKATE 

An affordable. portable 
way to move just about 
anything. 

Weighs 5Ibs .. carries 1000 
and fits in a tool box. 

'V' channel centers panels. 
Wheels are below edge so 
even a sack of concrete 
can be moved. 

Wheel away back strain 
with the truck no shop 
should be without. 

SHOPCARTS 445 Harriet Street, San FranCiSCO, CA 94103 
415/552-9522 FAX 415/552·9521 

READER SERVICE NO.41 

EXOTIC & DOMESTIC 
OVER 75 SPECIES 

LUMBER • PLYWOOD· VENEERS 
KS 

Salmon red orange 
PURPLE HEART 

Deep true purple 

PAU MARTIN 
White to pale yellow 

Your ChOice, ONL Y $3.991bd It 
20 BO FT MINIMUM. MIX OR 3' - 10' 3' -7 LaNG 4/4 ROUGH 

WE SHIP WORLDWIDE 
1· 800·423·2450 

-...� WOODWORKERS Sowzce 
5402 S. 40th Street • Phoenix, AZ 85040 

602·437·4415 

READER SERVICE NO. 191 

SUPER BINDER 
Stops Cord Hassle 
Slfong n .. l-I-.. attaches \0 item. (i 
Wrap 2 �� sIra around coil 
either way \0 secure. ::;T thumb lab 
\0 release. Weatherproof. Durable. 

Used by Professionals 
across the country. 

Order special 1 O/pkg.: 
(8in.)$J7 {l2in .)$ J9 

(16in.)$2J 
Assorted 12/pkg.$23 
MA RESIDENTS ADO S'J. SALES TAX 

MC/VISA or Mail Check or M.O. to: 
MI'GAMARK Products Co. g Jerome Street, Medford, MA 02155 

1·800·543·5904 
READER SERVICE NO. 47 



EN·BS16 
1 6" BAND SAW 
$490.00 

EN·J008 
8" HEAVY DUTY JOINTER 
$635.00 

EN·J006 
6" JOINTER 
$300.00 

EN·TB1 0 
1 0" TABLE SAW 
$335.00 

1 9400 E. SAN JOSE AVE. CITY OF INDUSTRY, CA 91 748 TEL: 71 4·468·3688 FAX: 71 4·468-3689 
'iUlnSlCle of California: 1-800-888-9697 Free catalog available F.O.B City of industry, 

READER SERVICE NO. 65 



Letters (continued) 

drilling a hole. Cracks easily develop at stress points, such as 
around screw holes and at internal sharp corners. In terms of 
creep, polycarbonate will deform under prolonged stress while 
acrylic will break. Maybe F].'s samples were mislabeled. 

dozen or so woodworkers who are building the kiln. Several er
rors have shown up in figure 2, "Kiln Control Wiring Diagram." 
Specifically, the N.O. and N.C. relay connections are reversed, 
the "heat" switch is wired wrong and the "heat" switch is not la
beled. The first error will cause incorrect operation of the dehu
midifier and humidifier, and the second will allow the heater to 
stay on even when the "power" switch is off. 

-Sid Ladenson, Tu stin , Calif. 

Errata 
Since my article "A Dehumidification Kiln" appeared (Fine 
Woodworking #91, p. 83-86), I have had the pleasure to talk to a 

I have also received questions about the humidistat. The unit 
specified in the article has a maximum setting of 50%. This is an 
acceptable starting point for lumber that has been air-dried for 
a season. If one wishes to dry green lumber, which requires a 
higher starting point, there are three approaches: use the hu
midistat on the dehumidifier, which probably has a range high
er than 50%, purchase a humidistat with a higher range or 
recalibrate the unit. -William H B OIf, MyerSVille, Md. 

Switches 

GND 

Main Humidi-
power Heat fication 

In FWW #97, our review of chisels made by Barr Specialty Tools 
gives the wrong address. It's P.O. Box 4335, McCall, Idaho 
83638; (208) 634-3641 

About your safety: 
Working wood is inherently dangerous. Using hand or power 
tools improperly or neglecting standard safety practices can 
lead to permanent injury or death. So don't try to perform 
operations you learn about here (or elsewhere) until you 're 
certain that they are safe for you and your shop situation. 
We want you to enjoy your craft and to find satisfaction in 
the doing as well as in the finished work. So please keep 
safety foremost in your mind whenever you're in the shop. 

-John Lively, publi sher 

Mitre Boxes 
Mifte Box saws feaJure a 
blade and motor 

::���i�=i=;!!���:
m��OUn1ed on a moving 
;;qrrn.lhe material is held 1rrpIcice , While ihel>lede 
-and-motor move to it. 

saw a 
�utum style saw, 

where both the blade and 
motor ore mounted above 
the work station. The 
blade and motor move, 

Since the mitre box is strictly a cut-off saw, we 
��oed this 10",8Q-tooth allernale lop �"""liIade. Wiffi 12° 1?Qsitive.hook to 
4eIiver � SIOO smOOlh cuts-ond chip out free 
edges in nearly any malerial. 

while tIit material Jemains stationary. Therefore, 
feed is the criticaf efement of safe and easy 
operation. Thjs. 10", 60 • tooth carbide blade 
featur • .Q 5° negative hook and triple dUp tooth 
sha

� 
. . It wilOO t � i�f.»-ltl8.user 



Swiss Design Woodworking Machines 
�---------,, -----------

Renowned Inca Precision 
Woodworking Machinery 

."'. 

EXAMPU: 
Model 570 Equipped with the 
Famous Tersa Instant Cutter 
Change System 

Shipped Direct from Inventory 
5 Year Limited Warranty 

Inca Model 570 1 OW JointerfThickness Planer Gall or Send for More Information 
on the Entire Inca Line 

I N CA (818) 797·82&2 
INJECTA MACHINERY 
221 7 EI Sol Ave 
Altadena, CA 91 001 

READER SERVICE NO. 192 

Build face frames and complete 

cabinets, tables, clocks, furniture, 

curved molding, and more! The 

patented Kreg Jig bores pocket hole 

joints, in one easy step. The Kreg 

Jig-model K2 with step drill and 

collar $ 1 1 9.95. 0ther models avail

able. 

8 0 0 · 4 4 7 - 8 6 3 8  
"CABINETMAKING-MADE EASY" VIDEO $14.95 
30 DAY MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE 

Dust-Free Random Orbit 
Sanding 

Sand without dust 
with the new Electric 
Random Orbit Sander 
from FEIN. 

How it works 
Dust created by the 
sander is sucked up 
through holes located 
in the bottom of the 
sanding pad AND 
around the outside 
edge of the pad. This 

=-

Holes in bottom of pad AND around outside 
edge of pad remove dust before it becomes 
airboume. 

system removes 98% of the dust created during sanding. 
Quick Paper Changing 

Ve1crJ backed sand paper is quickly & easily changed. It 
has no sticky back to load up with dust,just shake it off and 
you're back in business. 

Built for Production 
This is not a "hobby" machine. It is built for the serious 
professional: 
Call 1 -800-441 -9878 now to receive more information 

Fein Power Tools Inc. 
3019 W. Carson St., Pittsburgh, PA 15204 

(412)331-2325 
READER SERVICE NO. 166 READER SERVICE NO. 68 

The IIot, IODIEj,lJke lop creates a surface on 
which 10 feed the material. This 1 (y', � -io.Qfi:: 
altemale top bevel carbide blade uses-o t 2" 
positive hook 10 give the user maximum 
¥8I'S!;J!!!!� � nlQler,� fMding. Qn EtSpeC:iaIIy. 
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BOSCH § 
30% off Bosch Router Bits 

1613 
1614 
1614EVS 
1615EVS 
1601 
1604 
1 6041(  
1606 
90300 
1611 
1611EVS 
IlOIlO( 

UII SALE 
1-3/4 hp. PIng. ROIlIer $211 $115 
1 hp. PIng. RoUI8r $220 $131 
1-1/4 hp. VII. Spd. PIng. Router $255 $155 
3-1/4 hp. VII. Spd. PIng. Router $4to $265 
1 hp. Router $114 $105 
1-3/4 hp. Roulor $236 $135 
( ...... a .ve) w/CaH .. Acces. $217 $119 
� ..... , 1-3/4 hp. RouIor $273 $154 
Fixed BaN Router, 3-3/4 hp. $556 $34' 
Plunge ROIlIer, 3-1/2 hp., 220 v. $435 $1. 
3-1/4 hp. V.S. 220 v. Ping. R oulor  $5Ot $230 
lAm. Inotal!..-. KIt wJ1Jndtrscribe $361 $202 

3051VSRK 3/1' VII. $pd. Rtv. Drill 
300VSRK 9.6 Cordleu Drill w/2 Bill. 
l001VSR 3/8' Vir. Spd. Rtv. Drill 
1021VSR (u .ve) Hvy. Duty 
1023VSR 1/2' H.D., V.S. Rtv. Drill 
l000vsR 3/1' VII. $pd. Rtv. Drill 
11I4VSR 1/2' H _  Drill 

Sanding From. lor 1273DVS 
12890 1/4 ShHt Fin. SIInder 
32700 3' x 21' Outdo. BIlt Sander 
1272 3' x 24' BIlt SIIndtr 
12720 3' x 24' BIlt SIIndtr w/D. CoIl. 
1273 4' x 24' BIlt SIIndtr 
12730 4' x 24' BIlt SIIndtr w/D. CoIl. 
3251 3-1/4' P_ PI ...... 
13700EVS KIt, H.D. Rind. Orb. SIIncWoI. 
1290 1/2 ShHt FInIthIng Sander 
3213DVS 5' RInd. Orb. SllndiPolith 
3213DYSK KIt, (aamt a .... ve) 

CB75F 
CI5FB 
CI2FA 
CIOFA 
Fl000A 
ClFB 
PI2RA 
1112V 

H ITACH I 
R_1IInduw 
15' 1IIIr1 SIIw 
12' lIilrl SIIw 
10· lIhr. SIIw 
12' Pllller/&' Jointer 
1-12' Compound IIhr. SIW 
12' PI ...... /8· Jointer 
3-1/4 hp. VS-I'L Roulor 

$116 $91 
$. $69 
$260 $145 
$301 $175 
$329 $114 
$324 $115 
$345 $190 
$231 $131 
$3" $29t 
$217 $125 
$1. $104 
$1" ,,31 

$IUG 
1412.50 

$310 
$215 

$1510 
$450 
$t6O 
$224 

FREE FREIGHT 
Denver - (303) 355-2391 
3900 Ulster St., Denver 80207 

VISA and MASTERCARD ACCEPTED 

READER SERVlCE NO. 1 8  

12 Fine Woodworking 

BE SELECTIVE ! 
WHEN CHOOSING A MOISTURE METER 

YOU'LL VALUE DELMHORST'S 

• Quality, reliable instruments with proven performance. 

• 

• 
Model G·30 
w/4-E Electrode 

• Outstanding service - from 
time of purchase through 
the many years of use. 

• Over 45 years of 
experience. 

Call for free infor
mation. 

DE I.MiORSr  
==== INSTRUMENT CO 

51 INDIAN LANE EAST DEPT 908 TOWACO NJ 07082 
TEL 201 334 2557 FAX 201 334 2657 
CALL US TOLL FREE AT 800 222 0638 

READERSERVlCE NO. 16 

AFRORt,10SlA 

MJlGRE . ASH 

:'.OOIRE · BALSA 

8A55';:000 

BEECH · BIRCH 

Box':IOOO · Bu81tJGA 

BuTTERtJUT . CEDAR 

CHERRY . CHESHJUT 

COCOBOLO · (YPRE5 

EBONIES E U .l . FIR 

GorKAlO Al '.'E5 

(,REU�HEART 

HIC"'ORv · HOll v 

Ir,1BuyA , IPE 

",Of. , lACE::OOD 

LAJQtL ' L,(,r,U',1 ,,'AE 

� r.18A , ,-OCuST 

!.'t.,...:�:t.·I'E '=' ' !.1tdIS::)tj;t. 

t,'AP, b · ='AKS 

�SAL-;t . PA]Aul'\ 

PAcDAC PEAR:.OOD 

PE R'.Af,!Bu:::O 

P",ES PC'PLAR 

Pl" RP� tHE ART 

QAr,lil, RE.l)',';OOD 

ROSE"::OODS 

SAPE Lt , SA T!rj\','OODS 

SHE DUll., S'TKA SPRUCE 

SVCAr.l0RES · TEAK 

TULIP , �'IAlNUT , 1,"iENGE 

lE BRA , llRICOTE 

Call Condon first for 

• LUMBER .,. PLYWOOD 
• MOULDINGS 
• CUSTOM MILLWORK 
• VENEERS . . . and more! 

mlll COOOOO 
COMPANV .... c_ 

White Pie Ins, NY • Stormville, NY 

Phone or Fax 
your requirements for a 

FAST PRICE QUOTE! 

Phone 91 4/946-41 1 1  
FAX 914/946-3779 

or send $2 lor our 32-page color catalog to: 
248 Ferris Ave, White Plains NY 10603 

We Ship Nationwide! 
READER SERVICE NO. 201 

KITS 
READY TO ASSEMBLE AND FINISH 

SOLID 
OAK 

FREE 
CATALOG 

Choice of 
Empire or Paw 

Feet 
Easy Assembly 

l with Pliers 
� . ..:::. .9Laams Waaa Praaucts, Inc. 

Dept. Q14, 974 Forest Dr., Morristown, TN 37814 

Coffee Table 
24" x 48" 

TELEPHONE: (615) 587 - 2942 
FAX: (615) 586 - 2188 

READER SERVlCE NO. 37 

• Filters dust 
• 6 cu. ft. airflow 
• Completely port
able, built-in filtration 
system. (No hoses) 
• Head, face and 
respiratory pro
tection on one unit 

• Positive pressure behind face shield. 
• Pleasant flow of purified air. 
• No extra breathing effort. 
• Unrestricted vision. 

• Filters dust 
• 8 cu. ft. airflow 
• Filtration sy
stem located on 
belt pack, hose 
brings filtered air 
to headpiece. 

Excellent for all woodworking jobs which create 
dust. All units are light-weight and can be worn 
with glasses or beard. All units available for 
same day shipment. We stock all parts and 
optional accessories for the Airstream, Airmate 
and 8reatheEasy products. Call for free bro
chures. 

Systems also available for paint 
and lacquer fumes. 

Airstream Dust Helmets 

P.O. Box 975 

Elbow Lake, MN 56531 

1 -800-328-1 792 

21 8-685-4457 
READERSERVlCE NO. 19 

AEI 6" Electric Variable Speed Random 
Orbit Sander 

,....",.,----.... 
The motor's integrated tur
bine vacuums dust through 
the pad and straight into the 
dust bag. The sander 
quickly connects via an 
optional hose to shop vac 
systems. Powered by a 400 
watt industrial motor with 
8000 - 1 1 000 opm, this tool will handle all of 
your sanding or polishing needs. #TXE1 50 
List� 1 79. OLE EAImI ACCESS 
1 ·800·829·6300 . 822 ANTHONY ST, ' BERKELEY, (A 94710 

FREE FREIGHT 
READER SERVlCE O. I I  � RIP:S:AW)l 

The Portable Sawmill. 
The "affordable portable" 
one man band sawmill. 
Weighs only 45 Ibs. Culs 
20" diameter logs into 
lumber. Minimum 1/8" to 
maximum 9" thickness. 
Maximum width, 1 4". 
Start-up video available. 
Prices starting at $1 ,199 

Better Built 
CORPORATION 
845 Woburn Street, Dept. FW 

i MA 01887 

• 
. './' . 

(508) 657-5636 
Call or write lor Iree brochure 

READER SERVlCE NO. 91 



SK-30FD 
Motor: 1HP 

DOUBLE 
DRUM 
AUTO FEED �� 1 2FPM 700# 
SK-25DS 
Drum Sander 
Motor: 5HP, 1 or 
3 PhaseSanding capacity: 

"All my tools 
should lie this 
,oodl" 

No. of Rollers: 3 
2 Speeds, FIR DUST COLLECTOR 

UFO-40 

The Accu-Mite� 
is a professional 
miter gauge that 
makes perfect 
angles easily. -�� 

DUST COLLECTOR 
110/220 Volt 

UFO-gO 
Motor: 1HP 

Motor: 1HP, 1 Phase 
Inlet dia . :  4",e5 
Air speed: 500 CFM 
Bag volume: 1 .5H3 

N.W.: 40 lBS 

Shot-pin action 
assures dead-on 
accuracy for 

common angles -
plus a precise L--_-:.-----: 

protractor scale for ::wbf;:",d,f/tr�ri:/rethout 
Air capacity: 610CFM 
Inlet Diameter: 4" 0 x 1 
Bag capacity: 2.5cuft 

everything in us Patent #5,038,486 
between! 

Optional accessories: 
manual clam� 
pneumatic clam� 
3/B" x 3/4" miter bar-

'-'DS 
1 1/4" SHAPER 
SK-32SP 
Motor: 5HP, 3 Phase 
With sliding table 
Spindle dia:  1!J4" 
3 spd. Spindle lock For. / 

READER SERVICE NO. 63 

Call or 
write for 

C O M P A N Y  
Precision Woodworking Equipment 

our free 800 Dutch Square Blvd., Suite 200, Columbia, SC 292 1 0 
brochure. 1 -800-382-2637 / SC 803-798-1 600 

READER SERVICE NO. 1 2 1  r==:D:D:D===-�=-::D=-":=:==-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-==:=JlD1I 
MANNY'S WOODWORKER'S PLACE U U BOOKS AND VIDEOS from 602 S. Broadway, Lex ington, KY 40508 U U Order: 1 -800-243-071 3; Inqu i ries: 606-255-5444 
VISA. MC. AM. EX .• CHECKS ACCEPTED; ADD S3 FOR C.O.D. U 

DISCOUNT PRICES NO SHIPPING CHARGE FOR ORDERS OVER $35 OTHERS ADD $3 

DRESDNER on Finishing CARVING, TURNING CARPENTRY 

U Th W df · h· B k "4 OVERSTOCK SALE Woodcarving with Rick Butl SI6 Renovating Old Houses (Nash) S35 e 00 lOIS '"9 00 .. Traditional Santa carvin� (Wolle) t
2 Gra�hiC Guide to Frame Construction $27 

Both Book & Video S48 Substantial savings; Sale ends Feb. 28 Wood Spirits and Walking Slicks Modern Practical Stairbuilding (Ellis) 

U 
Video · Wood FinIshing $32 Freshwater F,·sh Carvl·ng Figer) 8 Cra tsman Style Houses 

I� U HAUN H b · Idl 
Queen Ann Furniture (Vandal) (/ist $35) S2t Sl2 S on ouse UI ng Tage Frid Teaches Woodworking Cr:,:i

l
��Totem Poles and Masks g��rn�

k
���r�:���.

a
s�e����helterS sl� Vol. 1. 2. 3  (list $22 ea.) ea. Sl8 

\Bridgewater) SI4 Fine Homebuilding · Small Houses S23 U All 3 For S52 C M SI-
by Abrams S48 Woodcarving: A Complete Course BOOK & VIDEO SETS I 3 New Yankee Workshop Books C assic Carousel arving ( arlow) • 

4 Woodwright Books by Underhill S55 (Butterfield) SIS II U ���!
t
l��T

ng
: 
A Foundation Course 

SI9 Set contains 1 book & 1 video 
Turning Miniatures in Wood hsainSbUrY)Sl 5  Oresdner · Finishing t: 

U ru Make YOU�!a!O!i�����r 
The Cra(tsman ;od�is( hild) S15 ��!�tt������;c����c�:ilding : 

I 
The Very Efficient Car�enter (Haun) Itself (Neff) SIB Cliffe · Table Saw Techniques 142 3 Companion Videos · Framing Roofs The GUIde to Published Woodworking Collecting Anti�ue Tools (Kean. Pollak) $24 levine · Kitchen Cabinets S44 

U ��:�:�g ���� and Stairs m Plans and Techni�ues (Gumbus) S20 �ife GUided
t� Ir

tiQ,�� T��ISI T I 
Sl4 savau · Trim Carpentr� S44 

Complete set . book and 3 videos .. Freshwater Fish Woodcarving Patterns I�;��i�y
a
�nd �afu

c
i'(walte�

n
) 
ey 00 s 

$24 Hill · Itralight Boat BUIlding &82 
(Walicki) Sli U OB TS Early American Classics (Nelson) SIB The Router Book (deCristo(oro) Sl6 

U JUDY R ER Circular Work in Carpentry and Joinery The Drill Press Book (deCristoforo) 116 OTHER VIDEOS SCROLL SAW PATTERN BOOKS (Ellis) S28 �����n�
h:n�

a����i�� ((��81:�1 II: Mehler · Table Saw 132 U Transitional Metallic Planes Vol. 2 Complete Book of Stationary Power Brad Witt · Router Secrets S30 
Western.Southwestern Fretwork 00 echOlQues e nsto oro U Roger Cillfe . Faceplate Cabinetmaking II Original Scroll Saw Fretwork Patterns 115 (Smith) .. T I T · (d C ·  f )  II- Maas . Router JIgs & Tech $28 
Patterns 117 FURNITURE MAKING PROJECTS Senes of 5 tapes S30 ea All 5 (or SI35 U Both Above S30 Rosendahl · Senes of 8 V,deos on Router 

U DUGINSKI B k II. Vld Reproducing Antique FurnIture 52 Country pro/ects for the Weekend TechOlQues S24 ea All 8 for $145 00 S a eos (Gottschall) S38 Woodworker Nelson) SI2 W,lson · Making Oval Boxes S30 I M W k M MISSIon FurnIture of l & J G Stickley 101 QUIck & Easy WoodworkIng Projects Todd · OeslgOlng Your KItchen S34 I (Book) SIS Making Authentic Cra(tsman FurnIture SlO Making Tudor Doli's Houses SI4 Schuttner . BaSIC Sta"bulldlng S28 U astenng oodwor Ing achlnes (Gray) .20 (Self) Sl2 Todd · StaIr Framing S30 

T�'
de
B
o ·

d
S32w H d

B
b
oth

k 
B
(B
oOkk

&
) 
VIdeo · ftBI6 Making a W,ndsor ChaIr (Dunbar) Sli Early Amencan ClaSSICS (Nelson) 116 Bollinger · LaYing Hardwood Floor S28 II v"d 

an �a 
t an t�

O 
B �o 132 MakIng Authenllc Shaker FurnIture Making TradItIonal Pull·Along Toys Rogers · Molding and PIcture Frames S21 

II I 
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Methods of Work 

Hanging rip fence 

Position of 
fence for 
crosscutting 

Removing and then reinstalling the rip fence from my saw each 
time I crosscut a long board was time-consuming and awkward. 
My solution was to cut the rear rip-fence gUide as shown to al
low the fence to hang from the front guide. After the cut, I sim
ply swing the fence up and reinstall it on the rear guide. 

-R. Coady, Picton, Ont., Canada 

Guide for drawing paraIlel lines 

Distance between hole 
and edge determines 
where line will be drawn. 

Here is a tool used by old-time patternmakers and draftsmen to 
lay out parallel lines. Strangely enough, I don't think this tool 
was ever commercially available; the old craftsmen just made 
their own. The tool is simply a flat, l -in.- to 2-in.-dia. steel, alu
minum or brass disc with Y'6-in.-dia. holes drilled around the 
edge. The space between each hole and the edge of the disc de
termines the distance between the drawn line and the fence 
guiding the disc. I bored my holes in from the edge at points that 
mark the decimal equivalents of fractions commonly used in 
woodworking. The Y'6-in.-dia. holes are just large enough to ac
commodate a scribe point or sharp pencil point. 

-Devore 0. Burch, Fort Worth, Texas 

Drawer stop 

Years ago, I built some 9-in.-deep drawers into a bookshelf. Be
cause they were so shallow, the drawers were always at risk of 
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being pulled out of the case. I thought about it for a while and 
came up with the drawer stops shown in the illustration. 

First, make a mummy-shaped pattern by connecting the out
lines of a dime, a half-dollar, a quarter and then a dime again on 
a piece of thin stock. Make the pivot hole in the center of the 
half-dollar. Trace, cut out and sand as many Y4-in.-thick wooden 
drawer stops as you need. Install these in the drawer back with 
a round-head screw over a small brass washer. Mount the stop 
low enough on the back so that when it is tilted, its edge does 
not go above the top. The stop should swing freely. In a wide 
drawer, two stops might be better than one. 

-John B. Moon, Mount Vernon, Wash. 

Knockdown workbench 

[i?'==;o==;;;==;r===;;;;=='i1Sheet 1 :  --
- workbench top 

(edged with pine) 

Cut 3A-in.-wide 

insert 

slots for knockdown joints. 

A professional cabinetmaker friend of mine discovered this 
workbench system that is light, compact to store, quick to break 
down and can really take heavy abuse. To make the workbench, 
pick up three sheets of o/4-in. plywood on sale. Rip one sheet in 
two vertically to make the cross beams and slice another sheet 
in two horizontally to make the legs. Edge the third sheet with 
pine to make the workbench top. Cut mating o/4-in. slots in the 
legs and cross beams, so they can be assembled into the work
bench's undercarriage. Fasten the top to the undercarriage with 
screws into threaded inserts. 

-Nicholas S. Tyler, Manotick, Ont., Canada 

Quick tip: Add strips of plastic laminate to the bottoms and sides 
of drawer guides. The drawers will slide easier and wear forever. 

-Boles M Derenda, West Seneca, NY 

Wooden bed-bolt covers 

Not long ago, I made a pencil post bed and covered its eight bolt 
heads with traditional brass bed-bolt covers. When the next pro
ject, a pair of bunk beds, required twenty-two bolt covers, I 
abandoned the brass tradition in favor of hardwood covers. 
After making wooden covers, I'm now convinced that they're 
better than their brass predecessors in several ways-they're 
easily made in any size, shape and color, their attachment 



LETIS CLEAR THE AIR! 
Newly aware of the dangers of airborne dust, woodworkers in shops of all sizes are 
investing in dust collection systems. You should, too. These four popular models from 
Grizzly are extremely efficient and very quiet. So, why take chances with your health? 
Take advantage of these unbel ievably low prices and enjoy a safer woodworking 

"IMPORTERS OF 
FINE MACHINERY" 

environment. 

· 1 1 0 V · 78 LBS. 

ONLY $1 8995 

MODEL G1 028 
• 1 H .P .  • 2-BAG 

· 1 1 0 V • 1 25 LBS. 

ONLY $26500 

'-------'� 

MODEL G1 029 
• 2 H.P. • 2-BAG 

• 220 V • 1 35 LBS. 

ONLY $29500 

MODEL G1 030 
• 3 H.P .  • 4-BAG 

• 220 V • 1 70 LBS. 

ONLY $45500 
PRICES ABOVE ARE F.O.B. WlWAIISPORT, PA OR BELLINGHAM, WA 

DUST COLLECTION ACCESSORIES 
PLASTIC BLAST GATES 
MODEL G1842 3" $4.95 

MODEL G1 843 4" $5.95 

MODEL G1 844 5" $9.95 

MODEL G1 845 6" $1 0.95 

ALUMINUM 

BLAST GATES 
MODEL G1 553 3" $10.95 

MODEL G1 571 4" $13.95 DUST 
COLLECTION 
BASICS HOSE CLAMP

3
� 

MODEL G1 795 $.79 

$.89 

$.99 
This incisive new 
bookskil lfully guides 
the woodworker 
through all  the steps 
necessary in the 
design and construc
tion of an efficient 
central dust collec
tion system and tells 
you what you need 
to know for easy 
installation. 

MODEL G2525 

ONLY $595 

MODEL G1 796 4" 
MODEL G2484 5' 
MODEL G2485 6' $1 .09 

WIRE HOSE CLAMPS 
MODEL G2972 2" $.79 

MODEL G2973 3' $.89 

MODEL G2974 4' $.99 

MODEL G2975 5' $1 .1 9 

MODEL G2976 6" $1 .39 

FLOOR SWEEP SYSTEM 
MODEL G1 840 $9.95 

T 
MODELG1 546 3" $4.50 

MODEL G1547 4" $5.95 

Y 
MODEL G1551 3" $4.95 

MODEL G1 552 4" $6.95 

SPLICE 
MODEL G2481 3" $3.95 

MODEL G2482 4" $4.95 

ELBOW - goo 
MODEL G1 544 3" $3.95 

MODEL G1545 4" $4.95 

REDUCER 
MODEL G2483 

Reducer 3' x 2' $3.95 

MODEL G1519 

Reducer 4' x 3' $3.95 

ADAPTOR 
(for Shopvac!! & Sears!!) 
MODEL G2551 

Reducer 3' x 2-1/2' $4.95 

2,1/2" UNIVERSAL 

DUST PORT 
MODEL G2977 

4' x 3-5/8' 

READER SERVICE NO. 106 

UNIVERSAL 

DUST HOOD 
MODEL G1 838 

7"x 7" $7.95 

JOINTER 

DUST HOOD 
MODEL G1 839 

6-1/2" x 6-1/2" 
MODEL G1841 

7" x 8-1/2" 

TABLE SAW 

DUST HOOD 
MODEL G1837 

1 0' x 1 0' 
MODEL G2480 

1 4' x 14'  

FLEXIBLE 

HOSE 
MODEL G2867 2' x 1 0' 
MODEL G1674 3' x 10' 
MODEL G1678 3' x 50' 
MODEL G1536 4' x 1 0' 

MODEL G2866 2' x 20' 

$9.95 

$1 1 .95 

$49.95 

$1 4.95 

$29.95 

2406 REACH ROAD 
WlWAMSPORT, PA 17701 
CuatoIMr ServIce: (717) 326-3808 



Methods of Work (continued) 

screws are concealed and they're certainly less expensive. 
To make diamond-shaped covers, mill a piece of wood Y'6 in. 

thick and long enough to cut all the covers. Lay out a centerline 
on the underside, find the centers of the diamonds and draw 
their shape. Using a Va-in. Forstner bit in a drill press, drill a 
Y4-in.-deep hole into the center back side of each diamond. This 
leaves about Y'6 in. undrilled. Next, using a Va-in keyhole bit in a 
router table, carefully set the fence so the bit fits the holes just 
made (see the sketch on p. 14). As before, set the bit's height 
Y'6 in. shy of the wood's surface. Stick some tape to the fence, 
and make a mark to denote the center of the keyhole bit. Make 
a second mark as a stopping point for a I -in. blind cut. 

After you've made the guide marks, lower the workpiece on
to the bit and make the first keyhole cut. With the router still run
ning, carefully draw the board back to the bit's insertion point, 
and lift it off the bit. Then make repeated keyhole routings right 
down the board. ow you're ready to cut out the diamonds, 
plane off their corners and smooth them. Using a jig like the one 
shown in the sketch, drill pilot holes into each bed post and in
stall round-head screws (about Y. in. proud) to hold the wood
en covers. Because the bed bolts (for headboard and footboard) 
on the sides of most beds are higher than the rail bolts on the 
ends, the neighboring bolt covers will be at different heights. If 
this presents a problem, make the covers long enough to con
ceal either bolt hole, and install them at the same level. 

-John B. Moon , Mount Vernon , Wa sh. 

Quick tip: Use Post-It note pads to identify the parts of a wood
working project Gower left stile, bottom drawer front, for exam
ple). If you clean the wood before applying the note, it will stick 
without leaving a residue. -Anthony P Matlo sz, Howell, NJ 

Routing a raised-rim tabletop 

�. Insert strips to . . . .  

l-J'/"'E'----- adjust stop position Router cutting sequence 

In reproducing an 18th-century pedestal table, I was faced with 
the problem of forming a raised-rim top. The traditional method 
was to use a lathe for this process. But even my small 25-in. top 
was far beyond the capacity of my lathe. So I devised this router 
jig to shape the table's top. 

First, I cut the top to the required diameter on a bandsaw and 
then screwed a pivot block holding a countersunk Va-in. bolt to 
the center of the top. The sinking was to be Y'6 in. deep, so I 
made sure the pivot block's screws only penetrated Y4 in. Then I 
made the fixture to pivot on the bolt. With a two-flute straight 
bit in the router, I initially used the setup to true the edge of the 
top to a perfect circle; I made subsequent cuts from the outside 
in. To avoid having to move the stop for each cut, I inserted 
spacing strips to position the router for up to four sweeps of the 
jig before I had to reposition the stop. When as much as possi
ble of the Sinking had been done in this way, I used a core box 
bit to form the cove on the rim. To sink the central part of the 

WOODWOR KER II - Best on TABLE SAW WOODWORKER I - Best on RADIAL SAW DURALINE Hi-AT For TABLE & RADIAL SAW 
With this ONE ALL PURPOSE blade 40 teeth you can 
SMOOTH RIP & CROSSCUT 1 ' · 2' ROCKHARDS and 
SOFTWOODS with smooth·as·sanded surface. PLY-VENEERS 
oak/birch crosscut with NO BODOM SPLINTER. 
• Mostly l IS kert 1 5°, ATB and 20° face hook (easyfeed). 
• DOUBLE HARDER and 40% STRONGER CARBIDE. 
• Ends blade changing (does rip, combo and crosscut). 
• Ends scratchy saw cuts (for the rest of your life). 
• Ends second step finishing (jOinting and sanding). 
• Ends cutting ln6" oversize to allow for RESURFACE. 
• Buy and sharpen ONE blade instead of 3, 24T rip, SOT 

Combination, SOT Crosscut. 
• Strongly recommend our .001 flat large stiffener· 

dampener against outside of blade for smoothest, quietest 
cuts by this and any other blade. 
• Use 30T if ripping mostly 2' - 3' hardwoods. 
• Side wobble held .001 - others .004/.01 0  is common! 

RAISE for THICK woods, LOWER for THIN woods and 
perfect cut everything! All SIS' holes, unless otherwise noted. 

List SALE List SALE 
1 4' x 40T x l '  $21 5 $139 9' x 40T $146 $99 
1 4' x 30T x l ' 1 95 129 30T 1 25 89 
1 2' x 40T x l ' 183 1 1 9  *S-1/4' x 40T 3!32 1 36 89 
1 2' x 30T x l '  162 1 09 S' x 40T3/32 136 89 
10' x 40T 118 & 3/32 156 1 09 S' x 30T 3/32 1 1 5 79 

30T 118 & 3/32 135 89 7-114' x 30T 3/32 1 12 49 
5/8' holes std. Boring up to 1 -1/4' 
$7.50 extra - Shipping $4.00 'NEW for Sears Tablesaw 
ALSO help your SEARS blade, FREUD, PIRANHA, JAPANESE 
THIN SAW, DML, LEITZ, etc. FOR BffiER CUTS! 

Use our large 1/8' DAMPENER o 
. 

STIFFENERS, against one side 

O 4. -
21 TIYable and RETURNABLE 

5 - 24 Stops vibration, flutter, 

O 6" - 25 
cutting noise and blade ring. 
Parallel and flat to .001. 
7' and laroer available 

SIS" holes std. Boring up to 1 -1/4" $7.50 extra. 
Others available. Add $2.50 i 

(tablesaw too) This ALL PURPOSE blade gives scratch free 
POLISHED cuts on all materials RIP or CROSSCUT up to 2'. 
• AII 60T and 3/32' THIN kert 200-ATB and 5° face hook. 
• DOUBLE HARDER and 40% STRONGER carbide. 
• THIN KERF: 

Saves 1/3 wood loss on each cut, radial or table. Feeds easy 
when used for moderate rip and crosscut on table saw. 
Reduces "JUMP IN" greatly for better 'PULL CONTROL'. 
Practically eliminates bottom splinter on RADIAL-CROSSCUT. 
• Totally stops ALL bottom and top splinter on ply veneers in 

push·cut mode on RADIAL. 
• Our STIFFENER STRONGLY RECOMMENDED AGAINST 

outside of blade only for best cuts. 
Made and serviced in USA for your benefit. 

1 4' x 60T x l ' 1/8' 
1 2' x 60T x l '  or SIS' 
1 0' x 60T x 5/8' 
g' x 60T x 5/8' 
S' x 60T x SIS' 

New S-II4' x 40T x SIS' 
RYOBI RA200 TS200 SEARS 

List SALE 
$224 $149 

1 9S 1 29 
1 62 1 1 9  
1 56 1 09 
1 50 99 
136 89 

-No tearout on all five 
woods tested.-
-Fine Woodworking 
July/Aug. 1991 

Boring up to 1 -1/4' SALE! 1 0% OFF $5.50 Per Sel 
$25 per sel Shipping 

WE RECOMMEND OUR FACTORY SHARPENING. 2-4 DAYS ON THESE AND ALL MAKES OF CARBIDE TIP SAWS. SHIP IN UPS 
(600 grit microscoped) 1 0 x 40T $15.00. 60T $17.75 Add return UPS $4.00 or 2nd Day Air $7 

NDW ... DRDER the one blade that will outlast you! (1 0·20 sharpenings possible). 

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR FULL CASH REFUND. 
45 years of fine American saw making & sharpening 

FORREST MANUFACTURING COMPANY, INC. 
461 River Road, Cl ifton, N.J. 07014 
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(very good on chop saw too!) STOP SPLINTERING 
those SPLINTERY OAKS, HARDWOOD VENEERS and 
thin 2 SIDE LAMINATES ON PARTICLE BOARD. 
FOR FASTER FEED RATES AND MORE ABSOLUTE 
SPLINTER CONTROL. 
OURALINE Hi-AT 
Note: Fine Woodworking 
Editorial Nov lOec. 1988 
No. 73, pg. 65,S.N. 
recommends l1i!i1l 
alternating top bevel (ATB) 1hin kerfs and 0 blade 
stiffeners for smoothest 
cuts on RADIAL SAW, etc. 

Jim Forrest, President and designer 
microscoping cutting edge. 

All SIS' holes. Boring up to 1-1/4' $7.50 extra 
Larger holes - time basis. Shipping $4.00 

7-1/4' x 60T 3/32 $129 1 2' x  SOT x l 'l/8 $212 --- -. ....,.,� �: � ��t ��� � ��� ��� 1�: � 1 ��m :1I8 ��� 
10' x SOT 1/8 & 3132 207 1 4' x l 00T x l '  266 

16' x SOT x 1 ' 262 
16' x 100Tx l' 294 

CARBIDE is THE HARDEST OF THE C-4 grades 
and 40% STRONGER, NOT WEAKER! !  

For 50% to 300% longer life! 

CHOPMASTfR SERIES FOR MITER SAWS 
for tight, smoolh, splinter-free miter jOints. 

NEW AVAILABLE SIZES 

Hitachi S-1/2' DeWalt S-1/2' S-1/2'x 60T x 5/S' 
Delta 9' x SOT x 5/S' 
Rxobi-Makita 1 0' x SOT x 5/S' 
Hitachi 1 2' x SOT x l '  
Ryobi-Makita 1 4' x lOOT l '  
Hitachi 1 5' x l OOT l ' 

I 

list 
$179 

204 
207 
229 
266 
277 

SALE 
$ 99 

1 09 
1 1 9  
129 
169 
179 

BUSINESS OPEN ACCOUNTS AVAILABLE I _I � � 
We honor Amex, Visa & Master Card, Money Drders, Personal 

Checks, and COD's. TO ORDER BY MAIL clip ad, circle choices and 
enclose payment. Specify Dept. EW when ordering. 

PHONE TOLL FREE! 
1-800-733-7111 (in NJ; 201-473-5236) 

Welcome. FAX: 201-471-3333 



@),,� SWISS DESIGN 
.. - . WOodworking Machines 

Renowned Precision Machines 
at Sale Prices 

I N CA 

#016 1 6 PC. 
FORSTNER BIT SET 

Sizes 1/4" to 2-118" In 
wooden c .... 3/8" shank, 
3-112" ovoroll 1-1/2'· . ovor 
have saw teeth to prevent 

ovomootlng. 

$86_95 set 
HIIC 50-52. FULLY I;UAIIANrEEDI 
#07 7 PC. FORSTNER BIT SET 
Siz ... 1/4" t01" in wooden CMe. 

$26_95 

EXAMPlE: 
New Model 2100 12" Table Saw 
Save up to $500. 
Shipped Direct from Inventory 
5 Year Limited Warranty 

Call or Send for More 
Information 

(BOD) 221·2942 
Garrett Wade Co., Inc. 
161 Avenue of the Americas 
New York, NY 10013 

The 
·1 .... t.nt Set-Up" 
Portable Bench 

Cla mping System I 

1S" Grip (BB1SC) 

36" Grip (BB36C) 

50" Grip (BBSOC) 

24" Grip (CT24C) 

36" Grip (CT36C) 

50" Grip (CT SOC) 

BACK-TO-BACK 
BENCH CLAMP 

• CLAMP 'N TOOL 
GUIDE 

Tho First Bor Clomp 
Thot's Also An 

-Obstruction Fr .. -
Streight Edgo! 

$21 _95 � 
25_95 _.no 
28_95 U_".A 

MOON'S SAW & TOOL INC. In IL: (312) 549-7924 2531-39 N Ashl'�d Ave · Chicago IL 6061. 1 ( 8  0 0 )  4 4 7 7 3 7 1 Vosa, M C & DoscoverCard Accepted -

READER SERVICE NO.24 

JT 1007 7 5309 

JT 1008 8 5639 

JT-0012 12  51895 

9034 Bermudez Stree t . 
Pico R i vera C A  90660 
M A I N O F F IC E :(2 1 3)949- 3747 
A T L A NTA :(404) 4 1 6-6006 
(800)786-5626 (orde r on ly ) 

OWER TOOLS 
READER SERVICE NO. 29 

NEW! Through Dovetail Sizes 

NEW! Half-Blind Dovetail Sizes 

NEW! Universal Guidebushes to fit 

even more routers. 

NEW! See Leigh jigs put to good use 

in "The New Yankee Workshop" videos. 

PLUS! The only Multiple Mortise 

and Tenon Attachment ever made. 

PLUS! Top woodworkers worldwide 

share their projects and comments 

about our jigs. 

THE EXPERTS SAY: 
"Tbe wigb Jig cut tbrougb dovetails tbat 

looked identical to tbose wt by bal/d, 

at/d fit togetber as if tbey bad beell wt 

by a  master . .. WOODSMITIf MAGAZINE 
"Certai1Zly no production worksbop 

sbould be wi/bout one of tbese, and tbe 

seriolls bome craftsman wilt find great 

joy in llSing it. " JOHN SAINSBURY'S 
ROUfER WORKSHOP 
"/ lUllS amazed tbat tbisjie .. could make 

so many jOints .. . in allY pattem yolt 

like . . .  " FINE WOODWORKING MAGAZINE 

Mail to: Leigh Industries Ltd., P.O. Box 357, 1 585 Broadway St., Port Coquitlam, 

B.C_, Canada V3C 4K6 Te1.604 464-2700 Fax.604 464-7404 
r-----------------------------, 
I YES! Please send me my FREE DOVETAIL JIG CATALOG. I 
I Name I 
I I 
I Address I 
I I 
I I 
I StateIProv. I 
I Country ZipIPostal Code 1ft' I 
L _____________________________ � 



Methods of Work (colltinued) 

table, I removed the pivot block and lengthened the base of the 
jig to span the width of the top. Finally, I smoothed the entire re
cessed top with a plane and a scraper. 

-Dr. Ralph Sinnott, Wolverhampton, England 

Making tapered cylinders without a lathe 

I use a router table to make tapered cylinders for kaleidoscopes, 
but the method could be adapted to make table legs or large 
dowels. I start by gluing up four pieces of wood into a column. 
Then I attach two Y4-in. Lexan plastic circles to the ends of the 
column using a threaded rod and wing nuts. If the workpiece is 
solid, you can attach the circles with screws. I press the assem
bly against the router-table fence and make repeated passes, 
turning and sliding, to produce the cylinder. Stops on the router
table fence keep me from routing into the circles. 

Note that two equally sized circles produce a straight cylinder, 
and unequally sized circles produce a taper. The circles should 
be larger than the cylinder by the distance of the router bit from 
the fence. In my case, I use 5-in. and 4Y>-in. circles to cut cylin
ders that taper from about 3 in. to 2Y2 in. 

-John Grant, Palme r, Alaska 

PROJEaS IN METAL Magazine Teaches You Metalworking 
Basics with Valuable Projects Like This Scroll Saw 

An indispensable tool for woodworkers! 
You'll learn metal crafts by making useful ....... . 
tools for your shop. Each issue features 
complete projects - plus notes 
on metalworking technique, 
and tips to save you headaches, 
time, money. $19.00 a year (6 issues) 
check or charge card. 

PROJECTS IN METAL, Dept. D26, 
P.O. Box 1810, Traverse City, MI 49685. 
Or call 800-447-7367. 

SPECIAL OFFER: Scroll saw plans are free for the asking when you subscribe. 

But be sure to ask! 

READER SERVICE NO" 163 

READER SERVICE O. 56 
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Turnbuckle clamp 

I make an inexpensive box clamp from turnbuckles, long stove 
bolts, washers and scrapwood. Remove the ring bolts from the 
turnbuckles and drill out the threads on one end. 

-Dan Wilson, Chesterfield, Mo. 

Miter-gauge alignment fIxture 

Years ago, I read that you could easily adjust a miter gauge to 
90° by turning the gauge upside down, pushing it into the ta-

Conceal, reveal 
swivel with a 
touch of a finger. 

YOU BUIL D THE FURNITURE-WE'L L P ROVIDE THE AUTOMATION 

NOT THIS . . .  BUT THIS! Since 1955, the Auton Com
pany has served the design � community with quality motor
ized systems that utilize remote 
controls and small, powerful '��EyaL. 0 motors. Motorized platforms 

<ii 
glide smoothly and quietly on 

01.0 FASH,ONEO ",.,'SSQR·" LIFT AUlON"S SMDOTH four rac�s 
I 
an

t
d pinion

h
s a

f
nd 

RPCK, P1NION ORIVE even sWlve a a touc 0 a 
button. 

AUTON POP UP COMPUTER LIFTS 
Lower your computer and keyboard into a cabinet 
at a touch of a button. Provides vital security while 
enhancing the appearance of any office. Helps keep 
computers dust free when not in use. Call or write 
today for free literature. 
AUTON COMPANY Box 1 1 29 · Sun Valley, CA 91 353-1129 ·(818) 367-4340 l_i�I_:_" 
Beverly Hills (310) 659-1718 . Honolulu (808) 734-1260 . FAX (818) 362-9215 
Auton does not make furniture. US & Foreign Pat. Pend. MADE IN THE USA. 

BED/FOOT pop-up TV SWIVEL BASE PANEL LIFT POP-UP TABLE PROJECTOR POP DOWN 

READER SERVICE NO. 52 



Ii 
THE ART OF 1),,' 

W@DWORKING 
Your complete guide to woodworking tools, techniques and materials. 

Now you can build the skills and 
master the techniques that will tum 
you into a better woodworker. And get 
plans for just about every shop-made 
jig and fixture you're ever likely to need 
in THE ART OF WOODWORKING, 
new from TIME-LIFE BOOKS. 

Heres the perfect workbench com
panion-with clear, easy-to-follow illus
trations and a unique spiral binding 
that allows the book to lie flat while in 
use. Your first volume, Woodworking 
Machines, shows you how to adjust, 
sharpen and use just about any 
machine tool. And helps you get the 

most from your shop tools with com
plete set-up instructions, detailed safety 
precautions, plus maintenance tips. 

Shop-test Woodworking Machines 
free for 15 days and receive a bonus set 
of workbench plans! If you keep the 
book, pay just $15 .99, plus shipping 
and handling. Then about every 
month, you'll receive another book, 
like Hand Tools, Cabinetmaking, Portable 
Power Tools and Wood Finishing, on the 
same free-examination basis. There is 
no purchase necessary, and the free 
plans are yours to keep without any 
obligation I 

------------, 

YES! I would like to examine : 
I Woodworking Machines free for 1 5 : 

days as my introduction to THE . 
ART OF WOODWORKING. 
Please send it to me, along with my 
free Workbench Plans and other 
future volumes, under the terms 
described in this ad. 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY 

STATE/ZIP 

SEND NO MONEY NOW 
If card is missing mail lO: TIME-LIFE BOOKS, P.O. 

Box 85563, Richmond, VA 23285-5563 KGAN85 

]anuaryjFebruary 1993 19 



Methods of Work (colltillued) 

blesaw slot and tightening the bar. Perhaps this method works 
on some saws but not on mine. 

As an alternative, I built a hardwood alignment fixture slightly 
wider than my miter gauge. I routed a o/4-in. slot down the mid
dle underside of the fixture to fit the miter-gauge bar. With the 
help of a square and a plastic triangle, I cut one end of the fix
ture to a perfect 90° and the other end to a perfect 45 0. I've since 
added a second fixture for 30° and 60° .  To adjust the miter 
gauge, I place the fixture, slot down, on the miter-gauge bar and 
tighten the face to the setting. It's fast and accurate. 

-Clyde Hunter Jr., SanJose, Calif. 

One-minute taper jig 

Tapered workpiece 

I use a jig to taper a guitar's fingerboards, but tl1e jig could be 
adapted to table legs or any short tapering job. The limiting fac
tor is the length of the rip fence. 

Start with a piece of hardwood scrap that's narrower than 
the work. Cut a notch into both ends of the jig to leave two fin
gers. One finger should be half as wide as the taper, and the oth-

STEVE WALL LUMBER CO. 
Quality Hardwoods and Woodworking machinery For 

The Craftsman and Educaliona/ /nstitutions 

Select 1 .90 .................................................... $ 62.00 
Basswood ....... ............... ... 414 Seled 1 .35 .................... UPS ................. $ SO.OO 
Birch ......................... ...... . . 414 Seled 1 .60 ..•................................................. $ 56.00 
Cherry ............. ..... ............. 4/4 Seled 2.55 ....•...•... Specials .......... $ 71.00 
Cypress ............................ 414 Seled 1 .65 .................................................... $ 52.00 
Hickory .... ............ .............. 414 Seled 1 .SO .................................................... $ SO.OO 
Mahogany (Genuine) ........ 414 Seled 2.75 .................................................... $ 76.00 
Maple (Hard) ..................... 414 Seled 1 .75 .................................................... $ 55.00 
Maple (Soh) ............. ......... 414 Seled 1 .40 .................................................... $ 49.00 
Pecan ..... ................ .......... 414 Seled 1 .50 .................................................... $ SO.OO 
Poplar ............................... 414 Seled 1 .20 .................................................... $ 48.00 
Wh�e OR Red Oak .... ....... 4/4 Seled 2.00 .................................................... $ 60.00 
Walnut .............................. 4/4 Seled 2.75 .................................................... $ 74.00 
Cedar (Aromatic Red) ....... 414 1 C.Blr. 1 .40 .................................................... $ 49.00 
Wh�e Pine .. .............. ........ 414 F.G. .95 .................................................... $ 40.00 
Yellow Pine ....................... 414 Clear 1 .20 .................................................... $ 48.00 

Above prices are for 1 00' quantities of Above prices are 20 bd. tl. bundles of 

kilndried rough lumber sold by the Bd. Ft. ctear kilndried lumber 3·· 1 0· wide · 3'·7" 

FOB Mayodan, NC. long (Random widths & lenglhs) Sur· 

Call for q uantity discounts. Other sizes and faced 2 sides or rough. Delivered UPS 

grades available. prepaid in the Continental U.S. 

LUMBER SPECIALS 

MAHOGANY 100 Bd. Ft. Bundle #1 Common S2S 13/16 $ 1 75* 
WALNUT 1 00 Bd. Ft. Bundle #1 Common 6/4 Rgh. $ 1 40* 

'FOB Mayodan - Motor Freight Only 

EXOTICS: Bloodwood $7.00 • Canary Wood 
Rosewood $9.50 • Tulip Wood 

Others Available 

STEVE H. WALL LUMBER CO. 
BOX 287 • MA YODAN. N.C. 27027 

919-427-0637 • 1-800-633-4062 • FAX 91 9-427-7588 
Send $1 .00 For lumber end Mechi nery Catelog 
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er finger should be as wide as the taper. To use tl1e jig, first rip 
the workpiece. Then, without changing the fence setting, insert 
the half-taper notch between the fence and the workpiece, and 
trim one side. Flip the workpiece over and flip the jig end for 
end to trim the second side. The resulting workpiece will have 
square ends and equal tapers. -Phil Clark, Homestead, Pa. 

Quick tip: A magnet from a junked radio speaker makes an 
excellent stop block on the tablesaw. Just plop the strong mag
net where needed. The magnets require no clamps and are in-
finitely adjustable. -R.A. Bolste r, Ashland, Ore. 

Storyboard for routing dadoes revisited 

Router-depth settings 

i 
Set edge of fence here 
for 3,4-in. dado. 

I added a couple of improvements to Keith Schubert's dado 
routing jig (FWW #91, p. 16). Rather than measuring and trans
ferring the edge-to-bit distance from the router to the jig, I just 
clamped a fence to each of the lines and routed a dado with the 

�. 

o Qual ity Woodworking Suppl ies 
o Hard to Find Items 
o Legendary Service 
o Home of the Square Drive Screw 
"0" a scale of one to len, I rate doing business wilh 
McFeely's an easy eleven." N.M. Elmont, NY 

�M�EELY'� PO Box 3 ·  712 12th St �SQUARE DRfVE SCREWS • VA • 24505 

370H Dozuki 

6 1 0  Ryoba 

405 Proton 

GYOKUCHO 
Traditional Japanese 

Pull Saws. 
Razor Sharp, 

Fine and Rip cuts 
leave thinner kerfs. 

SET OF THREE $85.00 (includes S&H) 
with Japanese canvas saw case. 

Available Individually 
370H $35 405 $20 
6 1 0 $24 Case $ 1 0 

(S&H $4) 
Send for a free brochure of all l ines of RAZOR SAWSi 

• Tool Catalog $3. Wholesale available. � 
HlDA TOOL, INC./GYOKUCHO JAPAN � 
13JJ San Pablo Ave., 6erkeley, CA 94702 1 -800-443-55 1 2  G"tOKUCHO 
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TABLE SAW FENCES 
TSO so' BIESEMEYER 294 X50 50" EXCALIBER 329 
34·897 SO' UNIFENCE 289 

SENCD 
not avialable in all areas 

LS2 Pinner 5/8" - 1 "  245 
SFNl 1"-2" Finish Nailer 255 
SFN2 Big Finish Nailer 375 
SKS 1/4' Crown Stapler 247 
T50 lhp Turbo Oilless Pancake �ompressor 295 

. SLP 20 , Pinner - - $249 trii;�n:; 
AM78rlC2 1 1/2 'HP·l tank 279 
AM78HC4V 1 1/2 'Hp·2 tank 299 _ BlACK&DECKER 
1 1 66  3/8' Professional Drill 59 
1 3 1 1  1/2' Professional DriIi 1 19 
13SO·09 TimberwoW Drill 254 
1 703 10' Miter Saw 178 
2664K Cyclone 9.6v Cordless 129 
2665K Cyclone 12v Cordless 148 
2670 Impact Wrench 139 

7h.a.Jc.I.'t4Jk' 
LS1030 '� $ 1 99 . '  
10" , Jio<: • 
Miter Saw ' 
DA391 0 Cordless ArgIe ()iI 

621 1 DW 
9S01Bi<W 
9924B 
B04510 
B04530 

Topi Only 88 
NEW'Cordl's Kit 189 
Mini Grinder Kit 97 
3><24 Beltsander 147 
Pad Sander 49 

Round Pad Sander 59 

0"," a Sa",lDill! 
Start a Profitable Business! 
Save money cutting your own lumber, make money cutting for others. 

32 Page FuU Color Catalog - $2.00 
66'minute demonstration video-$10. 00 

MasterCard or Visa accepted 
8 1 80 West 10th Street · Dept Z55 
Indianapolis, Indiana 462 1 4·2400 
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Delta (Rockwell)14' & 20' Band 
Saw Guide Conversion Kits with 
upper and lower Carter Guidall 
500 All Ball·Bearing Guides 
mounting brackets only 
Other kits for popular saws 1 4" 
and larger (Grizzly, Grob, Davis 
and Wells for instance). 

� Call or write for FREE 
PRODUCTS CO., INC. 

437 Spring SI., NE • Grand MI 49503 
(61 451 ·2928 ' FAX: ·4330 
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�� PORTER+[ABLE 
���,4;jagnu';; , 330 4 
$ 1 1 6  Palm , ' 
0222·1 3/8' Dnll 104 Sander .. 
0224·1 3/8' Magnum 1 14 $55 ' '-��:� ���ctu:k m 100 7/8 hp Router 97 
0375.1 3/8' RA Drill 127 315·1 7 1/4' Circular Saw 1 16 
0379· 1 1/2' RA Drill 145 332 NEW! R.O SANDER 68 
3300.1 RA Magnum 178 333 R.O SANDER w/bag 78 
5392·1 3/8' Hammer Drill 1 1 4  351 3x21 Belt Sander 1 32 
6365 7 1/4' Circular Saw 1 16 352 3x21 BeltSanderw/bag 1 36 
6368 7 1/4' saw Kn 1 34 360 3x24 BeltSarderw/bag 178 
6507 VS Sawzall 134 361 3><24 Belt Sander 169 

1 605-2 Biscuit Joiner 
6508 VS Sawzall 130 362 4><24 Belt Sander w/bag 186 

1 18 6539·1 Cor-. scr ewdriver  74 363 4><24 Belt Sander 182 
109 6546·1 VSCordl'screwdriver 79 513 Lock Mortiser 679 5510 5 1/2' Trim Saw 

5860 60 8 1/4' Wonndrive 
9645 r Disc Grinder 
9665 9- Disc Grinder 

168 6747·t Drywall gun 0·2500 99 550 NEW! Pocket Cutter 207 
1 19 67SO·1 Drywall gun 0·4000 93 59381 Ooor Hinge Kit 165 
129 6753·1 Drywall gun 3.5 amp 87 690 1-1/2 hp Router 127 

8975 Heat Gun 58 693 Plunge Router 164 � 8977 VariableHeat Gun 74 6931 Plunge Base 74 ,'"'" 659 Drywall Screwgun . 79 � �.. 695 I I/2 hp Router Table 202 
7 7  z $ 1 3 9 � ��O �t��� only 1� 
7 1/4 ' Wormdrlve Saw 9 1 18 OoorPlaneKit 197 � 6508 $ 1 30 ��� �i�Sa� �� 
P 

2 range VS Sawzall 97310 Trimmer kit 187 anasonic' \ 
27SO Mini Grinder 79 EY571 B  9v Cordi' Dril 127 ! ��

�

/������ i::: :& 3102-09 2 spd Cutsaw 99 rvr��c �:l�dlarge �: 
;;: ��u'::I��!�ter �:� EY970B 9.6v battery 39 
14765 25pc Buliet Drilibit set 55 � � 

���� �' � 
Router Clamp 'n Tool Back·to·Back 
'/4 • collet Guide Bench Cliroo 
$ 1 1 9 

. �g ��� ��� �: 2721 1 .5hpRruter II2'ooiet 129 24C 21.SO BBSO 30.95 

g���v Recipro Saw 1 16 Compound '. _ . 

DH38YE Roto Hammer 378 Miter Saw 
F20A Plane 89 
M12V 3 1/4hp Plunge Atr 223 .. 
��

2SA ';;:� 
��

;r �� ._ NEW! 
TR12 Plunge Router 168 - CJ65 VA 

NAIL GUNS NR83A Framin9Gun 398 � $149 
�:::�� �:��� �::: m ' � VS Orbital 
N5008AA Stapler 319 Jigsaw 

"The setup is easy, adjustments 
minimal and the joints perfect. 
It's the easiest of all the jigs to 
use and great for production 
use . "  - Woodworker's Journal 
"In a class by itself." 

- WOOD Magazine 

VIDEO: $8.95 + $2 P / H  
o test cuts. Fast setup. Unlimited 

widths. Precision joinery. Classic and 
variable spacing. Compound angles. 
Curved dovetails. Box joints. 20 year 
warranty. Made in USA since 1 976. 

To find out more, contact your Dealer or 
KELLER & CO. 
1327 '1' Street, Dept. F13 
Petaluma, CA 94952 
1 -800-995-2456 
707-763-9336 

Keller Dovetail System 
Simply the best, 
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�oal. 
NEW! � 
Fine � 
Detail 
Sander 
OS 1000 $52 
AP12 NEW! 12' Planer 425 
BE321 3><21 Sander 126 
BT3000 10' Pro Table Saw 539 
BT3QOOW With Stand 599 
JP155 6' Planer 295 
JM100K Biscuit Jointer 204 

t��LSKJ�� 1� 
R501 2hp Plunge Router 148 
RE600 3hp Plunge Router 204 
RJl00VK Reciprocal>lg Saw 89 
SCI60 Scroll Saw 137 
TFD170·2 g, CordrsDriI·2 bat1. 148 
TFD220-2 12v Cordrstlril·2bat1. 164 
TS260 NEW! 10' Comp. MI .. 215 

NEW! �"'"Ii ' Random 
Orbit 
Sander 
RS1 12 $52 

HOOK & LOOP 
S A N D P A P E R  

RYOBI 4 l/2'discs 10 count 
PORTERICABLE 5" discs 10 count 
BOSCH 5' discs 10 count 
MAKITA 5' discs 10 count 
All GRITS. 1 0pc. $4.95 
STI KIT SAN DPAPE R  

10 )mi; 
� � Dstes 6' raJrP S'roorP 
80 10.95 100 pc 18.95 13.95 
100 9.85 SO pc 1 1 .65 8.50 
120 9.85 SO pc 1 1 .65 8.50 
ISO 9.85 SO pc 1 1 .65 8.50 
180 9.85 SO pc 1 1 .65 8.SO 
220 9.85 SO pc 1 1 .65 8.SO 

94-100 5pc $157 
Router Bit Cabinet Set 
FT2000E v. Plunge router 205 

Praessional Carbide-T IJlP8d Bales 
LU85M010 10' /lOT Finish 57 
LU84MOt 1 10' SOT Combo 39 
LM72M010 10' 24T Rip 37 
SPECIAL' ALL 3 BLADES 129 

BOSCH 
1 1 94VSR 1/2' Hammer Drill 138 
1 1212VSRSDS RaoHammet 194 

��� �
;:'h�

r
=e�kit ;� 

1 608U U.....,.,.ibe Trimmer 1 17 
1 58 1 VS 9 
$ 1 30 -"" 
VS Orbital ( 
JiQsaw 3001 VSRK Wnh 2 batteries 139 W� �TLEVEl 
S1224 2' level w/sensor 54 
PR24S 2' Pro Level w/module 87 
PR48S 4' Pro Levet w/module 104 
SMA Smart Module only 79 
PR24 2' Pro Rail only 19 
PR48 4' Pro Rail only 39 

�STABILA 
f @ c;).p¢) ,I 

LEVELS · Hand holes. Two vertical 
vials. Two mined faces. Yellow coat. 
2464 24' 36 
2469 36' 39 
2467 48' 45 

USE VISA, Me, DISCOVER ABBEY TOOLS 1 1 32 N. MAGNOLIA, ANAHEIM CA, 92801 
OPEN 8·5:30 WEEKDAYS 9·2 SATURDAY FREE SHIPPI�G on oniers over S50, Calif. residents add 7.7500 state sales tax 

Within continental 48 states, Hl and AK extra, 1 800 225 632 1 SERVING YOU FOR OVER 15 YEARS 
Sales liInited to stock on hand, - - -

Prices subject to change without notice 
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Methods of Work (continued) 

appropriate bit. This quick and accurate approach also makes it 
easy to see the location of the dado when using the jig. 

An improvement for gauging bit depth (instead of making 
marks along the board's edge) is to bore holes of the appropri
ate depth in the end of the jig. Use your largest diameter bit and 
a plunge router to drill the holes. The holes will ensure exactly 
the same depths every time, literally in seconds, without any 
measuring. -Gerard R. Mack, Badalasco , Italy 

Quick tip: For shop vacuum system fittings, use regular 2-in 
PVC couplings. Just cover the inside of the joining area with felt 
(using PVC cement) for a perfect fit. 

-Walter Sheard, Horsehead, NY 

Multi-use bandsaw auxiliary table 
I 

Miter-gauge slot 
fO' ''0''79 

Ripping and resawing on the bandsaw is always a problem be
cause of the tendency of each blade to naturally lead the cut in 

a slightly different direction. The traditional method of compen
sation is to find the lead angle, mark a line on the table, and then 
clamp a makeshift fence parallel to t1us line. The auxiliary table 
shown in the sketch improves on that solution by borroWing 
your tablesaw's nuter gauge for ripping as well as crosscutting 
on your bandsaw. 

I made my auxiliary table from a discarded lanLinated kitchen 
countertop, but a good grade of plywood would work just as 
well. Size it a little larger than the original table, then drill 
through both tables and fasten them together with four coun
tersunk carriage bolts. Cut a slot for blade entry and a hole with 
a recessed edge for the throat plate. Now cut two %-in. dadoes 
to fit the nuter gauge. Cut one parallel to the blade for standard 
crosscutting operations and then a second dado at a 90° angle to 
the first for ripping and resawing. 

To find a blade's lead angle, mark a centerline on a piece of 
lx2 scrap stock. Carefully rip freehand along tI1is line until t11e 
stock reaches the rear of the table. Leave the lx2 in t11is position 
and insert the nuter gauge in the second slot as shown. Loosen 
the protractor adjustment knob, and slide the nuter gauge up to 
the workpiece. Adjust the fence angle to the lead angle you just 
found, then tighten the protractor knob. Remove the lx2, posi
tion the nLiter gauge for the desired cut width, measuring from 
the front of the blade, and clamp me gauge in place. You're now 
set up for accurate, repeatable ripping or resawing. 

-Anthony P Matlosz, Howell, NJ 

Metho ds o/Work buys readers' tips ,jigs and tricks. Send details, 
sketches (we'll redraw them) and photos to Metho ds, Fine Wood
working, PO Box 5506, Newtown, Conn. 06470-5506 We 'll re
turn only those contributions that include an SASE. 

AMERICAN MADE, HEAVY DUTY! THE CONOVER LATHE 
The Ultimate 
Woodworking 

Tool. 

The Woodworkers ' Store 
New! 1992- 1993 Catalog 

Over 1 SO new, hard-to-find items! r ------------, 
Yes! Send me the next four issues of The 

I Woodworkers' Store catolog for only $2/yeor. I 
I I 
I Nome I 
I Add.... I 
I Clty SOuto Cop I 
I � DeCI. 23046 I 
I WoodworkersThe�[lf'l�, ��2r�,IAtNst�l.tlvd·1 
I Credit card orders I 
L _ _ _  �toree (612) 428-2199_ .J 
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DRUM SANDER 
It has quality features not 
found on other brands.Sand 
boards, frames, doors, veneer, 
knots, wild grain perfectly flal 
and smooth 
every time! 

Reduce sanding time from 
hours to minutes! 

Delivers sanding preciSion 
equal to large wide belt 
sanders at an affordable price! 

NEW video lape $9.95 
(+$2 s/h). Refund for 30 day 
return credited against 
machine purchase. 

EXCALIBUR MACHINE CORP. "a 55 P.O. Box 82 
Anderson, MO 64831 
o PLEASE SEND ME A FREE BROCHURE 1 -41 7-223-4031 
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A good miter 

is hard to find. 
Made in 

New England 

Now you 
know where 
to look! 

POOTATUCK CORPORATION 
P.o. Box 24, Dept. FW931 

Windsor, VT 05089 (802) 674-5984 
Name ________________________ __ 

Address ______________________ _ 

City/StatelZip 
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YOUR CRAFT DESERVES OUR CRAFTSMANSHIP. 

n ou can feel the purr from the 
, moment you turn it on - but 

.� you won't hear it! Heavy cast 
iron construction and a timber bed 
absorb aU vibration and noise. 
This is no ordinary lathe! 

We've refined the woodturning 
lathes of yesterday by blending their 
finest design qualities with modern 
alloys and precision manufacturing. 
The result is a robust but elegant 1 6 " 
lathe whose bed length i s  unlimited. 
Guaranteed to please and complement 
the craft of even the most discerning 
of craftsmen. 

The Conover Lathe. A long 
tradition of pride in American-made 
quality. CaU for your free catalogue. 

1£oNOVER 
Lathe Division · American Woodcraft Tools, Inc. 
10420 Kinsman Road . ewbury, Ohio 44065, USA 

(216) 564-9600 • (800) 722-5447 • FAX (216) 564-9566 
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MLCS Ltd. 
MAKE BEAUTIFUL RAISED PANEL DOORS WITH YOUR • • •  1/4"or 1/2" ROUTER • • •  1/2"or3l4" SHAPER 

Professional production quality M makes � quick and easy to produce matching rails and stiles - Shaper Cutters set • 
the panel raising b� w�h ball bearing guide ' makes the raised panel perfect every time. Item #1059 . 
SALE PRICE $6995 Regular value SET ALSO AVAILABLE IN y,' SAVE! only $99.95 " 

FOR COMPLETE SET over $150.00! SHANK - $79.95 - hem Il852 Set Rail & Stile & Raised Panel Cutters 
RAISED PANEL BIT 

SUPPLIED WITH 
BALL BEARING 

REVERSIBLE COMBINATION RAIL and STILE BIT 

PANEL 

PERSPECTIVE VIEW OF PANEL DOOR 
IWITH ONE RAil REMOVED) 

CARBIDE TIPPED ROUTER BITS • PROFESSIONAL PRODUCTION QUALITY GUARANTEED 
WHEN ORDERING ANY THREE OR MORE DEDUCT $1.00 EACH. • FREE SHIPPING IN CONTINENTAL U.S. 

JTaI BEST CUT 
NO. BEST PRICE DESCRIPTION 
1601 II( Spiral Cutter W If! V4 " $ 9.00 
#603 Solid Call1ide V4' Spiral Cutter V4' �4' 1/4' $12.00 
1003 V4' Spiral Cutter III �l If! ' $12.00 
IlOO4 '!Ii S�ral Cutter '!Ii I' lit · $24.00 
1005 1ft S!iaI CUter ... _Wi Be So.!!IIod 1ft 1 If! 1ft $29.00 

1530 � �It EdgeBeading �It Oia (Wrc� 1ft Vl $15.00 
1531 ¥It Edge Beading 'M Oia d Circle lit I/l $15.50 ��--��------�4---+--+----1350 . , Vs' Round Over lit R �4' �s' V4' $1 1 .00 
1351 �It RooM Over �It R 7ft lit I/l $11 00  
� I/l RoundOver I/l R I' 1ft 1/l $12.00 
1353 'M RooM Over 'M R 1 11( If! I/l $14.00 
1209 '!Ii Round Over '!Ii R l V4' '# V4' $15.00 
1355 If! RooM Over lit R l lf! �.' I/l $17.00 
11655 If! Round Over If! R 1 1ft �l lit $17.00 
11656 ¥.' RooM Over ¥l R '! 7Js' If! $21.00 r-------�------��--+__+----
1199 Multiform IIoolding Unlimned Patterns 2V4' '! lit $40.00 �----�--------�4---+--+----1205 Vl Cow V4' R l' If! 1/.' $12.00 
1206 '!Ii Cove '!Ii R 11/.' 'M 1/4' $13.00 
1207 1ft Cove 1ft R l lf! '# 1/4' $14.00 
11643 1ft Ccve 1ft R l ilt '# Ifl $15.00 
1208 �4' Cove ¥l R 17ft ¥l lit $26.00 

1231 
1232 
1506 
15(6 

Rush Trim 
Rush Trim 

1 1/.' 1¥Jt V.' $16.00 
1 If! :y.' 1J.' $17.00 

1ft I' V.' $15.00 
�I I' 1/.' $17.00 

1 1/4' Vs' 1J4' $14.00 
l V4' VI 1/.' $14.00 
1 1/4' 1ft 1J.' $13.00 
IV.' 1ft 1ft $14.00 

Tongue & Groove 
TIJ9Ie & GIooYe 
T trlJue & Groove 
TIJ9Ie& Grfx1.oe 

II( Beading 
1/1 BmIg 
'!Ii Beading 
1ft BmIg 

1ft Ilia d Circle  
�.' Oia d Circie l' 

'« Ilia dCircle l' 

V4' R 

'!Ii R 

If! R 

l' 1ft 

I V.' SIa' 
llf! �.' 
'!Ii If! 

:fa' I' 
If! I' 
If! Hit 

$16.00 
$21.00 
$21.00 

$29.00 
$29.00 
$29.00 
$29.00 

$11.00 
$13.00 
$15.50 
$17.00 

$ 7.00 
$ 7.50 
$ 8.50 
$ 8.00 

$IB.50 
$35.00 

$31.95 
$31.95 

New 32-page catalogue featuring 100's of high-quality router bits, plus other professional woodworking products. 

CONTROL THE SPEED OF YOUR ROUT;R"'���C\.:4-� 
ROUT AT THE SPEED THAT GIVES THE BEST RESULTS '�i-:!"/�', WITH THE WOOD AND BIT YOU ARE USINGI "�<�"'A'S FEATURES: NOW ONL Y "�\?a-'" 
• Speed Adjulllble hom Full Speed 100 RPM • Works with AllIIouIn 311. HP 01' .... $29 95 ',.s:q, 
• Full HorIepower end Torque II All Speeds • 120V 15 Amp • ,�� 
• Go Beck _Forth hom Any Pre-Sel Speed • GIves Your AoutIr I fellin Only AvIIIIbIe Order item """ 
to FuI Speed II the flip of I SwItch on IIouIn CoIlIng HInhdI of DoIIIII! #1 97 

EASY TO USE -Simply plug in Speed Control and plug your router • Reduces speed electronically without reducing torque; electronic 
ink! the Speed Control -tum dial for best results. (Speed Control has feed-back maintains speed by increasing vo Hage to motor as load 
a clip that can be worn on your ben or hung on wall or left l oose.) increases. 

To order by Master Charge. Visa, or Discover Call Toll Free, 7 Day - 24 Hour Order Service, H-800-533-9298I or send check to: MLCS Ltd., P.O. Box 4053 FP, Rydal, PA 19046 
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random oribtal sander 122" 
5' VS random sander 132" 
6' VS random sander 138" 
FREE 73333 sndr dust kit 

112 sheet finish sander 118 
speed bloc finish sander 59 

laminate trimmer kit 188 �' II�. �i� 3x21 sander with bag 148 1 
3x24 sander with bag 

4x24 sander w/bag 
3x24 wormdriver w/bag 
3x24 wormdrive sander 

12v, 3/8'VSR, 2sp. kit 
12v, 1/2'VSR, drill kit 

3/8' VSR 5.5 amp drill 
1/2' VSR 5.5 amp drill 

112' VSR 5.5 amp, kyless 
0-2500 VSR 5.5 amp drvr 

1-1/2 HP router 
1 -1/2 hp 0 hdl router 

router-shaper table 
router table w/router 

3-114 hp 5speed router 
3 hp production router 
3-114 hp plunge router 

NEW! 

24 Fine Woodworking 

bndsw 2hp w/stand 
20' wdcttng bandsaw 

�fr;'''� .�" $229 
DC-1 200 d. col. 2 hp/1200 cfm 
DC-1 900 d. col. 3 hp/1900 cfm 
EHVS-80 6x89 edge sander 

6'belV12' disc sander 

� I:;" ,�· 'J L1 ", ! V 
4' deluxe jointer 

8' long bed jointer 1 
12' Iong bed jointer �6991 �Jj.� .. ��";::�� 

READER SERVICE NO. 301 
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7-1/4" saweat wlbrake 
8-114" saweat wlbrake 

8-1/4" super saweat wlbr. 
7-1/4" worm drive saw 148 
8-1/4" worm drive saw 158 

��!�:mpound 

&workmate 109 
Mitre Saw _ 

$359 � -- - ItMZ�uuA�," 
12" mitre saw 319 

9.Sv,3/8eye drl kit,2 bat 149 I E�'5Q(lOS)(A 
12v, kylss supr cyclone 174 

TimberwolfRA dr kit289 
1/2" HD VSR Holgun drill 124 
3/8" HD VSR Holgun drill 105 

3/8 HD VSR drill 89 
0-4000 VSR drywl serugn 78 

Saw --'-:&1 . 
$99 � � 

7-1/4" saw w/case 1 19 
7-1/4' saw wlelct. brk. 129 
1 0" table saw wlbrake 489 

.nl'"VI/"-1"4 table saw wlet bl. 264 
10" mitre saw 199 

planer wldust cht 479 

3400 10" table 
7484 5" random orbital sander 
1 605 plate jOinter w/cs&200 bis 
77 7-t/4" worm drive saw 
5550 NEW7-t/4" circular saw 
5657 7-t/4" t3 amp circ. saw 1 
56S0 8-1/4" 60° pro bevel saw 1 
58S0 8-1/4" 60° rafter master 1 

FUJI 
IHVLP 

7-114" Circular �._ 
0-4000, VSR, 5A serugun 99 �iiiiiijijiiiirfjii� 0-2500, VSR, 5A serugun 148 • , .. :"6" 

$439 �� 
0-2500, VSR, 5A tek gun 1 19 
112" HD impact wrench 139 

Catalog Requests 1 -800-582-6704 

9.S keyless wl2 bat. 159 
12v keyless vsr kit 169 
1 2v MakPac drill kit 179 
3 hp plunge router 165 1�p���iIfI.���� 

blade sharpener 199 1" 
3/4", VSR hammer kit 165 L�lIIiiii."iII.�Mi�� VS recip. saw kit 128 1·'1 
3-114" planer w/case 118 

2�:I ��ri�

5

-i�i

8

"Ii"ia
il"�1 1 : Finish Nailer 139 1��II!II"�ii" __ """�1 N8�S��9 

16d stick nailer 369 
NI2B-l coil roofing nailer 429 
N80C-l coil nailer 399 1 1202 1 . 5  rotary hammer 
Nl00S-1 Sd-20d nailer 569 1 1 214VS 1 .75 VS rotary hmr 
T28-5 1-3/16" finish stapler 269 1 1 304 Brute breaker hammer 
T31-1 5/8" to 1 " brad tacker 149 1 1 305 demolition hmr 10 amp 
T50$4-1 sheathing/deck stapler 369 1 1220EVS 1-112" spliner ham. 
T40S2-CT roofing stapler 299 1 1219EVS 1-112' spline wlstop 
MIlIFS floor 549 1 1310EVS vs demolition hmr 

DW360 7-1/4" saw wlbrake 134 
DW304K 6 amp vs recip saw kit 138 
DW306K 8 amp vs recip saw kit 158 
DW318K top hdl vs jigsaw kit .138 
DW704 12" mitre saw wlbrake 319 
DW3647-1/4" saw wlbrk rear pvt 148 
DW945K-2 
12V 318" VSR 1111 
Cordless Drill Kit . .

. -w!2 Batteries · 

$1 74 
DW682K NEW plate joiner kit 229 
DW944K 9.Sv vsr kit w/2 batt 154 
DW947K 13.2v 3/8 vsr drill kit 209 
DW250 0-40<l0 drywall driver 89 
DW254 0-2500 deck screwdriver 
DWS10 1 -112 hp, 112" router 139 
DW120K 1/2" RA drill kit 214 
DW124Kl & stud drill kit 289 

SHIPPED FED-�fr-°O MORE �(f) (f) n (il �O {i} §j�" U II I.!. � /JLJ L!J 
FAX US YOUR ORDER! 0 F T H E N 0 R T H 

sales.) 1 -701 -746-2857 DIVISION OF la8111. t- I 
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Fitting a biscuit joiner for dust collection 
I love biscuit joinery: It's the fastest way to create strong ply
wood carcases that I've found. The only trouble is, my 
portable machine doesn 't have built-in dust collection, and 
that little devil can churn up a cloud of dust faster than I can 
keep the floor swept. Is there some sort of universal dust-bag 
kit or hose attachment that I can get to remedy the problem? 

-Horace Greenstreet, El Paso, Texas 
Ken neth Pickering replies: The biscuit joiner is a wonderful 
tool, but sometimes the copious amounts of wood chips and 
dust it produces makes cleanup an unwelcome chore. My solu
tion to this dilemma is to use a short length of plastic pipe to cre
ate a hookup port on my Porter-Cable biscuit joiner, allowing it 
to be connected to my shop vacuum's hose (see the photo 
below). Start by slicing off one side of the pipe to create a flat 
area that can be mounted flush on the machine's casting on the 
side where chips are ejected. The pipe can then be attached by 

drilling and tapping holes in the machine's base casting for two 
small machine screws. Care must be taken that the machine 
screws extend no farther than the body of the casting, so they 
don't foul the blade. To mate the pipe with your shop vacuum 
hose, you might be able to find a PVC reducer fitting of suitable 
diameter for a friction fit, or you can secure the hose with duct 
tape. I've found it best to leave the other end of the pipe open 
to allow a larger volume of air flowing to the shop vacuum. I 
can even stow my POlter-Cable machine away in its metal case 
without having to remove the pipe; I simply invert d1e machine 
in the case. 
[Kenneth A. Pickering is a retired automotive engineer in Birm
ingham, Mich.] 

Bloodwood basics 
A friend of mine recently bought some lumber listed by the 
dealer as Bloodwood (Brosimum Rubescens). This wood is al
most vermillian in color, with tight, straight grain, and I'd 
guess it weighs 50-55 lbs. a cubic foot. What can you tell me 
about this species (how well it works and finishes, for exam
ple)? Also, are there any problems with toxicity? 

-Albert Kauslick, Burlington, NC. 
Jon Arno replies: That the trade name bloodwood leads to con
fusion is not at all surprising. Upwards of a dozen species 
belonging to at least four separate botanical families are some
times called bloodwood. Perhaps the most common in today's 
market is muninga, Pterocarpus angolensis. The healtwood of this 
West African timber is a rich red color with soft purple highlights, 
so the name bloodwood is certainly apt. As a member of the pea 
family, Leguminosae, muninga shares the same genus with An
daman padauk, P dalbergiodes, and narra, P indicus, which are 
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also woods with vivid red color. Some Australian members of the 
eucalyptus family, Myrtaceae, produce some bright red timbers. A 
few of these (primarily E. corymbosa) have been marketed as 
bloodwood and were popular timbers with 19th-century English 
cabinetmakers. The only bloodwood native to this country is 
cyrilla, which belongs to the family Cyrillaceae. Native to Florida 
and southern Georgia, cyrilla can be a real find for carvers and 
turners who forage their own blocks or bowl blanks, but this 
sAAlbby tree seldom grows to be more than 30 ft. tall, making it 
too small for commercial lumber production. 

There are Latin American bloodwoods belonging to the genus 
Brosimum in the mulberry family, Moraceae. Native from south
ern Mexico, through Central America and southward into the 
Amazon basin, only about half of the dozen or so species in this 
genus consistendy produce woods that are bright red in color. 
The lumber trade generally sorts these timbers out regardless 
of species and lumps the more attractively colored ones together 
under various trade names. The bloodwood of the Brosimum 
variety could come from any species in the genus. As a result, 
from shipment to shipment, these woods can be quite variable 
not only with respect to their color but also in terms of their work
ing characteristics. 

Although these woods are usually straight grained and fine-to
medium textured, their specific gravities range between 0.55 and 
0.72 (oven dry weight/green volume). In other words, some may 
be as workable as sugar maple (0.56) while others will be harder 
than rosewood (0.70). With an average volumetric shrinkage in 
excess of 15% (green to oven dry), some of them tend to be a lit
de unstable, but they fmish well and do not appear to pose any 
serious problems with respect to toxicity. In fact, the sap of the 
cow tree Brosimum, B. utile, from Venezuela is used as a milk 
substitute and extracts of the Panamanian species called blood
wood cacique, B. caloxylon, have been used in medicine. The 
wood of this Panamanian species is exceptionally attractive in that 
it often has bright yellow and black streaks highlighting its other
wise vivid red heartwood. Unfortunately, it is quite rare and diffi
cult to source, even in small quantities. 
Uon Arno is a wood technologist and consultant in Troy, Mich.] 

Clearing the air about cabinet odors 
I bought a beautiful old oak armoire at a musty antique 
store. Upon delivering the piece to my home, I discovered 
that my lovely armoire was permeated with the scent of age. 
I tried wiping it down in succession with bleach, water, vine
gar and pine oil, and then I tried dusting it with baking soda, 
all to no avail. I even tried littering the inside of the piece 
with floral sachets, which only served to mingle newer odors 
with the old. Is there a nything I can do to neutralize the 
undesirable odor? -Leslie McElderry, Fairhope, Ala. 
Bruce Schuettinger replies: Not having seen the interior of 
your armoire, I can only guess the source of the odors. But, based 
on my experience with wooden objects, d1e culprit is one or 
more type of fungi or mold. Fungi consists of a large group of 
non-green plants (some 100,000 species). The fungi d1at most 
likely infested the interior of your .armoire is alga-like fungi called 
phycomycetes. Fungi in general grow quite well in areas of mois
ture and darkness, which your situation has provided. 

The odors could also be caused by deposits of rancid food 
lodged in d1e pores of d1e wood (or the decaying wood itself). Ar
moires, as a form of furniture, have been built for approximately 
d1e last 250 years and have not always been used for the storage 
of c1od1es or linens. Consequendy, food items, oils or chemicals 
could once have been stored in your cabinet and leaked into the 
pores of the wood during its life. 

There are numerous techniques and solutions that are treat
ments for this problem. Unfortunately, some of the most effective 
methods require using potentially harmful materials that are cost-
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One part water resistance. 
WeatherProof Titebond II Wood Glue is the first 

one part exterior wood glue - ready-to-use, no 

mixing or heating required. It offers all of the 

performance characteristics woodworkers trust in 

Original Titebond plus Type II water resistance. 

Ask your local bard

ware, woodworking 

store, lumberyard, or 

bome center lor new 

WeatherProol litebond I 
today. For a dealer near 

you, call Franklin 

International 

1 -800-347-4583. 

As seen on 

''IIometime". 

R 

Titebond II is not designed for use below the waterline or continuous submersion. 
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VACUUM 
ClAMPING & VENEERING 

• Complete & Low Cost Kits 

Starting at $99 Each 
• Improve Accuracy, Quality 

Reproducibility w/1 800# per 

sq.ft. of Klamping Force 

• Used with All Types of Routers 

CNC, Pin, Hand, Templets, etc 

• Veneer Flat, Curved, Unique (antiques) Shapes easily 
• Bent Laminations, Composites, pays for itself with one job, add a new 

dimension to your capabilities & get more work {1/2H.P. compressor 

CALL 800-547-5484 anytime for more information 

Quality VAKuum Products Inc. 32 Longmeadow Rd Uncoln, MA 01773 
READER SERVICE NO. 186 

SILIBEAD 
-----------------------

• Reduces Heating & Cooling cost� 
• Eliminates Sticking & Binding .. 0 
• Outlasts Most Homes 

• Easily and Quickly Installed r��.! 
• Works on Curves & Arches • . 

• U.S. GOIlt. Approved 

COMPLETE 

KITS 31900 
Includes Curve Attachment 

FOR INFORI.JATION AND DEALER PRICING CONTACT 
WEATHERBEAD SYSTEMS 
48 446 HEPBURN INDIO CA 92201 1·800-966-0159 

READER SERVICE 0. 96 

Eliminate Tedious Hand Sanding! 
Heavy-duty, production-grade sander from 
the factory. Precision-ground steel shaft on 
McGill self-aligning, flanged ball bearings. 
Cast zinc pneumatic drums. Ultra-reliable 
3/4 H.P. Baldor single phase, capacitor-start 
motor. Optional stand lets you work at 
comfortable bench height. We ship from 
stock, a complete inventory - no delays! 

FOR A PRICE LIST AND DETAILED INFORMATION 

Seuut-i1i:ite MANUFACTURING CALL TOLL-FREE 

321 N. JUSTINE.ST. CHICAGO, IL 60607 800-521 -2318 
An Industry Leader Since 1942 

READER SERVICE NO. 55 
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Q & A (con tin lied) 

ly or not available to a lay person. I have had some success with 
the following treatment. First, buy from a paint or hardware store 
denatured alcohol (ethanol with a small quantity of methanol 
added), vinyl gloves (the disposable kind are okay) and an or
ganic vapor respirator (available from Lab Safety Supply, PO. Box 
1368, Janesville, Wis. 53547-1368; 800-356-0783). Working in a 
well-ventilated area, saturate a cloth with the alcohol and rub the 
entire interior surface of the armoire, frequendy rinsing the cloth 
in fresh alcohol. Allow d1ese surfaces to dry for between 8 and 12 
hours. Then seal the interior surfaces with a 2-lb. to 2.5-lb. cut or
ange shellac. Most prepackaged shellac comes as a 3-lb. cut, 
which can be dunned with d1e same alcohol used for the clean
ing. Apply the shellac by brush. If the flrst coat is quickly absorbed 
into d1e surfaces of the wood, an additional coat will be required. 
The rubbing of the surfaces with ethanol will kill most fungi and 
d1e application of shellac on the interior surfaces should seal in 
any offensive odors that are left in the wood and prevent them 
from leaking into the air. 
[Bruce M. Schuettinger is Wooden Artifacts Conservator at the 
flrm of Antique Restorations, Ltd. in New Market, Md.] 

Is an old Unisaw worth fixing up? 
I have the chance to get an old Delta/Milwaukee Unisaw for 
just about free (its present owner said, "Move it and it is 
yours"). The saw has been well-used, but still looks sound. I 
would like to know how to determine how old the saw is, and 
if it is worth the time and effort involved in cleaning it up. AL

so, are there are any drawbacks with this particular series 
within this model? -Doug Redmond, Brooklyn, N.Y. 
Robert Vaughan replies: You are most fortunate to have an op
portunity to acquire an older Unisaw. If I had such a choice, I 

At last! A com
plete power-feed 
DnIn Sander at an 
affordable price! 
Choose from 26" 
CIId 38" models. 

would have moved d1e saw so quickly that the positions of sur
rounding objects would be threatened by the vacuum left in the 
space preViously occupied by that saw. 

However, as with any used machine, there are a few caveats. 
The first is the condition of the machine, which from your de
scription, seems to be fairly good. The second consideration con
cerns your own abilities to restore and repair an old machine. If 
you have a fair amount of mechanical skill and flx your own car 
and things like that, you should have no problems at all. If you 
don't, d1en an older maclune is a waste of your time and money. 
Also, consider your costs in both time and money compared to 
what a sinlilar machine would cost new or already restored. Then, 
look at the long-term value of the machine in regard to your 
needs: It wouldn't pay to invest days to restore a saw d1at you on
ly plan to use a couple of times a year. 

A machine in good condition can usually be restored to 
smooth-running condition by the replacement of components 
that normally wear out, such as pulleys, drive belts and bear
ings. The bearings in that saw are the old felt-seal variety and 
are a bit more expensive and sometimes slighdy more difficult 
to obtain. 

The saw you are considering has many features d1at make it 
most deSirable, but it has a few drawbacks. The entire saw is go
ing to be much heavier than the current models, and d1at's a big 
plus. As a rule of d1Umb, older Unisaws (20-30 years old) are built 
using heavier castings than newer models. The motor is probably 
one of the brush types, which is also an advantage because it has 
all kinds of torque compared to a capacitor-start motor of equal 
current capacity. However, if you want to flt the saw with a more 
powerful motor, there's a rub. To put a larger, say 3 HP, motor on 
that saw, you will have to modify that old oval cutout in the side. 

MAGNATE WB·15 Woodboxed 15pc 
Carbld. Tipped Router Bit Set 

1 14" shank, sand blasted 
body set contains one each 
of the following tools. 

201 1/4" Straight bit 

205 1/2" Straight bit 

208 314" Straight bit 

Now you can save hours of tedious hand scraping and 
sanding. In a matter of seconds, you can turn out satin
smooth panels, doors, shelves and other glued-up pieces. 
No more dips and waves. No more gouging. Infinitely 
variable power feed gives you total control. Turns out 
perfectly flat, glass-smooth panels that look better and 
take stain more evenly than any you could do by hand . •  

• I nc rease you r  work ing a rea 
303 1 /2" Flush trim bit 
402 1/2" Dovetail bit 

Send for complete facts. See how the Woodmaster can 
finish cabinet pieces, resawn stock, paneling, tabletops, 
knees, burls and much more! Made in U.S.A. Easy terms. II! Call Toll Free 1 (800) 821-6651 , Ext. 0539 

. - - - -- - - - , • 0 YES! Please rush my FREE INFORMA-
TION KIT and details on your 3O-Day Free I Trial Guarantee. 

Woodmaster Tools Dept. 0539 

• 1 431 N. Topping, Kansas City, MO 64120 I 
�E __________________________ _ I ADDRESS I 
I CIlY I 
I STATE ZIP I 
• PHONE ( ) • 
.... _--- ----_  ... READER SERVlCE NO. 28 

28 Fine Woodworking 

• Store machines when not in use 
• Hundreds of models ava i lab le  
• Preci sion welded steel construction 
• Three 2- 1 /2" wheels for stabil ity 
• Dual  wheel locks p rovide 

posi t ive pos i t ion i ng 
• L ifeti me wa rranty � 

Call for a free cotplog \t-� fiJ& HTe Products, Inc. 
1 20 E. Hudson · P.O.Box B39 
Royal Oak, Michigan 48068-0839 
(800) 624-2027 
READER SERVlCE NO. 151 

501 1/4" Panel pilot bit 

702 1/2" Vee grooving bit 

902 1 /2" 45° chamfer bit 

1003 1 /2" r Cove bit 

1 105 318" Slot cutter 
1204 318" r Comer rounding bit 
1601 5/32" r Roman ogee bit 
3301 1/2" Mortising bit 
5101 Solid flush trim bit 

5201 Solid 7° bevel trim bit 

TOLL FREE 1 -800-827-231 6 
MAGNATE BUSINESS INTL. 

1 930 So. Brea Canyon Rd., Diamond Bar, CA 91 765 � 71 4·861-1 185 Fax 800·733·9076 

Ask for Free 1 992 Edition Catalog 
READER SERVlCE NO. 60 
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Support 
Stand 

FOB Raleigh 

$50 Rebale 
�1 R:�h il:�;h I��: �f!;/ 

$2100 S350-TSO • 15' Band Saw 'We 1fope 
7'ou Jfavt. jt SFN-1 Finish Nailer fJjj' 28·283 Band Saw 

10'
H
T
p
i�ing Arbo

,
r Saw �l�d 7'ou Jfavt. jt 

260-1 VS Lathe 3 wiBles. ence Prosperous Prosperous SENCO-7'tar 
PORTER+[ABlE 

ROUTERS 
100 718 Hp Rooa 175 104 
560 New Pod<et eon .. wi case 330 1711 
ti80 1·112 Hp Rout .. lOA 240 132 
681 1·112 Hp D-H.mle Rout.. 260 141 
685 1·I12 Hp Rout .. ·Sl,,�) .. TaIlIe 335 203 
686 Rooa-Shapet Table 185 122 
683 l·t 12 Hp Pkmge Root.. 295 165 
6831 Pkmge Rout .. Base 120 75 
7518 :1-114 Hp 5 Speed Rout.. 475 258 
7518 :1-114 Hp Rout.. 410 224 
7536 2-112 Hp Rout.. 355 188 
7537 2·112 Hp D. Hande Rooa 375 208 
7538 :1-114 Hp Pkmge Root.. 410 224 
7538 :1-114 Hp VIS PkJnge Rout.. 475 262 
58381 Door Hilge ButtTemplate l<it 240 158 
5008 lloYetaUg 11 0 85 
5116 Omri-Jg 16· Dovetail Jig 400 258 
7116 Omri-Jg 24· Do vetail Jig 470 _ 
7310 5.6A Lamilate Trimm.. ISO 88 
7312 5.6A Offset Baseliln. Trimm .. 215 124 
7318 5.6A TIlt Base Lam. Trimm.. 170 105 
7388 5.6A !l!ywal C<Jtout Urit 145 85 
97310 Lamilate Trimm .. Kit 345 192 
SANDERS 
332 Paim Grip R.man Orbit 
334 Above s.nt .. wi Duslbag 
351 3·121· Belt Sand .. w/o Bag 
352 3·x21· Belt Sand .. wi Bag 
352VS 3·x21 · Belt Sand .. wi Bag VIS 
360 3·,24· Belt Sand .. wi Bag 
361 3·,24· Belt Sand .. w/o Bag 
362 4·,24· Belt Sand .. wi Bag 
363 4·x24· Belt Sand .. w/o Bag 
503 3·x24· HD Belt �der wi Bag 
504 3·x24· HD Belt s.nt .. wlo Bag 
330 Speed Bloc Sandel 114" Pad 
505 112 Sheet Pad Sandel 
7334 5· Ra ndom Orbit Sand .. 
7335 5· VIS R;r1dom Orbit Sandel 
7336 SO VIS R;r1dom Orbit Sandel 
73333 New Dust CoIeelon Syst<rn 
CORDLESS DRILLS 

109 64 
125 74 
245 140 
255 142 
280 164 
330 178 
310 174 
345 188 
330 184 
560 345 
535 335 
102 58 
210 114 
210 118 
230 129 
235 134 

30.95 :M.50 

8853 12V Dril w/Case & Ke yfess CllJd<275 158 
8854 12V 112" [)il w!Case 0-36O RPM 280 165 
8500 12 V Bat19ry Fa The Above DriII6 62 38 
DRILLS 
621 W HD VIS DriI O-lOOO RPM 170 88 
666 W HD VIS [)il 0-1200 RPM 200 125 
6614 112" HD VIS Dril 0-750 RPM 220 122 
6615 6614 w!Keytess CllJd( 220 122 
6640 0-4000 [)ywal Saewdriv8f 5.5A 190 112 
6645 0-2500 ()ywal Saewdriv8f 5.5A 195 114 
SAWS 
315-1 7·1 I4" Top H.mIe CircUiO' Saw 210 118 

• •• CELTA 

�ACeL.TA 
BENCH TOP TOOLS 
11-0lI0 32" Raciai Dril Pr86S 
1 1-950 8" Dril Pr86S 

Hollow Chisel MorIis6r 
12" Bench Top Pt;r1 .. 
so Bench Grindel ll4· Hp 
WeVllry Grilder 
8" Bench Grindel ll2" 
NEW Bench Bond Saw 
1·  Belt�der 
1· Bel1'-i· Disc �der 
1 ·  BeltJ8· Disc �der 
4· BeltAlisc s.nt .. 
PtaleJoiner �ilrit� w/ 13· Sjinde 

Deluxe 8·114· Bench Saw lr. �.rs:': tott .. Saw 
16· 2 Speed Saoll Saw 
112" Bench Rout .. lSI1apor 
SO" Delta Unifence 
30" Delta Un�ence 
314 Hp Dust CoIlocta 

STATIONARY 

399 _ 
199 144 
668 445 
SQ5 388 
86 75 

234 158 
151 115 
232 167 
104 78 
134 94 
268 188 
198 135 
422 265 

1595 1178 
:JOe 188 
343 235 
350 235 
179 118 
266 183 
399 27Il 
525 27Il 385 2311 483 328 

Prices Do Not Include Shipping 
FOB Raleigh, Ne 
• $1 00 Rebate .. $50 Rebate 
Rebates NOC Included In Price 
17-900 16 ·112" Dril Press 478 328 
20-330 .· , 6· Haizontal Band Saw 410 275 
22-661 13· Pt;r1 .. 2Hp, 

Deluxe Stand, T aIlIeboiO'ds 1633 1075 
28-245 14· Band Saw Open Stand n9 468 

14· Band Saw w/End066d Stand 965 668"' 
SO Belt ! 12" Disc Sand.. 1393 1038' 
��:�1:.r��"tw 1: 1: 
Deluxe H)" Radial Arm Saw 818 548 
10" Con�acta'. Saw 923 575 
100Catrada'S Saw wi 30" lkiI encel203 715·· 
10" Uri ... wi 52" Unnence 
;r1d mota <:tN... 2206 1625· 
10" Cab. Saww/3O" Un�ence 1 487 1025 
10" Cab. w/52" Uri lonce 1702 1125 
SO Precision Joint .. wi stand 1420 _· 
8" Precision Joint .. wi stand 1870 13119' 
18· Variatje Speed Saol Saw 1025 689 

ClnsnJde , 2003 Irw. Rt. 3335 2575 
1·I 12 Hp WoodShapor 964 6311 
3 Hp HD Two Speed Shapor 2086 1568· 
12" Variatje Speed Wood Lalle 548 368· 
1 Hp Dust Collecta 61 1 389 
2 Hp Dust CoIlocta 885 5711 

SENCO" 
9315-1 31 5-1 w/Case & Carbo Blade 240 137 FASTENING SYSTEMS 
617 7·114· Pvsh H;r1d1e Ciru1<v Saw 210 118 -.=�� Super � 9617 7·114· """'Hdl .. ,c ... ac.rb. BIod. 210 137 
314 4-112" Trim Saw 240 138 Special 9314 4-112" Trim Saw wi Case 265 148 
345 SO Saw Bo6s 9A 180 102 While Quantities Last! 9345 SO Saw Bo6s w!Case 220 124 
9647 rlg&f Cub ReoipSaww!Case 195 119 
9637 Reoip. Saw VIS w/Case 8A 250 138 
7S49 Top H;r1d1e Jig Saw 250 149 
7649 Ila'rel Grip Jg Saw 4.8A 250 158 
noo 10" LaserLoc t.tt8f Saw 634 349 
PLANERS 
9367 3·114" 6.5A Pt;r1er w!Case 
9118 Pata Pt;r1e l<it 
9652 V .... Ptane Kit 
102 Door H;r1ging Kit 

PLATE JOINERS 

295 149 
360 1119 
460 _ 
490 315 

LS-2 Pilner 518"-1· 363 2311 
LS-5 Pilner 1··1·112" 381 :MIl 
SLP-20 NEW Ptm .. 518"·1-518" 381 :MIl 
SFM-l Frish Nai .. l··2" 419 :MIl 
SFM-2B Frish Nai .. l·II2"-2·112" 599 368 
SKS Narrow Crown Stapler 365 238 
SH325+ Fram .. 1-7J8" · :1-114· 639 389 
SH4 Framer 2"·3·112" 713 4&8 Emqlo 
AM38 HC4V- 314· Hp CanIl 8SSa 499 27Il 
A1178 HC4V- l·112" Hp CanIl 8SSa 514 2l1li 

ACCIEB'1\y 
� c�;;-n". � Special Pricesl 

(GENERAL] (GENERAL] (GENERAL] 7'tar 
(§) BOSCH 

ROUTERS 
1604 1·314 Hp R outer  236 128 
1604K 1·314 Hp Rout .. l<it 287 165 
1606 1·314 Hp D-Hdle Root.. 273 148 
1608 Lam. Trim Rooa 149 88 
1608K Lam. Instal ... Kit 309 175 
160810( Lam. Instal ... Kit wAJnder!atIe 361 188 
1611 3 Hp PkJnge Rout.. 386 188 
1611 EVS :l-II4 Hp VIS PkJnge Routor 448 231 
1613 N"" I·3I4 Hp PkJnge Rout.. 286 164 
1613EVS New 2 Hp VIS Ph.nge R(lJa 320 184 
1615 New 3 Hp PtIl1g8 Root.. 395 228 
1615EVS New 3 Hp VIS Ph.nge Rrua 460 255 
l103OO :1-114 Hp R outer  556 349 
SANDERS 
3270D 3·121· Belt Sand .. w/Bag 
1272 3·x24· Belt Sand .. 
1272D 3·x24· Duslless Belt �der 
1273tlVS 4·x24· VIS Belt �der 

3283tlVS 5· R andom  Orbit Sand .. 
CORDLESS DRILLS 
:Jl!iIIVSRI(W VIS.4I Cadless Dril Kit 

260 142 
:JOe In 
329 184 
370 185 
169 119 

w/2 ban .. y pad<s 256 133 
3051 VSRK3OSOVSRK w!Ke yfess CllJd( 266 145 
SAWS 
1581VS Top H;r1d1eJig Saw 
1 582VSC  New Ctic Bane! Jg Saw 
806ch Metal Case fa aboYe Jig Saws 
1632VSK VIS Orbital Reoip. saw Kit 
1654 7·114· 13 amp Ciru1<v Saw 
PLANERS 

3258K :1-114· HD Planer Kit 
DRILLS 

265 136 
265 136 
34 30 

247 145 
205 88 

1021VSR W DriI 4.8AO-l100RPM 180 85 
1023VSR 112" DriI 4.BA 0-5SORPM 199 109 
1194VSR 112" VIS.4I Hamm .. Dril 264 141 
11212VSR l'4·SDS BttilgRot..yH _ 370 188 
MISCELLANEOUS 
1347 
1942 

4-112" t.tni Grilder 
Heat Gll1 

160 
11 1  

Better By Design-
PCIfIIIEIWIfIIC· ••••. 

�� � rID �. 
166 - 10' Tilting 

Arbor Saw 1127 - Shaper 

�.

-
l'

ll

· ·--·  iBl1 � []l 
#60 - 8' Jointer 11100 - 1 2' Planer 

PriCH Do Not Include Slipping Ust 0.. FOB Ralfig" Ne. While acys I.aIl Price Price 
66 10" 3 Hp 1 Ph Mag. Start Saw w/5O" 2270 1650 

8iesemeY" T·5<JjiO'e Fence 
66 10" 5 Hp Single Phase Mag. &art SaW2391 1725 

wf5(f Bieserneyer T -squaro Fence 
66 10· 5 Hp 3 Phase �Start Saw 2270 1650 

wf5(f Bieserney8f T uare Fence 
'l1 3 Hp 1 Ph �. Sta't 2382 1725 

wfJ/4··112" Sc>i1d1e 
SO SO Precision Joint .. 314 Hp 1444 1088 
60 8" Precision Joint .. 1·112 Hp 1890 1389 
::: lr. �:: !�f���

1 
� � 

1 PhIS Hp 230V 
141 Delu,e l.· Band Saw 3/4 Hp 1613 1199 
RB25Wide Bolt�der 3 Ph l0 Hp 841 1 _ 
RB37Wide Belt�der 3 Ph 15 Hp 1 1 ,925 8800 
PownIoIic WIde Bolt SIndan Shippod Ftoi;.t F .. 

@HITACHI 
Super 

Specials 
caFB 

Compound 
Saw $434 

C1 5FB 
1 5" Miter Saw $369 

TR1 2  
3 HP Router 
wI access, $1 66 

P1 2RA 
1 2" Planer 
6" Jointer $81 0 

4t � 
~ 
aii 

~ Raleigh 
C7BO 7·114· Ciru1<v Saww/ lhke 230 
C7SB 7·114· Ciru1<v Saw 214 
C8FB &-112" StideCanpoond Saw 899 
Cl0FA 10" t.tter Saw 538 
C12FA 12" totter Saw 632 
C1SA! 15· t.tt8f Saw 745 
.. 7.3 amp, 114· Rout8f 215 
TR-12 3 Hp 112" Rout.. 347 
M-12V :1-114· Hp VIS Router 447 
SV·I2SA 4-MI· Orbital s.nt.. 80 
D10-1lFK W Cordless Driver Dri1 9.6 V 280 
D10-1lFKBE Same WI Extra IIottlfy, 300 
DIG-VI W VIS R"" .. sitje Dril 148 
D13V 112" VS Rev .. sitje Dril 198 
W6VA2 0-2600 Orywal Scr�rt; .. 5.50\ 161 
W6V2 0-41XXl Orywal Scr�rt; .. 5.50\ 149 
DV2OV2 314· VS Hamm .. Drill w /case  257 
�lE tl� ���,,:m

8fW
/
case m 

PDll80A 7" Disc Grilder 212 
SP18V 7" Disc s.nt .. fPoish .. EVS 274 
F-2OA :1-114· Pt;r1.. 172 
F30 3-5/8· Pt;r18f 8.3 amp 319 
P-SO 6-518· Pt;r1 .. 1 1  amp 563 
CR-ll1Y V IS, Orbital Reoip. Saw 241 
CC14 14" HD Cutolf Saw 358 

STATIONARY 
Prices Do Not Include Slipping 
FOB Ralfig" Ne 
CB75F 1.·112" Bond Saw 3070 
Fl000A 12" Pt;r1 .. 16" Joina 2835 
PI2R 12" F'ortatje Planer 1 1 85 
PI2RA 12" Pt;r1 .. /Joint.. 1555 

L tJ84MOl l  10" Canbination 76 42 
L U8SM010 10" Ullinate Cr ossrut 1 12  58 
L lJ98M010 Ultimate 10" 125 68 
SD306 SO Da do-CiWbide 215 109 
S D308  8" Dado-C iWbide 229 117 
'&100 IlisCl.itJoin.. 333 lee 
'&100 · IlisCl.itJoin .. wi 1000 asst. Bisc.369 199 
FT2000E :1-114 Hp PlI.nge Root .. VIS 410 218 
90-100 15 Pc. 114· R(lJt .. Bit Set 324 lee 
81-100 13 Pc. 112" Rrut .. Bit Set 324 lee 
94-100 5 Pc. Cabinet Door Set 319 165 
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Q &A (continued) 

If you have the old cast-iron motor cover, that will have to be 
trashed if the cutout is modified. Another point is that your saw 
probably does not have T-slots in the table, so it probably won't 
handle modern miter gauges and accessories. If your Unisaw's 
fence is original, then it will align quite precisely because the 
mechanism locks the front, d1en d1e back in two separate opera
tions rad1er than one as wid1 d1e current jet-lock type. 

Old machines can be better d1an new ones, but it is up to lie 
owner to make d1em that way. If you buy an old machine and 
completely tear it apart and replace, repair, and renew anydung 
that needs it, then you own that machine and also own all d1e 
knowledge that it takes to keep liat machine going. However, it 
is too Simplistic to say categorically liat older machines are better. 
I have seen numerous people buy an old rag of a machine dUnk
ing that d1e older machines are good, but liey have a poorly per
fornung machine. An old DeWalt radial-arm saw with worn out 
tracks is a good example of this. Until liose tracks are remachined 
to be true and good carriage bearings are installed, that hunk of 
old iron is worth just about its weight as scrap. Another problem 
with older macl1ines is that a lot of companies are no longer in 
business or are not making parts for liem. 
[Robert Vaughan is a contributing editor to Fine Woodworking 
and a woodworking machinery rehabilitation specialist in 
Roanoke, Va.] 

Problems with warping cherrywood 
I recently purchased about 60 board feet of kiln dried and sur
faced 4/4 black cherry. The boards were flatsawn, almost en
tirely heartwood and defect free, most measuring 4 in. to 6 in. 
wide and 6ft. to 7 ft. long. The lumber was allowed to accli
mate to my shop for four months before being worked. As I 

ripped the lumber to width, some pieces immediately warped 
along the freshly cut edge-in the most severe cases, warping 
exceeded three inches over a five foot length! I experienced 
this problem with more than 35% of the stock. There were no 
visible differences in these "Problem boards, " such as the pres
ence of knots or wild grain patterns 

Is this a common situation when using cherry? Or did I get 
a bunch of boards from a tree with some unusual internal 
stress? Could casehardening from improperly kiln drying 
have been the culprit? And is there anything I can do in the fu
ture, whether in the procurement or the processing, to prevent 
this from reoccurring? -James Clark, Garland, Texas 
Bruce Hoadley replies: I would dismiss uneven moisture con
tent as the cause of your warping problem in light of the fact liat 
lie cheny lumber was kiln dried and then stored in your shop for 
four months before sawing commenced. Four months is more 
lian enough time for the moisture content of the wood to achieve 
equilibrium wid1 the climate inside your shop. 
N; you suggest, it's likely d1at lie boards were case hardened by 

being improperly kiln dried. Casehardening occurs when lie out
side, or shell, of a board is dried faster than lie inside (core) dur
ing the nuddle stages of the kiln-cilying process. Even when the 
board has eventually reached a uniform moisture content inside 
and out, stresses created by casehardening will cause warping 
problems when the board is lipped or resawn. If lie caseharden
ing stresses are great enough, d1e wood will develop internal sep
arations, called "honeycombs," which are voids and pockets 
in the core of d1e lumber d1at might only show up as small checks 
on the outer shell. My book Understanding Wood gives a more 
detailed explanation of how drying stresses develop. 

Another possible cause of lie warping you experienced is 

Save Money The World's Finest Dado Head Clean Cuts All Your Grooves! 
on Sol id Hardwood Furniture 
DO-IT-YOURSELF KITS 

Now, you can furnish your home with the very finest solid 
cherry and oak furniture, and clocks, at a fraction of 
retail cost. 

Imagine a bedroom in solid cherry 
at a cost of hundreds, instead of 
thousands. 

Picture your living room in Queen 
Anne Styling. Tables, lowboy, 
secretary desk. All this from 

easy-to-assemble kits and easy-to-apply finish. 

All parts pre-cut. All frames, doors pre-assembled 
for you. 

Thousands of satisfied customers. 

r-h EMPEROR@ � CLOCK COMH\.NY 
WORLD'S LARGEST MANUFACTURER OF 

GRANDFATHER CLOCK AND FURNITURE KITS 

Dept. 4619 Emperor Industrial Park 
Fairhope, AL 36532 • Tel : 205-928-2316 

Send $1 .00 for 
Color Catalog 

Name: ______________ _ 

Street: _____________ _ 

City: ______________ _ 

State: _____ Zip: _______ _ 

READER SERVICE 0. 183 
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"No tearout on aI/ 
five woods tested" 
'See Fine WoodworKing. July! 
August. 1991. p. 59 

• NO SPLINTERING =�".:t!;.f�. 
• PERFECT FLAT· 

BOTTOM GROOVES -
not staggered steps Of rouod botIoms like a wobble-dado l eaves! 

• CUTS IN ALL DIRECTIONS -
rip. cross-cut. miter, anydeplh. 

• CUTS ALL SIZED GROOVES -v,� thru '¥,e- in lAG" increments. (Set of '(X)S" plastic adjusting shims included). 

• SUPER· HARD CARBIDE -
gives up to 300% longer lile, especially good on ply woods and abrasive particle-boards. 

Here is why this C-4 Carbide Tips- 24 •• 
I" eat 8a"0 uead on each saw blade-" u, fi, twice as many as most as no equal! competitors. 
C-4 CarbideTips- ����� 
4 on each chipper, with 
speCial face hooks. 

'/11 "4 ,/II". 1/11" .. ll1x" 1I1e"" 
TEETH TEETH TEETH TEETH TEETH 

SPECIAL SALE! 8"u�i���3re 1ftOl orF' SALE $269 u�/O rl . 1!r-1" 8ore list $362 L7"\biV5�SI _�!::5L����ing �� .C3C 
FORREST MANUFACTURING COMPANY, INC. We honor AInu, VISa & Master 

461 River Road, Clifton, N.J. 07014 Card. Money Orders, Person,l PHONE rOLl. FREE! Checks and COD's. TO ORDER 1 (800)733.7111 BY IUIl"i, .d, ."" '''''''' 
In NJ: (201)473-5236 FAX: (201)471-3333 ,"d,:"�='"1. s,�,ty 

READER SERVICE NO. 165 



The Excalibur T-Slot Saw Fence 
and Companion Sliding Saw Table 

• Quick, Easy Installation, 
Fits aU Table Saws. 

NO RISK TRIAL PERIOD-UFETlME GUARANTEE 

DESIGNED 
ASA 

COMPLETE 
SYSTEM TO 
PROVIDE 

• Fence Locks on 
Both Front & Rear 
Guide Rails. 
• Fence always 

stays Parallel 
to the Saw 
Blade 

YOU 
GREATER 
ACCURACY iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliil� ii�iI-.iiiii 
FROM YOUR 
TABLE SAW 

Excalibur Machine & Tool Co. 
210 Eighth Street South 
Lewiston, Y 14092 
416-291-8190 

• Sliding Table 
• -Cross-cut 
• Stock up to 
GO- wide. 
• Dual Measuring Scales. Accurate Cuts Guaranteed. 
• More Features and Accessories than other Systems. 

If you have access to a FAX machine and wish 
to receive immediate information, call (BOO) 361-8015 x710 and leave FAX number_ 

READER SERVICE NO. 48 

THE DOV-TAIL SPLINE ]IG 
A NEW WOOOWORKING CONCEPT !! 
• Edges of any length 
• Simple, fast and accurate 
• Standard or variable spacing 
• Complete system; ollly 49.95 
• The Dov-Tail Spline Jig i.< idealfor pro.< and 

hobbiests, ha.< a 10 year warranty and i.< ab
solutely guaranleed 10 produce the strnnge.<t 

joint possible or your money back. 

r..c. KEHOE MANUFACTCRI:--:C; CORP. P.O. BOX 1 890 · WHITEFISI I , MT . •  59937 
CALL I -SOO-DOV-TAIL 

READEI! SERVICE NO. 62 

�fj A � 1'" A COMPLETE RANGE OF f l!\ �HE FINEST FURNITURE MAKERS� 
HARDWARE 

Glass crafted 10 salisfy 
a woodworker's 
high standards. 

BOX t36, 3650 w. HWY 22. WILSON, WY 83014. TEL 307 739 9478 
CALL OR WRITE FOR OUR 48 PAGE CAT $3.00. 

READER SERVICE NO. 305 

• Dining Tabletops 

• Coffee Tabletops 

. Side & End 
Tabletops 

. Shelves 

• Partitions 

• Cabinet Doors 

• Beveled Panels 

. 1 /4"to 1 " Thick 

• Clear, Bronze & 
Grey Glass 

. Tempered Glass 

• Rectangles 

. Squares 

• Circles 

• Drilled Holes 

Wholesale Glass Brokers 
For Free Catalog and Price Guide 

Call or write: 
1-800-288-6854 

1 9785 W Twelve Mile Rd., Ste.357 
Southfield, M1 48076 

READER SERVICE 0. 22 

Courses in WOOD caroing, for furniture and 
architecture. 1 & 2 week courses 
4, 6, and 12 week courses 

Acanthus Leaf Trainin� 
72 minute demonstration on the flow and 
movement of this classical motif. $52.50 incld. StH 

10 Liberty Ship Way #4116, Sausalito, CA 94965 
READER SERVICE 0. 8 

READER SERVICE NO. 1 10 

SDM-25 
WIDE BELT 
SANDER 

'�- I $5995 

RBI  
THE AMERICAN TOOLMAKER 

Whi le  the h istory of RB l n dustries goes 
bock 60 years, this i s  the first time we 've 
brought together a l l  our  precision-mode 
too l s  and accessories i n  one catalog. 
The Hawk Precis ion Scrol l Saw, 4- in - l  
Wood p laner ,  Pane lMaster Door Machine, 
Router Table, and much more.  Qua l ity 
equipment bui l t  here in the heart of 
America. 

RBlndustrles, Inc. 
1801 Vine, P.O. Box 369 

Harrisonville, MO 64701 
800-487·2623 COg 
READER SERVICE 0. 7 
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Q & A (continued) 

reaction wood, a type of abnormal wood that traces back to 
circumstances present in the living tree at the time of cell forma
tion. Reaction wood in hardwoods is called tension wood, 
and one of the critical characteristics of tension wood is abnor
mally high amounts of longitudinal slu·inkage. The uneven sever
ity of tension wood formation results in uneven longitudinal 
slu'inkage in drying that produces internal stresses. When these 
stresses are released by sawing, the wood on opposite sides of 
the cut warps. Tension wood is often difficult to recognize in lum
ber, but any boards showing figure indicating that the tree had 
grown crookedly should be suspect. However, if tension wood 
were the problem, I would expect that many of the boards would 
have warped overall before resawing. 
[Bruce Hoadley is a conuibuting editor to FWW and a professor of 
wood technology at the University of Massachusetts at Amherst.] 

The right 230v plug for the wrong receptacle 
I bought some old 230v plugs that had been salvaged from a 
remodeling job and discovered that the prongs are arranged 
in exactly the opposite positions from the 230v receptacles in 
my shop. I thought one horizontal blade and one vertical 
blade was standard. What gives? 

-WyattJones, Toronto, Canada. 
Robert Vaughan replies: The reversed mirror-image configu
ration between your plugs and elecu'ical outlets is understand
able. While botl1 types of plug/receptacles are intended to handle 
20 an1ps, tl1e difference is in the voltage they're designed for. One 
type (known as NEMA 6-20) is for 230v, 20-an1p applications, and 
the other type (NEMA 5-20) is designed to handle 125v, 20-an1p 
uses. The fme print on the plug or receptacle should say which 
voltage is intended. The difference in prong configurations is to 

UNDERSTANDING 
ORIGINAL HARDWARE 

UNDER THE TABLE HARDWARE . . .  

Seldom seen, usually never 
polished, often taken for 
granted, - catches for tilt 
top's, hinges for drop leaves 
and holding c l ips for 
sectional dining tables all 
contribute to the function of 
the finished piece. 
Square, round, lion paw, or 
cup casters of all sizes, using 
brass, china, wood, cast iron, 
leather,  or no wheels 
finished thousands of legs 
since 1700. 
Call or write for free mini
catalog, or send $5.00 for 
our full 108 page catalog. 
We now reproduce more 
than 100 items like these. 

463 W. Lincoln Hwy • Exton, PA 19341 • (215) 363-7330 
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ensure tlut you will never accidentally plug a 125v tool or ma
chine into a 230v outlet-a dangerous and costly situation. 
[Roben Vaughan is a contributing editor to Fine Woodworking 
and a woodworking machinery rehabilitation specialist in 
Roanoke, Va.] 

Durable outdoor finishes for teakwood 
I recently bought a speed boat with teak brightwork that had 
been neglected by the previous owner. I have many friends 
who claim that teak oil is not a long-lasting finish and needs 
recoating after almost every outing. I decided to finish my 
teak parts with several coats of tung oil instead. The teak 
looks great; however, another friend told me that this could 
promote decay in the teak because tung oil seals the wood so 
well. Is this true? If not, will the tung oil prove to be a more 
durable finish against sun and water than teak oil? 

-Keith W. Gansel, Chicago, nt. 
Chris Minick replies: Contrary to the name, teak oil products 
purchased at a marine supply store do not contain extracts or oils 
from any pan of the teak tree. In my opinion, tl1e name is merely 
a marketing ploy to justify the higher price of these finishes. Usu
ally, these products are solvent-based solutions of common dry
ing oils, like tung oil or linseed oil. The better brands of teak oil 
(which are usually more expensive) may also contain a UV ab
sorbing chemical to minimize the effects of strong sunlight. Even 
so, I don't think they are wolth the price. 

Pure tung oil, the kind used for fmishing woodwork, will give 
your teak boat the san1e protection as marine teak oil at substan
tially reduced cost. Boiled linseed oil is another alternative and 
may be easier to find at your local hardware store tl1an tung oil. 
Before application, thin the linseed or tung oil witl1 mineral spir-

KING ARTHUR'S 
T O O L S  
LANCELOT 

Cut, carves and sculpts in any direction 
* Lancelot is as important to a wood worker as a brush is to a painter ! 
* Fits 4" or 4-1/2" disc 
grinders 

* Removes muscle work 
from woodworking 

* In 14 and 22 teeth models 
* Replacement circlets 
available 

* Multi purpose tool 
As featured in 

Fine WoodWorking 
November/December 1992 

Issue 97, pa!(e 67. 

Mastercard, VISA, check or 
COD. Call toll free for prices and immediate service. 

KING ARTHUR'S TOOLS 
3225 Earl Drive 

Tallahassee FL 32308 

1-800-942-1300 
READER SERVICE NO. 125 



Pink Ivory 

Oagame 

Brazilian Rosewood 
Pear 

Plum 

Buds 

Snakewood 

Bublnga 

Koa 

Satinwood 
Cocobolo 

Padauk 

Rosewood 

Bloodw ood 

Ziricote 

Purpleheart 

C.Ebony 

Pau Rosa 

Camphor 

It's a matter of 
prtde for bOth 01 us 

Quality Exotic 
Wood 
» TURNERS « 

Thick Planks for Bowls/Squares 

» CABINET MAKERS « 

Individually Selected Lumber 
f", 

Fumiture/Boxes/lnlays 

Ovt, 7D Spff'" 
AI InquirM!s Welcome· · · Call or Write 
�[){®�Q 

125 Jacqueline Drive 
Berea Cho44017 

. . . 

Pernambuco 

Mac. Ebony 

E.I. Rosew ood 

Bocote 

Curly Maple 

Quilted Maple 

Af. Ebony 

Zebrano 

lacewood 

lignum Vitae 

Osage 

Tulipwood 

Blackwood 

Mahogany 

Jelutong 

Holly 

Wenge 

Goncalo Alves 

Many More . . .  

It s a  matter 01 
pflde lor both 01 us 

UFO-90 
DUST 

COLLECTOR 

$1 69 
VBS-1 4  

1 4" BANDSAW 

$359 
--------------------------- ---------------------------

CT-31 8  
PORTABLE PLANER 

CT-GOL 
6" JOINTER 

MII�RORA · THE HAN D MI RROR 
COMPLE M ENT 

$359 �1Iiiiiiri'" $389 
PERFECTLY BEVELED MIRROR 

fLf)R4L 
Glass '�?Mirror, Inc. 

895 Motor Parkway 
Hauppauge, New York 11788 

516 /234-2200 800-647-7672 

READER SERVlCE NO. 21 

DRY YOUR 
OWN LUMBER • • •  

LD800 WOOD DRYER 
. . . With an EBAC Wood 

Drying System. 
Low Initial Cost 

3 models under $3000. 
Low running costs 

about 3¢ - 5¢ per SF 
If you thought you couldn't 
afford your own dry kiln 

NOW YOU CAN. 
CALL TODAY 1 -800-433-901 1 III EBAC LUMBER DRYERS 

106 John Jefferson Road, Suite 102 
Williamsburg, VA 23185 

Fax (804) 229-3321 Toll free 1-800-433-9011 
In Canada: (416) 985-2123 Fax (416) 985-3708 

READER SERVlCE NO. 20 

Kasco Portable 
Cut Lumber _ .. ;,::;;;,; ..... """'" 
When you want 
How you want 

• 24· and 30· diameter capacities 
• Power-thru cut or manual 
• Market your own lumber 
• Prices start a t  $5295 plus freight. 

I(�$C::C 1 70 W, 600 N, 
Shelbyville, IN 46176 · (317) 398-7973 

Surface Planes, Tenons, Rabbets, 
Moulding, Rosettes, Raised Panels 

." ........ "".�. Concave Cuts and Tapered Legs 

ARc::n. II'TI" Y SAFE 

Drill Press Kit 
$35,00 

or kick back! 

Radial Saw Kit 

$40.00 
$3.00 5 & H - Add Siale Tax where applicable. 

For Radial Saw Siale the make, model and shaft size. 
KIT INCLUDES: J l tustrated Instruction guide, 

Safe-T-Planer'" wheel, arbor end wrench. 
Order direct, or through established and recognized qualltv wood working 

catalogs and slores. Money back guarantee. FrH literature available. 

G & W TOOL CO., INC. 
P.O. Box 691464 · Tulsa, OK 74169 · (918) 486-2761 

MADE IN THE USA 

READER SERVlCE NO. 83 

READER SERVlCE NO. I 1 1  

(' I ==t Econ-Abrasives 
WE MANUFACTURE ABRASNE BELTS ANY SIZE, ANY GRm 

(9X 11) 
CABINET PAPER 

� l00/pk 
40D $1 7.00 $32.00C 
50D 1 6.00 29.00 
600 1 5.00 27.00 
800 14.00 25.00 

100 thru 1 soc 13.00 23.00 
FtNlSHlNG PAPER 

ABRASIVE BELTS 
PLEASE SPECIFY GRITS 

1 X30 $ .73 ••. 3X24 $ .84 ••. 
1 X42 .73 3X27 .87 
1 X44 .73 4X21 3/4 .96 
2 112X1 6 .77 4X24 .99 
3X18 .78 4X36 1 .20 
3X21 .81 6X48 3.14 
3X23 3/4 .84 2 1/4X80 2.84 

BOA $1 0.00 S17.00C I IRJMBOBe:;���/ NGSTICK l00 thru 280A 9.00 1 5.00 
NO LOAO PAPER 1'2 

1 80 thru 400A $1 1 .00 $19.00C 

"C" - l00 SHEETS 
HEAVYDlJlY VEL�OISCS \-----------------,' /-:.� 8Ho1epanem � � ... .: .;: ' For Bosch Sanders � STEEl BAR ClAMPS 

Quick release feature, available 
in four different lengths, these 
clamps are fast adjusting with ;;;�:;W�:.L rJ � 
2·1/2 x 24 7.75 S [ 
2·1/2 x 36 9.50 

HEAVY DlITY SPRING CLAMPS 
Clamps come with PVC tips and grips. 

Siz. Prico � 
4" $1.75 ea. � 
6· 2.25 ..-c?'" 
8· 3.50 � 

OTHER PRODUCTS 

Die. Grit Price I Dia. Grit Pric. 
5" 60 $ .4Sea.. 6" 60 $ .6Sea. 
5· 80 .46 6· 80 .63 

1 00  100 

thru thru 
5· 320 .45 6· 320 .62 

PSA DISC ROU.SIWh'" � ailk:on carbide tor 0 A sandofs � Size Q!!! � Discs Per RoU 
5· 80 $1 6.04 125 
5· 120 15.51 125 
5· 180 31 .04 250 
5· 220 31 .04 250 
5· 320 31 .04 250 

Size §!l! � Discs Per Roll 
6· 80 $22.93 125 
6· 120 21 .15  125 
6· 180 44.53 250 
6· 220 44.53 250 

*ROLlS"FLAPWHEELS"PUMP 6" 320 44.53 250 

�����;.':���� /. . '\ 
BLOCKS·ORAWER SUOES Econ-Abraslves 
·H'NGES·TV SWIVELS P. O. Box F865021 

Plano, TX 75086 =� 
"MasterCard. VISA, Check or C.D.D (21 4)377 9779 _--' ���S�:����

a
���:NTEED!!! \. - � 

• Continental U. S. Shipping 
Charges add $5.50 CAUFOR FREE 1992 CATALOG! 

Toll-Free (800}367 -41 01 
READER SERVlCE NO. 26 
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Q &A (continued) 

its 0:1  mixture of mineral spirits to oil works well). Wipe on a coat 
of thinned oil, then wipe off the excess after about 15 minutes. Al
low the wood to dry for 24 hours, and repeat the process. Three 
or four coats will give you sufficient protection for most of the 
boating season. Periodically, wipe down the teak with an oil
soaked rag. This quick wipe will maintain optimum protection 
and keep the teak from graying. 

Your friend's suggestion that tung oil might cause rotting is falla
cious because even if you sealed the wood with a thick mm of oil, 
teak is naturally decay resistant. However, you should avoid build
ing up a visible surface film on the wood because this filln may 
check or peel when exposed to high moisture and strong sunlight. 
[Chris Minick is a product development chemist and amateur 
woodworker in Stillwater, Minn.) 

Countering wood cleaner discoloration 
A bottle of Windex glass cleaning solution spilled on a teak ve
neered table and stayed on it for about 40 minutes. The table, 
which is about 30 years old, is finished with some type of oil 

finish like Watco. The spill created a discolored spot, which 
looks pale brown as opposed to the rich orange-brown color of 
the teak surrounding it. I tried wiping the area with a vine
gar-soaked cloth (to neutralize the ammonia in the Windex), 
then lightly scrubbed with #000 steel wool, to no avail. I sus
pect that oxidation and exposure to UV light will bring most 
of the original teak color back, but I'd like to help it along if 
I could. -Tom Griffin, Dublin, Calif. 

5" 
or 

Chris Minick replies: It's not unusual for alkaline materials like 
Windex to discolor wood. Chemically speaking, alkaline reacts 
with the natural tannic acid found in many woods to form a col
ored chemical complex. Oak exposed to anul10nia vapors turns a 

6" REFINISHING PRODUCTS 
RANDOM ORBITAL DISCS 

5" White Hook & Loop, 8 holes for BOSCH 
180 Grit $12.50/50 240 Grit $10.00/50 

6" White (Norton®) PSA Discs . 220 Grit $20.00/250 Roll 
PREMIUM QUALITY BELTS: BEST RESIN OVER 

RESIN, "X" WEIGHT 10/BOX 
lx42 $ .70 ea. 4x21 or 4x213/4 $ .95 ea. 
2'hx16 .75 4x24 1 .05 
3x18 .75 4x36 1 .30 
3x21 .80 6x48 3.00 
3x24 .85 6x89 5.60 

ADHESIVE CLOTH DISCS: BEST RESIN OVER 

pleasing brown (also called fumed oak). Cherry treated with 
lye also turns brown and sodium bicarbonate (baking soda) 
will turn birch gray and change blond butternut to green. Gener
ally, woods with high tannic-acid content-like oak-produce 
darker stains. 

You were on the right track when you wiped the table with 
vinegar since this kind of chemical stain is usually reversed by 
treating the affected area with an organic acid. But acetic acid 
isn't strong (concentrated) enough to do the job. Citric acid 
(lemon juice) is a better choice. Citric acid will remove the stain 
if the stain is fresh and not too dark, but will not bleach the nat
ural color from the surrounding teakwood. Severe stains may re
quire an even stronger acid. Oxalic acid (available in hardware 
stores) almost always removes stains of this type. Unfommately, 
oxalic acid may also remove the color from the adjacent wood. 
Try the lemon juice first. If the stain persists, you may have to 
use an oxalic acid wash. Prepare a dilute oxalic acid solution by 
dissolving one or two tablespoons of acid crystals in one pint of 
warm water. Wear gloves and flood the entire surface with the 
liquid. Keep the table wet with the acid solution for about 
20 minutes. If the stain still remains, retreat the area with a more 
concentrated oxalic acid solution. Once the stain is gone, wash 
the table several times with clear water. Allow the wood to dry, 
then finish with Danish oil or a polyurethane varnish. A word of 
caution, oxalic acid is poisonous, so keep children and pets 
away from the work area. 
[Chris Minick is a product development chemist and amateur 
woodworker in Stillwater, Minn.) 

Send querie s, comments and source s of supply to Q&A, Fine 
Woodworking, PO Box 5506, Newtown, Conn. 06470-5506 

Service, Quality, Price, TRY USI iii == 1 -800-262-54821i\1l C.O.D. 

':IltiiiiS:' 'J]j�71t" va. Nalle, Kit 
Includes: 

Steel Case, 
1 'k, 2, 2'k NaNs, • Tool Oil, 

• 
' .  N60FN Tool·�J'''''A',,'''',.e 

5" Diameter 
6" 

RESIN, "X" WEIGHT 
$ .80 ea. 9" $ 1 .80 ea. 
.90 10" 2.00 

6201DWE Hi TOfque 9.SV Ori. 2 Bat . .. 601 1DW '2V 3/8 VSA Cd," Oril. .. 
805000 Random Orbl Sande' . 

• 
• Sale $399 

8" 1 .40 1 2" 2.50 
Prices quoted 80 grit. other grits available 

9"xl l "  PAPER SHEETS 
WATERPROOF·BLACK S.C • •  220-1200 Grit $23.00/100 
NO LOAo·WHITE S.C . • 80 Grit $30.00/100 

. 

120 Grit $26.00/100 • 1 80-400 Grit $20.00/100 
AID CABINET-BROWN, GARNET·ORANGE 
40 Grit 50 PK 
50·60 50 PK 
80 Grit 50 PK 
100,120,150 100 PK 
1 80, 220 100 PK 
320 Grit 100 PK 
A.D. SAMPLER 8 grits 50·320 100 PK 

SPECIALS 

$1 6.00 
$14.00 
$13.00 
$22.00 
$19.00 
$16.00 SALE 
$20.00 SALE 

• PERMA SAND the permanent sand paper. Tungston Carbide 
grit on metal backing. Discs & Sheets can last up to 100 times 
longer than paper. 
• 1f. HP Flex Shalt Motor Tool, Variable Speed Foot Controller, 

36" Flex Shalt, 1 "  Chuck REG. $350 SALE $159.95 
• Norton® under chin HEARING PROTECTOR $3.50 
• CLEANING STICKS $3.50 SM $6.50 LG 
• 12 TACK CLOTHS $5.00 . 50 DUST MASKS $9.00 
• 4'12" x 10 Yard White PSA Rolls $10.00/roll 
RED HILL CORP., P.O. BOX 4234, GETIYSBURG, PA 17325 
(800) 822.4003 fE Fr��e:������J

o
H�nOd�lng CEl Free 20 page catalogue 

READER SERVICE NO. 33 

34 Fine Woodworking 

LS101 1 1 0' Compound Miter Saw ... . Coil Siding Gun ... 
JR3000V Rec:ipro Saw ......................... . Fr aming Nailer LS1030 10" Miter Box .... ............................. Slggk:�.1nn HFI'Pancake Compressor 9514 4' Grinder . Nailer Kit: Nails. Case. Oil . 

READER SERVICE NO. 4 . 

Ful l-Size Professional Plan 

LIBRARY CHAIR/STEPS 

CATALOG listing 200 full 
size professional furniture 
plans - $3.00 

Build this unique repro· 
duction! American Empire in 
styling. this beautilul com· 
bination chair or library steps 
doubles as utra chair or 
sturdy steps for reaching 
shelves. As Chair: 17'1," 
wide. 18" deep. 33'1," high. 
As Steps: 33"'" high. 

Plan #71 4 ............ $15.00 
(catalog free with orderl 

. . . for the Small Shop 
24" capacity 

Automatic Belt Tracking 
Quick Change 25x60 Belt 

Heavy Conveyor Feed 
Single Phase Standard 

Simple, Reliable, Fast 
Beautiful Finish A REAL AMERICAN MADE WIDE BEL T FOR A DRUM 

SANDER'S PRICE N.QW 3995.00 
(FOB QUILCENE) FURNITURE DESIGNS, INC., Dept. KL-13 

1827 Elmdale Ave. ,  Glenview, IL 60025 
(708) 657-7526 

MILLER WOODWORKING MACHINERY, INC.  
1 1 1 0  EAST QUILCENE ROAD 

QUILCENE, WA 98376 (206) 765-3806 

READER SERVICE NO. 302 READER SERVICE NO. 44 



NEW! From the publishers of FINE WOODWORKING 

Take the fear out of finishing . . .  
with the best book ever published on the subject! 

� 've spent a lot of time and effort malting 1 :l:at chest of drawers or dining table. Now 

comes the finish. If you're like me, you don't  

want to take chances, and so you rely again on 

your tried and true formula. 

But now, you can try a new finish without fear 
and trembling -and that's where Michael 

Dresdner comes in. His new book and video 

explain in clear, concise, down-to-earth language 

which finishes are best suited to wiping, 

brushing and spraying, the pluses and minuses 

of each, the safety factor, and more. You'll learn 

how to prepare the wood, apply the finish, 

develop the color, texture and surface sheen, 

even how to repair and refinish. 

The companion video brings the finishing 

process to life, shOwing you the rhythm and 

pace of the work and how to handle the tools 

and materials. This is a rare opportunity to study 

the style of an expert finisher in the comfort of 

your favorite chair. 

Let Michael Dresdner show you how to take the 

fear out of finishing with his extensive 

knowledge and comprehensive instruction. 

Whether you're a beginner or a pro, remember . . .  

the job's not finished 'til it's finished. 
, 

1L�� 
THE BOOK: THE WOODFINISIJlNG BOOK 

sowrcovER, COLOR, 224 PAGES, 1 4 1 PHOTOS, 36 DRAWINGS, 

5 CHARTS, ITEM 070172, PRICE $24.95 

THE VIDEO: THE WOODFIN/SUING VIDEO 

WITH MICHAEL DRESDNER 

40 M INUT�:;S, ITEM 060085, PRICE $34.95 

SAVE $9.95 on the book and video set 
ITEM 07A2 J5, PRICE $49.95 

The book includes 
chapters on: 

• Choosing a finish 

• Tools of the trade 

• Refinishing 

• Preparing wood 

• Coloring wood 

'� clear treatise 
on every aspect 
of the subject . . .  
the anecdotes are 
especially engaging. " 

-Jack Warner 
Atlanta Journal-Constitution 

• Putty, filler, primer and sealer 

• Putting on the top coat 

• Repairing damage 

• Rubbing out the finish 

As an added bonus yau get a finish-selection wall chart. 
The book includes a poster·size wall chart that helps you decide which finish 

is right for the job. The chart rates each finish for various characteristics, 

from durability to ease of use. With this valuable shop tool on your wall, 

you'll quickly be able to mal<e an informed decision. 

TAUNTON BOOKS&VIDEOS 
... by fclb\' (..'"dJUsitISlS 
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ANDERSON RANCH ARTS CENTER 

Summer Workshops 
1993 Faculty: 

Bob DeFuccio - Exploring Chairs 
Michael Emmons - Willow Furniture 
Bob Flexner - Understanding Finishes 
Michael Fortune - Intermediate Woodworking 
Nora Hall - Classic European Carving 
Bill Hochhausen - Sculpture in Wood 
Robert Ingham - Traditional Hand Skills 
Peter Korn - Basic Woodworking 
Kathleen Loe - Faux Finishing 
Dan Mack - Anything Goes 
Sam Maloof - Furniture 
Harv Mastalir - Basic Woodworking 
Stephen Proctor - Advanced Furniture Making 
Goetz Unger - Design as Problem-Solving 

Join us for our 28th season. Request our free 1 993 catalog: 
ANDERSON RANCH ARTS CENTER 

PO Box 5598, Dept. B, Snowmass Village, Colorado 8 16 1 5 
303-923 -3 1 8 1  fax: 303-92 3 - 3 8 7 1  

READER SERVICE NO. 102 

• wmDCRAFT® �The Leading Edge 
In Woodworking Tool. 

FREE Catalog Subscription 
Our complete woodworking tool � ...... u 
features over 4,000 of the finest 
woodworking tools, books, and 
supplies available to See the , yourself 

MANUFACTURED IN McMINNVILLE, TN. �....aa....._ 

-- --" �II� 
MODEL 81 J I� 
20" I. BAND SAW ;1 

i Ii 

PATENTED 
CONTROLLED 

CHIP 
CUTTERHEAD 

RIGID AND 
PRECISE 

BIESEMEYER FENCE IS STANDARD 

McMINNVILLE, TENNESSEE 371� O, 
READER SERVICE 0. 1 26 
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Anytime Anywhere Anywood 

or 

STRAIGHT 
MOLDINGS Both are yours with W&H Molder/Planer 

Thousands of professionals and 
serious woodworkers use our 
American-made cast iron 
molder/planers to produce 
smooth moldings, raised panels, 
crowns and curved molding. 

In the shop or at the job site, 
W&H meets your needs every 
day with quick knife changeover 
and ultimate versatility with all 
kinds of wood. 

Over 40 years of experience 
supports our products with a 5 
year warranty! Call or write today 
for our FREE information kit! 

Williams & Hussey • 
Machine Co., Inc. � I I Dept. 133 AB 
P.O. Box 1 149, Wilton, NH 03086 

800-258-1380 (USA) or 603-654-6828 FAX 603-654-5446 
READEII SERVlCE NO. 1 4  

PROFESSIONAL GRADE 
CARBIDE TIPPED SAW BLADES 
Luxite blades are designed and 
manufactured to produce the Qual-
ity cut demanded by professional 
and amateur woodworkers. 

A CUT ABOVE THE REST-
GUARANTEED 
Our blades are manufactured to 
exact tolerances for the most de-
manding of applications. We back 
each blade with a 100% satisfac-
tion guarantee. 

ORDER TODAY 
There's no need to wait for the 
superior Luxite cut. Your blades are 
in stock and ready for immediate 
shipment. Call us today at 1·800-
OK4-SAWS. 

��YD.KSAW 
-# �p !P��!�R'TEO JJ J P.O. Box 733 

I 
York, Pennsylvania 17405 e J 

READER SERVlCE NO. 5 

The All-New Construction Master [[[® 
The Ultimate Tool for 

Precision Woodworkers. 
The all-new Construction 
Master ill feet-inch calculator 
gives you the power to make 
any woodworking project 
a masterpiece. 

We took our popular 
Construction Master II and 
gave it even more power to 
solve tough dimensional 
problems - instantly. 

Now it works right in 
inches and fractions -
just like you. Plus it gives 
you powerful new 
for circles, triangles, rafters, 
stairs and much more. 

The all-new Construction 
Master ill promises to save you 
more time and money than any 
other tool on your bench. 

More Woodworking Power! 
• Adds, Subtracts, Multiplies and Divides right in: 
• Feet • Inches • Any Fraction • Decimal Feet 
• Decimal Inches • Yards • Meters • CMs • MMs 

• One Button Finds Circle Area & Circumference 
• Complete Board Feet and Material Estimation 
• Automatic Stair Solutions 
• Riser Height • Tread Width • Number of Each 

• Instant Rafter and Right Angle Solutions 
• Commons • Hips & Valleys (Irregulars too) 
• Jacks • Stair Stringers • And More! 

Try One in Your Shop Risk-Free! 
The new Construction Master ill also works as a reg

ular math calculator with Memory, +/-, l/X, x2, .,;, and 7t. It 
comes with an easy-to-understand User's Guide, Long-Life 
Battery, sturdy Vinyl Case and a full One-Year Warranty. 
All that for the special introductory price of only $79.95. 

Best of all, we'll give you a full month to test it on the 
job RISK-FREE! If it doesn't make your woodworking 
projects more successful, simply return it for a full refund. 

To order, simply complete and return the coupon below. 
Or for fastest service, call toll-free or fax 24 hours everyday: 

1-800-854-8075 
Fax (714) 921-2799 

Get the one tool that's sure to make all your wood projects 
go faster and more smoothly - giving you professional results 
every time. Order your Construction Master ill today! 
r------------------· Clip & Mail Now! . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , B_D�D Cal�J!��!!e!'!��!�e�f:s.!nc. 
O 0 22720 Savi Ranch Parkway ·  Yorba L inda, CA 92687 

YES! 
(71 4) 921 -1 800 · Fax (71 4) 921 -2799 · 1 -800-854-8075 

Please rush me_Construction Master II/(s) for the special price 
of just $79.95 plus $4.95 shipping (add $1 .75 shipping for each 
additional unit). 5 or more are just $74.95 each. 

o Include_Custom Leather Case(s) @ $12.50 ea. 
o Also imprint 3 initials 1_1_1_1 @ $1.75 per initial. 

Co. Name ___________________ _ 

Name ____________________ _ 

Address ___________________ _ 

CityISVZip ___________________ _ 
o Check (In CA add 7. 75% tax) 0 VISA 0 MasterCard 0 Discover 0 Am/Ex 

Acct.# 1_1_1_1_1_1_1_1_1_1_1_1_1_1_1_1_1 Exp. Date 1_1-1-1_1-1 

���_��_____ _ _ ____________________________ �_C��9�� 
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NEW! From the publishers of FINE WOODWORKING 

Get top performance from all 
your woodworking machines. 
�u don't have to own top-of-the-line 1 ��uipment to get top-drawer 
performance. That's because veteran 
woodworker Mark Duginske can show you 
the right way to tune up and operate 
your woodworking machines. For over ten 
years Duginske has traveled the country 
conducting workshops on setting up and 
maintaining woodworking machines. He's 
helped thousands of woodworkers like you 
and me to create a safer, more productive 
workshop environment. 

Here are some of the valuable things you'll 
learn from the book and video . . .  

• How to adjust your table saw for joint
cutting precision in all its modes. 

• Fine-tuning your bandsaw for smooth, 
vibration-free cutting. 

• Coaxing your radial-arm saw into dead-on 
90-degree crosscuts. 

• Eliminating end-snipe from your 
thickness planer. 

• Installing and setting jointer knives with 
accuracy and ease. 

Whether you have brand new machines or 
have to make do ,>,lith older tools, Duginske 
will help you coax them into shape. And 
he'll show you how to keep them running 
at their best. 

Publisher 

THE BOOK: MASTERING WOODWORKING MACHINES 

SOFTCOVER, 256 PAGES, 175 PHOTOS, ) 50 DRAWINGS 

ITEM 070136, PRICE $24.95 

THE VIDEO: MASTERING WOODWORKING MACHINES 

WITH MARK DUGINSKE 

60 MINUTES, ITEM 060071 ,  PRICE $34.95 

SAVE $9_95 on the book and video set 
ITEM 07A2 1 1 ,  PRICE $49.95 

This book shows you 
how to adjust and 
safely operate these 
major woodworking 
machines: 

- Table saw 

- Radial-arm saw 

- Bandsaw 

- Drill press 

- Router and shaper 

- Jointer and planer 

"Clear, concise 
and well organized. 
It sticks to the 
essentials with-
out undue frills. 
A book many 
craftsmen have 
been waiting for. " 

-James Krenov, 
College of the Redwoods 

TAUNTON 
To order use the enclosed order form or call 1 ·800·888·8286 operator 26. BOOKS&VIDEOS 

_ .. by fclb.lf cnUJUsia5t5 
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GIANT TOOL SALE & EXHIBITION 
NORFOlK,VA GRAND RAPIDS, MI 

Norfolk SCqJe Grand Rapids Jr. College 
Jan. 8·10 Feb. 5·7 

LONG ISLAND. NY *WASHINGTON, DC 
Postponed until Until Feb. Hyatt Regency Crystal City 

Call for Info Feb. 1 2·14 
BISMARCK, NO CHARLESTON, SC 
Bismarck Civic Ctr. Fairpark, Ladson, SC 

Jan. 1 5-17 Feb. 1 9·21 
*COlUMBUS, OH SPRINGFIELD, IL 

Vets Memorial Hall Illinois State Fairgrounds 
Jan. 22·24 Feb. 26·28 

*MINNEAPOLlS, MN 
MN Cony. Center 

Jan. 29-31 

Coming in March: 
Houston, TX, Ft. Wayne, IN , & Orlando, FL 

Show Hours: 
*Fri. Noon·6pm · Fri. 5 pm·9pm 

Sat. 1 0am·6pm · Sun. 1 0am·5pm 

Free One Hour Seminars 
Save On All Your Woodworking Needs 

Win Tools - Take Your Project From 
Start to Finish - Show Specials 

Continuous Demonstrations 

Admission Charged · More Info Call: 

603-536-3768 
or 800-521-7623 

READER SERVICE NO. 109 

FREE CATALOG 

THE WOODWORKERS 
SURVIVAL GUIDE 

EAGLE AMERICA provides the 

largest selection of AMERICAN 

MADE Router Bits, Shaper Cutters, 

Forstner Bits and unique woodworking 

accessories. Ask for our new 

64 page Mail Order Catalog. 

EAGLE AMERICA 
1 . 800 . 872 . 251 1 

"Building Upon America's 
Commitment To Quality" 

P.O. Box 1 099, Chardon, Ohio 44024 
READER SERVICE NO. 76 

Over 4000 products to 

BUILD, REPAIR, 
RESTORE, REFINISH 
a nything ma de of wood! 

It's the catalog woodworkers rely 
on-1 1 6  pages jam· packed with fine 

woods, veneers, tools, finishing supplies, and 
much more-all top quality, all reasonably priced, 
all with our 60�ay no-questions·asked guarantee. 
For your 2·year subscription send $1 .00 to: 

Wi�,CONSTANTINE -
Serving Woodworkers for 181 years 

2050 Eastchester Rd., Opt. 37301 , Bronx NY 1 0461 

READER SERVICE NO.1B2 

Our line is building! 
We've added a 1 2  volt  cordl ess 

hammer dri l l, a c ircu lar  saw with a 
t h i n  kerf ca r b i d e  b l a d e  a n d  a 20 
a m p  switc h,  a 10 i n c h  compound 
m it e r  s a w, and a 10 i n c h  b e n c h  
tabl esaw t o  o u r  M a ster  M e c h a n i c  
P rofessi o n a l  tool  l i n e .  C h e c k  o u t  
these contractor g r a d e  tools n ow. 
Av a i l a b l e  at t h o u s a n d s  o f  
partic ipating T r u e  Va lue Ha rdware 
Stores nationwide! )=:scmlct� 

Professional 

.7hll;'Y� 
READER SERVICE NO. 32 

g'� "t)iIu!a 7'WM 7k �.Ad SAVE! 
Buy 12 liE VER.LAST" Belts ... 
Get 12 Belts FREE! 
"EVER·LAST" BELTS 

Available 36 x to 320 x gr it 

l " x 30" . . .  $16.50/00z. + 12 FREE 

l "x42" . 
2"x48" . 

1 6.951D0z. + 1 2  FREE 

25.25/00z. + 12 FREE 

2Vi'x 1 6" . 1 7.95/00z. + 12 FREE 

3"x I 8" . 1 8.25/00z. + 1 2 FREE 

WIDE BELTS (Minimum of 3 belts per size) 

3"x 2 1 "  . 

3"x 24" . 

4"x 2 1 "  . 

4"x 2 1 %" . 

4"x24" . .  

4"x36" . 

6"x48" . 

1 9.25/00z. + 1 2  FREE 

1 9.75/00z. + 1 2 FREE 

23.50/00z. + 12 FREE 

23.75/00z. + 12 FREE 

24.00/00z + 12 FREE 

28.75/00z. + 12 FREE 

37.50/ '12 Doz. + 6 FREE 

SIZE 

1 9"x 48" 

24"x 60" 

25"x 60" 

25"x 75" 

36"x 75" 

37"x 60" 

37"x 75" 

Anli·Static Alum. Oxide Resin Bond Cloth Belts 
"E" WI. Paper "X" WI. Cloth "X" WI. Cloth "X" WI. Cloth 

220E·l00E 400x·l00x 80x 60x 

$ 7.90 ea. $1 1 .09 ea. $1 1 .45 ea. $1 2.00 ea. 

1 1 .33 16.37 16.94 17.81 
1 1 .80 17.05 17.65 18.55 
13.56 20.13 20.88 22.00 
19.53 28.98 30.06 31 .68 
17.46 25.23 26.12 27.45 
20.07 29.79 30.90 32.56 

Other size betts on request. 50"x 1 03" 33.71 51.73 53.79 56.88 
52"x75" 28.21 41.86 43.42 45.76 

Belt Cleaning Stick . $4.95 each (WIDE BELTS Nol lncluded in Special Offer) 

9" X 1 1 " SHEET GOODS 

AlO CABINET PAPER 
GRIT 100/pk 

220A · 1 80A $21.00 
150C · l00C 23.00 

800 25.00 
600 27.00 

No· Load Paper Sticky Discs 100/pk 

PSA Carat 
PSA Carat 
PSA Gold 
PSA Gold 

GRtt 5" 6" 
400B· l 00B $1 5.45 $20.95 

800 1 6.45 21 .95 
400C· l 00C 1 8.95 25.95 

800 20.95 27.95 

"E" Wt. Aluminum 
Oxide Paper Rolts 
80E thru 220E 

4·1 /2" X 25 ft . . . . $9.95 
3·5/B" X 25 ft. . . .  8.95 

We atso supply . . . Flap Wheels, Pump Sleeves, 
Sanders, Cloth Discs Shop Rolls, Drum Sanding 
Rolls, Floor Sanding Paper, 'Velcro®' Discs, Wood 
Glue, Cones, Bands, Grinding Belts, Non Woven 
Abrasives, plus much more ! ! !  

NO·LOAO PAPER (White) 
GRIT 100IPK 

400A · 180A $19.00 
150A· l00A 24.00 

BOA 28.00 

AlO CLOTH SHEETS 
GRIT 50/pk 

400J . 100J $27.50 
80J 29.50 
60J 33.50 

6" WIDE STROKE 
SANDING 

BELTS 

SIZE PRICE 
1 50" . 1 75" $1 0.50 
1 76" · 200" 1 1 .75 
201 " · 225" 13.00 

S�/ 
Buy 12 Belts . . .  

Pay for only 
Eleven! 

226" . 250" 14.25 
251 " · 275" 15.50 
276" · 300" 16.75 
301" . 325" 1 8.00 
326" . 350" 1 9.25 
Other sizes available 
AvaiL 36x to 320x grit 

WE OFFER VOLUME DISCOUNTS! 

For Fast Delivery 1-800-428-2222 
M thru F 8:30·4:30. Call or write for FREE catalog. 

Shipping Charges: $4.75 in Continental USA 
Mlntmum order $25 00 PA residents add 6% sales tax 
We accept Visa, Mastercard, money order or checks 

I
NDUSTRIAL 
BRASIVES co. 

LJ;.644 N. 8th S1. · READING , PA 19612 

READER SERVICE NO. 25 
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I 've been experimenting with veneering over solid woods for a 
while and have discovered some interesting design possibili
ties. One of them, which I've used on the table shown below, 

involves removing wood in such a way that I expose a graduated 
portion of the substrate along its edge. By first beveling the ve
neered tabletop and then bandsawing gentle curves along both 
sides and ends, the exposed maple seems thinner in the center and 
wider at the ends. The effect can be very dramatic or much more 
restrained. For this table, I wanted to maximize the contrast with 
the veneer-some prize rosewood I've been saving for 30 years
so I chose maple for the substrate. Whether you're looking for a 
subtle distinction or a loud 

same direction as the substrate. I used a vacuum veneer press, but 
clamps and cauls (wooden blocks to spread the clamping pres
sure) can also be used. Although I normally use regular yellow 
glue for veneering, I used plastic-resin glue for this table because 
it works better with oily woods like rosewood. In either case, it's 
essential that you spread the glue evenly and not too thickly. I use 
a paint roller with a rough, woven (washable) pad, which is de
Signed for spreading contact cement. It's important to veneer both 
the top and bottom of the tabletop so that the wood can exchange 
moisture with the air evenly on both sides. I glued mahogany ve
neer on the bottom of this table. 

contrast, the veneer adds an el
ement to the design that would 
be impossible without it. 

Some people think real 
woodworkers don't use ve
neers. This is small-minded 
thinking. Veneering has been 
around almost since man first 
started cutting trees. Indeed, 
some of the finest furniture ever 
made-fabulous 18th- and 19th
century pieces from France and 
England-used veneers exten
Sively and over solid wood. 
Many of those pieces have 
stood the test of time. 

Graceful curves and beautiful veneer combine to give Tage 
Frid's most recent coffee-table design a classic, timeless look. 
The table, on display last fall at the Newport Art Museum, was 
one of several pieces by Frid in the Nine Rhode Island Masters 
of Modern Furniture show. 

I designed the legs of the 
table to complement the top. 
Because they're curved, I made 
sure the grain runs full length, 
so there are no short -grain sec
tions that could be vulnerable. 
After shaping, mortising and 
veneering the legs, I spoke-' 
shaved the corners to expose a 
little bit of the maple. 

When veneering over solid 
wood, orient the veneer in the 
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The table's finish is Watco 
Danish Oil Finish-the simplest 
to apply and the easiest to re
pair. That's important, especial
ly if you put your feet up on the 
coffee table as much as I do. D 

Tage Frid is a contributing edi
tor to Fine Woodworking. 

Photos: Vincent Laurence 



Fig. 1 :  Rosewood-veneered coffee table 

The most elegant designs are often the simplest. Tage Frid's most recent 
table design relies on fair curves, appropriate proportions and 
contrasting wood colors for its beauty. 

Bottom view 
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Stretchers are screwed to tabletop at center and just inside of each 
leg. Half-lap joint where stretchers overlap allows them to move 
with the tabletop, preventing any wood movement problems. 

To mark the tabletop's curves for cutting, Frid tacked small brads 10/, in. 
in from each corner, sprung a batten (centered on the middle 

1 6  

o f  the table's edges) and penciled a line. 

Side view 

� I 
� When a tabletop IS glued up from several boards, they should 

all be oriented in the same way to prevent a washboard effect 
from occurring. Also, the boards should have the heart side up: 
the heartwood is generally darker, harder and contains fewer knots. 

Fig. 2: Leg layout and clamping block 

1 square = 1 in. 

Drawing: Vince Babak 

Custom clamping 
blocks permit even 
pressure on 
mortise and tenon 
connecting the legs 
to the stretcher, 
ensuring a tight joint. 
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1) Truing the edges of the veneers 

2) Frid pins the veneers 

3) Gummed package tape holds the 
veneers i1l place 

4) Elimi1lating air pockets 
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5) Frid scrapes the package tape from the veneer 

Veneer the tabletop, then shape its edges 
1) Truing the edges of the veneers takes only a few seconds on the jointer. Frid 
aligns the veneers so that they're just barely protruding from a wooden sandwich, 
clamps the veneers between the two boards and then runs the clamped assembly over 
the jointer knives. Alternately, Frid could have used a hand plane, but the jointer is con
venient and works as well or better. 

2) Frid pins the veneers temporarily into place with small brads after carefully align
ing the trued, book-matched sheets of veneer. 

3) Gummed package tape holds the veneers in place while they're being trans
ferred onto the substrate and into the vacuum bag. Frid doesn't use masking tape be
cause its adhesive could tear the veneer's fibers or leave a residue that would interfere 
with finishing the table. Once he's taped the veneers together, Frid removes the brads 
he used to pin the veneers. 

4) Eliminating air pockets that would interfere with even pressure on the tabletop, 
Frid presses the bag in at the comers. A sheet of plywood goes over the top of the 



7) Bandsawitzg to a line drawn along a sprung batten 

piece being veneered, and extends just beyond its edges, to prevent the slightly over
sized veneer from shearing on the edge of the substrate. 

5) Frid scrapes the package tape from the veneer with a cabinet scraper after re
moving the veneered tabletop from the vacuum press. 

6) Frid bevels the edge of the tabletop (see the top photo on p. 40) after he's ripped 
it to width and crosscut it to length. An auxiliary plywood fence, a ftrmly clamped, sol
id featherboard and the assistance of his apprentice (and grandson), Ben Randall, keep 
Frid safe and the bevel true. 

7) Bandsawing to a line drawn along a sprung batten, Frid exposes a graduated 
section of the solid maple substrate from the center of each side to the ends; a few pass
es with a compass plane take care of any rough edges. The result is an interesting treat
ment achieved with simple means. 

8) Frid tapers both sides of each leg by 5/16 in. from top to bottom, cutting away the 
bulk of the taper on the bandsaw and then jointing to the line. He uses a shopmade 
push block to keep his hands safely away from the jointer knives. 

9) Frid cleans up the curves with a spokeshave after veneering the jointed sides of 
the legs and marking and bandsawing the curves for the legs. A smooth surface is es
sential because these two faces are also veneered. 

8) Frid tapers both sides of each leg 

9) Frid cleatzs up the curves 

Editor takes video of 
Frid making table 

Still photos and the written word 
don't always do justice to process
oriented information. That's why I 
went back to Tage Frid 's shop and 
shot video footage of him building an 
end table to match the coffee table 
featured in this article. 
The result isn't a polished video. It's 
an experimental, no-frills, ten-minute 
companion piece to the article, show
ing highlights of Frid preparing sub
strate and veneers, using a vacuum 
veneer press and shaping the table
top on the tablesaw and bandsaw. 
If you'd like a copy of the video 
(VHS only), it costs $7. To order, call 
(203) 426-8171 ,  or write FridVid 
1 1030, The Taunton Press, P.O. Box 
5506, Newtown, Conn. 06470. 

-Vincent Laurence 
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Rolling Chop-Saw Stand Saves Space 
Folding wings support long stock 

by Charles Jacoby 

Anatomy of a mobile chop-saw stand 

Biesemeyer sl iding flip stop 
has runner, tape measure 
and adjustable extension. Aluminum-angle 

edge protector, 
Ya X % x 16Y:! 

Radius exposed 
edges with l--8-in. 
roundover bit. 

30Y:! 

Maple block, 0/. in .  thick, 
strengthens top 
of support. 

Notch support for maple 
hinge block, 1"4 x J3A x 8. 

Mount 2l1..-in.-dia. casters to 
"4-in.-thick maple plates on 
bottom corners. 

Wing support, Y:!-in.  
Baltic-birch plywood 

Total length of stand with 
both wings extended is 98 in. 

Align the face of the wing fences 
l--8 in. back from face of auxiliary fence. 

Mount saw to stand with o/16-in. 
machine bolts and fender washers. 
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Cabinet, / 
o/.-in .  plywood 

Auxi l iary fence, % x 2% x 3 1 %  MDF 

Chamfer edge of hinge 
block for hinge barrel 
clearance. 

Mount 4l--8-in.-high 
drawer on 18-in.-long 
guides. 

Maple face-frame, "4 x 2, 
�--- plate-joined to front 

and back of cabinet. 

Maple stiffener, "4 x 2l1.., to attach 
piano hinge for wing support. 

Detail: Collapsible extension wing 

Chamfer corners of mahogany cap. 

Fence, %-in.  plywood 

Wing table, o/.-in .  plywood 

#.10 . L::alnut rai l ,  0/. x 2% 
biscuits at I 6 in .  o.c. 

8Y:! ------------��� 

Cross-sectional view 



M y shop is pretty crowded, so when I acquire a new tool ,  
I have to create efficient ways to store and use the tool. 
Such was the case after I bought a new sliding com

pound-miter saw. The saw needed a permanent, but mobile, home 
where I could do accurate cutoff and miter work. I first tried using 
the saw on planks and horses. This worked fine for single cuts, but 
I really needed a fence with a stop for cutting multiples. And the ex
tensions that came with the saw limited its cutting to short pieces. 
Also, I still had to break things down to put the saw away. 

About this time, my wife, Rosemary, gave me a benchtop oscil
lating-spindle sander. Again I wondered where I would store the 
tool. Building a stand to house both tools was the answer-make 
that a movable stand with folding extension wings. I designed the 
stand with crosscutting and mitering in mind but with a place to 
store the sander. I also left room for a top drawer to hold my 
shaper cutters and accessories. When I'm not using the saw, I drop 
the wings and roll the stand into a corner (see the photo). And 
even with the wings folded down, I can still do short chop-saw 
work by clamping a stop block to the saw's auxiliary fence. 

Cabinet construction-For the stand's carcase, I made a %-in. 
birch-plywood ·box. To make storing the sander easy, I left the 
stand's lower compartment open (back and front). I dadoed the 
box's top, middle and bottom Y4 in. into the sides. Then, using #10 
biscuits and glue, I plate-joined maple face frames to the front and 
back of the carcase to make the box rigid. Because my miter saw 
has its own base with four feet, I recessed the top of the cabinet so 
that the saw's work surface would be at the same height as the 
wings (see the drawing). I also fastened four 2 Y2-in.-dia. casters 
(two of them locking) to hardwood plates that I glued to the bot
tom of the cabinet. The added height of the casters puts the top of 
the stand at a comfortable working level. To protect the top edges 
of the plywood sides, I mounted strips of %x% aluminum angle. 

Collapsible wings-What makes the stand accurate and maneu
verable are the folding pair of wings attached to the side of the 
cabinet. Each wing baSically consists of a table, a support and a 
fence. The tables are %-in. plywood and the supports are made 
from Y2-in.-thick Baltic-birch plywood for strength. To stiffen the 
wing tables, I made front rails using walnut I had on hand. The 
wave-like curves of the supports aren't necessary, but I wanted to 
use my new spindle-sander. To strengthen the top of the supports, 
I glued and screwed on a maple block to the back side of each. Fi
nally, I made the fence for each wing from two pieces of %-in. ply
wood, staggered and glued together to form a rabbet (see the 
drawing detail). I glued and biscuited the fences' rabbets to the 
wing tables, and then I capped the top of the fences with ma
hogany. I chamfered the caps' edges, so there would be enough 
clearance for the runner block of an adjustable stop. 

A flip stop for the fence-By securing a flip stop to the left 
fence, I 'm able to measure precise lengths. The stop I use is made 
by Biesemeyer Manufacturing Corp. (216 S. Alma School Road, 
Suite #3, Mesa, Ariz., 85210; 800-782-1831). I purposely made my 
fence higher than what the flip stop requires to permit a full 2x4 to 
go under the stop. Because of the extra height, I had to make a 
metal stop extension to get it low enough for thin boards. 

Aligning the wings and mounting the saw-The collapsible 
wings are strong; I can crosscut 14-ft.-Iong 2x8s in half on a fully ex
tended stand. To achieve this kind of load, I had to first add blocks 
and stiffeners to reinforce the cabinet where the wing-table and 
wing-support hinges attach. I secured 1 %-in.-thick support blocks 

Photos: author; drawing: David Dann 

Getting sent to the corner doesn 't always mean you 've been 
bad. After a well-executed cutting performance, Jacoby's cutoff
saw stand (with a sander stowaway) gets its wings lowered and is 
rolled to a tidy corner in the shop. The stand, with its wings ex
tended, makes a level assistant when mitering the ends of long 
stock or crosscutting exact-length work pieces. 

to the top of the cabinet sides. Then I fastened %-in.-thick strips of 
maple to the plywood sides. For the hinges, I fastened two Corbin 
ball-bearing Oarge door) hinges to the wing tables and mounted a 
pair of 2-in. by 24-in. piano hinges to the wing supports. 

Before I screwed the hinges to the cabinet, I lined up the tables 
and fences as follows: First, I propped each wing assembly in 
place with buckets and blocks. Next, I set my saw down at the rear 
of the cabinet top and laid a 6-ft.-Iong straightedge across the front 
of the fences. After I had shimmed each wing so its fence was 
properly aligned (an extra pair of hands are a big help), I flipped 
the straightedge 90° to set the height of the wing tables. Once the 
wings were in position, I carefully clamped the hinges in place, so 
I could make pilot holes. Finally, I screwed the table hinges to the 
support blocks and the piano hinges to the stiffener strips. 

I offset the saw's auxiliary fence about YB in. ahead of the wing 
fences so that they won't influence the alignment of long boards 
held snugly to the saw's fence. I fastened the saw to the cabinet 
top using 'Y16-in. machine bolts with large fender washers under 
the plywood. With the wings extended, I originally figured I 'd 
have to clamp the supports to the front rails. But the wing tables 
are heavy and rest on the supports unaided. 

Finishing touches-To complete the stand, I made a simple draw
er for the upper cabinet opening. Before installing the drawer on a 
pair of 18-in.-Iong slides, I notched the top of the drawer back to 
clear the ends of the saw-mounting bolts. Finally, I sealed the draw
er, cabinet and wings with clear Watco oil. Once my mobile stand 
was finished, I put the saw right to work, cutting everything from 
baseboard to pull-out dish racks for the kitchen. 0 

Charles Jacoby is a retired men 's clothing store owner who enjoys 
making furniture for his family in Helena, Mont. 
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Loose-tenon joinery is simple and quick. With precut tenon stock, jOinery becomes a matter of router-mortising all the parts and then 
clamping up, with no difficult tenon cutting and no need to square the mortises or round the tenons. 

Loose-TenonJomery 
Separate tenons are quick, easy and strong 

by Ken Picou 

T he mortise and tenon is one of the strongest joints in 
a woodworker's repertoire. Traditionally favored, it re
mains today the joint of choice for chairs, doors and most 

other applications where strength is essential. Both the layout and 
cutting of mortise-and-tenon joints can be time-consuming, re
quiring much patience and concentration. Switching from the 
traditional mortise-and-tenon to a loose-tenon (or spline-tenon) 
system can save you time and effort and ensure consistent results, 
without sacrificing joint strength. 
In loose tenoning, bod1 pieces of stock to be joined are mortised 

and a section of precut tenon is inserted into the mortises (see the 
photo above). Once you have a quantity of tenon stock made up, 
it's a simple matter of cutting the tenons to length and plunge
routing d1e mortises. A perfect fit is ensured because the width of 
a router-cut mortise is consistent, and the tenon stock can be 
planed to the exact thickness desired. Also, because your tenon 
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stock is already rounded, the joint can be entirely machine made 
with no need to square up mortises or round over tenons. 

Another advantage, in terms of layout, is that you cut rails to the 
exact length needed. There's no need to allow for the tenons and 
then work back to the length between shoulders. Because the rail 
is cut to final lengd1 in one pass, the shoulders of the joint are al
ways crisp and never accidentally undercut. 

Finally, an angled joint-even a compound-angled joint-is eas
ier with a loose tenon. Instead of having to cut an angled tenon, 
you just rout an angled mortise in one of the pieces to be joined
something you can generally do by shimming the workpiece in 
your existing mortise fixture. 

Mortising 
There are many ways to cut a mortise, but I find the plunge router 
hard to beat for speed and accuracy. On one-of-a-kind items and 



Tenons vs. dowels: which is stronger? 

Regardless of what the furniture industry 
would have you believe, a doweled joint 
isn't nearly as strong as a mortise-and
tenon or loose-tenon jOint. There are two 
reasons for this . 

First, endgrain to side-grain glue joints 
are always weak. The hole drilled to 
accept the dowel is almost all endgrain, 
except for two narrow stripes of side 
grain. There's very little surface that can 
be successfully glued to the dowel. But 
the sides of the mortise are all side grain 
and so are the cheeks of the tenon. These 
comparatively large surfaces may be glued 
with success. The resulting joint has the 
potential for a long life. 

Second is the matter of what happens if 
the wood should shrink. The round dowel 
(and the hole) distorts into an oval shape. 
The most likely result is tlIat one of those 
two narrow stripes of side-grain glue 
surface will pull loose. If the tenon shrinks 
a bit, it's less likely to become distorted, 
and more likely to stay glued. -K.P. 

Tenons' cheeks 
(or sides) bond to 
side grain in 
mortise, forming \ I 
a strong joint. 

small production runs, I freehand the mortise using my router with 
a fence. After chucking the appropriate bit in my plunge router 
and securing it tightly (especially with spiral bits because they 
have the bad habit of pulling themselves out of collets if not prop
erly tightened), I locate center on a piece of scrap equal in width 
to the stock I'm mortising. Then I set the fence and depth adjust
ment on my router and mark the mortise using a shopbuilt gauge 
(see the photo at right). 

I like to rout the mortise to full depth with a series of closely 
spaced plunges, followed by a single cleanup pass. This eliminates 
the tendency of the bit to wander during a heavy cut and is much 
easier on the bearings of my router. 

If the mortise is located near the end of the stock (which it almost 
always is), I find it helpful either to rout the mortise before cutting 
the stock to length or to butt the end of the stock against a piece of 
scrap of equal thickness to help support the router. 

When mortising the end of a rail, I screw a piece of scrap at least 
6 in. deep, perpendicular to the fence to ensure that the mortise is 
true. It's also a good idea to sandwich the end rail between pieces 
of scrap to help support the router. A simple fixture also can be 
made for this purpose. 

Preparing tenon stock 
One of the greatest timesaving features of the loose-tenon system 
is that you can make a quantity of tenon stock at one time, often 
from scrap. I maintain an inventory of the most-used widths-l in., 
1 Yz in. and 2 in.-to cover most of my joinery needs. 

Before I start cutting and shaping tenon stock, I first make a long 
sample mortise with the bit I'll be using for the actual furniture 
mortises. I then run the scra p stock for the tenons through the 
planer until I get a perfect fit. I want the tenons to be snug, but not 
so tight that I can't push the joint together for a test dry-assemble 
and pull it back apart. I rip the stock to the required widths, then 
lower my tablesaw blade and cut a couple of channels about Ys in. 

Photos excepl where nOled: Sandor Nagyszalanczy 
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Aside from two narrow stripes of side grain 
(shaded in red) the dowels are only in 

contact with endgrain (shaded in 
blue). The resulting joint 

is inherently weak. 

Side grain 
contact 

Endgra i n  
contact 

Using standard-sized tenons has many advantages. Picou has 
accurate gauge blocks already made for I-in., J lI2-in. and 2-in. 
tenons-which cover most of his tenoning needs. 

After cutting the tenon stock to size and cutting channels for 
excess glue to escape, the author routs the edges of the tenon stock 
to match the shape of the mortises. 



deep on both sides of the tenon stock. These channels give the 
trapped glue somewhere to go during assembly and go a long 
way toward eliminating squeeze-out around the base of the joint. 
Finally, I use a roundover bit in my router table to shape the edges 
of the tenon stock to the same radius as the ends of the mortises 
(see the bottom photo on the previous page). 

When applying the glue, I put only enough on the tenon to seal 
the grain. I apply a much heavier coat to the inside of the mortise 
by squeezing the glue in and then spreading it with a small 
plumber's flux brush. This minimizes the amount of glue that gets 
scraped off of the side of the tenon and deposited on the surface 
of the project. Finally; if my stock is thick enough, I sometimes run 
a small (1/16 in. or less) chamfer around the mouth of the mortise to 
help contain squeeze-out. Assembly 

I glue up loose-tenon joints in the same manner as mortise-and
tenon joints, but there are a few things I do that make the job go 
smoother. I cut the tenons at least \116 in. short to leave space at the 
bottom of the mortise for excess glue and to allow for any mistake 
I may have made in measuring the mortise depth. 

I use this system of joinery in my line of side chairs, and I find 
it to be a great time-saver in both the production and the fitting of 
the joints. D 

Ken Picou is a designer and woodworker living in Austin, Texas. 

Shop-built mortiser speeds spline-tenon joinery by Ross Day 

Spline-tenon (or loose-tenon) joinery is 
an easy, fast and strong alternative to the 
mortise and tenon. The mortises for a 
spline-tenon joint can be cut many ways, in
cluding with a plunge router, but I've found 
that a dedicated horizontal-mortising ma
chine is a very efficient and enjoyable way 
of cutting mortises. What's more, the ma
chine is simple and inexpensive to build. 

The machine 
Horizontal mortisers are available commer
cially, but they're usually quite expensive. 
Some tablesaws, European ones in particu
lar, use the saw's arbor as the mortising shaft 
and have smaller tables that move in two 
axes mounted just below the shaft. There 
are also jigs on the market that use a router 
with a spiral-cutting bit for cutting horizon
tal mortises. They work quickly but take 
time to set up because of all the stops, levers 
and hold-downs, so they are more suited to 
a production situation than to the custom 
fumituremaker. 

My horizontal mortiser consists primarily 
of a 1,725 RPM motor; a pulley and V-belt sys
tem; a mandrel, shaft, chuck and end mill; 
and a height-adjustable, flat torsion-box 
table (a wooden grid with sheets of ply
wood glued top and bottom). The pulley 
and V-belt system steps the arbor speed up 
to 3 ,450 RPM. The end mill cuts c1eanJy, 
spews the chips from the mortise and leaves 
a flat-bottomed mortise, and the adjustable 
table allows me to position my mortise. 

End mills 
It's necessary to use end mills with my mor
tiser-not router bits. I use a single-end mill 
made of high-speed steel (HSS) with four 
flutes designed for bottom-centered cut
ting. These end mills are fairly cheap, and 
they last a long time. There are three stan
dard lengths: regular, long and extra-long. I 
find the regular too short for some work, 
and the extra-long can flex and throw off 
your joinery. Long mills are best for most 
work. They come in increments of Y16 in.; I 
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have a range of them from 1fs in. through 
% in. I generally make my tenons one-third 
(or slightly greater) of the stock thickness. 

Mortising 
I mortise freehand. It takes a little practice, 
but with end mills it's as safe as any cutting 
operation can be, and when running only 
a few pieces, it's as fast as setting stops 
and so forth. You may be nervous when first 
trying this method, but if you take it slow, 
you'll gain confidence. You still need to 
be conscious of safety, so keep your fmgers 
far away from the end mill, and use a hold
ing jig if you're mortising small parts or if 
your fmgers would have to wander near the 
mill without one. Remember: This method 
onJy can be used with end mills. Never try 
this with a router bit because it would be 
extremely dangerous. 

To use the horizontal mortiser, first chuck 
the end mill and set the table height, so the 
mill is centered in the piece receiving the 
tenon. (I always glue the spline tenon into 
one piece first and then treat that piece as 
though it were normally tenoned.) I begin 
the mortise, with the workpiece securely in 
hand or held by a jig, taking light passes, 
staying just inside the layout lines. Taking 
light cuts will keep the bit from flexing and 
creating a mortise that 's  not square to the 
stock. Also, it will keep the bit from grab
bing. In most cases, the mill will have creat
ed a shoulder after a few passes against 
which the non-fluted portion of the cutter 
can bump up. Compressed air keeps chips 
from building up in the mortise, but if you 
don't want to rig up something similar or 
don't have compressed air in your shop, you 
should still clear the chips often. 

I sometimes mark my depth of cut on the 
mortiser table with a pencil line or a piece 
of tape. I always cut about Y16 in. deeper 
than my intended mortise depth on each 
piece to allow room for the glue in the bot
tom of the mortise. I keep my mortise sides 
straight-with no taper-and square at the 
bottom. This is fairly easy to do by watching 

the workpiece to keep it perpendicular to 
the bit. After all my mortises are cut, I break 
the edges of the mortises with a file. This 
slight shoulder will help ensure that the 
joint remains clean at the base and not bind 
when you begin glue-up. 

Special applications 
One major advantage of spline-tenon join
ery over conventional mortise-and-tenon 
joinery is that it makes angled and curved 
work much Simpler. Instead of having to 
devise torturously complex jigs and fixtures 
to cut the tenons, I just use a simple jig 
consisting of an angled block or two (with 
sandpaper glued on to prevent the work
piece from slipping) and maybe a hold
down clamp (see the photo at right). 

You also can use your horizontal mortiser 
as a lathe to tum small things such as door 
and drawer pulls. Standard chucks usually 
have three jaws and won't accept square 
stock, but a two-jawed chuck will. I just 
drop the table and clamp a piece of wood to 
it as a tool rest. D 

Ross Day is a custom furnituremaker in 
Seattle. He also teaches fine furnituremak
ing at Seattle Community College. 

Sources of supply 
Chucks and end mills 

MSC Industrial Supply, 151 Sunnyside Blvd. ,  
Plainview, N Y  1 1803-1592; (800) 645-7160 

Mandrels 

Mooradian Manufacturing Co. ,  1752 E. 23rd 
St., Los Angeles, CA 90058; (213) 747-6348 

Note: It's essential that the chuck be 
centered on the mandrel if the end mill is to 
run true. For a small charge, Mooradian 
ManufactUring Co. will thread the shaft end 
on a chuck you supply and make sure it 
runs true. 



Even curved work is relatively simple to mortise with the au
thor's horizontal mortising machine. A couple of blocks and a tog
gle clamp hold the workpiece in place, and the mill does the work. 

This same setup, used with wedges, could be used to cut an angled 
mortise. By inserting a length of regular precut tenon stock, you 'd 
then have an angled tenon without the hassle of sawing one. 

Shopmade horizontal mortiser 
A high-quality horizontal mortiser can be built inexpensively and without much difficulty. The critical 
elements are a precisely adjustable, flat table (hence torsion-box construction and veneer-press 
screw) and a mandrel and arbor that run true. Torsion box must be parallel to the bit, front to back. 

Mandrel Chuck 

Side view 

Pholo,Jim Boesel; dmwings, Maria Meleschnig 

Hex-head bolts 
are countersunk into 
back of plywood. 

Safety switch 

fW-e-- Hardwood splines 

1 725 RPM motor 

Overall structure consists of 4x4 posts and 
2x4 crosspieces and shelf supports; all joints 
are half-laps, glued and screwed. Shelves 
and table (including brackets) are made of 
'A-in. shop-grade plywood. The top of the 
adjustable torsion-box table is covered with 
white plastic laminate so that workpieces 
will slide more easily and reference marks 
can be penciled on and easily seen. The 
bottom of the torsion box is covered 
with backer laminate. 

Locking knobs 

-,.-\\-1-- Veneer-press screw 

Front view 
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The immaculately made, highly original, very 

expensive table produced by Senior and 

Carmichael (above and at right) is astounding 

both in quality and price (£24,000, $46, 000). 

Made in walnut and burr walnut, it features a 

bronze and steel winding mechanism that, as 

the table is rotated by hand, opens the top so 

that wedge-shaped leaves can be inserted. 

This twisting chaise (right), made of scorched 

oak and upholstered in handprinted silk, shows 

the fanciful side of Glen Hinton. Hinton, who 

also produces more restrained craftsman-like 

designs, has exhibited in both the Bonhams and 

Society of Designer Craftsmen show. 

Among the more fantastic and eye-catching designs is the 
Rhythm & Snooze maple rocker (facing page) made by Cato 

Furniture of Bristol. Last year, this prize-winning design won Cato 

the Master's Young Enterprise Award from the Worshipful Company 

of Furniture Makers. Priced at £974 ($1,850), it isn 't that much more 

expensive than an uninspiring piece offactory furniture. Bonhams' 

advice: "Buy it, it's a good investment. " 

PhOIO faclllg page: Eddy Fawdry 

Phmo below and inset: Stuart Brown 
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Reminiscent of Arts and Crafts 

furniture of the turn of the century, 

Martin Grierson 's Thai cabinet is given a 

modern twist by his clever use of Bombay 

rosewood veneer on the two doors. The 

technique and design are simple, but the 

doors have a shimmering ,jascinating 

quality entirely due to Grierson 's 

imaginative and wonderful use of 

materials. 
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The organic approach of Petter 

Southall's table is based on his 

Norwegian training as a boatbuilder. He 

uses no glue in his construction but relies 

on boatbuilding joints and copper rivets 

to hold his work together. Slatted supports 

fan out in graceful arcs to form delicate 

box constructions. The result is 

interesting, soothing designs that are 

robust and relatively cheap. 

Simple and stylish ash hanging shelves 

by Trannon Furniture are typical of their 

practical yet innovative work. 

The two side tables by John Makepeace 

deliver what we expect of him: 

immaculate craftsmanship combined 

with good, solid design. The drawers open 

from either side, and round pad feet give 

the table a whimsical air. 

Photo this page: Martin Grierson 
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Brush a complicated surface in several stages, working from the deepest surfaces, 
like the bevel on this raised panel door, to details, like the molding the author is brush
ing here with a sash brush. Apply finish to the panel field and door frame last. 

B rushing on a Finish 
Good preparation and flowing strokes yield smooth results 

by Chris A. Minick 

I f you learned to use a brush by painting your house, the clear 
finish you brushed on your latest woodworking project prob
ably doesn't look too good. Why? Because paint and varnish 

are very different materials. Paint needs to be vigorously brushed 
back and forth to get it to lay out thin because it's thixotropic, 
meaning that it's thicker when at rest, thinner when energy is ap
plied to it. But varnish applies most evenly when it's gently flowed 
onto a surface. 

My flow-and-go method for brushing a clear finish on wood
work was taught to me by my grandfather who was a profession
al finisher. I've found his combination of finish preparation and 
brush handling to give my projects a final appearance that rivals 
the smoothness of spraying. The method works for most common 
wood finishes like oil-based varnish, brushing lacquer, water
based finish and shellac. But before dipping the brush in the can, 
we must choose and prepare the finishing material. 

Picking and preparing the finish 
Fast-drying finishes are harder to apply by brush than slower dry
ing finishes. Oil-based varnishes dry slowly enough to allow am
ple time for leveling, allowing you to work at a leisurely pace. For 
that reason, oil-based polyurethane varnish is my favorite brush
on finish. At the other end of the spectrum, shellac is probably the 
most difficult common finish to apply, especially to large areas-it 
just dries too quickly. I limit my shellac brushing to small projects 
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that I can completely coat in about 10 minutes. Likewise, most wa
ter-based finishes brush well but require a quick hand. Solvent
based lacquers are easier to brush, and retarders can be added to 
them to slow down drying. 

Most finishes are too thick to brush right out of the can. Thinning 
with the appropriate solvent is usually necessary. Brushing a too
thick finish will show brush marks and streaks while an over
thinned finish tends to run, sag and drip. To get the ideal mix, start 
by transferring the finish to a clean coffee can, so you can thin on
ly the amount you want to use. Now measure the finish's thickness 
with a viscosity drip cup and a stopwatch. A viscosity drip cup 
holds a predetermined amount and has a precisely sized hole in 
the bottom; you fill it up with finish, then time how long it takes all 
the finish to drip out through the hole (see the photo at right). 
Cups are available in paint stores and, unfortunately, come in 
many sizes (in other words, there's no Simple standard). I usually 
work with about a pint of finish, thinning it a little at a time and 
checking its viscosity as I go. If l over thin it, I add a little finish 
from its original container. I find a reading of 13-14 seconds with a 
Zahn #3 cup, 48-50 seconds with a Zahn #2 cup or approximate
ly 20-22 seconds with a Wagner cup seems about right. 

Begin brushing 
Before dipping into the finish, wet your brush with the thinning 
solvent to condition the bristles and to prevent the buildup of 



dried finish at the base of the brush. This minimizes the likelihood 
that any dried finish will flake off the brush and contaminate the 
freshly varnished surface, and it makes cleaning the brush easier. 
Strike off the excess solvent by dragging the bristles across the 
edge of the container. 

Fill the brush with finish by dipping it so no more than half the 
bristle length is submerged. Capillary action will automatically fill 
the brush's reservoir (near the ferrule) with the proper amount of 
finish. Now tap the bristles on the inside of the can to remove the 
excess finish and to prevent dripping. Don't drag the brush over 
the edge of the can-this might cause bubbles to form. 

Using the basic brushstroke described in the box at right, I al
ways finish the unseen areas of my project first. This gives me a 
chance to judge the flowing and leveling properties of the finish 
before I've committed myself to the show side of the piece. If the 
viscosity doesn't seem right, I add more finish to increase the 
thickness or more solvent to decrease it. 

If you're brushing a complicated surface, such as a carving or a 
raised panel door, it's best to brush the areas farthest away first, 
working outward from the center. I apply a coat to both sides of a 
door in one session by setting it on a nail board (a piece of thin 
plywood the size of the door with one nail in each corner). 

Normally, I scuff-sand between each coat with 220-grit sandpa
per to remove nibs or dust specks. Three or four coats is about 
right for most projects. After the final coat has dried for a few days, 
I rub out the finish and apply a coat of paste furniture wax. 

Dealing with defects 
Drips, runs and sags are a normal part of any finishing operation. 
Fresh runs and sags can be removed from the surface by back 
brushing the affected area with an unloaded brush; capillary action 
draws off the excess finish. Hairs, brush bristles or other goobers 
should be picked out immediately. A quick tipping off (see the box 
at right) blends and removes your fingerprints. 

Sanding out a dried drip or run flush with the surrounding finish 
can create a halo around the defect. It's better to slice the drip off 
with a sharp chisel to remove the drip quickly and cleanly; only a lit
tle touch sanding is needed with 400-grit paper. 0 

Chris Minick is a chemist and woodworker in Stillwater, Minn. 

Photos, Sandor Nagyszalanczy 

The basic brushstroke 
A smooth finish depends on smooth brush handling. My basic 
method begins with a back stroke 3 in. to 4 in. from the leading 
edge of the panel (right). Pull the brush smoothly, and lift it just 
before it goes over the edge. This back stroke virtually 
eliminates runs along the edge. I fmish the stroke by starting 
just behind the back stroke's wet edge and pulling the brush in 
one slow and continuous motion across the panel (left). Pull the 
brush along slowly enough to allow an even sheet of finish to 
flow out of the brush, but fast enough to prevent pooling. My 
2-in. brush holds enough fmish for a single stroke about 20 in. 
long, which takes between five and seven seconds. 

I hold the brush loosely by the ferrule with the handle cradled 
between thumb and index fmger. I start with the brush at about 
a 45° angle and gradually increase the angle to almost 90° by 
the end of the stroke. As the bristle angle increases, more 
varnish flows out. When my brush approaches the trailing edge 
of the panel, I decrease the pressure slightly so the bristles don't 
run over the edge. Each successive stroke just barely overlaps 
the previous one. After the whole panel is coated, I tip off the 
finish by lightly dragging the bristle tips through the wet fmish. 
Tipping off with an unloaded brush levels any uneven areas and 
removes bubbles. Any small bubbles left can usually be 
dispersed by lightly blowing on them from close range. -C.M. 

Checking the viscosity of a finish is the best way to know how 
much thinner you need to add to get the best finish flow. A stop
watch clocks the time it takes for a viscosity drip cup filled with 
finish to empty. Add more thinner until the time is optimal (see the 
section "Picking and preparing the finish" on the facing page). 
Remove the excess from a loaded brush by tapping the bristles 
lightly on the sides of the can, side to side. This prevents the brush 
from dripping and doesn 't create air bubbles, which can end up 
on the finished surface. 
Slicing off a dried drip with a sharp chisel is probably the 
cleanest way to remove the defect. 
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Choose the right brushfor the job, and keep it clean 

Practically any brush you can buy at a paint or hardware store is 
capable of applying a finish to woodwork. But if you want to brush 
on a smooth finish with an even, streakless appearance, you must 
choose the right brush for the job (see the photo at right). The 
best brush has the correct type and style of bristles for applying 
the particular finish you choose. Generally, heavy-bodied finishes 
should be applied with a stiffer bristle brush while softer bristle 
brushes are better for applying thin finishes. Natural bristle 
brushes work best for applying solvent-based finishes. 

A good-quality China bristle (hogs hair) brush has the proper 
stiffness and flexibility for applying oil-based varnishes, such as 
alkyd varnish and polyurethane. Ox-hair brushes, which are 
slightly stiffer than China bristle, hold their shape better when 
used for extended periods of time. Their stiffness also makes ox 
hair an excellent choice for smaller brushes of one inch or less. 
Softer fitch (skunk hair) brushes work best for applying thin 
finishes but camel-hair (actually, pony hair) brushes can be used. 

Synthetic bristle brushes are best for waterborne finishes 
because natural bristles quickly splay in water and become 
unusable. The softness and flexibility of these brushes is 
determined by the polymers used for their bristles. Nylon bristles 
are the softest and are good for general-purpose fmishing. If you 
can afford only one brush, it should be nylon. Nylon/polyester 
bristle blends are slightly stiffer, and like ox hair, make excellent 
small-sized brushes. Pure polyester bristles are very stiff, 
generally too stiff for applying thin furniture finishes and should 
only be used for applying heavy-bodied paints. 

In addition to bristle material, brushes come with one of three 
tip styles: blunt cut, flagged and tapered. Some tip styles are 
better for certain fmishing jobs than others (see the box below). 

Most fmishing projects require using more than one brush. I use 
a I -in. sash brush for coating small or intricate areas like moldings, 
spindles or tight inside corners. A 2-in. brush is my favorite for 
large flat areas. Brushes wider than 2 in. are inappropriate for 
furniture finishing. They're just too hard to control. 

Cleaning brushes 
Proper care and storage of any brush ensures optimum 
performance and longevity. Each brush needs to be thoroughly 
cleaned and wrapped for hanging storage between uses. First, 
remove excess finish by scraping the brush's bristles across the lip 
of the fmish container followed by wiping off the residue with a 
paper towel. Wash the bristles in the same solvent used to thin the 
fmish. Periodically, check your cleaning progress by bending the 
bristles with one hand and feeling along their base with the thumb 
of your other hand (see the photo at right). A slimy feel indicates 
more cleaning is needed. Once all the fmish has been removed, 
wash the brush in soap and water (I use dishwashing liquid, but 
any soap will do). After a clean water rinse to remove soap 
reSidue, wrap the brush tightly in brown paper to dry. Storing the 
wrapped brush by hanging it vertically on your shop wall prevents 
the bristles from taking a set and prolongs brush life. -eM. 

Choose the right synthetic bristle type for the job 

u u u u u u u  
Blunt cut Flagged bristles 

Woodworkers can choose from many brush types and styles 
including from left to right: nylon tapered bristle, nylon sash, 
ox hair, China bristle, nylon/polyester flagged bristle and nylon/ 
polyester sash. 

Keep a brush clean and properly stored and it will last for 
years. After thorough solvent cleaning, bend the bristles and feel 
for remaining finish. Wrap the washed brush in brown paper 
and hang it up. 

vvvvvvv 
Tapered bristles 

Also called straight cut, these bristles are 
usually only found on cheap, low-quality 
brushes that are better used for dusting than 
varnishing furniture. 

With each filament broken into several small 
fiberals, flagged bristle tips have a fuzzy feel 
and appearance. Flagged nylon/polyester 
brushes are excellent varnish brushes. 

These bristles taper from base to tip and 
end in a sharp point closely resembling 
natural bristles. Good for all varnishing, 
especially with water-based finishes. 
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Biscuit]oinery Gets More Versatile 
New hardware for fast joint� even without the machine 

by Sandor agyszalanczy 

When biscuit joiners first became popular in America 
more than a decade ago, it was nothing short of a revo
lution. Even so, many woodworkers haven't climbed 

on board-perhaps because they think those little pressed-wood 
plates are less effective for solid-wood furniture and other fram
ing tasks or perhaps because they can't justify the expense of an
other dedicated machine. 

However, all that a regular biscuit-joining machine does is run a 
4-in.-dia. sawblade a little way into the work in a controlled way. 
The biscuit fits into a pair of 4mm-wide slots, the biscuit's grain 
runs diagonally across the glueline, and the water-based glue 
makes the biscuit swell up tight. Slotting for biscuits never seemed 
complicated enough to require a special machine, and now there 
is a new group of devices that adapt common workshop power 
tools, such as the router, angle grinder and drill press, to do bis
cuit joinery. Given the modest prices ($35 to $ 120) of these de
vices, I was anxious to see what awaited buyers who might be 

considering them (for more on this, see the article below). 
For those of us who can't remember what we did before biscuit 

joinery, there's a whole slew of new gadgets to support evelY as
pect of biscuiting, from slot positioning to glue application to car
case clamping. These accessories are discussed on page 59 

To make biscuiting more versatile, there's a gamut of special 
biscuits in new sizes, shapes and materials, and there's ingenious 
and useful cabinet hardware that fits into biscuit slots, as discussed 
on pp. 60-61 (also see the sources of supply on p. 61).  

A couple of years ago, all  you could buy was the expensive orig
inal machine, the Lamello, or less-expensive machines from 
Freud, Porter-Cable and Virutex. ow you've got a number of very 
affordable alternatives, plus a lot of ingenious ways to get the most 
from the simple slot. If you've avoided biscuit joinery up to now, 
you're just about out of reasons not to uy it. 

Sandor Nagyszalanczy is senior editor at Fine Woodworking. 

Biscuit joinery with a router, grinder or drill press 

You might not be ready to shell out the 
price of a dedicated biscuit-joining machine 
($ 1 50 to $400), but with one of the follow
ing devices, you can easily convert a por
table power tool you already own into a 
serviceable slot-cutting machine. 

Right-angle grinder-You can buy attach
ments for converting that refugee from the 
auto-body shop, the right-angle grinder, for 
woodcarving, comer sanding, random-orbit 
sanding (see FWW #92, p. 51)  and now, bis
cuit joining. The German-made Wolfcraft 
model 2920 shown at right comes ready to 
connect to most small (4 in. and 4 %  in.) 
right-angle grinders. Several adapters match 
arbor sizes. Two metal brackets bolt the 
mostly plastic device to the grinder's han
dle-mounting holes. For convenient han
dling, I mounted my Bosch angle grinder's 
side handle in lieu of one bracket bolt. 

The WoIfcraft has practically all the fea
tures of a regular biscuit joiner, including a 
standard-sized carbide-tooth blade, a quick
set knob for changing slot sizes and an aux
iliary front fence that's reversible for square 

Photos: Sandor Nagyszalanczy 

Wolfcraft biscuit joiner attaches to right-angle grinder. 
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edges or for 450 miters. Wolfcraft also has a 
dust bag, which didn't work very well, es
pecially when plunging slots vertically. 

Unlike conventional biscuit joiners, the 
Wolfcraft lacks the spring-loaded pins that 
help keep the stock from creeping side
ways. This wasn't a problem on plywood, 
but when edge-slotting smooth maple, I had 
to press hard to keep the machine from 
creeping. This is a small minus for a ma
chine that's lightweight and very nicely de
signed. If you already own a right-angle 
grinder, $50 isn't much to pay to add biscuit 
joinery to your repertoire. 

Router-Manufactured for Sears by Ver
mont American, the plastic Bis-Kit replaces 
the subbase of a standard or plunge router 
to provide many-but not all-features of a 
conventional biscuit joiner. The Bis-Kit's 
spring-loaded carriage rides on guide rods 
attached to the base with a depth rod for 
different-sized slot cuts. The kit's :t;4-in. 
shank, three-winged, carbide-tipped cutter 
chucks into the router's collet. It's called a 
kit and so it is-there's about 20 minutes of 
assembly and adjustment needed. 

To use the Bis-Kit, you bring the carriage 
face against the workpiece and plunge the 
machine forward. The router's depth of cut 
locates the slot in the thickness of the work. 
It's a lot like running a regular biscuit joiner 
with a couple of important exceptions. 
First, the cutter is small, so the unit must be 
plunged and then moved side to side to 
form each slot. Second, the base overlaps 
the face of the workpiece by about 2% in. , 
so you must mark long centerlines for the 
slots (see the top photo). Third, because of 
the overhanging router, you can't make 
cuts in the center of a panel. It's very awk-

Sears Bis-Kit device replaces the router 
subbase. 

Shopsmith attachment converts the drill 
press to a biscuit joiner. 

Woodhaven router-table system uses non-standard biscuits. 
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ward, but you can clamp the work vertical
ly to the side of the workbench to make 
slots near the edges of a face for joining cab
inet sides, tops and bottoms. What you 
can't do is join a center partition or shelf. At 
about $40, the Bis-Kit is an inexpensive way 
for the hobbyist to try basic biscuit joinery. 
Its limitations, however, are liable to dis
suade the buyer from getting more deeply 
into this joinery method. 

Router table-If you own a router and a 
router table with a fence, all you need to 
start slot cutting is Woodhaven's Biscuits 
and Bits kit. Developed by router wizard 
Brad Witt, the system uses a non-standard 
biscuit and two carbide-tipped cutters. 
A two-winged slot cutter (available with 
either a %-in. or :t;4-in. shank), with a ball
bearing pilot, mounts in the router table for 
slotting the ends and edges of work. For 
edge-joints, set the bit's  height, mark the 
center of the slot on adjacent workpieces 
and slide the stock into the spinning bit un
til the mark hits the bearing. For endgrain 
slots, set the router-table fence to guide the 
cuts (see the bottom photo). 

The second cutter is a straight bit used in a 
plunge router to make slots in panel faces 
for joining tops, bottoms and dividers to 
sides. Set the plunge depth, mark the slot po
sitions, clamp a fence to the stock as a guide 
and you're ready. The straight bit's diameter 
of 6mm is slightly more than the thickness 
of the kit's biscuits to yield a snug fit. 

The Woodhaven system excels at some
thing other biscuit systems aren't much 
good for: face-frame joinery. Woodhaven's 
I %-in.-dia. piloted cutter makes a 6mm slot 
that just fits their oval-shaped 15/16-in.-wide 
(the same as a #20 biscuit) by 1 :t;4-in.-long 
biscuits, allowing strong end-to-end or right
angle joints in parts as narrow as I % in. 

The Woodhaven kit also comes with 
spline strips made from the same com
pressed composite wood as biscuits, so you 
can use the kit's router bits to cut continu
ous slots for spline joints. At $60 for the 
router bits, 100 biscuits and 10 ft. of spline 
(Plus a metal can), I think the system is a 
bargain. You can buy just the two-winged 
slot cutter and 100 biscuits for $35.  

Drill press-The Shopsmith Universal Bis
cuit Joiner is essentially a stationary biscuit 
machine designed to install on any standard 
drill press that's capable of spindle speeds 
between 2,000 and 4,100 RPM. The cast-alloy 
unit comes preassembled. All you need to 
do is screw it to the 1 4-in. by I8-in. base
plate, clamp the baseplate to the drill-press 
table and connect the %-in. shaft directly to 
the drill-press chuck. 

Just like a regular portable machine, the 
Universal Biscuit Joiner's face is spring 
loaded and retracts to expose the blade 
when you push the workpiece into it. By 
deSign, however, the machine primarily al
lows slotting on ends and edges. It can only 



slot the face of a narrow strip, so it can't be 
used to join up a plywood carcase. Also, 
because the workpiece must be brought to 
the tool, I found the unit best for slotting 
small- and medium-sized parts. To assist 
end-grain slotting, an auxiliary fence screws 
to the baseplate (see the center photo on 
the facing page). 

To keep the workpiece from slipping 
around, the face of the Shop smith attach
ment is covered with strips of coarse abra-

Accessories for 
biscuit joinery 

Whether you run a professional cabinet 
shop or have a hobby-woodworking studio 
in your garage, here's a collection of acces
sories and devices that can make biscuit 
joinery less hassle and more productive. 

Benchtop stand-Woodworker's Supply 
sells a $20 pressed-steel device that con
verts your portable tool into a stationary ma
chine. Mounting is straightforward: Two 
bolts screw into the machine's handle 
holes, and a spring stretches over the barrel 
to secure the rear end of the tool. The cata
log says the stand fIts Freud, Lamello and 
Virutex machines, but I had to redrill holes 
and add a small spacer block to get my old
er Virutex to work. With the biscuit joiner'S 
front fence as a little table, workpieces can 
be plunged into the stationary tool for slot
ting (see the bottom photo). I used the set
up to slot smaller parts for a jewelry box, 
but with auxiliary side supports, you could 
probably slot the edge of longer stock. 

Positioning jig-If you use biscuits to join 
lots of cabinet parts and fmd you're all too 
often engaged with the tedious task of 
marking standard biscuit pOSitions, the 
Lamello Assista pOSitioning jig may be just 
the ticket. Made in Switzerland, the Assista 
features a 39-in.-Iong extruded aluminum 
track in which rides a carriage that you bolt 
to your biscuit joiner. Lamello machines at
tach directly, the baseplates on other ma
chines may need to be drilled and tapped. A 
spring-loaded bullet catch on the back of 
the carriage engages notches on wooden 
sticks held in a groove at the back of the 
track. The spacing of these notches deter
mines biscuit spacings; you make new 
sticks to fIt your application. 

To use the Assista, fIrst fasten the track to 
any worktable (or workpiece), 40 in. or nar
rower, with two special clamps that slide in 
grooves on the underside of the track. Then 
you butt the workpiece-usually a carcase 
panel-up against the track and clamp it 
down. Then you slide the carriage along the 
track, stopping at each notch to plunge 

sive paper and also sports spring-loaded 
pins. I found these worked well, and the 
overall feeling during plunging was one of 
control and comfort. The blade was a little 
grab by when I ran it around 2,200 RPM, but 
the action smoothed out with the drill press 
stepped up to around 3,200 RPM. The rear of 
the head unit has a built-in dust collection 
port, which worked exceptionally well. 
Shopsmith also includes a plastic push 
block for holding down the stock without 

getting fIngers too close to the blade. 
My only real peeve with the Shopsmith is 

the setting for various biscuit sizes. The 
process requires adjusting two Allen screws 
while lining up marks on two plunge rods. 
It's just tedious enough to have made me 
want to use only one size biscuit during my 
trials. But beyond this inconvenience, and 
provided that you accept the limitations of 
the unit, Shopsmith offers a quality tool for 
a reasonable price (about $ 1 20). 

Lamello system includes the Assista slot positioning jig, the Spanbox clamping set 
and an optional pistol handle for the biscuit jOiner. Woodworker's Supply stand (below) 
converts portable biscuit joiner to a stationary tool. 

a slot. The apparatus allows horizontal 
or vertical plunging as well as slotting 45° 
beveled edges (see the top photo). 

Because the jig supports the weight of the 
biscuit joiner, I found the Assista very com
fortable to use. It performed flawlessly for 
me as I slotted a half dozen cabinet sides in 
about five minutes. Even though this con
venience doesn't come cheap-the Assista 
sells for about $300-it still could be a good 
investment for a small cabinet shop. 

Miter jig-Designed for precisely slotting 
the ends of mitered stock, the Woodhaven 
miter jig is designed to work with the router 
table. Set the angle of the jig's white plastic 
fence, then mount the fence on the right 
or left side. Place the workpiece against the 
jig fence with the tip of the miter against a 
stop, and tighten a keeper post to prevent 
the work from sliding around. Then push 
the jig into the router bit. If you join a lot of 
picture frames, the jig's $44.99 price quick-
ly will be paid in time saved. 

Strap clamp-The Lamello Spanbox strap 
clamping set consists of two buckles, two 
25-ft.-Iong web straps and four 23%-in.-Iong 
extruded aluminum corners. To clamp up a 
basic cabinet, you put the comers in place, 
thread the straps into the buckles and then 
lever over to apply tension. The Span box 
works with odd-shaped carcases and furni
ture assemblies as well. Two special tension 
hooks are included, for clamping flat pan-
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Woodcraft glue boule (left) and three different Lamello bottles. 

els, and shorter (5 in.) corners are also avail
able. It's a fast and effective clamping sys
tem, but at $ 175  a set, it's an expensive 
proposition if you need to clamp lots of 
boxes at one time. 

Pistol grip-Lamello also makes a pistol 
grip-style handle, which sells for $ 18.95, 
and is designed to replace the stock D-han
dle on most plate joiners (see the top photo 
on p. 59). I found its large size comfortable 
in my big hand, one-hand controllable and 
less tiring than the regular handle. 

Glue applicatorS-One of the more te
dious, not to mention messy, aspects of bis
cuit joinery is squirting glue in all those 

New biscuit sizes 

Lamello and Woodhaven recently released 
several new biscuit sizes, as shown in the 
photo below, designed to fit situations 
beyond the capacity of standard-sized 
#0, # 10 and #20 biscuits and expand the 
repertoire of this already versatile joinery 
method. 

Lamello #6-The #6 biscuit is a big football 
that costs $63 per 1,000 and is designed for 
heavy-duty joinery in large, thick stock. 
Measuring 1%6 in. wide and almost 3% in. 
long, #6 biscuits are standard thickness. 

slots-two for every biscuit. You can use a 
small, stiff brush, but to make this a quicker 
and neater operation, there are four special 
glue applicators on the market, three from 
Lamello and one from Woodworker'S Sup
ply (see the photo above). The flagship of 
the line, the Dosicol ($57) is designed for 
more serious production users. Its special 
tip is shaped like half of a biscuit and works 
in #6, #10  and #20 slots. After slipping the 
tip into a slot, a gentle push on the bottle 
pumps out a precise amount of glue. I 
found I could easily apply glue to more than 
a dozen slots in about 1 5  seconds. The 
amount the pump expels is adjustable, and 
when you're done, a locking ring closes the 
pump. The applicator head sets into a spe-

With Lamello and DeWalt machines, you 
simply turn the slot selection dial to MAX, 
and move the machine about % in. side to 
side to cut the long slot. Other biscuit join
ers can also be adjusted to cut the deeper, 
wider slots, although you may have to 
remove their anti-slip pins to allow smooth 
sliding. 

Lamello #H9-lf you need to make edge
to-face joints in stock that's thinner than 
about %6 in. (too thin for #0 biscuits), the 
diminutive #H9 biscuits are your choice 
($41.50 per 1,000). The same setting that's 
used to cut slots for Lamello's largest (#6) 
biscuits also is used for the smallest, except 

New biscuits (from left): Lamello #11  rounds with four-winged router bit, Woodhaven 
Itty-Bitty bits with cutter, Lamello 's smallest #H9 and jumbo #6 biscuits. 
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cial base equipped with a sponge to pre
vent drying out between uses. I especially 
liked the bottle's large removable end cap, 
which allows refilling while the Dosicol 
rests in its stand. 

Lamello's two other glue bottles, the Ser
vicol and the Minicol, are lower priced 
($12 .50 and $28.50) and designed for gen
eral gluing of all size slots. They'll also get 
glue to the bottom of dowel holes, small 
mortises and Woodhaven biscuit slots. 
While both models have straight applicator 
tips that distribute glue to the sides of the 
slot, the metal Minicol tip is more durable 
and easier to clean. And while the Minicol 
stand is heavier and more stable, both mod
els offer an air-tight seal to keep the tip from 
drying out and clogging. 

Woodworker'S Supply glue applicator set 
(an identical set called G 100 is offered by 
Freud with their biscuit joiner) comes with 
a flat-tipped plastic glue bottle that fits into 
slots for any size biscuit. While this dis
penses glue more quickly than the straight
tipped bottle, you must mush the tip 
around to distribute the glue on the sides of 
the slot; otherwise, you end up with a 
gooey mess. The bottle has its own cap, per
manently attached with a short plastic cord 
(a nice touch, no lost cap and dried-out tip). 
So that you don't have to cap the bottle dur
ing a longer gluing session, there's also a 
special bottle holder that contains a large 
moist sponge. 

that you have to install a special blade. It's 
both thinner (3mm instead of 4mm) and 
smaller than the regular blade. 

Lamello #11 round biscuits-Unlike the 
biscuits previously discussed, slots for 
# 1 1  round biscuits can't be cut with a regu
lar biscuit jOiner. Colonial Saw (the U.S. 
Lamello distributor) sells a special piloted 
four-winged, carbide-tipped bit ($45 with 
%-in. shank) to cut these slots with a router 
or in the router table. Colonial's manager, 
Bob Jardinico, told me these round biscuits 
are popularly used for joining stair railings 
and banisters, but I think they could be re
ally useful for frame joinery in stock 2 in. 
and wider. At $64 per 1,000, round biscuits 
would be an economical alternative to dow
els or loose tenons. 

Woodhaven mini biscuit-A special 
router cutter ($25) is also used to make slots 
for Woodhaven's Itty Bitty biscuits, which 
are shorter than the Lamello #H9 e�16 in.) 
but thicker (Va in.). Like the #H9, Wood
haven minis ($4.99 per 100) are for joining 
small parts made from thinner materials 
and would be a good choice for joining the 
face frame and dividers on that jewelry box 
you've been promising your spouse or sig
nificant other for Christmas. 



New hardware 
fits old slots 

If you're using only regular compressed
wood biscuits, you're missing half the fun. 
There's an assorted collection of cabinet 
hardware and knock-down fittings available 
from Lamello and Austrian manufacturer 
Knapp, all designed to work in standard bis
cuit slots (see the photos at right). 

Lamello's Paumelle hinges-Paumelle 
hinges have to be among the easiest to in
stall. Set the biscuit joiner for a #20 cut, and 
set the fence so the blade makes a %6-in.
deep mortise on the surface of the work. 
The hinges hold 10 kilograms (22 Ibs.) each 
and come in packages of 20 hinges ( 1 0  
right-left pairs) and three finishes: chrome 
and black ($39) and solid brass ($53). 
Mounting screws have special heads that 
must be driven with a # 1 0  Torx bit. Each 
hinge comes apart (the pin is fixed in one 
leaf), so the doors are removable. Lamello 
also has a special spring-loaded awl ($32) 
for rapidly punching screw-starting holes 
(see the photo at right). 

Self-clamping biscuits-These plastic bis
cuits fit into regular #20 slots to secure a 
joint without glue. They're designed to be 
interspersed with regular glued biscuits 
along a joint where the parts are hard to 
clamp. Lamello's K-20 self-clamping biscuits 
($ 1 4  per 50, shown in the bottom photo) 
are made of red plastic with small angled 
serrations on the sides; one K-20 grips both 
halves of the jOint. In contrast, Knapp's 
Champ orange nylon clamping biscuits 
must be used in pairs ($49 per 100 pairs). 
To lock together correctly, each half of a 
pair must be correctly oriented and epoxied 
into its slot before the joint is assembled, 
making Champ biscuits more time-consum
ing to use than the Lamello K-20s. 

Knockdown fittings-A variety of detach
able fittings are available that work in stan
dard-sized biscuit slots to create surprising
ly strong, tight joints between plywood 
or solid wood parts. Lamello's pressed
aluminum Simplex knockdown plates (see 
the bottom photo) are driven into slots with 
a mallet, using a special insertion tool that 
provides correct alignment and positioning. 
The surface of each plate is serrated to grip 
in the slot, so no glue is needed. Knapp's 
Metal knockdown fasteners (see the top 
photo) are steel plates with small screws 
that lock the ends of each plate. Either 
brand of plates is driven into both halves of 
a jOint, but reversed end for end, so their 
fmgers can interlock. Slightly pricey at $47 
per 100 for the Sin1plex, $55 per 100 for the 
Metal (including screws), these fittings al-

Ktlapp hardware (from left): Quick detachable fasteners and insertion tool, Mobi-Clips, 
for creating removable panels, and screw-held Metal knockdown fasteners. Shown in 
front, Champ self-clamping plates and insertion tool. 

Lamello biscuit-slot hardware (from left): Paumelle hinges with spring-loaded awlfor 
starting screw holes, translucent biscuits for joining solid-surface materials, red K-20 self
clamping biscuits, hook-shaped Simplex knockdown plates with insertion tool. 

low clean, sophisticated knockdown case
work to be rapidly built. 

For less-demanding applications, such as 
mounting removable moldings on a case or 
panel, Knapp also offers the Quick discon
nectable fastener (shown in the top photo). 
Sold in male-female pairs, these plastic fit
tings are driven with a plastic insertion tool 
and epoxied into their slots. They cost $49 
for 100 pairs. 

Removable panel clips-Knapp makes a 
set of fittings called Mobi-Clips (see the top 
photo) that allow you to create removable 
kick plates and access panels (which could 
function as secret compartments) in your 
casework. Consisting of a clip half and a 
stud half, these plastic fittings are epoxied 
into #20 slots cut into the panel faces. Avail
able in either white or brown plastic ($48 
for 50 pairs), Mobi-Clips allow some fine
tuning of the distance between the edge of 
the removable panel and the carcase. 

Plastic biscuits-Compressed-wood bis
cuits can be used to join countertops made 
of Corian and Avonite, but they may show 
through these translucent materials. Lamel-
10 C-20 plates (see the bottom photo) are 
milky plastic, specially made for joining 
these solid surface materials. D 

Sources of supply 
wolfcraft 2920 
Trend-lines, 375 Beacham St. , Chelsea, 
MA 02150; (800) 767-9999 

Shopsmith Universal Biscuit Joiner 

Shopsmith Inc. ,  3931 Image Drive, 
Dayton, OH 45414; (800) 762-7555 

Sears Bis-Kit 

Local Sears stores and catalog sales 

Woodhaven biSCuits, bits and 
accessories 

Woodhaven, 5323 W. Kimberly Road, 
Davenport, IA 52806; (800) 344-6657 

Woodworker's Supply joiner stand 
and glue bottle 

Woodworker'S Supply, 5604 Alameda 
Place, N.E. ,  Albuquerque, N.M. 871 13;  
(800) 645-9292 

Lamello accessories, biscuits and 
hardware 

c:olonial Saw, 100 Pembroke St. ,  Box A, 
Kingston, MA 02364; (617) 585-4364 

Knapp hardware 

Select Machinery Inc. ,  64-30 Ellwell 
Crescent, Rego Park, NY 1 1374; (718) 
897-3937 
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Quick and Clean 
Bookcases 
Lumberyard pine with biscuits 
make a sturdy bookcase 

by John Kelsey 

S ure, I like to show off my finest pieces of hardwood furni
ture, but they're only some of what I build. Much of the 
output from my home workshop is what I 'd call useful and 

sturdy rather than highly refined or fancy. 
Bookcases, for example. In a lifetime of woodworking, publish

ing and book collecting, I 've had to house yards and yards of 
books. I've evolved a design and a technique that's right for the task 
and also right for my tools and for my own style of working. 

The last points, appropriateness to my shop and how I like to 
work, are perhaps the most important. I don't have a big invest
ment in machinery, and I don't have to earn a living woodworking. 
I do it because making things with my hands helps me stay sane. 

Basic bookcases 
When your books are breeding uncontrollably, what defines an 
appropriate design solution? A bookcase performs an essentially 
utilitarian task, so these units should be economical of materials 
and time. The shelves have to be as deep as the books and ad
justable in height, or else they waste space and the books will 
gather dust; shelves can't sag under the considerable weight of art 
books, LP records or magazines; the case should be reasonably 
sized and not too big-you don't often move them, but when you 
do, they have to thread through doorways, up stairs and down 
hallways. Finally, wood surfaces should be worked to a quality 
that can be painted, varnished or left unfinished. 

The way I approach utility problems like this is not through 
function but through material. The question is, what's the best 
local deal you can find? When I lived in Ohio, 4/4 poplar offered 
the most wood for the buck. Farther north in New England, 
it might be maple or birch. But around here in Connecticut, it's 5/4 
#2 western white pine from the local lumberyard. This wood has 
all the right characteristics: it's sturdy, it's cheap, it's already planed 
and it's available. Books are heavy, so the wood's thickness is im
portant. The approach I'm describing here does not work with 4/4 
#2 pine, which is just not stiff enough. 

The basic bookshelf design I've evolved, as shown in the draw
ing on p. 65 and the photo at right, is a face frame-less, back-less 
case with two cross braces to resist racking. The case sides extend 
beyond the top and bottom shelves, which join to the sides with 
plate-joinery biscuits. Adjustable shelves held by hand-whittled 
pegs (see the bottom photo on p. 65) make the case more versa
tile and also lend it a touch of crafty charm. 

The bottom brace below the lowest shelf finishes off the front 
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A simple, sturdy 5/4 pine bookcase gets magaZines, books and 
records off the floor with a minimum of fuss. This bookcase rep
resents a kind of utility woodworking that all of us do, but which 
is rarely written about. 

Photos, Sandor agyszaJanczy; drawing, Bill Jurgens 



edge of the case at the floor. But the location of the top shelf and 
brace depends on the case's height. When the case is shorter than 
about four feet, the brace goes on top of the top shelf to form a lip 
that keeps small stuff from rolling off. If the case is tall, the brace 
goes under the top shelf. When it goes against a wall, a single nail 
through the brace and into a stud keeps the unit in place. 

Shorter bookcases can be left freestanding or hung on the wall. 
The bottom edge of the top brace is beveled and hooks over a 
matching hanger board screwed into two studs, as shown in the 
drawing detail on p. 65 . A taller freestanding case needs a back, so I 
run a groove for Y4-in. plywood and glue it in during assembly. 
Hinge doors on this construction, and you've got a cabinet. 

Most books will be at home on a lO-in.-wide pine board-that's 
nominally 10 in. wide, actually 9Y4 in. wide. LP records measure a 
full 12 in., whereas the widest lumberyard pine, nominally 12 in. 

wide, actually measures about 11 Y4 in. A nominaI 8-in. board glued 
to a nominaI 6-in. board comes out about 12 Y2 in. wide. 

In most regions, #2 pine is relatively cheap, but on the East Coast, 
lO-in. boards still cost $ 1.60 per running foot. My friend Jim thinks 
it's cheaper to make bookcases out of birch plywood, which he can 
buy for $35 a sheet. But look: To fill a 6-ft. by 6-ft. wall space, I 'd 
make two cases out of six 14-ft. planks, which would cost about 
$ 130. Jim would make a trio of 2-ft. plywood cases (the ply sags 
when it's wider), he'd have to glue a finished edge onto all those ex
posed edges and by the time he'd bought shelf hardware, he'd have 
spent $ 165. Even so, his method suits his needs, as mine suits me. 

Sizing and crosscutting the parts 
What dimensions should a bookcase be? A lot will depend on 
your needs and the size and layout of your room. I don't make 

Selecting #2 pine is a knotty problem 

My local lumberyard stocks 5/4 #2 western white pine, kiln dried 
and planed on all four sides, in a variety of sizes. The deSignation 
5/4 means the roughsawn boards were 1 Y4 in. thick after drying. 
The actual thickness varies from a bare 1 % to a full 1 %6 after 
planing. I could save money by buying roughsawn lumber and 
planing it myself, and when I'm broke, that's what I do. 

My local lumberyard allows me to pick through their racks as 
long as I leave everything neatly restacked. I start by scanning the 
endgrain for boards that do not contain the pith, or center of the 
tree, all of which I pull out for a closer look. I always take the time 
to tum through the entire pile to find boards without too many 
defects, such as spike knots and pith, crotch grain, loose black 
knots, waney edges and mill damage. 

Once I 've selected the best boards, I'm ready to load them on my 
car's roof rack. Fourteen-footers are the longest planks I can 
comfortably lug and load; the rack can support 16 planks before it 
slumps. After I buckle the pile down with a pair of canoe straps, 
it 's ready for the trip to my shop and the radial-arm saw where 
crosscutting begins the building process. Here is a glossary that 
explains some of pine's attributes (also see the photo below). 

Pith of the tree: All branches radiate from the center of the tree, 
so all knots point toward the pith, and the pith side of a plank is 
liable to show more knots than the bark side. A plank sawn 
through the pith usually includes some whole branch stubs, 
encased or cut lengthwise: these are spike knots. Also, a plank 
sawn with the pith on one surface is liable to warp. Avoid the pith 
when you want wide, flat boards. But when you want narrow 
quartersawn stock for rails and stiles, buy these same pithy boards. 
If you rip the juvenile wood out of them, you'll have premium 
quartersawn stock at #2 prices. 

Loose knots: All knots were once branches, so there's stress and 
wild grain in the wood around them. Black knots are dangerous 
because they're often loose and liable to fall out and hang up on a 
machine's fence or table, causing a misfeed. Crosscut the loose 
knots out of your stock, or knock them out before you rip or jOint. 
Tight red knots may crack and split, but they won't fall out. You 
can't cut any joint on the end of a board that was sawn too close to 
knots, so crosscut the knots out, and keep these resinous scraps 
for starting your barbecue. Otherwise, organize your cuts so that 
tight red knots will fall into the center of your parts, leaving clean 
wood for joinery at the ends. 

Pitch pockets: Pine is a notoriously resinous wood, and its gooey 
sap often collects in pockets that can ooze out during machining, 

gumming up sawblades and table surfaces, and your hands. Worse, 
pine can bleed sap from these pockets after the piece has been 
completely finished, even years later. Avoid problems by cutting 
around obvious pitch pockets. If your tools get gummy, clean 
them off with mineral spirits or turpentine. 

Mill damage: The #2 grade often includes boards that were 
mangled during manufacturing and shipping. In particular, watch 
out for deep scars left by the steel dogs that clamped the log 
during sawing. Also, reject boards with edge dents left by steel 
shipping straps. Sometimes you find a honey of a plank, clear and 
clean, but with a single hideous ding. If you can cut around the 
ding or use most of the board, take it. 

Fast growth: Pine grown in favorable conditions, on a tree 
plantation for example, grows very rapidly. This is good for the 
tree farmer but bad for the woodworker. This pine is liable to be 
soft, even punky. Slow-grown timber, with closely spaced annual 
rings, is denser, stronger and fIrmer under tools. 

Strays: The label western white pine can encompass several 
species of pine. Most of it is quite uniform in texture and color, but 
you often flnd stray boards that are denser, or darker in color, or 
very hard-and-soft across the grain lines. Depending on what you 
are making, you might or might not want these strays. -JK. 

Defects in pine boards can cause problems. All knots radiate 
from the tree's center, so boards containingpith also contain spike 
knots (top). Black knots (bottom) are encased stubs of broken 
branches. They're dangerous if they fall out during machining. 
Tight red knots (center) may crack and sPlit, but they don 't fall out. 
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The block plane makes short work of chamfering edges. 
Chamfer the top board in the stack, offset it a few inches to get at 
the next board, and carry on down the whole stack before turning 
or rotating to a new corner. 

To slot the ends of shelves, the author relies on the plate joiner's 
fixed distance of 5/16 in. from the baseplate to the cutter. With the 
stock flat on the bench, a smooth chunk of 4x4 serves as a lay
out gauge and hold-down, with arrows to mark edges of stock 
and slot centers. Flip the stock over for the second row of slots. 

To slot the faces of the uprights, square a line that locates 
one edge of the fixed shelf. Clamp the 4x4 gauge right on the 
line, and with the machine vertical, run the first row of slots. Then 
place a spacer-51I6 in. thick in this example-between the ma
chine's base and the 4x4 to cut the second row of slots. 
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bookcases wider than about 40 in.; they're hard to clamp, awk
ward to move, and heavy books on spans wider than 40 in. will 
cause even 5/4 stock to sag. Better to make two cases standing 
side by side. How many shelves? Once you've decided how tall 
the sides are, round down to the nearest ten inches, divide by your 
closest shelf spacing, and add one. The extra shelf gets ripped in 
half for cross braces. Add another if you plan closely spaced 
shelves for paperbacks or tapes. 

Crosscut the clearest, cleanest wood to make the two case sides. 
But before you cut anything, take five minutes to square up your 
radial-arm saw (see Mark Duginske's adjustment method in 
FWW #73). If you're using a chop saw, it's probably square al
ready, but check anyway. If you're sawing by hand, knife a good 
line and pause to square up your self. 

To determine the final length of shelves for the top, bottom and 
braces, subtract 2%in. from the case's finished width. Clamp a stop 
block to the saw fence, and crosscut and mark two pieces for the 
top and bottom; plus a third piece to rip for the braces. Brush the 
chips away before each cut. Now tap the stop block an eighth of 
an inch closer to the blade, and saw all the adjustable shelves. 

Knock the corners off 
I take the cut pine straight from the saw to the bench to remove 
the millmarks, manufacturing dings and grade stamps. Because 
I don't like noise and dust, I rarely sand anything. Instead I hand
plane the wood, and it's not because I am nostalgic for the 
old days. It's just that a quick and quiet once-over with a sharp 
#4 or #4Y2 smooth plane leaves a gleaming surface. I plane out 
the worst of the deviations from flatness, but what I'm after is 
cleanliness and smoothness, not perfection. I like to plane the 
whole stack of boards, faces and edges, in a sweaty burst of shav
ings that leaves a gleam on me, too. 

Planing the boards puts me in touch with their defects, so I de
cide now which way to orient each board in the case. I mark the 
fixed shelves so their heart side goes down; if they cup, the con
cave side will be on top. It's just an idiosyncrasy, but whenever 
possible, I turn the case sides so they are oriented the way they 
grew: pith toward the center of the case, crown end (if I can figure 
it out) upward and, if possible, edge knots to the back. 

Now I chamfer all the ends and edges of every board, except the 
ends of the two shelves marked for top and bottom, and the 
braces. I take off about Y16 in., so nobody will rap a knuckle on a 
sharp corner and if the case will be painted, to let the paint stick 
better. The chamfer not only leaves the boards hand-friendly but 
also makes them eye-friendly because it disguises variations in 
stock thickness and width. 

To chamfer, I set a block plane cockeyed, so the iron takes noth
ing on its left edge, a lot on the right (see the top photo at left). Af
ter stacking up the boards, I whack several thick shaVings plus a 
thin finishing cut off the far edge of the top board, pull it a couple 
of inches toward me, and whack the corner off the next board 
down. If the wood tears, I plane from the other direction. Then I 
turn the stack and do it again. 

Biscuit joinery 
Plate-joinery biscuits and yellow glue hold this case together. The 
plate-joining machine may be noisy and dusty, but it's quick, and 
the resulting joint is strong. The 5/4 pine is thick enough for a dou
ble row of #20 biscuits, offset from one another, so in ten inches of 
width, one row has three plates and the other has two (see the cen
ter photo). To avoid error, I always locate the row of tlu'ee toward 
the bottom of the joint. I use a chunk of 4x4 as a layout gauge, 
fence and hold-down, to gUide the plate joiner for all the slot cuts. 



Before assembling the case, I make a layout stick to mark and 
drill the half-inch holes in the case sides for the pegs that support 
the adjustable shelves. It's tedious to drill every inch or two 
all the way up, so I mark two vertical lines on each side and drill 
only two sets of holes: One for spacing shelves 10'lz in. apart and a 
second set for 13 in. spacing. Drill each hole at least halfway 
through the wood. 

When you glue the sides to the top and bottom shelves, brush 
glue on the endgrain and the mating face grain; make sure to work 
the glue well down into the biscuit slots, and then go back over 
the endgrain. Clamp with cauls to avoid dents, measure the cliag
onals of the case for squareness and adjust the case, if needed, 
soon after clamping. Let the glue dry, and take off the clamps be
fore you glue the braces in place. 

Square pegs in round holes 
I don't like the cheesiness of metal shelf hardware, so I whittle 
good-looking SUppOlt pegs out of scraps that are always left over 
from a project such as this. A '1z-in. square peg about 1 '14 in. long, 
with the corners whittled off, plugs tightly into a '1z-in. hole. I like to 
whittle them with a crooked knife that's shaped like a hockey stick 

Basic bookcase of no. 2 pine 

but sharpened on the edge that could never scrape ice (see the top 
photo below). No doubt many suppliers carry such a knife; I got 
mine from Highland Hardware in Atlanta, Ga. (800-241-6748). Four 
long cuts make the insertion end of the peg, and four short cuts 
chamfer off the sharp corners at the other end, very quick and easy. 
Four pegs hold up one shelf. 

Pegs like these not only look good against the pine shelves but 
twisting them in their holes can make a shelf sit flat even when the 
wood is warped. After all, tl1is is #2 pine. Tap the pegs in with a lit
tle hammer, plant the shelf and then twist a rear peg with pliers to 
eliminate rocking shelves. 

As I said, this way of working suits my tools and my own work
shop habits. Yet presenting my approach in this magazine may 
seem like another kind of square peg in a round hole: I risk a 
pounding by more highly refined woodworkers who might con
sider these pine cases somewhat crude. But along with any guff, 
I hope to receive some good and practical advice that will help 
me work more effectively. That kind of shop sharing is what I like 
best of all. D 

John Kelsey is editorial director at The Taunton Press. 

Basic bookcase is a backless, plate-joined frame with two cross-braces glued to fixed shelves 
at top and bottom. The same case can be made low or tal/, to sit on the floor or hang on the wall. 

Top brace is glued to fixed shelf. 

Frpnt view 

Bottom brace is glued beneath 
front edge of bottom shelf. 

Tall case is nailed to wall through top brace. 

Scribe and cut case side 
to fit base molding. 

Biscuits join fixed 
top and bottom 

shelves to uprights. 

All exposed edges 
are chamfered. 

Detail: Method of 
wall-hanging 

bookcase 

Edge of top brace 
is beveled. 

Whittled square 
pegs fit into round 

holes to support 
adjustable shelves. 

Whittling with a crooked knife, which 
is bent like a hockey stick, permits a con
trolled draw grip that melts the wood 
off a shelf peg. Power for the cut comes 
from clenching the fist so that the knife 
always stops short of the thumb holding 
the blank. 

Adjustable shelves are supported by 
square pegs whittled to fit in mund holes 
drilled in the case sides. Twisting the pegs 
can level a warped shelf 
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Where Rall 
Meets Stlle 
Mitered sticking 
is strong and neat 

by Mac Campbell 

F rame-and-panel assemblies, whether doors or panels in car
case work, are one of the basic building blocks of furniture. 
They're rigid, strong and stable. These assemblies also offer 

interesting design opportunities, particularly in the molding deco
rating the inside edge of the frame where the frame members trap 
the panel. This molding, known as sticking, can be as simple as a 
small chamfer or roundover for contemporary style work to a 
more elaborate ogee or other multi-curved form. 

A separate molding can be added after the frame and panel is as
sembled, as discussed in the box on p. 69. But, I don't think ap
plied moldings give as clean a look as molding cut directly into the 
frame members. Integral molding, however, quickly raises a ques
tion: How do you join the corners? 

There are some alternatives. If the frame members are the same 
width, you can simply miter them, reinforcing the joint with dow
els or a spline. Mitered joints have the advantage of simplicity but 
are not very strong. And they are useless if the frame members are 
of different widths (as is often the case with doors). A couple of 
alternatives that I ' ll mention in this article are the machine cut 
cope-and-cove joint and routed sticking on an assembled frame. 
However, my favorite technique takes advantage of tl1e strength of 
mortise-and-tenon joinery but still has traditional mitered sticking. 

An easy technique for sticking a frame is to dry-assemble rec
tangular stock for the stiles and rails, joined with either mortises 
and tenons or dowels, and to then rout the desired profile and the 
panel groove with bearing-guided bits. 
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Decorative moldings running along the inside edges of joined 
frames interfere with one another at the corners. It's necessary to 
devise some form of non-structural joint. Here, the author uses a 
fixture to miter the molding (or sticking) with a paring chisel. 
There's a plan for the fixture on p. 68. 

Cope-and-cove joints 
Most modern shops use a cope-and-cove joint, in which the ends of 
the rails are routed or shaped to mate exactly with the sticking on 
the stiles (see figure 1). The cope-and-cove joint gives a clean look, 
appears to be mitered at each corner and is fairly strong when the 
cutters are carefully set up. It is also extremely fast to produce, es
pecially in large quantities. The main drawback of this system is that 
the rails can fit anywhere on the stiles, so there is no automatic 
alignment of the assembly. There is little mechanical strength to the 
joint; it depends entirely on the glue, making assembly procedures 
much more critical. Another disadvantage is that the location of the 
panel groove on the inner edge of the frame is predetermined by 
the cutter you are using. Molding selections are also restricted by 
the limited variety of cope-and-cove cutter sets available and by the 
number of these expensive cutters you can afford. 

Routed sticking on assembled frames 
Another option is to join rectangular frame stock with mortises and 
tenons or dowels for strength and to align the corners. After cutting 
the joinery, dry-assemble the frame, and rout the sticking on all four 
frame pieces at once (see the photo below). Witl1 a wide variety of 
inexpensive router bits to choose from, almost any sticking profile 
can be developed. The panel groove is routed separately with a 
bearing-guided slot cutter. The groove can be inset on the frame's 
edge to suit the panel thickness or design. The frame is disassem
bled, glued and reassembled with the panel in place. 

Routing the frame is reasonably efficient for small runs, and the 
mortises and tenons or dowels provide excellent mechanical joint 
strength. Routing, however, does leave the interior corners of the 
sticking rounded. I carve a miter into each corner with a couple of 
chisel strokes, as shown in the top photo on p. 68. The carved cor
ners are known as mason's miters (see figure 2) and are not diffi
cult unless the sticking profile is complex. 

A mortised-and-tenoned joint with mitered molding 
My favorite choice for joining fine work is to combine the strength 
of a mortise and tenon with the precision of mitered sticking, as 
shown in figure 3. This is the most flexible of all the methods be
cause it will handle any shape of sticking, different widths of frame 
members, panels set anywhere within the thickness of the frame, 
and a host of other variables. The sticking and joint are cut sepa-
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Fig. 1 : Cope-and-cove joint 

Although the cope-and-cove joint is 
quickly machine cut, its strength is based 
on the glue bond because the short stub 
tenon provides no mechanical advantage. 

Stile 

Rail 

Sticking 

Fig. 2: Routed sticking 
on assembled frames 

Sticking can be easily routed on an 
assembled frame, but the handcut 
mason's miter can 
be tricky if the 
sticking is a 
complicated pattern. 

Mason's miter 

Stile 

Fig. 3: Mitered sticking, 
mortise-and-tenon joint 

The mortise and tenon provide a 
mechanically strong joint, and the mitered 
sticking has a traditional 
appearance with 
plenty of design 
flexibility. 

Stopped 
panel 

groove 

Rail  

rately, so you have many choices for molding cutters or router bits. 
Also, you can combine cutters for unique sticking profiles. Adding I 
a new profile is not a major investment. 

Cuffing the joint-I follow a set procedure to make a mortised
and-tenoned frame with stuck molding. After preparing the stock, I 
cut the joints and then stick the rails and stiles. Next, I bandsaw the 
sticking from the stiles at the rail-stile juncture, and finally, I miter 
the sticking for a clean tight joint. Cutting the joint is not particular
ly difficult, though laying it out requires some care. A little time 
spent sketching the joint can save time and material in the shop. 

Begin by cutting the mortise and tenon as usual (see FW'W #95, 
pp. 72-75). Though I usually leave I-in.-Iong ears on the stiles of my 
frames, it's easier to cut the stiles to exact finished length when mi
tering the sticking. Once the mortises and tenons are all cut, stick 
each piece, using a router, shaper or molding plane. Both stiles and 
rails can be molded from end to end to simplify the process. 

Once the sticking is completed, mark the full width of the rail 
(including the sticking) on the inside face of the stile to mark the 
point where the miter cut for the molding begins. A marking 
gauge, used velY delicately, will do this job quickly. 

Rails for a frame-and-panel door are normally cut to the door 
width minus the width of the stiles, plus the length of the tenons. 
For this joint, add in twice the width of the sticking. If you are us
ing a dowel joint, do not add in anything for tenon length. 

Now cut the slots for the panel. If the sticking is wider (across 
the face of the stile) than the panel groove is deep, you can plow 
the panel groove from end to end on both the rails and stiles. The 
next step of trimming the sticking from the end of the stiles will al
so cut away the panel groove that runs out the end of the stile. 

What's sticking? Here's a glossary 

Cope (verb) To shape one part of a joint 
to conform to the shape of another 
member. Usually the rail is coped to 
the stile. 

Cope-and-cove joint (noun) As an 
alternative to a mitered jOint, the end of 
the rail is cut to match the profJle of 
the molded and grooved stile. The rail 
mates squarely to the stile, yet the 
sticking appears to be mitered, as shown 
in figure 1 above. 

Cove (noun) A piece of molding with a 
concave section. (verb) To make a 
hollow or concave form. 

Frame and panel (noun) A door or 
carcase section composed of a frame 
that's made up of stiles and rails with a 
panel. The panel is often made of solid 

wood trapped within a groove in the 
edges of the frame pieces, so it can move 
with changing moisture conditions. The 
frame provides structural strength with 
minimum reaction to moisture changes. 

Mason's miter (noun) Named for the 
stone masonry technique from which it is 
copied, the miter for the sticking is 
carved into the stile so that the rail can 
butt squarely to the stile, as shown in 
figure 2 above. 

Molding (noun) A decorative profJle 
worked onto the edge of solid stock 
(stuck molding) or applied as a separate 
piece to the edge of a workpiece. 

Bolection molding (noun) An applied 
molding that is rabbeted along one edge, 
enabling it to fit over a frame work and 

thus stand proud of the face of the frame. 

Rails (noun) The horizontal members of 
a door or panel frame or horizontal 
carcase members. Rails are usually 
tenoned at both ends. 

Stick (verb) The process of cutting a 
molding profJle along the edge of solid 
stock. 

Sticking (noun) A molding that is cut 
along the edge of solid stock as opposed 
to a separate molding that is applied to 
the stock. 

Stiles (noun) The vertical members of a 
door or panel frame. Stiles usually nm the 
full lengrh of the frame and are mortised 
to receive the tenons of the rails that run 
between the stiles. 
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A few quick strokes of the chisel will shape the rounded cor
ners left when routing sticking. Although this technique works for 
all but the most complicated profiles, it can become tedious when 
making more than a few frames. 

Handsaw the sticking from the stile to provide a clean mating 
surface for the rail for the mitered molding frame. A fence and a 
stop block clamped to the bandsaw table help ensure accurate cuts 
that are later cleaned up with a paring chisel. 

A paringfixture for 
tight;{itting joints 
by Tom E. Moore 

I use a process Similar to Campbell's for assembling stuck 
frames with mortise-and-tenon joints. I found cutting a 
smooth, straight shoulder on the stile to mate with the end of 
the rail to be every bit as difficult as trimming the miters. My 
solution is the fixture shown in the drawing at right. This 
fixture not only provides a chisel guide surface for paring the 
miters but also cleans up the shoulder cut that has been 
bandsawn shy of my layout line. 

For laying out consistently accurate joints, I made a metal 
template from some scrap duct metal. I cut the layout lines 
onto the frame stock using a sharp knife with the template, 
and then I use these lines for both cutting the joints and 
aligning my paring fIXture for fmal trimming. 0 
Tom Moore is a woodworker in Clarksville, Va. 
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Otherwise, to avoid an exposed groove end on the outer edge of 
the assembled frame, make sure that the groove stops before 
emerging from the end of the stile (see figure 3 on p. 67). 

The next step, trimming the sticking on the stiles, is most easily 
done on the bandsaw. Set the bandsaw's fence so the cut will just 
remove the stuck molding, and set a stop block so the cut ends 
about Vs in. shy of the mark made previously at the base of the 
miter, as shown in the bottom photo. After cutting both ends of all 
the stiles, make a perpendicular cut with the bandsaw or a hand
saw to remove the end of the sticking. I usually just freehand this 
cut because it is not critical. 

CuUing the miters-To cut the actual miters, make up a 45° fix
ture, as shown in the photo on p. 66. This can be made of any 
dense hardwood, but its accuracy is critical to the fit of the miters. 
An alternative fixture is described in the sidebar below. To use the 
fixture, place a stile in the vise, and clamp the fixture to the stile so 
the edge of the fixture lines up with the miter mark. With a very 
sharp chisel, gradually pare the stile down, using the 45° angled 
face of the fixture to guide your chisel for the last cut. The rails are 
mitered in the same fashion by lining up the angled surface of the 
fixture with the base of the sticking at the end of the rail. Because 
this process miters the stiles and rails across the inside edge of the 
frame on both sides of the panel groove, you can stick both front 
and back of the frame without altering the process. 

Dry-assemble the stile and rail to check the fit of the miter. 
Square the two pieces accurately, and make sure that the outside 
of the rail lines up with the end of the stile. Make any needed ad
justments, and then cut the rest of the miters. 

Final assembly-I like to prefinish the panels to prevent unfin
ished areas from shOWing along the sides if the panels shrink 
slightly due to humidity changes. Prefinishing also helps prevent 
squeeze-out from gluing the panels to the frame during assembly. 
A panel that is glued in this way will surely split as it tries to move 
with changes in humidity. 0 

After 14 years of professional furniture making, Mac Campbell is 
now studying theology in Halifax, NS, Canada. 

Chisel guide for joining sticked frames 
This fixture serves as a chisel guide for paring 
both the shoulder cuts and the miter_�"",," 
cuts when joining sticked 
frames with a mortise 
and a tenon. 

Thickness 
of frame 

members 

Glue shoulder guides to top 
assembly after cutting 45" miter. 



Applied moldings can stand proud by Jeff Greef 

Fig. 1 : Molding applied around solid panel 

Fig. 3: Parallel sets of applied molding 

Outside molding is 
glued and nailed. 

v 1---�--------------� 
� r--'r-�--------------I 

Glass or panel 

Inside molding is nailed only. 

Applied moldings can be added to plain rectangular stiles and 
rails to achieve the look of cope-anel-stick moleled frames. And 
applied molding frames are easier to assemble. If the moldings 
are properly designed and carefully applied, these frames will 
be structurally sound with an appearance approaching that of 
integral moldings. Applied moldings also provide a design 
alternative that integral sticking does not-bolection molding. 
This type of molding has a profUe that stands proud of the face 
of the frame, as shown in figure 4 above. 

Applied moldings allow several options for making frames to 
suit the builder'S tools and preferred techniques. The frames 
can be mortised and tenoned, doweled, mitered, half-lapped 
or even butted and screwed. The rails and stiles can 
incorporate a panel groove or rabbet, or the applied moldings 
can form the panel retaining groove. Whichever method you 
choose, the following tips will help you get the best results. 

Grooved frame-Frames that include a panel groove also 
should have a stub tenon or haunch on the rail ends that fits 
into the groove in the stile. Fit the panels in the frame at 
glue-up, then make moldings and miter them to fit inside the 
frame against the panel, as shown in figure 1 above. Make 
moldings by cutting a profile on the edge of a wide board with 
a router or shaper, then rip the shaped edge off on a tablesaw 
or bandsaw. Use a molding pattern that can be easily nailed to 
the frame, like those shown in the drawings. A broad, flat 
profUe, for example, may be difficult to nail. Glue and nail 
the molding to the frame only, not the panel. Otherwise, the 
panel can pull the molding away from the frame, creating 
an unsightly gap. If the molding is nailed to both panel and 
frame, it will restrict the panel's movement as humidity 

Fig. 2: Glass rabbet with applied molding 

��� r---�--�----------------� 
I nside 

Glass or panel 

Fig. 4: Bolection molding 

Inside 

Glass or panel 

levels change and will likely result in a split panel. 

Rabbeted frames-If you want to put glass in the frame (as in 
a cabinet door), you must make the frame with a rabbet rather 
than a groove, so the glass can be replaced if it breaks. You can 
cut a rabbet into the frame parts before glue-up, but this 
requires leaving a stub on the ends of the rails to fill the rabbet 
at the stile-rail juncture. An alternative technique is to glue up 
the frame with rectangular stock, rout a rabbet with a bearing
guided rabbeting bit and then square the rabbet comers with a 
chisel. Moldings are nailed to rabbeted frames (not glued), as 
shown in figure 2.  

Applied moldings-Another possibility for making a glass 
rabbet or mounting a solid panel, is to apply two parallel sets 
of molding to the inside of a frame (see figure 3). In this case, 
glue and nail one of the two sets of molding onto the frame, 
but only nail the other so it can be removed to replace glass. 
Carefully align the outside set of molding with spacer blocks 
to position and hold the molding while it is nailed. 

Bolection molding solves the problem of locating the first set 
of molding because this molding has its own rabbet that 
automatically positions the molding on the frame, as shown 
in figure 4 above. Because bolection molding protrudes 
beyond the plane of the frame face, it has a significant visual 
impact. For some furniture designs, this molding may be too 
ornate, but it could be just the ticket to dress up an otherwise 

plain frame. 0 

Jeff Gree! is a woodworker and journalist living in Santa 
Cruz, Calif. 
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Like the familiar chairs from which it gets its name, this Windsor bed, with its laminated curves and simple spindles, looks equal
ly at home in either a rustic or a contemporary setting. 

W hen the idea for making a Windsor bed first came to 
mind, the basic form was obvious-classic and simple
but the details of construction most certainly were not. 

The first bed was a learning experience, and each subsequent ver
sion has improved execution. The key process is laminating the 
bent arches that define the headboard and footboard, and after 
building a hundred or so, we've solved most of the real problems. 

The basic technique is to layer up a plywood form with fitted 
cauls for each bend, so you can clamp many thin layers of wood 
into the shape you want. This technique will work in any situation 
where you want a wooden curve, at virtually any scale. We've 
used it to develop a full line of beds as well as components in 
chairs, tables and other pieces of furniture. 

There are a few tools you can't do without when working with 
bent laminations. First you will need a lot of clamps: a minimum of 
twelve 2-ft.-Iong bar clamps per bending (more is better here) and 
two 6-ft.-Iong bar or pipe clamps to span the full width of each 
bending. And second, I 've found a jointer and planer indispens
able for cleaning up the rough bendings. I suppose it's possible to 
do this some other way-but I 'm not sure I'd have the fortitude. 

Making the laminations 
You can rip the many laminates you need from solid stock, or you 
can buy thick veneer and cut it up. For the queen-size Windsor bed, 
you need 34 strips of wood, each roughly YlO in. thick, 2Y4 in. wide 
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and 10 ft. long, as shown in the drawing on p. 73. Our Windsor bed 
is made of cherry, but most hard woods bend well, except oak, 
which tends to splinter. For the first Windsor bed, it took two of us 
the whole day to rip solid stock. We took frequent breaks for the 
motor on my 8-in. tablesaw to cool down, for resetting the tripped 
circuit breaker and for sweeping up the mess. After that, I swore 
off this method and ripped thick veneers for the next 70 beds. 
At first we ripped the veneer with a portable circular saw and a 
long straightedge, and then we found that the veneer was thick 
enough to cut on the tablesaw. Both methods are fairly messy, and 
a good portion of the expensive veneer was wasted (we used the 
waste on other projects, but much is unusable unless you need 
unlimited shims). 

Eventually, we returned to ripping from solid stock with a more 
powerful saw, a better outfeed setup and dust collection. With our 
new setup, one person can do the whole job in a few hours. The 
results are better than the veneer method: tighter bendings and 
cleaner finished surfaces. After costing it out, we came out slightly 
ahead. Labor was higher, but material costs were lower. 

To make these long rips of wood easier and safer to handle, mill 
the wood into manageable blanks; for the bed, make two 10-ft. 
blanks, 2Y4 in. thick by 4Y2 in. wide. Mark layout triangles on the 
faces of the boards so that you can put the rippings back together 
in sequence. Then set your tablesaw fence so that a YIO-in.-wide 
strip will be ripped off to the outside of the blade. Rip the two 
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blanks, then reset the fence. If the blank starts to curve from the 
release of internal sU'ess or if you burn or nick the edge by flinch
ing when ripping, you'll have to joint the edge before continuing. 
Refer to your layout triangles to keep the strips in sequence as 
they come off the blanks. Do not try to rip those last couple of 
sU'ips when the blank gets too narrow. It's much too dangerous. 

Building bending forms 
You will need two D-shaped bending forms: one for the head
board and one for the footboard, as shown in the drawing on 
p. 73. Each form is three layers of %-in. plywood, totaling 2Y4 in. 
thick. You will need four sheets of plywood, and even this will re
quire piecing scraps together. There are many ways to lay out an 
ellipse. I use a jig like the one described in FWW #86 (pp. 88-90) 
but with a pencil mounted on the bar instead of a router. 

After laying out the form patterns on sheets of plywood, cut 
them out and sand them smooth. Then use these forms to mark 
out the other layers, piecing the middle layer together to save ma
terials. Bandsaw slightly outside of the line, screw and glue the 
second and third layers to the faired form, and then flush-trim with 
a router and a bearing-guided bit. 

Lay out the cauls by marking a line 1 % in. outside the forms. To 
do this, make a 3Y2-in.-dia. disc from Y4-in. plywood, stick a pencil 
in the center hole and roll it around the edge of the form. The cauls 
for the curved sections are made in three pieces while straight 
2x4s are adequate cauls for the straight sections. 

After laying out the curved cauls, make a locating mark to line 
them up with the form. Once the cauls are bandsawn, smoothed 
and assembled, line up these marks and tack on guide strips (see 
the drawing). Mark the forms to show the bottom of the bendings, 
and then wax the forms, cauls and guide strips. 

A methodical glue-up 
Gluing up the bendings must be approached methodically. Every
dung must be ready and close at hand. It wouldn't hurt to do a dry 
run. The tighter curves of the footboard increase the difficulty, so 
start with the headboard. 

We use Weldwood plastic resin glue for all bent laminations. The 
glue doesn't creep under tension and doesn't impart as much 
moisture to the wood as regular yellow glue. However, plastic 
resin, which is actually urea formaldehyde glue and which comes 
in powder form, does need to be handled with much more care. 
Wear a mask to avoid breadling the powder, and wear gloves and 
goggles to prevent contact with the mixed glue. 

Spread out a bundle of strips on the cleanly swept floor, and set 
one strip (the top piece) a little apart from the other 16 strips to 
avoid spreading glue on it. Set the form on the floor (or on a large 
worktable) nearby, with cauls and clamps at hand. We've found 
that 1,000cc of glue powder and 400cc of water is about right for 
one bending. It is fairly difficult to stir all the lumps out, so we use 
a paint mixer in an electric drill. Spread the glue evenly over 
one side of the 16 strips, not both, with a short-nap paint roller. 
Then bundle them back up in order (don't forget to add the top 
strip), and lay the bundle at the top of the form. The clamping 
pressure will u'ansfer the glue to the mating surfaces. 

Start clamping from the center and work toward both ends, 
placing clamps alternately to the top and the bottom. Working 
around the sharp bends is most difficult because the clamps get in 
the way of each other. Sometimes you can use a block of wood 
as a spacer between the clamp and the caul to get some of the 
excess clamp outside the clutter (see the photo above). Leave 
the bendings to set overnight. If your shop will be cooler than 
65° ,  you should cover the assembly with an elecu'ic blanket. 

Photos except where nOled: Sandor agyszalanczy 

Apply clamps beginning at the center of the curve, and then 
work in both directions. An occasional block inserted between 
clamp and caul helps keep the clamp handles from interfering 
with one another. Guide strips screwed to the form interlock with 
similar strips on the cauls. 

Before the ben dings come out of the forms, mark the finished 
lengths on them. After removing the bendings, transfer your marks 
to the inside faces where they won't get planed off, and trim the 
bendings a couple of inches long for now. Running these un
wieldy things over the jointer seems harder than it is. Placing sup
ports at both ends will make the process easier, as will an assistant. 
A wider jointer is a help. Keep as much of the bending as possible 
over the jointer table at all times. 

Thickness planing is probably the strangest looking procedure 
in the whole project, though it is actually straightforward and a lot 
of fun. You just steer the bending through the planer, as shown in 
the top photo on the following page, watching to make sure it 
doesn't bind on its way around the curve. Plane to 1 %  in. , then cut 
the ben dings to final length. Scrape and sand the outsides and in
sides, and beltsand the fronts and backs. 

Joining rails and spindles to the bendings 
Most projects involving bent laminations will require some addi
tional edge-shaping, which you should leave until after you cut 
the joints. On our Windsor bed, through-mortises and wedged 
tenons join the rails to the bendings. We cut these joints with a 
plunge router and some simple templates. The mortise is a little 
easier to rout if you begin by drilling a few holes straight through 
the bending with the template clamped in place. 

Before cutting the headboard and footboard rails to length, mark 
the face of the bending to show where the inside face of the side 
rails will fall .  The measurement between side rails should be Y4 in. 
more than the width of the mattress to allow room for bedding. So 
make sure the tenon shoulders on the headboard and footboard 
rails will give you that dimension (599/16 in. for standard queen 
size). And don't forget to add length for the through-tenons before 
you crosscut the rails. Cut the side rails to length at the same time. 
For most queen- and king-size mattresses, 81 in. will allow a little 
room for tucking in the bedding and wiggling the toes. 

The Windsor bed.has 40 spindles totaling 90 lineal feet of dow
el, which I would advise against trying to make from scratch. I 
made the dowels with a router jig for my first Windsor bed. It was 
a lot of work and the resulting spindles required much sanding 
and fussing. I've bought my dowel stock ever since. Midwest 
Dowel Works (4631 Hutchinson Road, Cincinnati, Ohio 45248; 
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The author guides the un
wieldy bending through his 
planer (after jointing one 
faceflat) to true up the other 
face and to mill the curved 
piece to the proper thickness. 

Miller uses a shopmade 
square to align the spindle 
holes in the curved parts. He 
also uses the wooden square 
to transfer the hole locations 
from the rail (which he tem
porarily clamps in place) to 
the curve. To start holes on 
the steep part of a curve, he 
uses a drill bit with a long 
center pilot. 

513-574-8488) carries a wide range of quality hardwood dowels. 
It is very difficult to assemble the spindles when you glue the 

rail to the bending, so you insert them afterward. The trick is to 
drill deeper into the rail than into the bending to provide clear
ance and then to shove the spindles up into the bending and glue 
them tight. 

Mark out 20 centers on the headboard and footboard rails 2% in. 
apart. Dry-assemble the rails with the bendings: insert one tenon 
into its mortise most of the way, and then spring the bending open 
enough to slip the other tenon in. With a large, shopmade square, 
transfer the marks onto the ben dings. Remove the rails, and use 
the drill press to bore %-in.-dia. holes, 2 in. deep, along the top 
edge of each rail. Drill the three outer holes on each side of the 
footboard rail 1 in. deeper. This will allow you to insert those spin
dles while gluing up the bendings with the rails, because they are 
quite difficult to install aftelward. 

The holes in the bendings have to be parallel to the straight legs, 
so clamp the part upside down in a bench vise with the legs per
pendicular to the bench surface, as shown in the bottom photo 
above. Sight down a square resting on the bench surface to help 
drill straight, and then wrap a piece of tape around the drill bit 
as a depth indicator. You need a bit with a long pilot (we use 
a Powerbore bit) for drilling on the steep angles of the bend. On 
the two outermost holes on the headboard bending, you may 
have to start the bit at an angle, and you will probably have to fuss 
these holes with a small gouge or rasp. Check the alignment 
of these holes now-they're much harder to fiddle with later. 
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Assembling the headboard and footboard 
With all the joints done, round over the edges of the bendings with 
a Y4-in.-radius router bit, and chamfer the edges of the rails. Cut 
sawkerfs in the tenons for the wedges that will be hammered 
in later, and cut the wedges from a contrasting wood. To deter
mine the lengths of the outer three footboard spindles, which are 
inserted now, place the rail on the bending where it will be when 
installed, and measure from the bottom of the holes to about 1 in. 
below the bending. Make certain these spindles will fit in the 
holes-we drill up a test block-and insert them without glue. 

Glue-up is fairly simple. Spread glue in the mortises, and very 
lightly on the rail tenons, slip one end in, and spring tl1e bending 
to slip the other in. Two long clamps located above and below the 
joints are all that you need. Spread glue on the wedges and tap 
them home. 

ow measure for the rest of the spindles, this time from the bot
tom of the holes in the rails to just below the bending at the cor
responding hole. Cut spindles to length and number them. Then 
check for fit in your test block, and sand for fit and finish. Witl1 one 
hand near the bottom end of the spindle and the other near its 
middle, flex the spindle enough to insert it (without glue) into the 
proper hole. When it bottoms out, the spindle should just fit un
der its hole in the bending. 

By now, the glue on the rail joints should be set, and the clamps 
can come off. The wedges need to be trimmed off and sanded 
flush. Then clamp the assembled headboard or footboard upside 
down in a bench vise. Spread a little glue in each spindle hole in 
the bending, and push the spindles all the way into the holes. 
Complete the spindling process by tacking %-in.-long brads 
through the spindles from the inside of the rail. 

Attaching side rails and cleats 
There are numerous methods for attaching bed rails to a head
board and footboard. All manner of hardware options exist that 
claim to provide easy assembly and disassembly and a solid joint. 
I prefer the rock solid feel of bolts (either actual bed bolts or 
YI6-in. by 5Y2-in. hex head bolts with washers), which are only 
slightly less convenient than instant, knockdown hardware. With 
bolts, there is no screwing into endgrain and so no worry that 
something will work loose. The key to this joint is a recess for the 
nut routed on the inside of the rail about 3Y4 in. from each end of 
the rails. The recess could be large enough for an open-end 
wrench, but we prefer to allow just enough room for a screw
driver to be inserted alongside a flat on the nut to wedge it from 
turning. A wrench seems to encourage excessive tightening. 

Two dowels in the side rail ends, one on either side of the bolt 
hole, provide additional strength, prevent the rail from twisting 
and help with alignment when assembling the bed. We finish the 
joint by counterboring the outside of the bolt holes, so the head 
of the bolt and a washer will seat below the surface. You can con
ceal the hardware with a plug if you want. 

The bed is now ready for finishing. We usually finish with three 
coats of Watco Danish oil, rubbed on with progressively finer grit 
sandpaper (220, 320, 400) followed by a final coat of wax. After the 
rails are completely finished, you can screw on the cleats, set up 
the frame and measure the exact length of the slats. 

We use 16 crosswise slats, % in. thick by 4 in. wide, with their 
edges rounded over and tl1eir ends located by YI6-in. dowel pins in 
the cleats, which fit notches in the ends of the slats. For a king-size 
bed, add a center strut from headboard to footboard. Drop the 
slats into place, and step back to admire your handiwork. D 

jeff Miller builds custom furniture in Chicago. 



Bed basics 

Standard mattress sizes are 
given in the chart below, but 
when building a bed, always 
measure the actual mattress 
to be used because industry 
standards can vary greatly. 
Don't forget to measure the 
thickness of the mattress (a 
concern that may not be im
mediately obvious). The mea
surements that are given in 
the drawing are for a queen
size bed with a 7-in.-thick 
mattress used without a box 
spring. For a box spring and 
mattress, use wider rails and 
increase the length of the 
straight part of the bendings 
to avoid having the mattress 
extend up over the bend in 
the footboard. 

On our beds, we use cleats 
on all four rails to support a 
box spring and add 16 slats to 
create a platform for futons 
or mattresses without a box 
spring. To locate the slats and 
to keep them from sliding 
around (and to keep the mat
tress and you from falling 
through), we insert dowels 
along the side rail cleats (see 
the drawing detail). -JM. 

Standard mattresses 
Twin 
Double (fu l l ) 
Queen 
King 

Detail: Side rails 

Side ra i l ,  1 Y'6 x 5 x 81 
(Measure mattress 
to verify 
length.) 

Dowel,  0/'6 in. dia. ,  
5 i n. on 
center 

39 x 75 
54 x 75 
60 x 80 
76 x 80 

Headboard and footboard for a Windsor bed 

Curves of headboard and footboard are 
based on ellipses. Drawings show finished 
bed on left, bending form on right. 

40% 

C Curved caul, 3 in .  wide 

Guide strips 
for a l igning cauls 
w;th fo,m) 

El l ipse: 37Y. in .  wide 
x 590/16 in .  long 

- - - + ----------1 Bendi ng form, 

20 

r 
10  

I 6 in .  wide -----+-j ! ����"'��I�! Straight caul, 
2 x 2Y. x 24 ----+---'-+-If-

Headboard ra i l ,  
1Y,6 x 5 X 63Y'6 

Pin spindles 
with 5,,9-in. brads. 

r 
t 

10/. in .  space for 
lamination strips -----,jL---+ 
Mark for // 
bottom of bending. 
----

. !. 

Headboard: view from inside r 

Laminated curves are 17 strips, 
Jl,o in. thick by 2� in. wide. After gluing, 
plane to about 13;4 in. thick. Finished 
width can vary depending on 
thickness of laminae. 

Footboard: view from outside 

30 

-t 
20 

T 
1 1  Ya 

Drill holes deeper (3 in.) for 
first three spindles on each end 
of footboard to ease assembly. 

Bed-bolt hole, % in. dia., 
counterboard to recess 
bolt head and washer. 

Wedged through-tenon 

Note: Bending forms and curved caul sections are 
2� in. thick, pieced together from three layers of 
3;4-in. plywood. 

El l ipse: 

Lay out cauls by rolling a 
3'h-in.-dia. plywood disc 
around edge of bending form. 

1 60/'6 in .  wide x 
590/16 in .  long 

Footboard rai l ,  
1% x 5 x 63Y'6 

�-------------590/16 ----------------+--� 
�--------------63Y,6 ---------------�L---� 
Nut recess, � in. deep and 
located 3� in. from end, 
must be large enough to 
wedge nut with screwdriver 
so it won't turn. 

Alignment dowels, 0/'6 in .  dia. 

Bolt hole, % in .  dia. ,  centered 
(Use 0/,6 x 5'h in. hex head bolts.) 

Mark for bottom of bending. 

Note: Length of rails will have to be adjusted if 
lamination is not exactly 13;4 in. wide. 
Measurement between side rails should be 
� in. more than width of mattress. 
Overall height should be adjusted for 
mattress thickness. Dimensions are for a 
standard queen size mattress. 

Slats, 3;4 x 4 x 60�, 
are notched to 
fit around dowels. Cleat, 1 x 1�, supports box spring. 
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Before the restoration, this old Walker-Turner wasn't much 
more than a pile of scrap iron. Sixty-five hours and four hundred 
dollars later, the author has a new (again), better-than-f1"Om-

the-factory, vintage bandsaw. The saw's quality casting, 12-in. 
resaw capacity and 16-in. throat depth were all factors that made 
it worth restoring. 

Restoring Vintage Machinery 
Bandsaws lessons can be applied throughout the shop 

by Robert M. Vaughan 
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W hat a bargain-a 16-in. Walker
Turner bandsaw for $80. All it 
needed was new tires, guides, 

motor, electricals, guards, stand, complete 
disassembly, cleaning and rust removal, 
one casting weld, repainting, reassembly 
and, of course, realignment of all the parts 
during reassembly. The good news was 
that all of the crucial components were 
there and in good condition; the other stuff 
I could fix. This wasn't an $80 bandsaw, 
but an $80 bandsaw kit. It was up to me to 
turn it back into a bandsaw. 

I had to weigh the value of the restored 
bandsaw against commercially available 
machines. A resaw capacity of 12 in. ,  
400 lbs. of quality American cast iron and 
a 16-in. throat depth are all factors that 
made this moderate-sized machine worth 
restoring. If this had been one of Walker
Turner's 14-in. models, I would have 
passed. The work required to restore it 
would have been the same, but the result 
would have been little better than a new 
Powermatic or Delta 14-in. model. 

If you're thinking of restoring an old ma
chine, it's important to realize that it's a 
very rare old machine that's ready to run. 
Almost all are like this machine was-a lot 
of cast iron with potential. Bearings, belts, 
pulleys, switches, wires and motor almost 
always need replacement. One reason that 
bandsaws are so popular to restore is that 
the parts that wear out can almost always 
be obtained from sources other than the 
original manufacturer. The important 
question to ask before diving into a 
restoration is whether the restored ma
chine will be worth your trouble. 

In this article, I'll discuss the general pro
cedures common to restoring any old 
woodworking machine, as well as the 
more specific procedures that were neces
sary to get this bandsaw back into top 
form. And while the general procedures 
are applicable to just about any machine 
restoration, even the bandsaw-specific 
procedures illustrate ways of addressing 
problems common to all woodworking 
equipment-ways, for example, of dealing 
with dust, alignment problems and beat
up or missing guards. The principles of 
machinery restoration are the same re
gardless of the machine. 

Moving the machine 
Moving any heavy machine from one 
shop to another is always a chore. There 
are no rules on how to accomplish it oth
er than to be prepared. I have help on 
hand for lifting. I generally bring reseal
able plastic bags for nuts and bolts and a 
note pad to record the disassembly se-
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quence and to label parts bags. I also bring 
wrenches and WD-40 for disassembly of 
any heavy or protruding parts that might 
impede handling. I often remove the table, 
and any guards or pulleys, and I always uy 
to remove the motor and cord. I make sure 
there are a cou pie of floor floats (four cast
ers on a piece of plywood) ready in my 
shop, so I can move the machine around 
during the restoration process. 

A fine-wire brush mounted on the au
thor's wood lathe quickly and effiCiently 
cleans away dirt, dried grease and even 
light rust. The wheel also imparts a slight 
polish, so Vaughan runs all fastener heads 
under the wheel for a few seconds. 

Masking all parts ensures a clean, crisp, 
professional-looking paint job. A good 
way of masking holes is to wrap a piece of 
paper tightly around a dowel and then to 
release it inside the hole. The paper will ex
pand to fit. To avoid a messy cleanup later, 
remove all the masking tape as soon as the 
paint is dry enough to touch. 

First inspection 
Once in the shop, I break out the air hose 
to blow out the years of accumulated dust 
and grease. Always wear a face mask or 
safety glasses when using an air nozzle. A 
100-lb. blast of air into any of those little 
nooks and crannies can unleash hostile 
projectiles at bullet-like speed. If you don't 
have a compressor, a stiff bristle brush will 
remove most of the crud. 

After I 've cleaned off the bulk of the 
dust, dirt and grease, I begin disassembly, 
examining each component for further 
mechanical problems-things I may have 
missed when I bought the machine. Orga
nization at this stage really pays off. As I 
take apart the various subassemblies of a 
machine, I use plastic u'ays, bins or boxes 
for the larger parts and resealable plastic 
bags to hold the little stuff. I note the se
quence of washers, springs and other 
things that I'd otherwise forget. I bag indi
vidually any shims I find, along with a note 
showing where they came from. This not 
only makes reassembly infinitely easier 
but also allows me to move the multitude 
of parts and store them out of the way, 
without losing track of what's what and 
what goes where-no little consideration 
in a space-starved shop. 

Next I buy or collect all of the big items 
I'll  need. This includes the motor, wiring, 
switch, pulleys and belts-all the big-tick
et items crucial to completion of the ma
chine. Even when other unexpected ex
penses crop up, I know that the project 
will get finished. 

Cleaning 
Proper parts cleaning is the most time-con
suming aspect of the restoration process, 
but it's also the most important. The pur
pose of a thorough cleaning is not only to 
please the eye but to make things work as 
they should. I've been hired to repair a lot 
of equipment that needed nothing more 
mechanically challenging than a good 
cleaning. Forty years of dust, dirt and resins 
have a way of adversely affecting the per
formance of the finest machine. 

After covering my latl1e bed (to protect it 
from flying dirt and debris), I mount a fine 
wire wheel on my wood latl1e and use it to 
brush away any dirt or grit in threaded 
parts, to remove minor coatings of rust and 
to clean up any dried, caked-on grease 
(see the photo above). The wire wheel 
also polishes a bit, so I put the heads of 
all the old screws, nuts and bolts under 
the wheel. 

I clean holes, with or witl10ut threads, 
with a brass brush (the kind used to clean 
rifle barrels) chucked into my electric drill. 
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Forty years of dust, dirt and resin had taken their toll on the back blade guides, but 
they weren 't damaged-just frozen. Vaughan removed the bearing from the shaft 
with two screwdrivers (above), popped the cap off the bearing with a hammer and 
dowel (left) and sprayed the bearing clean with lacquer thinner (right). The cleaned 
gUide works like new. 

If the hole isn't very deep, I ' ll  follow this 
with a blast of air and then wipe with a 
clean or solvent-dampened rag. 

Grease is best removed with a solvent; I 
prefer lacquer thinner because it's the 
quickest solvent I normally have around 
the shop. I spray-clean small parts, using a 
compressor-powered spray gun and 
spraying into a cut-out plastic milk jug. 
The milk jug catches most of the spray, 
which I use later to dampen rags for wip
ing down larger areas; I wipe with a dry 
rag after cleaning with a solvent-damp
ened rag. I've also found the refillable, 
rechargeable spray cans-which are avail
able at most auto parts' stores-useful for 
cleaning larger areas. I just spray lacquer 
thinner on, then wipe clean with a dry rag. 
These cans are particularly handy in close 
quarters or when you don't want to drag 
the air hose around. 

Think safety whenever working with 
solvents. Work in a well-ventilated area, 
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wear a respirator and always set the dirty 
rags outdoors-away from anything flam
mable-to dry after use. 

Cleaning an old machine is messy work. 
Chances are that your workbench (and 
many other areas of your workshop) will 
become spotted with grease and grime. 
Make sure you clean up thoroughly after 
working on the machine before you begin 
working wood again. It's incredibly an
noying to find greasy dirt smeared all over 
a just-completed project. Rebuilding a 
woodworking machine may not be as bad 
as rebuilding your car's transmission in 
your shop, but it's close. 

Dirt or grease from a machine you're 
restoring can mess up your shop, but shop 
dust and dirt can mess up a restoration as 
well. To avoid this, make sure any surfaces 
you'll be working on are clean before you 
begin. Also try to finish the restoration 
without interruption. If you have to put 
your restoration on hold in midstream to 

work on a woodworking project, both can 
suffer unless you're extremely careful 
about cleanup and protection. 

Renewing the table 
To clean up the rust on the tabletop, I start
ed with 220-grit sandpaper wrapped 
around a block of wood, then moved up 
to 320-grit. After finishing with the 320-grit, 
I dampened the table with naphtha and 
rubbed with a hard Arkansas stone until 
the high spots shone like little mirrors. 
This makes any metal very slick and does 
wonders for planer and jointer beds
even new ones. It only has to be done 
once, and the results are well worth it. 

General machinery repairs 
Some repairs are specific to individual ma
chines; others are general and apply to 
most machinery. I'll discuss general re
pairs below and the specifics of bandsaw 
repair in the story on pp. 78-79. 

All four wheel bearings in this saw were 
contaminated with dust and dried-out 
grease and needed to be replaced. The top 
bearings were standard sized, and avail
able locally (check the Yellow Pages for a 
bearing distributor near you), but the bot
tom bearings had an odd-sized inside 
dimension. My usual local sources of pow
er-transmission products couldn't locate 
replacement bearings. I knew that Walker
Turner had some of its bearings custom
made for them, so I began to worry. I 
called Accurate Bearing Co. (1244 Capital 
Dr., Unit 1, Addison, Ill . 60101 ; 800-323-
6548) and asked the sales manager about 
my bearings. He replied, "Sure. I have 
them right here. What else do you need?" I 
liked that. 

To restore the outside threads of beat-up 
fasteners that can't easily be replaced, I 
used a thread-restoring file. These square 
files come in two sizes with eight different 
threads-per-inch sizes on each file. I set 
the file's teeth into the matching grooves 
of the fastener and filed. These files are 
particularly handy when the end of a 
threaded piece is smashed and when try
ing to start a threading die would risk 
cross-threading. You can find these files in 
most large industrial-supply catalogs. 

The pulleys on the saw were cheap alu
minum ones that no longer ran true. I re
placed them with cast-iron pulleys from a 
local power-transmission distributor. The 
belt was equally worn, so I replaced it with 
a Browning cogged, high-strength indus
trial belt (from the same distributor) that's 
deSigned to transmit high torque smooth
ly. Any machine is only as good as its 
weakest component, so these simple sub-



stitutions of power train components real
ly make a big difference in the overall per
formance of the restored machine. 

Any time something is held in place by a 
setscrew, there's a good chance that the 
point of the setscrew will cause a crater. 
The raised sides of these craters will cause 
all kinds of difficulties in disassembly, of
ten requiring gear pullers, presses, punch
es or a big soft-faced hammer. I usually file 
down the crater edges with a super-fine 
file or honing stone before removing the 
part from the machine. This avoids galling 
the inside of a hole or housing as the part 
is withdrawn. 

The pans on this saw that need to be re
moved or adjusted to change the blade 
were fastened with nuts, bolts and slotted
head screws. Every time I wanted to 
change blades, I'd have to hunt down the 
proper tools, have the tools and all loose 
hardware laying around during the blade 
change, and then put them all back when 
I finished. To make the machine more 
user-friendly, I replaced common nuts 
with wing nuts, bolts with threaded studs 
and slotted screws with socket-head 
(Allen) screws. I then mounted a holder 
for the Allen wrench on the machine. Now 

I can change the blade and adjust the 
guides without ever going on a tool hunt. 

Painting 
Repainting a restored machine may deter 
rust, but the real reason is that it looks nice 
and makes you feel better about your ma
chine. Sawdust may come off slightly easi
er, but who are you kidding? 

How far you want to take the paint job is 
up to you. I've stripped down to bare met
al, done body work and built up the paint 
as though I was restoring an auto; other 
times, I 've only needed to do touch-up 
work. Stripping may be necessary if the 
machine came from a school: often the 
color scheme will look as though it were 
designed by Stephen King and applied by 
King Kong. If you strip down old cast iron, 
you'll sometimes find that auto body filler 
was used to make a smooth surface. 

On this particular machine, the existing 
paint had faded to olive-gray. I found orig
inal paint on an unexposed section of the 
machine and matched it with Krylon's 
#1608 Smoke Gray. It  took five cans to do 
this bandsaw, including the stand. I didn't 
bother to strip because the paint film was 
in good condition. I simply cleaned the 

How to build a good machinery stand 

Constmcting a well-made wooden stand is 
the single most important thing you can do 
to eliminate bandsaw vibration. A good 
wooden stand is superior even to a steel 
stand because the wood absorbs much of 
the vibration rather than transmitting and 
amplifying it as steel will. Another 
advantage of a wooden base is it's easily 
modilled to accept hanging accessories, 
such as fences and miter gauges. 

I build my stand first because I'd rather 
not be bending over for the whole 
restoration. Placement of the motor and 
electricals, provision for sawdust 
evacuation, ventilation and machine 
maintenance are all factors I take into 
consideration when designing a stand. 

The keys to a good stand are good 
materials and good construction methods. 
I use strong, dry hardwood and good
quality birch-veneer plywood. My 
construction methods are neither esoteric 
nor showy. Glued butt joints work fine as 
long as you use enough glue, and the joints 
fit tightly to begin with. 

I push a joint together with the nose of 
my pneumatic staple gun, just until the 
glue begins to ooze out, and then I pull the 
trigger, squirting a 2-in.-long, wide-crown 
staple into the wood. The staple isn't for 
strength but rather to hold the joint tight 

until the glue dries. Using staples or nails 
without glue results in joints that are 
guaranteed to vibrate loose. Bolts are 
forever having to be tightened because of 
machine vibration and seasonal wood 
movement. Glued joints are the only sure 
way I know of to make vibration-resistant 
wood joints. Biscuit joinery also works. 

I glued the legs to the stand and then 
screwed large lag bolts through the leg, 
through the side of the plywood box and 
into a backing block (see the photo at 
right). The lag bolts compress the joint 
(providing clamping pressure) and add a 
comforting margin of safety against joint 
failure. I also glued in a panel to accept 
tracks for sliding motor mounts and drilled 
and installed T-nuts in the top of the stand 
to accept the bolts that would connect 
machine and stand. 

Since no floor is really flat, I put in 
T-nuts and steel leveling feet. Distributing 
the machine's weight equally to each of 
the four feet is essential to reducing 
vibration. Why don't I put locking casters 
on the base? The bandsaw is tall, thin and 
has a high center of gravity, making it 
inherently subject to balance problems. 
Leaving a bandsaw permanently mounted 
on a wheeled base is trouble waiting to 
happen. -R.V 

surfaces with soap and water and then 
wiped them down with lacquer thinner. I 
had to spend a little more time and use a 
bit more solvent in some of the greasy cor
ners and crevices, but there were no real 
trouble spots. 

I mask all surfaces that take working 
parts, like shaft holes and ways. An easy 
way I have of masking the inside of a hole 
is to cut a small piece of paper and wrap it 
around a dowel. I then insert this into the 
hole and unwrap the dowel until the pa
per springs out to fill the hole. 

I remove all masking tape and paper 
as soon as the part is dry enough to han
dle, so I won't have to deal with any sticky 
residue later. I paint the parts individually 
while they're disassembled. Bright, un
painted fasteners, new aluminum guards 
and crisply contrasting parts, such as 
handwheels, all add up to create a quality 
impression. A wash-over paint job says 
something else altogether. 

Electrical 
This machine, like many older machines, 
had a simple toggle switch inconveniently 
located on the front of the frame. I replaced 
it with a new heavy-duty, push-button 

Glued joints are the key to building a 
good machinery stand, but lag bolts are 
good insurance against failed joints 
where the legs meet the carcase. Elaborate 
joinery isn 't necessary for a strong and 
sturdy stand. 
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manual starter on the column (where it's 
easy to get to), but r had to cut a sheet-steel 
mounting plate for the switch first. After 
cutting and drilling the necessary holes in 
the mounting plate and mounting the 
st,uter, I drilled and tapped two holes in the 
band saw's cast-iron frame and attached 
the mounting plate assembly. 

A rigidly mounted motor greatly reduces 
vibration. To mount the motor securely 
on this machine and still allow for tension
ing of the belt, I cut a couple of short sec
tions of folded steel U-channel (I used 
Unistrut from Grainger; 800-473-3473), 
drilled five holes in the bottom of each and 
screwed them to the base. Then I found a 
couple of pieces of steel that would slide 
in the channels and drilled and tapped 
them to accept the motor. 

A good-quality new motor, switch, wire 
and plug will cost $200 to $300. It's money 
well spent. I've used a light switch, vinyl
covered cord and a cheap mail-order mo
tor before. Performance was poor from the 
start. I ended up shelling out more money 
for the good stuff in no time. 

Bottom line 
Total material costs were just under $400, 
bandsaw included. Costs were so low be
cause I used a reconditioned motor and a 
manual starter (both good quality but 
without any bells or whistles) and because 
I already had just about all the peripheral 
materials (sheet steel and aluminum, clear 
plastic, fasteners) on hand. 

I also spent about 65 hours on the 
restoration. At $25 an hour, labor costs 
would be about four times my materials' 
cost-not out of line for this kind of pro
ject. I've explained how I overhaul a ma
chine and, for the most part, the reasons 
why. I hope this both inspires and instructs 
others to restore old machinery because 
the result, when done well, is most gratify
ing. The adage "they don't make them like 
they used to" is true, but there's a reason 
for it. The sad and brutal truth is that most 
buyers of new woodworking machinery 
don't demand quality so much as they do 
low-priced look-a likes. The downward 
spiral in the quality of woodworking ma
chinery is the result. "They don't make 
discriminating buyers and users of wood
working machinery like they used to" is 
probably a more apt phrase. But who can 
criticize the guy who's perfectly satisfied 
with a five-dollar socket set? 0 

Robert Vaughan is a contributing editor to 
Fine Woodworking and a woodworking 
machinery rehabilitation specialist in 
Roanoke, Va. 
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The particulars of the bandsaw 

The saw table must be perpendicular 
to both blade and upper blade-gUide 
post (which must be parallel to each 
other) for the bandsaw to work perfectly. 
The author adjusts the table for per
pendicular, using combination squares 
to check for gap between the rule and 
the blade and between the rule and the 
blade-guide post. 

Miter gauge, disc sander and a 
mitered push stick allowed Vaughan to 
grind the side blade gUides with little 
effort. Other options, had the gUides been 
irreparable, would have been to grind 
his own from steel bar stock, to replace 
them with new Delta gUides or with 
gUides made of graphite-impregnated 
phenolic resin (sold as Cool Blocks by 
Garrett Wade). 

Many of the steps in the restoration of 
this bandsaw are just as applicable to a 
vintage jointer or planer as they are to 
the bandsaw. A good stand, new 
electrical and drive systems and clean, 
well-lubricated bearings are things that 
any old machine can profit by. But the 
procedures below are band saw-specific, 
and although it's a Walker-Turner I 
happened to be working on, the steps 
taken-and the conditions that 
necessitated these steps-are common 
to most bandsaws. 

Table, blade-guide post, blade 
For a bandsaw to work properly, the 
blade, blade-guide post and table must all 
be in proper relation to one another. If 
they're not, every time you move the 
upper guide up or down, you'll have to 
readjust the guides. You can either live 
with this long-term hassle or go through 
the one-time tedium of correcting these 
misalignments. This alignment has been 
adjustable on every bandsaw I've ever 
worked on, but I've never worked on 
inexpensive dO-it-yourself-type 
bandsaws, so regretfully, I have no 
experience in that realm. 

On C-frame bandsaws, such as this 
Walker-Turner, the upper blade-guide 
post's  line of travel is dictated by the 
position of a hole in the casting. To make 
the blade travel in a line parallel to that of 
the post, the position of the wheels 
needs to be adjusted properly. On this 
machine, the upper wheel can be moved 
from side to side. I was also able to make 
slight adjustments to the position of the 
whole upper wheel carriage by loosening 
and retightening its mounting bolts. The 
bottom wheel can be moved in and out 
by adjusting the setscrew-held bearing 
stops. It took quite a few adjust-tighten
test sequences before the blade's line of 
travel was right (parallel to the upper 
blade-guide post), but now I won't ever 
have to worry about it again. 

The next step was to set the table 
perpendicular to the blade's line of 
travel. I first put some good squares 
against the sides of the blade, loosened 
the tilt lock and tilted the table until both 
blades were parallel with the sides of the 
blade. ext, I put the squares' blades 
against the front and back of the blade 
and loosened the underneath bolts that 
hold the table to the trunnions. I slipped 
thin sheet-metal shims between the table 
and the trunnions, experimenting with 



different thickness shims until the table 
was perpendicular to the blade. If you 
can't get the table perpendicUlar, then all 
you can do is split the difference on either 
side of the blade. Once again, though, it's 
a one-time hassle with long-term benefits. 

Restoring the old blade guides 
Deep grooves were worn into the side 
guide blocks, and the back guide bearings 
were virtually frozen from sawdust 
contamination. Using a disc sander and 
miter gauge (see the bottom photo on the 
facing page), I reground the 45° angle on 
the steel side blade guides. 

For both top and bottom back guides, I 
clamped the guide bearing's shaft in a 
vise and used two large opposing 
screwdrivers to pry off the bearing. I 
reversed the bearing and drove off the 
front dust cover with a wooden dowel, 
exposing the balls and cage. Then I 
flushed the bearings clean with lacquer 
thinner. Don't let the bearing spin freely 
under a blast of air because solvent will 
spew everywhere, and the bearing can be 
damaged at high speeds. 

If either the side or back guides had 
been irreparable, I would have had to 
replace the defective part. For 
replacement side guides, I could have 
used graphite-impregnated phenolic resin 
guides (Cool Blocks), cut and ground new 
guides, or searched for compatible guides 
from another manufacturer. If the back 
ball-bearing guide for this particular 
machine had needed to be replaced, I 
could have had a new shaft machined to 
fit a standard 6203 size bearing-no big 
deal for someone with a metal lathe. 

Before replacing a lot of individual guide 
components, though, I would first 
consider upgrading to a set of Carter 
guides. They make three good styles that 
fit this saw. Cost ranges from $ 140 to $ 185 
for a complete set of guides, mounting 
brackets and studs. Carter Products can be 
reached at 437 Spring St., N.E. ,  Grand 
Rapids, Mich. 49503; (616) 451-2928. 

A new blade guard 
Blade guards on old bandsaws, if they're 
there at all, are rarely in good working 
order, and this machine was no exception. 
After studying the old blade guard, with its 
worn-out sliding pieces, I decided that I 
could make one that would work better 
and be easier to maintain. The only hitch 
was that I had to have an aluminum block 
machined to accept the bent sheet
aluminum guard. Knowing a tall, single 
piece guard fastened to the upper blade 
guide could not fully extend up into the 
castings enclosing the upper wheel, I had 
to make two separate guards. One short 
guard was fastened to the upper wheel 
guard casting. It came down about even 

A flew guard of beflt sheet-aluminum 
seemed an easier and better solution than 
trying to get the rusted old steel guard 
(left) back into shape. Vaughan added the 
clear plastic to the front of the guard for 
more protection on the saw's infeed side. 

Often the simplest solutions are the 
best. The author had noticed that the bot
tom back blade guides are almost always 
inundated with dust and tend to lock up 
much more quickly than the top ones. By 
placing an angled piece of clear plastic be
tween the saw table and guide, he was 
able to deflect almost all of the dust away 
from the guide. 

with the bottom of the upper wheel 
guard castings and was wide enough to 
let the whole upper blade guide slide up 
behind it. A tall, skinny guard was 
fastened to the upper blade-guide area. At 
the blade guide's lowest pOSition, the top 
of this guard did not come below the 
guard I put on the upper wheel casting. 
This way, I could raise the blade guide all 
the way up and prevent the tall guard on 
the blade guide from hitting things in the 
upper wheel guard castings. As an 
afterthought, I put a clear plastic panel on 
the front of the blade-guide mounted 
guard to provide extra protection on the 
feed side of the saw (see the photo at 
left). I made this panel even with the 
actual bottom of the blade guard so 
that any stock that would fit under the 
plastic panel would fit under the upper 
blade guide. 

Custom dust deflectors 
Bandsaws normally flood the bottom 
blade-guide assembly with sawdust, 
causing these guide's bearings to fail long 
before the top guide bearings. Also, since 
the bottom guides are hidden from 
convenient inspection, they're rarely 
cleaned. I was able to eliminate more than 
half of the normal sawdust deluge with a 
clear plastic deflector, which I mounted 
above the guide. I experimented with 
cardboard and tape until I had a good 
pattern, and then I cut out what I needed 
from some SCf'AP clear plastic. I bent, 
drilled and tapped a strip of aluminum to 
hold the plastic deflector. I then drilled 
and tapped one hole in the bottom wheel 
guard and threaded a bolt through from 
the inside. I fastened the deflector 
assembly with a wing nut for easy 
removal and for when I needed to change 
blades or set the saw table at a particularly 
steep angle (see the photo at left). 

Even with the plastic deflector, I 
noticed dust being broadcast from the 
joints of the clamshell castings of the 
lower wheel guard. This dust would blow 
out on the table and pile up on the floor 
behind the machine. I found I could 
direct most of this dust toward the front 
of the saw with two sinlple baffles. After 
experimenting with cardboard again 
to get the best pattern, I cut baffles 
from aluminum flashing and then 
mounted them to the guard by drilling 
and tapping a single hole for each baffle 
(see the top photo). 

The net result of all of this activity is 
that most of the sawdust created by the 
saw winds up right in front of it, where it 
can be easily swept away. If I used a 
vacuum system, I'd have cut and mounted 
a piece of 2-in. tubing in place of the 
plastic deflector to suck up the dust right 
as it comes off of the blade. -R. V. 
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Fig. 1 : Mirror and stand assembly 

Construct the frame first. If needed, alter the stand to fit the frame. Position 
the pivot more than halfway up the frame. For more stability, use !4-in. 
instead of "'-in.-thick mirror glass. 

Glue in ebony 
or rosewood spline. 

Fig. 2: Grooving jig for corner splines 

Modified expansion anchor ( Pivot stud, X in .  b Knob, ,* x 2 

Adjust stops to hold frame vertically and edge-centered 
with the tablesaw blade. All parts are .,...in. plywood 
unless otherwise noted. 

Wing nut, X in.  

S lotted hole 

Washer 

Screws, #6 x 2 in .  bJ 
Carriage bolt, X in .  

Sl id ing stops, 2 x 4 

Plugs, � in .  

Frame, 1 �  in .  wide 

Rabbet back of frame, � x "h. 

Foot, 1% in .  wide 

All stock, ,-",-in.-thick koa unless noted 

Hardwood runners, 
X x � x 20 

Width between miter 
slots on tablesaw, 
plus 4 in .  each end 

Splined Miters Join Mirror Frame 
Tabletop project pivots for a better view 

by Bob Gleason 

As a luthier living in Hawaii, I have the opportunity to work 
with beautiful, exotic woods. With today's environmental 
concerns, I've learned to use these species efficiently. For 

example, with the small, narrow stock leftovers I accumulate, I do 
short production runs of special projects. One of these is a small 
version of a cheval mirror (see the top photo on the facing page), 
which is relatively quick to build and is an attractive addition to a 
tabletop or desktop. 

The mirror pivots in a stand that consists of two sides (feet at
tached to uprights) connected by a stretcher, as shown in figure 1. 
A pair of knobs at the pivot point enable the mirror to be fixed at 
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different angles. A mitered back frame retains two wooden panels 
in a recess at the back of the frame. The mirror frame itself is 
mitered and splined, and because t11ese corner joints are exposed 
and tricky to cut cleanly, I built a jig t11at lets me quickly and con
sistently cut grooves for the splines. The jig (see figure 2) is made 
of plywood and has runners that slide in my tablesaw's miter slots. 

Picking and preparing stock 
I try to pick out matching wood for the mirror's frame and stand 
parts, preferably using 8/4 stock, so I can resaw it to book-match 
pieces. For the adjustment knobs, I cut out two %-in.-sq. by 2-in.-



long blanks. For the accent plugs and splines, I use ebony or rose
wood (my fingerboard remnants). I thickness the frame and stand 
pieces to �s in. Then I surface the two back panels and the back
frame pieces to Ys in. thick. Next, I rip the frame stock into 1 Y2-in. 
strips. I leave the strips long rather than crosscutting them to 
length. Finally, I use a %-in. roundover bit to ease the strip's edges 
except for what will be the frame's outside corners. 

Cutting the frame's rabbet, miters and grooves 
Because I often work with figured woods (see the photo at right) 
that chip out easily, I like to use my tablesaw when rabbeting the 
frame instead of using a shaper or router. The frame's rabbet re
ceives both the Y4-in.-thick mirror glass and the back panels. Cut 
the rabbet % in. wide, so you won't see the cut edge of the glass 
when viewing the mirror from an angle. Next, miter the frame's 
corners accurately because the frame will be viewed often and 
from a close distance. After the glue is dry, smooth the joints flush. 
Then, using a tablesaw jig like the one shown in figure 2,  cut slots 
for each of the comer splines. 

Installing the mirror and back 
The mating edges of the two back panels are beveled so that one 
or both of them can expand or contract. To hide the joint and to 
flush-up the panels, insert dark construction paper between the 
mirror and the panels (unless your mirror already has a dark back
ing). Next, roundover the edges of the back-frame pieces. To join 
the back-frame miters, lay out the frame flat and perfecdy square 
on waxed paper. Then, wid1 cyanoacrylate (super) glue, bond the 
comers together one at a time. So that the glass can be readily ex
changed, drill slighdy oversized holes in the back frame for Y2-in.
long, 16d brass escutcheon pins (see the bottom photo). Drill 
slightly undersized holes in the mirror frame, install the panels and 
back frame, and then drive d1e pins home. 

Assembling the stand 
Appropriately, the two sides of d1e stand are mirror images. To cut 
the half-lap joints in each foot and upright, slant your aliter gauge 
8° to the left for the right leg and 8° to the right for the left leg. 
Once you've wasted exacdy half the wood d1ickness between the 
layout lines using multiple saw passes, clean up the joint with a 
sharp chisel and a hard sanding block. Before you glue up the 
sides, bandsaw the tapered shape of the uprights and the curve of 
d1e feet. Then sand the edges that will be joined. When the glued
up sides are set, round over the edges with a router, and thor
oughly sand bod1 sides. 

When you bandsaw the stretcher's profile, remember that its 
widd1 must clear the pivoting mirror. The lengd1 of d1e stretcher is 
also critical. If it's too short, d1e problem is obvious. If it's too long, 
the tips of the uprights will tilt inward and touch the nlirror frame 
when the knobs are tightened. In addition, the ends of the stretch
er must be cut at exactly 90° ,  or the stand wilt be askew. Allow 
Y4 in. extra length for brass washers and for the adjustment knobs 
to work properly. Position the stretcher in the same plane as the 
slant of d1e uprights; one screw goes through the upright and the 
other goes d1rough the foot. Butt join and cap d1e stretcher to each 
side using glue, screws (#6 by 2 in.) and %-in.-dia. plugs. 

Mounting the frame on pivot studs 
I use Y4-in. threaded rod for the mirror's pivot studs. One stud at
taches to the back of each knob. Drill a hole two-thirds of d1e way 
through the back center of each knob. The stud length equals the 
depth of the hole, the thickness of the upright, two washers and 
% in. to go into the frame. Cut the rod to this lengtl1, bevel one end 

Photos, Karl Backus; drawing" Lee Hov 

When making tilting tabletop 
mirrors, the author uses exotic
wood leftovers from his guitar
making business. The mirror's 
design, a small version of a 
cheval mirror, relies on smooth 
forms for the components and 
contrasting woods for the ex
posed joinery. 

Because this fiddleback koa 
and ebony mirror will be 
touched often, Gleason finished 
the wood with lacquer, which is 
easy to clean. The mitered back 
frame, held with brass pins, 
retains the floating panels. 

so that it d1feads eaSily into a Y4-in. nut, and then epoxy the stud's 
od1er end perpendicular to the knob's back. 

To screw the knob studs into the mirror frame, you could install 
threaded inserts, but I just use Y4-in. expansion anchors that are 
carried by most hardware stores. Punch out the spreader slug on 
the back of each anchor, remove the little ball and grind off the 
end until the anchor is Y2 in. long. Next, mark the pivot points on 
the sides of d1e frame 8Y2 in. up from the bottom. After clamping 
a temporary stop across the back of the uprights, place a Ys-in. 
shim on top of d1e stretcher, and set the mirror in place. Carefully 
transfer the frame's pivot marks to d1e uprights. After you've bored 
%-in. holes through the center of the uprights, place the frame 
back on the shim on the stand. With a brad-point bit, re-mark the 
frame's pivot stud holes through the holes in the uprights. Finally, 
drill %-in. holes in the frame edges and epoxy the modified an
chors in them. After you've sealed all the wood (I use lacquer), 
mount the mirror to its stand with the screw knobs. 0 

Bob Gleason builds custom guitars and ukuleles in Hila, Hawaii. 
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A New Twist for Thrners 
Pivoting headstocks simplify the ins and outs a/bowls 

by Dick Burrows 

Lathes with pivoting headstocks, such as this Record Coronet, frf!e turners from the usually restricting bed of the lathe. Because the 
headstock rotates 90°, bowls may be turned off the front of the lath , permitting easy access to both the inside and outside of the blank. 

M Ost turners enjoy bowl turning 
but are often frustrated by the 
acrobatics needed to twist over 

the lathe's bed to hollow out the spimling 
blank. And the gap between the head
stock and the bed generally limits the 
bowel's diameter to 12  in. or less on lathes 
not equipped with outboard spindles. 

But, a new lathe design offers solutions 
to these problems. The design is based on 
pivoting headstocks, which can be rotated 
90° to set the drive spindle at the front of 
the lathe. Hook up an articulated, three
piece tool-rest system, and you can work 
all parts of a bowl efficiently and comfort
ably from the front of the lathe. Because 
each tool rest is anchored to the lathe it
self, you don't need the tippy freestanding 
tool rest often used with outboard turning. 
Another plus is that you can use the same 
faceplates for inboard and off-the-front 
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turning, so you don't have to buy the spe
cial faceplates required for conventional 
outboard spindles. 

In this article, I ' ll look at Delta, Jet and 
Record lathe system� priced under 1,200 
(see the chart on p. El4). I've excluded the 
Myford Mystro (distributed in orth Amer
ica by Russ Zimmerman's House of Wood
turning, RFD #3, Box 242, Putney, Vt. 
05346; 802-387-4337) because the Myford 
tops out at more tllan $ 1,800. 

I was impressed by how well the pivot
ing headstocks ha,ndled larger bowl 
blanks. Depending on the particular mod
el, you can turn blanks from 16 in. to 30 in. 
dia., a real treat for tl)rners once straitjack
eted by the narrow swings of inboard 
drive spindles. Working bowls off the front 
of the lathe does take a little getting used 
to. It's easy to find yourself standing right 
over the bowl blank as it spins parallel to 

the front of the lathe. Once you are aware 
of the situation, though, you can quickly 
position yourself out of harm's way. 

I used tlle three lathes for several weeks 
in my shop for turning spindles and bowls, 
both inboard and off the front of the lathe. 
Each of the latlles ran very smoothly at all 
speeds, and I didn't encounter problems 
with any spindle or bowl job. These lathes 
look like any other model except motors 
are attached to the headstock assembly, 
rather than housed in the tool base. 

How headstocks rotate 
Each of tlle lathes uses a slightly different 
approach for turning the headstock. Delta 
requires an additional tool; the others have 
everything built on. On most conven
tional lathes, the headstock assembly is 
securely attached to the latlle bed. In con
trast, the headstock assemblies on these 



lathes are attached to a yoke-like device 
that locks to the bed of the lathe. A center 
bolt joins the yoke and the headstock as
sembly and acts as a pivot. Loosen the bolt 
slightly, then rotate the headstock and 
retighten the pivot bolt. Because the motor 
is an integral part of the headstock, the 
drive belts stay aligned in all positions. 

After years of being restricted by tradi
tional two-piece tool rests, I found the 
three-piece assemblies for these lathes to 
be a real joy. The third section brings the 
tool support away from the base and pro
vides a lot more maneuverability. In every 
situation, I could bring the tool rest right 
up to the work surface. 

Delta model 46-700 
The Delta variable-speed lathe runs very 
smoothly and is relatively vibration free, 
even though at 125  Ibs. it is the lightest of 
the three lathes I tried. The company mar
kets this model as a home-shop tool, but it's 
better than that term often indicates. 

The Delta performs well for all turning 
jobs, although rotating the headstock is 
awkward. A large Allen wrench, which 
comes with the lathe, is needed to convert 
the lathe from inboard to off-the-front turn
ing. Loosen a cap screw under the head
stock assembly, lift the unit slightly (I never 
did get the hang of doing this smoothly), 
then rotate it before retightening the screw. 
The unit I used came with an optional stand 
that has an opening in the top, making it 
easier to manipulate the cap screw for ro
tating the headstock. Reversing the proce
dure switches the lathe back to inboard use 
and tightening the cap screw realigns the 
headstock for spindle work. I had to re
move the tailstock assembly before I could 
slide the tool rest off and move it into posi
tion for off-the-front turning. The tool-rest 
extension is a heavy, stable, cast L-shaped 
plate that allows the tool rest to be used at 
the front or the back of the blank. The ex
tension must be ordered as an accessory, 
but you can't hollow out a bowl on the 
front of tl1e lathe without it. 

The adjustment knobs of the speed con
trol, tailstock and tool rest are large and 
easy to tighten. The handle on tl1e tool-rest 
base is large and L-shaped for a comfort
able grip and good leverage. Delta's vari
able speed feature is convenient. Push in 
the lever on the front of the headstock/ 
motor assembly to engage it, and dial up 
the speed (500 RPM to 2,000 RPM) 

My major complaint about the Delta is 
the location of tl1e on/off toggle switch at 
tl1e end of the motor. It's inconvenient for 
spindle turning and could be dangerous 
when turning bowls at the front of the 

Photos: Lorraine Burrows 

Spindle work is stillpossible on pivot-head lathes by keeping the headstock in the normal 
position. The author was impressed with the quality of all the lathes but found he used 
the Jet the most for his own work, both spindles and bowls. 

Billed as a home-shop tool, the Delta pivot-head lathe is much more than that moniker 
might imply. The offset base extension for the tool rest shown above is a necessary op
tional accessory for off-the-jront turning. 

lathe because you have to reach over or 
around the blank to the back of the motor. 

JetJWL-1236 
The Jet lathe features an easy-to-use sys
tem for SWitching from inboard to off-the
front turning. Release one knob, pull out 
the locking pin and rotate the whole as
sembly. It is a very smooth operation, and 
I like not having to use a separate tool. Al
so, the locking pin provides a very definite 

stop for realigning the headstock for spin
dle work. This lathe comes equipped with 
everything you need for both inboard and 
outboard turning. The basic package in
cludes a stand, tool rest, drive and a ball
bearing tailstock (a nice improvement 
over the cup centers common on many 
standard packages), a drift for removing 
the drive center and a face shield. Because 
of its stability, smooth operation and 
quick-change adjustments, I used this 
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lathe more and more for my own work. 
A pair of large push-button on/off 

switches are mounted on the front of the 
left leg, and I have no trouble reaching 
them during either inboard or off-the-front 
operations. The locking knobs for head
stock, tailstock and tool-rest assemblies 
are large and make it easy to secure each 
of the assemblies. The tailstock locking 
knob is about 5 in. long and mounted on 
the back side of the unit. This seemed 
awkward at first because I'm used to find
ing that lock at the front of the tailstock, 
but now I like how easily it securely tight
ens the tailstock to prevent creeping when 
I advance the ram. 

The tool-rest assemby is versatile. The 
extension is a 9%-in.-Iong cast-iron strip 
with a slight crook at its end. Even when 
extended out to its full length, the tool rest 
is sturdy and doesn't flex or vibrate. The 
Jet also has a gap in the bed right in front 
of the headstock assembly, making it easy 
to slide the tool-rest assembly off the main 
bed of the lathe and move it to the bed ex
tension on the end of the machine. 

The Jet speed control has seven distinct 
speed levels. The overall range is 550 RPM 

to 3,000 RPM. To change speeds, pull out a 

Pivot Head Lathes 

lever and move it to the desired detent. Of 
all the models tried, the Jet offers the high
est maximum speed, which spindle turn
ers might really like. 

Record Coronet CL3/48M 
The Record is the heavyweight of the 
bunch-precisely machined, smooth run
ning and quiet, with 3-in.-dia. phosphor 
bronze taper bearings that can be adjusted 
to reduce spindle play. And it is capable of 
turning the largest bowl off the front, 
about 30 in. dia., if the headstock assembly 
is moved toward the center of the lathe. 
The motor cord is long enough to allow 
this, although I had to position the on/off 
switch in a couple of different locations 
along the bench before I found an 
arrangement that worked well. Once I got 
everything set, I enjoyed turning larger 
bowls on the Record. 

The Record lathe is a bench top model, 
so you will need to build a strong, heavy 
base to take full advantage of the turning 
capacity of the machine. The dual bed 
bars, which fit into cast-iron yokes, are 
finely machined from solid steel and 
chromed to resist corrosion. 

Installing the auxiliary tool rest is a bit of 

e� "l :t! e � y � y <Q � .j � Y  � 

a job, but I only had to do it once. The 
tool-rest support is massive, about 18 in. 
long, and connects to an intermediate sec
tion about 14 in. long. All the locking 
levers are large enough to exert consider
able authority. Because of the size and heft 
of the pieces, the tool-rest assembly was 
stable and solid wherever I positioned it 
around the blank. 

The headstock is heavy but easy to 
move. The locking lever is attached, so no 
additional tools are needed. Alignment 
marks on the front of the headstock help 
to realign it for spindle turning. 

Speed levels are controlled by moving 
the drive belt to different sets of pulleys. 
This is relatively easy to do with a quick
release lever that lets the motor pivot up to 
slacken the belt. This model has a 48-in. 
spindle capacity and comes complete with 
a double tool-rest assembly and 10-in.
and l7-in.-Iong tool rests. 0 

Dick Burrows is a freelance writer and 
woodworker in Knoxville, Tenn. Too late 
to be included in this article: a new Hegner 
swivel head lathe, HDB 200S ($1495); Ad
vanced Machinery Imports, po. Box 312, 
New Castle, Del. 19720; (302) 322-2226 

":' �� � � et> I� (Je Y �<Q  � .. e ,f e� -$' � -$'� � !\;  
p � 1>" it -$' !II fJ: e" ,f � � � � � � � -� " (Je 

Manufacturer 
,i �e " 0  ,i o -� e� " .s'  <:J (i 

Delta 46-700, 1 2  8Y4 36 
Delta Inn Machi nery Corp. 
246 Alpha Drive, 
Pittsburgh, PA 1 5238 
(800) 438-2486 

Jet JWL-1 236, 1 2  80/4 36 
Jet Equipment and Tools I nc., 
PO Box 1 477, 1 901 Jefferson Ave., 
Tacoma, WA 98401 
(206) 572-5000 

Record Coronet CL3/48M, 1 2  8 48+ 
Record Tools, Inc., 
9 1 5  Clements Road # 1 ,  
Pickering, Ont., Canada L 1 W  3V4 
(416)  428-1 077 

Myford Mystro, 1 1  9 40 
Myford Ltd., 
Beeston, Notts, E ng land NG9 1 ER 
01 1 -44-602-254222 

... Capacity ( in. )  
• May be discou nted by some dealers. 
t All  lathes have holes through both headstock and tailstock. 

+ A 36-in. model is available a lso. 
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�oi' �tIi � .. " 
16 in .  Variable 
dia.by (500 -
4 in.  2,000) 
thick 

1 6% in. Va riable 
dia. (550 -
by 5 in.  3,000) 
thick 

30 in. 510 
dia. by 750 
1 5  in. 1 , 1 1 0  
thick 1 ,632 

2,400 

20% in  420 . 
dia. 680 
by 1 0  in. 1 , 1 00 
thick 1 .780 

-$' "q, � �o �e .:! q,4Z' 
Headstock 2 0/4 HP 1 25 $548� 
1 in .  dia. by 8 tpi 1 20v 
Headstock & tai lstock 
#2 Morse taper 

Headstock 2Y4 0/4HP 1 83 $689 
1 in. dia.  by 8 tpi 1 1 5v 
Headstock & tailstock 
#2 Morse taper 

Headstock 3 0/4 HP 200 $1 ,209 
0/4 in .  dia. by 1 6  tpi 1 1 5v 
#1 Morse taper 
Fits only Record 
Coronet accessories 

Headstock 2Ys 0/4HP 21 0-:- . $1 ,870-:-
Wa in.  dia. by 1 2  tpi 1 1 5v 
Headstock & tai lstock 
#2 Morse taper 

• A lathe with optional variable speed AC motor is  avai lable for $2,200 . 
-:- With optional bowl turning setup. 
� Optional stand is available for $1 25, offset base 

extension for $2 1 .25. 



A Table for B reakfast or Banquets 
Drop down legs support expansion mechanism 

by Steven M. Lash 

-

Extra legs add support and rigidity to tables that expand be
yond the usual additional 2 ft. or 3 ft. Drop-down legs hidden in 
the expansion mechanism enable this Queen Anne dining table to 
expand to more than 14ft. long. 
With the center legs retracted into channels in the beams of the 
expansion mechanism, the ends can be pushed together to shrink 
the table from 14ft. long to just 60 in. long. 

As a reproduction cabinetmaker, I am constantly looking for 
examples of 18th-century American furniture that can in
spire new projects. My unsuccessful search for an expand

able Queen Anne dining table led me to design and build a table 
witl1 an unusual extension slide mechanism: It incorporates hid
den legs that can be dropped down to provide extra support 
as the table is expanded. The legs remain concealed inside the 
beams of the slide mechanism when they're not needed. 

The convenience of drop-down legs was a crucial factor in my 
overall table design. I wanted my table to have a pair of fluted, pil
lar-and-claw pedestals (ramer man four legs) as its principal sup
ports. I also wanted Significant expansion capacity-from 5 ft. long 
in tl1e closed position to over 14 ft. long wim all the leaves in place 
(see me photos above). In this article, I'll describe a smaller ver
sion of the extension slide mechanism that I used in my table. 

How the extension slide works 
Like many table extension mechanisms, lnine extends and retracts 
in telescope fashion. Fixed to one end of the table is a central 

Photos: Dirk Bakker; drawing: Bob la Pointe 
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beam-the narrowest part of the telescope. The remaining beams 
in me mechanism function in pairs, sliding against me edges of ad
jacent beams as the table is extended. The outermost pair of 
beams is fixed to the opposite end of me table (see figure 1 on the 
following page). 

Altl10ugh I knew that drop-down legs would help to stabilize my 
table in stretched-out form, I still wanted to minimize sag when 
the mechanism was fully extended. A good way to do this is to 
maximize beam overlap when the mechanism is fully extended. I 
divided me 48-in.-Iong beam into tl1irds, allowing for an overlap of 
two-thirds and an extension of one-third, or 16 in. (The beam 
lengm is detern1ined by me size of the tabletop, allowing space for 
overhang and apron thickness.) Once you know the maximum 
beam extension, you can calculate how many beam pairs will be 
required to achieve the full extension of your table. 

The only major limitations in designing a table around my exten
sion mechanism are the width and thickness of the mechanism. 
It can't exceed the space you have available beneam the table and 
between the table aprons (see figure 1). The extenSion-assembly 
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beams are paired around a larger central beam (see figure 2 on the 
facing page). The wide central beam is mortised to receive a tenon 
that extends from the top of one pedestal. 

As in any expanding table design, it's very important for the ex
tension mechanism to be solidly anchored to the table ends. In a 
pedestal-type table like mine, table-end construction must include 
solid connection details for the pedestals as well as for the exten
sion mechanism. With this in mind, I designed a drawer-like com
partment, or sleeve, formed by the tabletop, two side aprons and 
a bottom support board in each table end. A pair of steel angles 
and a Y4-in.-thick steel plate reinforce each sleeve. 

The extension mechanism and the pedestals are secured to the 
bottom support, not to the tabletop. The tabletop, fastened to the 
aprons with machine screws and threaded inserts, is easily re
moved for access to the entire extension mechanism. 

One pedestal has a tenon that extends through the bottom sup
port board, through the steel plate and through a mortise cut in the 
central beam. Wedges and screws add rigidity at this critical con
nection. The other pedestal is screwed to a 3-in.-dia. pipe flange 
that is, in turn, screwed to the steel plate. 

Wood dovetails and brass guides 
In a well-functioning extension mechanism, the beams are cou
pled together and glide smoothly against one another. In my initial 
design, I planned to couple the beams with sliding dovetails
beam-long dovetail pins that would slide in dovetail slots milled 
along beam edges. To test the design, I built a mock-up mecha
nism out of 2x4s. 

The mock-up was a good idea. I learned that the overall weight 
of my test mechanism caused the dovetails to bind. This prevent
ed the beams from sliding smoothly against each other. If weight 
was a problem with fir 2x4s, it would only get worse with the 
maple I planned to use for the finished version. 

To solve the binding problem, I added some guides made from 
brass angle stock. The guides have a leg that rides in a slot milled 
along the edge of the adjoining beam (see figure 2). There are 
more guides on top of the beams than on the bottom because the 
hollow section in the bottom of each leg-carrying beam doesn't 
leave enough wood for guide slots or mortises. 

To make the sliding surfaces more slippery, I let in a pair of plas
tic strips on either side of each beam's dovetail slot. The central 
beam has dovetail slots and strips on both sides. I cut the plastic 
from a sheet of high-density polyethylene (HDPE), available from 
Laird Plastics, Inc., 1400 Centrepark Blvd., Suite 510, West Palm 
Beach, Fla. 33401; (407) 689-2200. Similar to teflon, but less ex
pensive, HDPE is easy to cut on the tablesaw. 

I made some staple-like stops from brass rod (which is available 
at most hobby shops) and drove them into the upper guide 
grooves to prevent each beam from sliding beyond its maximum 
extension of 16 in. Also, I screwed a small stop into the dovetail 
slots to prevent each beam from sliding beyond the closed posi
tion. To close against this stop, the adjacent beam's dovetail pin 
needs to be trimmed. By removing the end stops, and a few cen
tral brass guides, it is possible to completely disassemble the 
mechanism. 

Making the bean1s was fairly straightforward. I milled the dove
tail slots on my shaper, using a Y2-in.-dia. dovetail bit. The rest 
of the work was done on the tablesaw: cutting out the dovetail 
pins, rabbeting beam edges to receive plastic strips and cutting 
guide slots. Making multiple passes with the dado cutter, I cut the 
channel for each drop-down leg. This channel needn't extend the 
full length of the beam. Instead, it can be stopped a couple of 
inches from where the base of the leg will fit. 
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The drop-down legs 
I carved the drop-down legs in Queen Anne style, tapering from 
the square top section to just above the carved pad foot. The top 
edges of each leg are radiused so that the leg can swing freely 
without binding against its channel. 

Removable, brass pins hinge the drop-down legs to their respec
tive beams. I made the pins from brass rod, threading one end of 
each pin and cutting a straight screwdriver slot in the other. Then I 
held the leg in its correct position in the beam and drilled a pilot 
hole through the beam and leg. ext, I enlarged the pilot hole in 
the leg to accept a length of brass tubing. The tubing prevents the 

Fig. 1 : Table expansion mechanism houses drop-down legs 

The beams of this extension mechanism not only connect 
the separate table ends and support the leaves, they also 
conceal legs that drop down to provide additional support 
in the extended position. 

Steel angle, 1 x 1 x 1 1  

Steel plate, � x  12 x 16, 
is bolted to bottom support. 

The bottom support, fastened to 
the aprons, forms a sleeve to 
house the extension mechanism 
and anchor the pedestal. The 
tabletop is easily removed to 
expose the mechanism. 

Threaded insert 



pin from enlarging the hole with use. After installing a threaded in
sert in the beam to recei'/e the threaded end of the pin, I installed 
the leg by inserting the pin through one installation hole and 
through the leg and screwing the pin into the threaded insert. 

A brass ball catch holds each leg in place in the beam channel 
until the leg is pulled free. I used a Brusso ball catch (available 
from The Woodworkers' Store, 2 1801 Industrial Blvd., Rogers, 
Minn. 55374; 612-428-3200). For more holding leverage, install the 
catch as far down the square section of the leg as possible. 

Adjustable floor glides are an important feature on my drop
down legs. The threaded insert that fits in the bottom of the foot 

� Taper starts 5 in. 
from top of leg. 

� Drop-down leg 

Position drop-down 
legs at center of 
table when opened. 

To minimize sag, beam extension should not 
exceed one-third the length of the beam. 

Fig. 2: Table expansion slide 

Brass guides and plastic anti-friction strips 
help the sliding dovetail joints in this table 
expansion mechanism move smoothly. 

Guide slot, o/.u in.  
wide by %2 in.  deep 

Brass guides, 
Ys x , y. x 20/. 

Plastic strip, l-W x %, reduces 

enables me to fine-tune the leg length to accommodate floor 
irregularities. 

I glued some felt in the channels where the drop-down legs fit. 
The felt is most useful near the base of the leg to protect the carved 
foot from scraping against the beam as a leg is returned to its con
cealed position. In addition to its protective function, the felt is a 
fine finishing touch for a mechanism that you're bound to be 
showing off. 0 

Steven Lash builds furniture as an avocation in Bloomfield 
Hills, Mich. 

Radius top leg edges. 

Tabletop 

Flat-head machine screw, 
� in. dia., is driven 
into tapped hole 
in pipe flange. 

Pipe flange, 3 in .  dia. --3".c;:;:;:15�;:> 
Screw, # 1 2  
b y  3 in.  long 

Pipe, � in. dia. 
by 8 in. long is 
epoxied to 
pedestal. 

Drop-down leg 

� Brass pin, %z in. dia., 
screws into threaded 
insert in leg beam. 

friction between beams. Expansion space should be about 2 in. greater than combined width of all 
leaves to allow sufficient room for inserting and removing the last leaf. 

End stop for dovetai l  pin 
i n  adjacent beam January/February 1993 87 



How to Buy 
Used Hand Tools 
You can find high-quality tools 
at flea markets and auctions 

Behold the language of auction
eer Richard Crane. Most auction
eers initially start the bidding low; 
later, they'll open items high. 

by Robert Hubert Jr. 

I was excited. I had finally saved up a little extra cash to put to
ward new hand tools for my shop. I gathered up all my dog
eared woodworking catalogs to pick out planes, chisels and 

other tools. The shock came when I hit "total" on my calculator; my 
modest savings would buy only a fraction of the tools I wanted. But 
thanks to a neighbor who told me about an old plane he had seen 
at a local flea market, my tool-buying strategy changed. 

The next Sunday I bought that plane, a usable Stanley #5, for just 
$ 15.  Three years later, my collection of vintage hand tools has cost 
me less than half the price of new tools. And here's the best part: 
By carefully purchasing and reselling a few extra tools for a prof
it, my tool buying has begun to pay for the rest of my shop. 

Preparing for a tool hunt 
Whether you call them antique tools, vintage tools or just plain old 
tools, hunting for used tools requires preparation. The better 
equipped you are, the better your chances of acquiring high-qual
ity tools at reasonable prices. Here's the systematic approach I use. 

Make a tool "want list" for the woodworking you do. Use cat
alogs to jog your memory of your shop needs. Be specific. Don't 
just list "bench plane," put down "Stanley #3," and list whether you 
want a wood plane or an all-metal one. Being specific will keep 
you focused and help you avoid buying tools you don't need. 

Study the tools you'll be buying. Start by becoming familiar with 
tool classes and makers. Certain tools, like drawknives, have 
changed little over the years. Others, like planes, have changed 
dramatically. One place to learn about hand tools is in original or 
reprinted owner's manuals and catalogs. Product literature can 
help you identify a tool as well. In addition, there are books and 
associations (see the sources of supply on the facing page) that of
fer a tour of secondhand tools and sellers, as well as supply infor
mation about repairing and using old tools. As a beginner, you can 
go a long way by studying up on Stanley tools alone. 

Learn about fair prices and value of used tools. Although you 
shouldn't completely rely on price guides, current guides can give 
you ball-park figures for tools. If you're buying for speculation, the 
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guides can tell you how valuable a tool is. Collectors typically look 
for limited-production tools or tools from unusual makers. Stay 
away from these tools if you want a bargain tool for woodwork
ing. Always jot down a fair price range for each of the tools on 
your want list. An entry in my notebook looks something like this: 
"Jack Plane-prefer Stanley #5 w/corrugated sole-$15-$25." 

Four basic rules for buying vintage tools 
As I head into an uncharted used-tool market with my want list in 
hand and my head full of knowledge, I follow four basic rules. 

Rule # 1: Thoroughly inspect the tools you 're buying. If a 
tool has many parts, take it apart and examine the pieces. I carry a 
simple tool-disassembly kit that consists of two screwdrivers, an 
Allen wrench set and a pair of pliers. A hidden crack (see the photo 
on p. 91 ) can make an old tool useless. Therefore, after you take a 
tool apart, wipe away grime with a rag. Then, check the tool's 
stress points. On a plane, the blade area and mouth are suscepti
ble to stress and so is the rear tote (for more on this, see the story 

Wise tool prospectors, armed with want lists and notes, scope 
out a table of hand planes and box lots of tool parts during the 
auction preview. A few of the bidders will snatch up bargains at 
the end of the auction just by outlasting their competitors. 



on p. 90). On chisels, check for mallet-caused damage and for 
splits where the tang meets the handle. 

Check for missing or substitute parts. Here again, a manual 
makes it easy to compare a pans list against the actual tool. At the 
least, a catalog will show a drawing or photo of what the tool 
should look like. In addition, the tools themselves can reveal 
where parts are absent. A threaded hole with nothing attached 
may indicate a missing fence, for example. 

Rule #2: Look at what tool collectors don 't. One of my best 
bargains came about because a collector shunned a tool. The 
owner of a panel-raising plane had restored his tool by refinishing 
it. The tool looked beautiful to me, but not to a collector. Without 
its original finish, the plane sold for one-tenth of its value. 

Rule #3: Buy parts and pieces. Occasionally, it's a good idea to 
buy a box lot or two of tool parts because you'll often find a tool 
with something missing. The tool may be offered cheaply and be 
in good shape otherwise. To complete the tool, you can simply 
connect the right part from your stock. My best hand tools have 
come this way (see the bottom photo at right). 

Rule #4: Take it easy. There will always be another tool like the 
one you want. Don't feel forced into buying a marginal tool or one 
that costs more than it's wonh. It took me nearly three years to put 
together my assorUnent of hand tools, and I 'm still refining it. 

Where to acquire old hand tools 
Vintage tool hunters basically have three avenues where they can 
buy tools: flea markets, auctions and dealers. Depending on 
where you live, the used-tool scene can be quite disorganized and 
the prices arbitrary. Always remember, it's "buyer beware." 

Flea markets offer the best bargains, but they'll cost you en
ergy and time (pleasant work for me). At many flea markets, you 
may only find one tool. But, it's likely you'll be able to buy it cheap. 
My favorite buy was a mint-condition Millers Falls bit brace-just 

3. You can cover a flea market quickly once you learn to spot tool 
tables from a distance. When you find a tool, don't be afraid to 
batter. Rarely have I had to pay the marked or asking price. 

Auctions provide the best selection of tools, but be wary of 
auction fever. There'll be lots of tools for sale, so wait for a good 

Sources of Tool Group of Canada, 1 12 
Holmcrest Trail, Scarborough, supply Ont. ,  Canada NT M 1 C  1V5 

The Tool and Trades Historical For a more complete list of tool 
Society, 60 Swarliey Lane, groups, dealers, auctions and 

publications, send $ 1  to Bob Swanley, Kent, U.K. BR8 7JG 

Vogel, New England Tool Your Country Auctioneer Inc. ,  
Collectors Assoc. ,  164 Chestnut 63 Poor Farol Road, 
St. , N. Easton, MA 02356-261 1. Hillsboro, NH 03244 

Associations, auction houses National Antique Tool Auction, 
and workshops: 4729 Kutztown Road, 

Early American Industries Temple, PA 19560 

Association, PO Box 2128, ESP David Stanley Auctions, Stordon 
Albany, NY 12220-0128 Grange, Osgathorpe, 

Society of Workers in Early Leicester, U.K. LEl 2  9SR 

Arts and Trades, 606 Lake Warwick Country Workshops 
Lena Blvd., Auburndale, FL (plane clinics), 1 E. Ridge Road, 
33823 Warwick, NY 10990 

Photos except where nOl.ed: Alec \Vaters 

There are other places to look for secondhand tools besides 
auctions and flea markets. Here, Hubert asks about a pair of 
calipers being offered by a tailgate dealer, who temporarily has set 
up shop in the parking lot outside the Cabin Fever Auction. This 
old-tool auction is held every February in Nashua, N.H. 

Put together for less than one-:fourth the price of a complete 
plane, this Stanley combination plane is the author's pride and 
joy. Assembled from parts acqui1'ed from flea markets, auctions 
and tool dealers, this non-original plane makes a perfectly good 
woodworking tool, even though it's unacceptable to a collector. 

Antique and Books and publishers: 
used-tool dealers: 

Dictionary of Woodworking 
Tom Witte's Antiques, PO Box Tools, R.A. Salaman, revised by 
399, Mattawan, MI 49071 Phillip Walker, 1990, The 

Taunton Press Inc. ,  PO Box 
Bob Kaune Antique and Used 

5506, Newtown, CT 06470 
Tools, 51 1 W. 1 1 th St. ,  
Port Angeles, WA 98362 The Antique Tool Collector's 

Two Chislers, 1864 Glen Moor 
Guide to Value, Ronald S. 
Barlow, 1985, Windmill 

Drive, Lakewood, CO 80215 
Publishing Co. ,  2147 Windmill 

Iron Horse Antiques, View Road, EI Cajon, CA 92020 
PO Box 4001, Pittsford, VT 

Rest01'ing, Tuning and Using 
05763 

Classic Woodworking Tools, 
Roger K. Smith, PO Box 177, Michael Dunbar, 1989, Sterling 
Athol, MA 01331 Publishing Co. ,  387 Park Ave. S. ,  

Martin Donnelly Antique Tools, New York, NY 10016 

31 Rumsey St. ,  PO Box 281, Astragal Press, PO Box 338, 
Bath, NY 14810 Mendham, N] 07945 
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tool at the right price. To minimize overbidding, first get the auc
tion preview list, even if you have to buy it, and then use preview 
time wisely (see the bottom photo on p. 88). Some auctions have 
previewing the day before; and some require an admittance fee. 
After I check off items from my want list, I allow five minutes for 
inspecting each tool. This gives me enough time, even when 
there's a crowd. If there's no preview list, try to arrive when pre
viewing begins. Do a once over to spot-check all the tools. Then 
go back and fully inspect items that interest you. 

Second, mark down the maximum price you're willing to pay 
for a tool. I often write the figure on the back of my bidding 
card along with the lot number (this prevents me from bidding on 
a tool that looks identical to the one I want). Once you've arrived 
at a figure, don't exceed that limit. You'll be strongly tempted to 
bid another five dollars in hopes of winning a tool, but this rarely 
works. One exception is when you're bidding against a dealer
they're usually conservative, disciplined bidders. Once they reach 
their cutoff, you can often buy an item at just a slightly higher 
bid. On the other end of the spectrum are the collectors. Avoid 
getting in a bidding war with a collector-they often bid quite 

Stalking a secondhand plane 

aggressively when pursuing a tool for their collection. 
Third, to save yourself grief, don't bid on something you haven't 

inspected. I've wound up with lemon tools because I didn't in
spect them first. If you can't attend an auction, you may still be 
able to place a sight-unseen absentee bid, but it is risky. If you're 
determined to take a risk at an auction, buy a cheap box lot. 

Fourth, check out the tailgate tool market, where dealers peddle 
their wares in event parking lots (see the top photo on p. 89). 

Dealers have hard-to;[ind tools, but their prices are frequent-
1y higher than those at flea markets and auctions. Many tool deal
ers sell via mail order and issue some kind of catalog. The cata
logs usually list prices and describe tools and their condition. 
Before you order from a dealer, verify that he has a flexible 
return policy. Most dealers also have a listing service in which 
they'll locate something from your want list. Finally, keep an eye 
open for antique dealers who double as tool dealers. D 

Bob Hubert jr. works for an architectural firm. He likes to build 
period and modern furniture for his Harvard, Mass., home. 

by Maurice Fraser 

Acquiring a new hand plane can mean 
spending good time tuning it or else spend
ing dearly for a ready-to-use deluxe model 
(see the photo below). Another option is to 
hunt for a usable old classic. So you won't 
have to hunt in the dark, I ' ll describe what 
to watch for when pursuing a used plane, 
and I'll explore their inner workings. 

plane (14 in. to 1 5  in. long) zaps wood to di
mension, the jointer plane (18 in. to 24 in.) 
straightens curves, and the smooth plane 
(8 in. to 9% in.) polishes surfaces. Except 
for size, the three types are built alike. 

parallel-thicknessed irons, which ensure 
that the mouth-to-blade fit is constant. In 
addition, both Norris and Stanley blades 
have a cap iron bolted to them called, col
lectively, the "double iron . "  Both planes 
lock the double iron to the throat opening 
with a pivoting lever cap. 

Basic plane anatomy 
A plane is, essentially, a chisel locked in a 
guiding body. Standard bench planes are of 
three types-each for a special job. The jack 

British and American traditions 
The best metal planes are either the wood
en-core British models, exemplified by 
the classic Norris, or the open-shell cast
iron planes, perfected by the Stanley plane
makers of Connecticut. 

Norris and Stanley-type metal planes boast 

Inspiring smoothers: The mint-condition used planes in the background (an A-6 Norris, 
left, and a Stanley #41j2, right) are hard to find. But, a few new planes borrow features 
from these originals, as shown in the foreground: Bristol Design 's P-40 (left center), 
J Warshafsky's 04 Reed (left front) and Record's Calvert-Stevens CS-88 (right front). 
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Norris-type lever caps are on an axle and 
tighten to the blade by the turn of a bolt. 
Stanley-type lever caps are captured under 
a bolt head and snap tight with a clever cam 
action: The lever cap consistently forces 
the blade onto the back of the throat (cut
ter seat). However, the ideal, integral seat 
isn't feasible in a cast body, so Stanley-types 
have a screw-on cutter seat or frog, which 
allows adjustment. But, often more a liabili
ty than an asset, the frog permits chatter on 
heavy cuts, and its blade-positioning range 
can be narrow. Furthermore, Stanley-type 
frogs wander during adjustment, and re
alignment is by tedious trial and error. By 
contrast, the Norris-type cutter seat is sim
ple. It is cut into the solid wood interior and 
is not adjustable. 

Adjusters: Stanley vs. Norris 
Both Stanley and later Norris metal planes 
rely on mechanisms to control both depth 
of cut and side-to-side evenness. Stanley 
planes separate the two modes of adjust
ment. For depth, a brass wheel's rotation 
pushes a forked lever downward, carrying 
the blade with it. Sideways movement is 
via a pivoting upright lever, whose end is 
captive in a blade slot. Norris planes com
bine the two motions in a single ingenious, 
but awkward, mechanism (see the inset 
photo on p. 91). 

Stanley's two-part adjustment system is re-

Photo this page, Beryl Goldberg 



Checking used plane parts: What to avoid A Stanley "Bailey" #4 smooth plane assembled 

Lever cap has 
superficial rust. 

Cap iron 
edge needs 
straightening. 

Blade has pitted back 

Cap-iron screw 

Cam-actuated 
locking lever 
moves hard. 

Slot for depth adjuster 

S lot for lateral adjuster 

�' Lateral adjustment lever sticks. 

Reject blade 
-less than 
� in. left. � 

Front knob has 
been replaced. 

--_ .  -- - � 

Frog 

Throat has nick. Frog setscrews 

Norris-type adjuster 

move iron 
laterally. 

Cup receives 
head of 

cap-iron 
screw. 

Sole of body 
needs flattening. 

Disassembly reveals problems and virtues: The parts on the left show what to be wary 
of when buying an old plane. The assembled plane (top right) is fully restored. The Norris
type adjuster (bottom right) is taken from a new Record plane (carried by Garrett Wade). 

liable and responsive. Even over-used Stan
leys adjust with finesse. But a well-pre
served Norris adjusts less finely, and it 's 
easy to over-tighten the lever cap. 

What to look for 
Since orrises are rare and ultra expensive, 
start by looking for the upper-end Stanley 
models: Bailey, Bed Rock and Gage. Liberty 
Bell and Defiance are Stanley's lesser 
models and may not tune up as well. Most 
generic "Stanleys" (unsigned) are cheapies 
and no bargain. Leave exotic brands to the 
collectors, and as a rule, avoid (or haggle 
for) planes with mixed parts. 

If you're patient and observant, you can 
avoid buying a plane that will need major 
work. The photo above shows a few fea
tures that can make or break a deal. 

Body: Normal rust and pitting won't affect 
a plane's  function, but cracks (common 
arotmd the mouth) are risky and can wors
en. Check the sole against a straightedge or 
a sole of known flatness. If light shows 

Pholos Ihis page: Susan Kahn 

through, the sole will need flattening. 

Handles: Avoid planes without totes. In 
addition, broken or badly mended totes are 
like ill-fitting running shoes-no bargain is 
worth the misery. ote that the totes of 
long and short planes are not interchange
able. Broken or missing front knobs are re
placeable. You can remedy a loose knob or 
tote by screwing in the retaining bolt or 
shortening it. 

Blades: Preferably, a blade should be the 
same make as the plane. A blade ground 
down to 3/4 in. or less from its long slot has 
little life left (and may have only unhard
ened steel left in it). Rust pitting on a 
blade's bevel face is acceptable, but not on 
the cutting face. The blade's back should be 
flat and unscored or else proper cap-iron fit 
will be impossible. Avoid bent blades. 

Cap iron and lever cap: When screwed 
tight, no light should show at the cap iron's 
junction with the blade's edge (chips will 

clog here). If the cap iron is a substitute, its 
adjuster slot may not align with the depth 
lever. This limits blade extension, so check 
out the blade-depth range. A chipped lever 
cap corner won't affect planing, but the 
leading contact edge should be straight. 

Adjuster and threaded parts: If the brass 
wheel is rust-frozen, applying WD-40 or oil 
may or may not free the motion. The yoke 
should be astride the wheel and freely move 
with it without rattling. Reject a broken 
yoke. The lateral adjustment lever can be 
bent and still function perfectly. Screws 
should all turn and have reasonably criSp 
slots and rust-free threads. The lever-cap 
capture bolt must turn to allow tension ad
justment, but rusted frog bolts may never 
require further use if the frog is set right. If 
you can, try the tool then and there. 

D 
Maurice Fraser teaches woodworking 
at the YWCA 's Craft Students' League in 
New York City. 
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If yotive ever had the 
experience of uncrating a 
new Delta machine, you 
know what it feels like. 

You now own the very 
best. And yotive got well 
over half a century of 
tradition sitting right there 
in your shop. 

At that moment, the 
notion of getting all that 
you paid for (and then 
some), is a pretty good 
feeling. 
So you take a couple 

steps back, check it out 
and give it a grin. 
In the spirit of that 

moment, we thought we'd 
give you a little something 
extra to grin about� 

Everything you see 
here has either a rebate or 
an extra value COlUlected 
with it. Who knows. With 
a few extra dollars in your 
pocket or a few extra 
goodies for your shop, you 
just might be uncrating 
several of these beauties. 

Just get your best 
price from your Delta 
dealer, then get a rebate 
check directly from Delta. 
All free accessories, except 
for the Unisawe offer, come 
packaged with the tool. 

At the very least you'll 
get more than you paid for. 

Building 

• On TraditiOn 

•• C E LTA 
A Pentair Company 

For in/ormation on 
these and other new 
products, call tolljreejar 
the name oj yaur nearest 
Delta dealer. Delta 
International Machinery 
Corp., Pittsburgh, PA, 
800-438-2486. In Canada, 
call: 519-836-2840 . 
• All offefs good only from participating di8trlb
utonl in the continental u.s., Alaska, Hawaii 
and Cenada. from January llhru March 31, 
1993. To qualify, machines must be pur· 
chaaecI complete wlIh motors and eIectrIcaIs. 
Free accessories only while supplies last. 

was lhe last lime you 
S75 REBATES 

Our 1V2 HP Wood Shaper with adjustable 
fence fingers redefines the art of wood

shaping. And our 10" Tilting Arbor Saw is 
loaded with features found on more expen

sive saws. Both are priced to fit comfortably 
into your shop. And now we're increasing 

that comfort level even more with 
a $75 rebate on either machine. 

GREAT FROM 
ANY ANGLE 

Our new 32" Radial 
Drill Press has five 

spindle speeds, 
swiveling head, 

traveling ram. Flex
ibility at any angle. 

Complete with free 
%:' U!" and %" 

Forstner style bits. 
(Shown with 

accessory table.) 

CLASSIC DEAL 
Our 14" Wood Cutting 
Bandsaw with % HP 
motor; enclosed stand 
and 6%" thick cutting 
capacity is very simply, 
a classic. Comes with a 
fifty dollar rebate check 
from Delta. 

FREE PLANS, DADO HEAD 
AND TABLE INSERT 

Sharpen your cutting skills on our 10" Table 
Saw (Model 34-670) by building a bookcase. 

Learn precision rabbeting, grooving or 
ploughing with a free carbide-tipped 

adjustable dado head and table insert. 



got more than you paid for? 

ONE OF A KIND 
The real deal here is precision. 

More of it than you 've ever had 
in one saw. The original 10" 
Contractor's Saw® with 30" 

Unifence® Saw Guide (Model 
34-445) lets you handle the big 
jobs, perfectly. And we figured 
you could probably handle fifty 

bucks back from Delta. 

PICK A WINNER 
The Delta Unisa� 10" Tilting 

Arbor Saw. Buy any model 
Unisaw and then take your pick 

of either a $100 Rebate or a 
Free Accessories Package con

sisting of a Work Support Roller 
Stand and three different 

Carbide Tipped Saw Blades 
(combined retail value $230). 

PRECISION DRILLING 
AND MORE 
A great 12" Bench Drill Press 
5 speeds, �' capacity chuck, 
becomes an even greater value 
when you add sanding 
capability. We'll add it for 
you, free. 

READER SERVICE 0. 70 

PRECISION 
DRILLING AT 
YOUR 
FINGERTIPS 
Our 16 W' Drill Press 
has 12 speeds, % HP 
motor and %" capac
ity chuck. A free 
accessory utility tray 
keeps drill bits within 
easy reach. 



"THE INNOVATIVE STORAGE SYSTEM" 
AMERICAN DESIGNED 

DESIGNED 
FOR 

ANYONE 
WITH 

SOMETHING 
TO STORE! 

AMERICAN MADE 
PATENTED 

ORGANIZES 
SMALL 
PARTS 

OF 
ANY 

KINO! 

FIVE INTERLOCKING STACKABLE TRAYS 
WITH HANDLES IN A 5 GALLON BUCKET 
THE COMPLETE SYSTEM 
$22.95 + $3.75 Shipping ea. 

Consists of Five Interlocking 
Stackable Trays with Handles, 

in a Five Gallon Bucket with Lid. 

SET OF FIVE TRAYS ONLY 
$19.95 + $3.75 Shipping ea. 

Our Trays fit most 5 Gallon Buckets 
and come with a Lifetime Guarantee. 
MasterCard, VISA, Checks or Money Orders Accepted 

Order 24-Hours a Day - 7 Days a Week Call: 1-800-248-8707 
JOURNEYMAN PRODUCTS, LTD. 

IlEADER SEll VICE NO. B8 

Woodworker's 
HARDWARE 
Monutodu-etl Hardware For The Home Craft.-non 

F R E E  C A T A L O G  
Huge line of SPECIALIZED Cabinet 

and Furniture Hardware_ 
• Knobs • Cabinet Accessories 
• Pulls • Connectors 
• Hinges • Locks 
• Drawer Slides • Abrasives 
• Lighting Much, Much More! 

Send or call for FREE CATALOG 
P.O. Box 784 St. Cloud, MN 56302 

1 ·800·383·01 30 
IlEADER SERVICE NO. 1 2  

The world's most precise radial 
arm saw cross cut at tachment. 
�aoS��a��t���:��:��h. 
Instant right or left 
hand operation. 

Machined, anodized 
aluminum housing. 

Fits radial arm saw 
fences up to 3/4 inch 
wide. 

Full 2 sq. Inch chrome 
plated mar proof fence 
clamp. 

Money back satisfaction 
guarantee. 

ONLY $29-95 
Plus $3_00 S&H CA Beaidenta add Ale. ta.z. 

TO ORDER SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO: 
AFM ENGINEERING P_O. Box 56 • Arcadia, CA 91006 

II EADER SERVICE NO. 98 

University of 
Rio Grande, Ohio 
2-year Associate Degree in 
Fire Wood Wor1<ing 

Technology 
Program Emphasis: 

• Custom furniture construction 
• Hand and power tool techniques 

• Joints & fasteners 
• Wood turning and carving 

• Furniture design 
• Finishing 

• Jig & fixture design 
• Wood bending 

• Business management 
Knowledgeable instructors, small class size 
and excellent facilities combine to make this 
program truly unique. For more information 
call Lonnie Bird at 1-614-245·5353. or in 
Ohio 1-800-282·7201 toll-free. 

I 
FINE 
WOOD WORKING 

• TECHNOLOGY 
UNIVERSITY OF 
RIO GRANDE 
RIO Grande, OH 45674 

NORTHSTATE 
15" PLANERS LENEAVE QUALITY-SINCE 1 957 NORTHSTATE NORTHSTATE 

WIDE BELT SANDER DUST COLLECTORS 

• Model 310: $810 
• Powerful 3 hp motor 
• Cast iron construction 
• Magnetic switch 
• 1 year warranty 
• Dust hood 
• Anti-kickback 
• Stand included 

NORTHSTATE 
10", 12", 14" CABINET 
SHOP SAWS 

• BIESEMEYER, VEGA, 
EXCALIBUR 
fences ava i lable 

• 3, 5, 7-1/2 hp motors 
• Magnetic controls 
• Cast iron top 
• Uni-Iock fence 
• VERY HIGH QUALITY 
• $1, 150w/std fence 
• $1,250with 50' rip fence 

• HTC MOBILE BASES 

NORTHSTATE PLANERS NORTHSTATE 

• Model 315: $B59 
• Same features as the 

Model 310 plus: 
• Table extension 
• 2 speeds 

NORTHSTATE CABINET 
SHOP SHAPER 

• 20', 5 hp: $1,360 
• 24', $2,795 • 5 hp & 7-1/2 hp 

NORTHSTATE 
BANDSAWS 
• 14', 1 hp: $425 • 18', 2 hp: $795 
• 20': $1,495 
• 24': $2.465 

8" CABINET 
SHlfP JOINTER 

• Heavy cast iron const. 
• 2 hp, single phase 
· 9'  x 67" bed 
• 3 knife cutter head 
• Dual tilt fence 
• Magnetic controls 
• SALE: $795 
• 6· jointer: $395 

12" jointer: 51,895 
• Delta 8" jointer: CALL! 

PORTER CABLE 
330: Sander: $57 
332: Orbital Sander: $68 333: Orbital Sander: 578 
351: Sander: $137 
352: Sander: $141 

• 3 hp/l ph, 5 hp/3 ph 360: Sander: $176 

• 2 speed-reversible 361: Sander: $166 

• 2 spindles: 3/4', 1-1/4' 
362: Sander: $184 

• 1/2', l' available 
363: Sander: $182 
505: Sander $115 • Router collets avail. 555: Plate Jointer: $163 • Cast iron table 630: Router: 5121 • Spring hold down & 690: Router: $131 

5116: Omnijig: $249 
7116: Omnijig: $289 
7334: Orbital Sander: 5117 
7335: Orb. Sander: $125 
7519: Router: $223 
7538: Router: $223 
7539: Router: $262 
7549: VS jigsaw: $143 
9118: Plane Kit: $198 
9627: Rec. Saw: $134 
97310: Lam. Trim Kit: $184 
9853: Cordless drill: $149 

HITACHI miter gauge ···PORTER CABLp • • • Extra heavy duty complete line available CI5FB: Mitre Saw: $369 
• 1 year warranty DEWALT CBFB:Comp.Mitre: $434 

MOULDERS 

• Four and Five Head Models 
• Variable speed 
• All cast-iron construction 
• 2-1/4' x 6' capacity 
• Designed to make high 

quality moulding at the 
lowest possible cost 

RAISED PANEl 
DOOR MACHINE 

• 51,095 TR-12: PI. Router: $169 • Tilt spindle model avail. 7790: Radial Arm Saw: $1195 Dl0DFKBE: Cordless drill: $148 UNIQUE: Machine all five :
*
�iding Table mod!�,!:ail. 1765: Belt/Disc Sander: $485 CB75F: Re/band-saw: CALL components with only one FREEBORN All Dewa� Ind. radial arm saws avail. MI2V: 3 1/4 hp, vs router: $223 t 

Sh '1 bl • Mini-Max Machinery 
opera or 

• Best buy in the industry! 
• Variable speed 
• Platen head • Dual motors 
• Heavy cast iron & steel 
• Plate construction 
• 1O, 15, & 20 hp 
• 25' List: $8,650 
• SALE: 55,895, 1 5  hp • SN4 .................... $466 
• 37" List: $1 2,900 • SN325 ................ $399 
• SALE: $8,888, 20 hp • SFNZ .................. $378 • Phase converter avail. • SFNI .................. $259 • Econ. 24·: $3,990 • SKS ............... _ .... 5249 • Econ. 36·: $4,900 

• • • • • • • • • • • • LSZ ...................... $247 
• MINI MAX • LS5 ...................... $254 
• MACHINERY. • PW ...................... $345 
• • • • • • • • • • • EMGLO 1-1/2 HP 

AAA C e LTA compressor .... ...... $299 
34-782: Unisaw & Al l models - Call lor promo prices 
46-541: Lathe: Call lor promo price 
43-375: Shaper: Call for special 
40-560: 1 6 ' Scroll Saw NEW ! : $184 
40-601: Scrol l  Saw - CALL! 
31-730: Be lt/Disc Sander: - CALL! 
37-350: 8' Jointer w/stand: - CALL! 
34-444: 10' Contr. Saw: $614 
34-445: 10' w/Unifence _ CALL! • BIESEMEYER 

28-283: 1 4' Bandsaw _ CALL! • VEGA 

28-245: 1 4" Bandsaw w/access: 
• EXCALIBUR 
• PARALOK 

17-900: 1 6-1/2' Dri l l  Press: - CALL! 
• UN IFENCE 

43-355: Shaper NEW! . 
33-990: 1 0' Radia l  Arm Saw: $539 

lences av .. lable 

36-755: Tilt arbor saw NEW! 
32-100: Plate Jointer - NEW! CALL! 
22-540: 12' planer NEW! - Call for promo price 
Stock leeders: 34-985, 34-994, 34-995 -Call lor promo price 
**Complete Delta line avai lable_** 

aper cutters ava, a e 
• Adjustable Clamps LENEAVE MACHINERY & SUPPLY COMPANY 

Prices Subject to Change 305 West Morehead St., Charlotte, NC 28202 (704) 376-7421; Toll free outside NC 800-442-2302 
• We try not to be undersold, 

tell us our competitors' prices. 
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Fme WqqcMbrktngo 
Index to issues 92 through 97 

A 
Acetone, qualities of, 92:81, 82 
Acrylic sheet, vs. polycarbonate, 95: 10 
Albers, Marjorie K., Amana People and Their 

Furniture. The, reviewed, 97: 1 14 
Aliphatic resin glue (yellow), shelf life of, 93:8 
Allen, Sana, Wood Joiner'S Handbook, 

reviewed, 92: 1 16 
Aluminum, source for, 97:54 
American Chestnut Foundation, address for, 

92:72 
Angles, setting, 95:60-63, 97:6 
Armoire. See \Vardrobes. 
Assembly tables, making, 95:3841 

B 
Balls, bowling, as furniture components, 

%: 1 18-20 
Bandsaws: 

blades for, taping, 95: 16 
dovetails on, jig for, %:66-69 
duplex, 95: 104 
fence for, magnetic, 93:20 
logs on, ripping ftxture for, 92: 18-20 
metal cutting on, 96:22 
ripping on, 92:57, 59 
speed reduction of, 96:22 
supply sources for, 95:102 
tapers on, 95:48 
tapers on, segment jig for, 92:91 
tenon widths on, 95:75 
tire brush for, 95:53 
tire source for, 95:50 
tires for, crowning, 95:51-53, 97:8 
tires for, replacing, 95:50-51, 96:6-8 
tracking problems With, diagnosing, 93:24 
tuning, 93:24 
wheels ofs, 94: 14 
wheels of, balancing, 95:53 
See also Push Slicks. 

Baskets, brown ash, 97:64 
Beads: 

on quarter columns, 93:80, 81 
See also Scratch beader. 

Beams, glulam, glue for, %:45-46 
Beds: 

captain's, building, 97:53-56 
fULOn-<:ouch convertible, addenda to, 92: 12 
pickled white-oak, 93: 1 1 4  
rail fasteners for, reviewed, 97: 1 18 

Benches, Shaker-spoof, 97: 130 
Bevels: 

angle-setting, 97:6 
with sine-bar, 95:63 
on tablesaw, safety in, 92:6 
thicknessing jig for, 95:48 

Birdhouses, making, 92: 60-61 
Bits: 

auger, seating, 93:6-8 
for drill presses, 94:58, 59 
panel-raising, vertical, 94:66, 68 
for plastiC, making, 92: 16 
router, 93:45 
rOllter, metric, 96:24 
router, panel, 94:40 
romer, premium-quaUty, 95: 102 
router, in shapers, 97:26-28 
shaper, with routers, 96:24 

sharpening, 94:59 
shear-dado router, source for, 95:85 
slot<U(ter, narrow, 96:52 
for threading jigs, 95:78 
T-slot, for joinery, 97:72, 73 
See also Transfer punches. 

Boats. See Kayaks. 
Bookcases: 

barrister's, making, 96:51-55 
book on, reviewed, 93: 1 10 
hutch-, Douglas-fir, 94:84 

Book stands, pedestal, apple, 97:65 
Bowls: 

glue-block mounting of, 94:70-72 
with router and saw, book on, 97: 1 10 

Bowls, turned, bottom-finishing method for, 
96: 1 4  

Boxes: 
bases for, fitted, 96:71-72 
flocking for, applying, 95:86-87 
kerf-bent, %:70-73 
kerf-bent, books on, %:73 
lids for, 92:24, %:71-72 
multi-drawered, 93: 1 14 
pauJownia, 93:50 
wooden-spring integral latch for, 92:22 

Boxes, turned: 
lids for, pop-on, 97: 16 
lids for, threaded, 95:76-79 
stamp, making, 97:76-77 

Bmces, bits in, seating, 93:6-8 
Brass: 

lacquer for, 94:54, 97:81 
source for, 94:54, 97:54 

Briefcases, paulownia, 93:51 
Brown, John, Welsh Stick Chairs, reviewed, 

93: 1 10 
Buchanan, George, Making Stringed 

Instruments, reviewed, 96: 1 12 
Bureaus: 

building, with movement allowances, 
94:3841 

curved-sided, making, 95:64-66 
history of, 97:74 
narrow small, 95: 100 
with quarter columns, making, 93:80-82 

Burris-Meyer and Cole, Scenery for the rilleatre, 
cited, 97:63 

Business: 
newsletter on, 96: 1 18 
starting, questionnaire for, 92: 126 

C 
Cabinets: 

bay laurel, 97: 126 
book on, reViewed, 97: 1 10 
face-frame for, 93:47-48 
freestanding, box-beam rigidity for, 92:52, 

54 
inlaid William-and-Mary, 94: 104 
kitchen, paint for, 93:26 
wall-hung, cleats for, 96:64, 65 
See also Comer cupboards. 

CAD. See Computers. 
Calipers, combination square as, 97:6 
Canoes, making, instruction in, 96: 1 18 
Carbon tetrachloride, nature of, 94:8 
Oucases: 

book on, reviewed, 97: 1 10 

This alphabetical index covers all the issues of Fine Woodworking 

magazine published during 1992, that is, FWW #92 through #97. 

Sta1·ting in 1988, Fine Woodworking has published annual indexes 

as follows: 1988 is in FWW # 74 (#66 through # 73), 1989 is in 

FWW #80 (# 74 through # 79), 1990 is in FWW #86 (#80 through 

#85), 1991 is in FWW #92 (#86 through #91). The Taunton Press 

also sells a cumulative index covering 1975 through 1984 (issues 

# 1 th ro ugh #50) for $3. 95. A s upplement  covering issues 

#51 through #65 is, regrettably, out of print. The format of each 

index reference is issue number.page numbers. A hyphen between 

page n umbers means the discussion is continuous; commas 

between page numbers indicate an intermittent discussion. This 

index, like all previous indexes to Fine Woodworking, was 

prepared by Harriet Hodges, chairmaker, of New Castle, Va. 

bUilding, with movement allowances, 
94:3841 

curved, construction method for, 95:64-66 
ftnger-jointed wardrobe, 93:46-48 
on bases, T-slot joinery for, 97:75 
with quarter-coJumn recesses, 93:82 
rabbeted screwed, 96:52, 53 
squaring, after gluing, 95:45 
See also Feet. Legs. Torsion-box 

construction. 
Carousels, museum for, traveling, 97: 128 
Carving: 

of cockleshells, 92:87-89 
on doors, 92:92-93 
grid-pattern, 97:69 
in mesquite, 97:95, 97 
Nepalese ancient, 94: 106-108 
See also Sculpture. 

Cedar: 
fmishes for, 95:22 
fumes from, and lacquer, 95:22 

Center finders, making, 95: 12 
Chairs: 

architecturally based, 93:72-73 
books on, Cited, 96:89 
captain's, backrest construction for, 93:24-

26 
Craftsman-style custom-fined, 96:92 
design of, and grain, 95:58-59 
easy, custom-fitted, %:93 
helical-spring, 97: 130 
high, latching mechanism for, 94: 16 
Klismos, custom-fitted, 96:93 
I�Jcific maple, 97: 126 
Queen-Anne Texas mesquite, 97:97 
repairing, 92:8 
seats for, duplicator jig for, 97:67-69 
seatS for, grid-pattern carving, 97:69 
side, lacquered maple, 97:65 
sizing, fixture for, %:88-91 
Welsh stick, book on, 93: 1 10 
See also Couches. \Vindsor chairs. 

Chamfers, end-work router fixture for, 96:85-
87 

Cherry (prunus serotin.): 
color variations in, mitigating, 97:34 
oil finish for, 97:57 
shrinkage rate of, 97:4 

Chestnut (Castanea dentata): 
discussed, 92:70-71 
staining, 92:73 

Chestnut (Castanea sativa), qualities of, 92:72-
73 

Chest of drawers. See Bureaus. 
Chests: 

bombi: trompe d'oeil, 92: 1 28 
curly maple silver, 92:78 
curved-sided ebonized, 95:64 
Douglas-ftr, 94:84 
history of, 97:74 
in P-JciJic white oak and walnut, 97: 128 
silver, CarthUSian, 93: 120 
"Treasure Ox," 97: 132 

Chippendale, 1110mas, Gentleman and Cabinet
Makers Director, recommended, 97: 128 

Chisels: 
hand-forged, reviewed, 97: 1 16-18 
sharpening, 94:12 
storage for, 94: 18 

Chucks: 

removing, wedges for, 92:6 
See also Bowls: glue-block mounting of. 

Circular saws: 
book on, reviewed, 97: 1 10 
plywood-<:utting, guide systems for, 95:82-

85 
Clamps: 

bar, with auto jacks, 94: 12 
bencll-<:onverting tablesaw-top, 97: 14-16 
G, nut tighteners for, 94: 12 
cabinet, reViewed, 96: 122 
cam, laying-out method for, 93: 18 
from coil springs, 92:22 
from bicycle cams, 97: 18-20 
go-bar ceiling, 95: 18-20 
handles for, 97:22 
long-reach, wedges for, 93:64 
miter, reviewed, 96: 122 
pipe, rack for, 96:20 
from ropes, 95: 10 
sawhorse hold-down, 94:20 
straight-line toggle, as jacks, 97:61 
toggle, discussed, %:74-77 
wedges as, 93:63-65 

Clocks: 
faces for, synthetiC porcelain, 97:66 
tall, 97:66 

CocklesheUs: 
making, with rOUler aid, 92:87-89 
of tapered segments, 92:90-91 

Coco bolo (Dalbergia retusa), color of, 
discussed, 95:28-30 

Coffee tables: 
glaSS-LOpped, making, 92:67-69 
glass-topped, with turned legs, 96:82, 84 
veneered, 95: 100 
Columbaria, oak, 93:72 

Columns: 
glued-up reeded, making, 95:47-49 
turning, 96:82 
quarter, beaded, 93:80, 81 
quarter, 1 10°, 95:6 
quarter, reeding, 93:80, 81 

Competitions, Philadelphia Museum of Art 
1992, 93: 1 14 

Compressed-air systems, vacuum devices fort 
source for, 93:10 

Computers: 
bulletin board for, WOOdworkers', 92:122 
cabinets for, computer-designcd, 92:62 
for design work, 92:62-65 
desks for, book on, 93: 1 1 0  
desks for, building, 92:52-54 
FWlV index for, reviewed, 92:122-24 
pivoting platforms for, source for, 92:53 
plywood-cutting programs for, 92:63-64 

(errata, 93: 10), 92:63-64 (errata, 93:8-10) 
Contact cement, discussed, 96:47-48 
Comer cupboards, cockleshell for, making, 

92:87-89 
Couches: 

architectural Prairie-style, 97:84-86 
cushions of, ergomanic design for, 97:86 
futon convertible, addenda, 92: 1 2  
sLOrage in, 97:86 
with built-in light fixtures, 97:85, 86 

Countersinks, source for, 96:87 
Countertops, synthetic porcelain for, 97:66 
Cracks: 

ac.ross grain, explained, 97:26 
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Cracks 

repairing, 95:43 
Cribbage boards: 

drilling, 92:20, 96: 14-16 
freehand inlaid, 93:89-91 

Cup, removing, 95:44 
Cups, Sconish bicker, joinery of, 93: 1 16-18 
Cyanoacrylate glue: 

discussed, 96:48, 94:71 
for lathe mounting, 94:70-72 
for repairs, 92:8, 94:72 
safety with, 94 :71 
storage for, 92:28, 94:71 

D 
Dadoes: 

for plywood, 96:24-26 
router jig for, 92: 18, 93:48 
tablcS3W tW()..SlOP system fOf, 97:91, 92 

De Cristofaro, R. J.. Drill Press Book, TIle, 
reviewed, 95:98 

Dents, repairing, 95:43, 45 
Design: 

architecturally based, 93:72-73, 120 
books on, recommended, 97: 128-30 
of chairs, fixture for, 96:88-91 
of computer desks, 92:52-54 
and grain patters, 95:58-59 
around mist:lkes, 95:43, 44, 96: 10 
of octagons, method for, 93:22 
of "fun-iture," 97: 130 
of spirals. laying-out method for, 93: 18 
of toys, 96:30 
See also Computers. Models. 

Desks: 
book on, reviewed, 93: 1 10 
computer-designed, 92:62 
for computers, building, 92:52-54 
curly maple-ebony, 92:77 
Douglas-fir, 94 :85 
glass-topped, with turned legs, 96:83 
longleaf yellow pine, buttermed, 92: 120 
rOil-top mesquite, 97:96 
spinet-table convertible, 93:70-71 
See also Computers: desks for. 

Dial indicators, on tenoning jigs, 96:6 
Die grinders, for thread cutting, 95:77 
Diffriem, Niels, el aI., f1umanscale 1-2-3. 

Cited, 96:89 
Dividers, combination square as, 96:62 
Dolls, shaman, 95: 108 
Doors: 
bookcase, pivoting overhead, 96:52- 53 
gallery of, 92:92-93 
gl:lss removable spring-Io:lded, 96:52 
overhead, parallel mechanisms for, 96:52-55 
Douglas-fir (Pseudotsliga lnenziesil): 

finishing, 94:83 
furniture of, 94:84-85 
discussed, 94:80-83, 96:4-6 

Dovetails: 
approach to, 95:46 
end-work router fIXture for, %:85-87 
machine-cut, method for, %:66-67 
practice chest for, 96:63-65 
repairing, 95:44 
sliding, for moldings, 94:40-41 
sliding, rOUler jigs for, 93:68-70, 94:40, 

96: 12, 97:22 
sliding tapered, 96:63-64 
splined, jig for, 93:67 

Dowd, John, Sea Kayaki1lg, Cited, 95:70 
Dowel plugs, planing, 94: 18 
Dowels: 

bending, 93:30-32 
miniature, making, 96: 1 2  

Drawers: 
building, with movement allowance, 

94:39, 41 
for bureaus, making, 95:65, 66 
carcase-housed, making, 92:79 
dividers for, sliding-dovetail, 96:63-64 
dovetailed, 96:63-65 
squaring, after gluing, 95:45 
stops for, 95: 16-18 
underbed suspended, making, 97:54-55 
under-desk, for keyboards, 92:52, 53, 54 
veneered, process for, 95:28 
web-frame supports for, movement-

allowing, 94:38-41 
wooden-spring integral latch for, 92:22 

Drawings, pantograph for, 94:14 
Drill presses: 

angles on, with sine bar, 95:62 
angles on, riser block for, 94:58 
bits for, 94:58, 59 
book on, reviewed, 95:98 
chuck removal With, 92:6, 94:61 
clamp for, hole-registering, 96:76, 77 
depth-stop nuts of, unlocking, 96: 12 
discussed, 94:55-58 
grinding on, cautions for, 94:58 
hold-downs for, source for, 94:56 
hold-downs for, vacuum, 97:82-83 
milling with, router setup for, 93: 14 
multiple holes on, 92:20 
planers for, rotary, 97:82, 83 
pocket-hole ftxture for, 94:58 
redrilling on, safely, 96:4 
routing With, cautions for, 94:58 
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runout with, adjusting, 94:60, 61, 96:4 
sanding With, cautions for, 94:58 
spacing with, accurate, 95:62 
speeds for, 94 :56 
tuning, 94: 60-61 
V-blocks for, 94:57-58 
vises for, 94:58 

Drilling: 
for spokes, jig for, 97:78-79 
transfer punches for, 96:87 

Drills. See Bits. 
Drills, hand: 

bull's-eye alignment mark for, 93:22 
gear replacement for, 92:30 

Dulcimers, paulownia, 93:51 
Dust-collection systems: 

E 

for belt-disc sanders, 94:44 
for orbital sanders, 95:4-6 
for sanders, 92:50-5 I 

Ebony (DiosPYros spp.), toxicity of, 97:32 
Endgrain: 

discs of, stabiliZing, 95:22-24, 97:8-10 
gluing, %:50 
See also ROlllers: end-work fIXture for. 

Engler, Nick: 
Outdoor Structures, reviewed, 95:98 
Desks and Bookcases, reviewed, 93: 1 10 

Epoxy: 
coloring, for filler, 95:43 
discussed, 96:46-47 
as infill, for kerf-bending VOids, 94:73-75 
protecting, paint for, 95:70 
rapid-setting, 96:47 
resin, process of, 95 :68-70 
solvent for, 97:8 
spUnter repair With, 94:82 
for veneer, 93:32-34 

Ethanol, qualities of, 92:81 
Ethyl acetate, qualities of, 92:81 
Ethylene glycol, for large endgrain discs, 97:8 
Exhibitions: 

F 

Australian 1992, 94: \04-106 
Creative Arts Workshop, 97: 128 
Guild of Maine Woodworkers, 97:64-66 
lnternational Woodworking Machinery and 

Furniture Supply Fair 1992, 95: 106 
Pacific Coast Woods '92 (CA), 97: 126-28 
Rhode Island 1992, 95: 100 
Virgil,ia Lynch Gallery (RI), 95: 100 

Featherboards. See Hold-ins. 
Feeler gauges, drill bits as, 95: 12  
Feet: 

bracket movement-tolerant, building, 
97:72-75 

bun, hiStory of, 97:74 
Fences: 

aligning, 97:90 
auxiliary micro-adjustable, 96: 16, 97:91, 92 
auxiliary, for molding, 97:89 
auxiliary L-shaped, 97:89, 90-91 
aUXiliary, miter, 97:92 
clamps for, squeeze-action, 96:76 
high, 97:89, 90 
hold-in, constant-pressure, 95:.16 
from magnetic tool racks, 93:20 
miter-gauge, 97:92 
miter-gauge stop, 97:92 
miter-gauge, adjustable vs. fixed, 93:77-78 
quick-setting, 95: 12  
for rddial-arm saw molding, 95:80-81 
for radial-am' saw, stop for, 97:20 
rip, safely using, 97:87-91 
for rip-crosscut tablesaws, 93:54-55 
short, 97:91 
stop, making, 94:49, 95:61-62 
for tenon cuts, 95:72, 73, 74 

Fiberboard, sawing guide systems for, 
reviewed, 95:82-85 

Fillers: 
color matching with, 95:43 
sawdust-glue, 95:43 

Finger jOints, large, with router, 93:46 
Fingerboards. See Hold-ins. 
Finishes: 

for birdhouses, 92:61 
for boats, 92:28, 95:70 
brush method for, 95:46 
disaster with, 94: 106 
durable exterior, 92:28 
hairs in, fixing, 95:45 
and hide glue, 96:48 
information source for, 92:2 
naphtha surface check for, 95:46 
and new regulations, 95:6-8 
nontoxic, 96:30 
oil, fire hazards With, 92:83 
old, cleaning, 94:47 
patina of, discussed, 95:28-30 
for small objects, sprayed, 96: 16-18, 22 
slirring first, 95:46 
stripping, 93:84-88 
stripping, chlorine caution for, 94:6 
water-borne sprayed, safety of, 97:30 
See also French polish. Oil finishes. 

Fire: 

Penetr.tti.ng-oil finishes. Re,finishing. 
Spmy equipment. Tung oil 

preventing, habits for, 95:4 
shop destruction by, 96: 120 

Flocking: 
applying, method for, 95:86-87 
source for, 95:86 

Flutes (grooves): 
carving, after router rough-out, 92:89 
router jig for, 93:48 
tapered, making, 95:54-57 

Forests: 
and banned imports, 96: 120 
benefit auction for, 96: 1 18 
responsibility to, books on, 93: 1 14, 96: 1 10 

Formaldehyde: 
danger from, 93:28-30 
sealant for, 93:30 

Frame-and-panel: 
finishing, 94:68 
for drawers, 94:39, 40-41 
panels for, machined, 94:65-68 

Frames: 
damps for, from coil springs, 92:22 
with cope-and-stick cuners, 96:52, 53 

French polish: 
applying, 94:47-48 
Frid, Tage, Tage Frid Teaches 

Woodworking, recommended, 97: 128 
Furniture: 

convertible, 93:68-71 
knockdown, wedges for, 93:65 
making, book on, 97: 128 
office, book on, 93: 1 10 
Shaker, book on, 93: 1 10, 97: 128 

G 
Games. See also Cribbage boards. 
Glass, for tabletop, 92:69 
GlaZing, for bookcase doors, %:52, 53 
Glues: 

bottles of, top waxing for, 96: 1 2  
chart of, 96:46 
clamping pressure for, 96:50 
discussed, 96:44, 49-50 
drying times for, 96:46, 50 
for oily woods, 93:32-34 
removing, sharpened point for, 93: 16 
for steam-bent lamination, 92:85 
for turning stock, 93:81 
waterproof, 96:45, 46 
See also Contact cement. Cranoacrylate 

glue. Epoxy. Hide glue. Hot-melt glue, 
Polyvinyl resin (white) glue. Resorcinol
formaldehyde glue. Rice glue. Transfer 
adhesive tape. Urea·formaldehyde glue. 
White glue (polyvinyl acetate). Yellow 
glue (aliphatic resin). 

Gluing up: 
cleanup after, 95:45 
methods for, 95:46, 96:50 
of segmented pedestal, 95:48-49 
wedges for, 93:64 

Goggles, anti-fog techniques for, 97:26 
Gougeon Brothers 011 Boat Construction, The 

(Gougeon Bros.), Cited, 95:70 
Grain: 

design around, 95:58-59 
determining, 92:57-58 
See also Endgrain. 

Grant, Jerry V., and Douglas It Allen, Shaker 
Furniture Makers, reviewed, 93: 1 1 0  

Graphite sticks, source for, 94:44 
Grease, solvent for, 92:80-81 
Grimshaw, Roben, Grimshaw on Saws, 96: 1 12 
Grinders: 

right-angle, random-orbit attachments for, 
92:51 

right-angle, switch problems with, 93:6 
Grooves, hOrizontal, with mortiser, 92:85, 86 

H 
HammerS, belt loop for, making, 94:18 
Handles: 

door, making, 96: 12  
flats for, non-rOll, 92:16 
shell-form ebony, 92:77, 78 

Hardware: 
bed, making, 97:54 
bed-rail, reviewed, 97: 1 18 
brass bar stock for, 94:54 
brass insert, source for, 94:54 
casters, 97:61, 63 
mobile bases, 97:63 
Soss heavy-duty, 94:54 
sources for, 93:70 
storage rack for, 92: 16 
table lock, making, 94:53 
See also Handles. 

Harpsichords, carved, 96: 124 
Hexane, qualities of, 92:81 
Hide glue: 

discussed, 96:48-49 
from gelatin, 96:48-49 

Hinges, knife, filting, 96:64 
Hoadley, R. Bruce: 

Idenlifying Wood, reViewed, 92: 1 16-18 

Lamination 

Understanding Wood, recommended, 
97:128 

Hold-downs: 
for drill presses, source for, 94:56 
pull-action, 96:75, 77 
for sawhorses, 94 :20 
spring-loaded commercial, 97:88, 90 
squeeze-action, 96:74, 77 
toggle clamps for, 96:74-77 
vacuum, making, 97:82-83 

Hold-ins: 
for tablesaw ripping, 97:88, 89-90 
magnetic commercial, reviewed, 93: I 18 
magnetiC, making, 93:20 
safely using, 92:8 

Holes: 
angled, drill-press jigs for, 94:58 
multiple, drill, 92:20 
repairing, 95:44, 45 

Hollow augers, described, 93:34 
Holm, Bill, Northwest COllst lndian Art, cited, 

96:73 
Honeycombs, repairing, 95:44 
Hot-melt glue: 

I 

for bowl finishing, 96: 14 
discussed, 96:49 
for sanding small pieces, 94: 16 

Inl:ly: 
freehand, method for, 93:89-91 
for patches, making, 95:43-44, 45 
router mortising for, 93:90, 91 

Instruction: 
in canoe building, 96: 1 18 
guide to, 1992, 93: 1 14 
in Northwest Coast art, 96:73 

International Wood Collector's Society, 1992 
seminar of, 94: 106 

Inverarity, Robert Bruce, Art of the Northwest 
Coast fndians, Cited, 96:73 

Iroko (Chlorophom exce/sa), toxicity of, 97:32 
Isopropanol, qualities of, 92:81 

J 
Jewelry boxes, with turned components, 96:83 
Jigs: 

clamps for, 96:75-77 
marking, 93:48 
See also individual machines. 

joinery: 
approach to, 95:46 
books on, reviewed, 92: 1 16, 97: 1 12 
books on, recommended, 97: 128 
screw, in 'I:slots, 97:72, 73, 75 
with turned stock, 96:84 
See also Surface preparation. 

JOillelJl (Sell), reviewed, 97: 1 12 
Jointers: 

concave-side jointing on, 94:4-6 
cutler-height aid for, 93:20 
glazing from, test for, 96:49 
miters on, long, 92:68 
safety with, 92:56 
See also Power feeders. Push sticks. 

Jointing: 
of face side, 92:58 
of first edge, 92:59 

Joyce, Ernest, Encyclopedia oj FumU,,,'e 
Making, recommended, 97:128 

K 
Kayaks: 

bent-plywood, making, 95:67-71 
books on, 95:70, 97: 1 12-14 
plans for, 95:70 

Kerf bending: 
of boxes, 96:70-73 
with epoxy infill, 94:73-75 

Knives, X-Acto, for layout, 96:61 
Krenov, James: 

Cabinetmaker's Notebook, A, 
recommended, 97: 128 

wins Society of Designer-Craftsmen award, 
97: 128 

Kuster Manufacturing, warnings on, 94:8 

L 
Lacquer: 

blushes in, clearing, 95:45 
for brass, 94:54 
cellulose, applying, 95:57 
nitrocellulose, and cedar fumes, 95:22 

Lacquer thinner, qualities of, 92:81 
1�ldders: 

green-wood, making, 92:73 
library, cubiSt painted, 92: 124 

Lamination: 
with bendable plywood, 95:65-66 
for extreme bend, 94:6 
glue for, 92:85 
for landing net, 92:84-86 
mitered, 92:68 
staCk, for cockleshell, 92:87 
stack, squaring tip for, 92:24 
for table-top support, 92:68-69 



Lamination 

wedges for, 93:64 
Landing nets: 

brass eyelet for, 94:4 
making, 92:84-86 
nets for, 92:86, 93: 10 

L'mdis, Scott: 
\Vorkbench Book, TIle, recommended, 

97: 130 
lVorkshop Book, The, recommended, 

97:130 
latches: 

for high chairs, 94: 16 
round recessed, 92:24 
wooden-spring integral. 92:22 

L..1lhcs, indexing heads for, making, 93:83, 
95:14 

L1.the tools. See Turning tools. 
u.yout, X-Acto knives for, 96:61 
legs: 

brakes for, making, 95:38, 39-40 
and gmin, 95:58-59 
mitered, box method for, 93: 16 
squaring, 95:45 
tapering, 92:68 
turned, mortisc-'lI1d-tcnon in, 96:84 
See also Feet. 

light fIXtures, built-in, in couch, 97:85, 86 
Lincoln, William A., Marquetry Manual, A ,  

reviewed, 92: 1 16 
Linseed-oil finish: 

applying, 97:56-58 
reCipe for, 97:59 

lofting, process of, 92:90-91 
Lumber: 

rough, thickness of, 92:57 
spalted, care for, 93:28 
testing, for cracks, 95:46 
too-short, lengthening, 95:42-43 
warped, plarting, 97: 16-18 
See also Stock preparation. 

lutherie, book on, reviewed, 92: 1 18 

M 
Machinery: 

bearings of, as qua�ry indicator, 97:50 
book on, cited, 92:59 
California 1991 show of, 93:92-93 
computer-aided, 92:66 
dollies for, making, 97:62-63 
extension cords for, 93:61 
multiple-pulley, speeds of, 95:22 
shafts of, striking, 96:4 
on sheet-metal stands, quieting, 93:30 
source for, phone trading, 92: 122 
switches for, central safery, 94:6-8 
switches on, making safer, 96:8 
with 220v, transformers for, 94:24-26 
wheeled, books on, 97:63 
wheeled, stabilizing, 97:61 -63 
wheels for, adding, 97:60-63 
wiring for, plalUling, 93:59-61 
See also Motors. 

Magazine racks, with fluted ends, making, 
95:54-57 

Mahoe (Hibiscus spp.), qualities of, 94:22 
Maloof, Sam, Sam Maloo/, recommended, 

97: 130 
Marking: 

chalk for, on dark woods, 96: 18 
triangular system for, 95:74-75 

Marking gauges, squares as, 96:61-62 
Marquetry: 

book on, reviewed, 92: 1 16 
method for, 94:62 
of Russian scenes, 94:62-63, 1 12 
of Studley tool chest, 95: 104 
See also Inlay. 

Measuring: 
avoiding, 96:61-62 
of irregular objects, 96:62 
squares for, 96:61-62 
with dial calipers, 97:6 

Mesquite (Prosopis spp.): 
carvings in, 97:9; 
fanciers of, 97:95 
qualities of, 97:95-97 

Metal, source for, 97:54 
Methyl chloroform, qualities of, 92:81 
Methyl isoburyl ketone, qualities of, 92:81 
Methylene chloride: 

qualities of, 92:81, 94:6 
as stripper, 93:86 

Methylethyl ketone, qualities of, 92:81 
Milling machines, CAM-run, 92:66 
Mineral oil, for oil-fInish repair, 97:58 
Mineral spirits: 

qualities of, 92:81 
recycling, 92: 16 

Mirrors: 
kerf-bent, with epoxy infill, 94:73-75 
silver-ash cheval, 94: 104 

Mistakes: 
avoiding, 95:45-46 
cotrecting, 95:42-43 

Miter gauges: 
adjusting, 93:77 (addenda, 94: 10) 
complementary-angle, 93:75-76 
reviewed, 93:74-79 
sine bar for, making, 95:60-63, 97:6 

Sliding-table, 93:76, 78-79 
squaring to blade, 95:61 
stops for, 97:92, 93:75, 95:61-62 
tablesaw, aligning, 97:90 
with wooden mnners, screw adjustment 

for, 94:20 
See also Fences. 

Miters: 
with biscuits, 95:57 
clamping, hot-melt glue blocks for, 93: 16 
end, tenons for, 92:68, 69 
clamps for, hold-down toggle, 96:76 
keyed, jig for, 95: 18 
lengthwise, for legs, 92:68 
locating pins for, 93: 18-20 
on radial-ann saw, method for, 93:1+16 
repairing, 95:44 
with sine-bar, 95:63 
in smali pieces, jig for, 93:78-79 
splined, 97:73, 74 
tablesaw jigs for, 93:67, 74-79, 94:22-24, 

97: 14 
Models: 

from cardboard "lumber," 96:89-90 
for dup�cator jigs, 97:69 
locomotive, making, 97:78-81 
of yacht, 94: 108-10 

Moldings: 
cove, with tablesaw molding head, 94: 16 
failure of, 97:74 
as mistake cover-ups, 9;:43 
movement allowance for, 94:39, 4041 
on tablesaw, 92:6, 96:52, 53, 97:91 
on radial-arm saw, setup for, 9;:80-81 
T-slot joinery for, 97:73, 74 

Mortise-and-tenons: 
large-scale router-made, 93:45, 48 
repairing, 95:44, 45 
through, router templates for, 94:54 
in turned stock, 96:84 
wedges for, 93:65 
See also Mortises. 

Mortisers, hoUow-chisel: 
Delta 14-600, reviewed, 92:74-75 
sharpening, 92:75 

Mortisers, horizontal, grooves with, 92:8;, 86 
Mortises: 

on drill press, 94:58 
router jigs for, 92:55, 93:48, 93:67 
standardizing, tablesaw setup for, 9;:72-73 

Motors: 
bases for, 94:79 
capacitors of, 92:32, 96:28 
cleaning, 94:78 
dual-voltage, voltage for, 97:26 
fractional horsepower, source for, 96:22 
induction, speed controls for, 93:26-28 
slow-starting, diagnosing, 92:30-32, 96:26-

28 
switches for, source for, 94:79 
switches of, replacing, 92:32, 96:28 
testing, 94:77-78, 96:6 
rypes of, 94: 77 
used, finding, 94:77 
variable-speed controls for, 92:51 
wiring of, determining, 94:79 

Mullet, illustrated, 94:69 
Multimeters, using, 96:6 
Musical instruments, books on, 92: I 18, 96: I 12 

N 
Nails, copper, source for, 95:66 
Nakashima, George, Soul oJ a Tree, 77le, 

recommended, 97: 128-30 
Naphtha: 

for cleaning old pieces, 94:47 
qualities of, 92:8 I, 82 
surface checking with, 95:46 

National Tool Trader, services of, 92: 122 
Nuts: 

lock, tightening sequence for, 96:8, 97:4 
T-, placement of, 95:6, 96: 18 

o 
Oak (Quercus spp.): 

vs. chestnut, 92:72 
cyanoacrylate glue With, 96:48 
white, drying, 95:22-24 

Oil finishes: 
repairing, 97:58 
surface preparation for, 97:56-57 
See also Linseed-oiJ finishes. Penetrating-oil 

finishes. Tung oil. 
Oleander (Neriu1n oleander), toxiciry of, 

97:32 
Olsen, Tim, and Cyndy Burton, Lutlzerie Tools, 

reviewed, 92: 1 18 
Osage orange (Maclura pomifera), qualities of, 

93:24 

p 
Paint: 

over epoxy, 95: 70 
exterior durable, process for, 92:28 
information source for, 92:28 
kitchen durable, 93:26 
milk, removing, 96:22-24 

primer for, exterior-grade, 92:28 
remover for, toxicity of, 92:81 
spray, nozzle-cleaning for, 95:20 
thinner for, choosing, 92:82 

Paint removers, using, 93:84-88, 96:22 
Palgrave, Keith Coates, Trees oJ Southern 

AJrica, reviewed, 95:98 
Panels, Outes for, tapered, 95:54-57 
Parker and Smith, Scene Design and Stage 

L ighting, Cited, 97:63 
ParticJeboard, fonnaldehyde danger from, 

93:28-30 
Patches, making, 95:43-44, 45 
Patterns, transferring, with pantograph, 94: 14 
Paulownia (Pclll.lownia t01llenlosa): 

qualities of, 93:49-51 
supply sources for, 93:50, 95:4 
Penetrdting-oil finishes: 
applying, 94:83, 97:58 
nature of, 94:26 
over sealer, 94:83 
and tung-oil varnjsh, misnaming of, 96:8 

Perchloroethylene, qualities of, 92:81 
Pipes, woods for, nontoxic, 97:30-32 
Planers: 

glazing from, test for, 96:49 
multiples with, 92:59 
rotary drill-press, 97:82, 83 
safety with, 92:56 
taper-thicknessing jig for, 95:55-56 
warped boards With, carrier for, 97: 16-18 
wedged shapes with, carrier for, 95:48 

Planes: 
book on, Cited, 94:22 
boltoms of, truing, 94: 12 
iron sharpening of. visual aid for, 94: 12 
raised panels with, 94:65, 69 
smooth, cocobolo, 97:64 
with softwoods, 94:82 
storing, 97:4 
surfacing With, 93:34-36 
Stanley 29, described, 94:22 

Planing: 
of dowel plugs, 94: 18 
of rough lumber, 92:58-59 
bench vise for, improvised, 96: 12 

Plank, Dave, and Eric Stephenson, Circular 
Saws, reviewed, 97: 1 10 

PlastiC, drills for, making, 92: 16 
Plastic laminate: 

glue for, 96:47 
placement of, pre-gluing, 92: 16 
scoring-saw attachment for, reviewed, 

97: 1 16 
thickness variations in, 92:6 

Plywood: 
bendable, for curved-carcase sides, 9;:65-

66 
butt joinery in, 96:24-26 
compounded, kayak from, 95:67-71 
cutting, computer programs for, 92:63-64 

(errdta, 93:8-IO) 
cutting table for, making, 95:84-85 
edgebanding on, hot-melt glue for, 96:49 
exterior, adhesives in, 93:30 
face veneer of, repairing, 9;:44 
formaldehyde in, dealing with, 93:30 
history of, 97:28 
marine, source for, 9;:68 
pivoting-carriage cart for, 93:92 
sawing guide systems for, reViewed, 9;:82-

85 
scoring-saw attachment for, reviewed, 

97: 1 16 
Polishing, with sanders, pads for, 92:47 
Polycarbonate sheet, qualities of, 9;: 10 
Polyethylene glycol: 

for large endgrain discs, 95:22-24 
substitute for, 97:8 

Polyurethane: 
paints over, 93:26 
water-base aliphatiC, for boats, 92:28 

Polyvinyl resin glue (white): 
easy-sanding, 93:81 
for sanding belts, 94:45 
shelf life of, 93:8 

Power feeders, discussed, 96:79-81 
Pulleys, multiple, calculating speeds of, 9;:22 
Purcell, Feick and Elmslie, couch in style of, 

97:84-86 
Push sticks: 

for tablesaw ripping, 97: 18, 88, 89 
for jointer, 92:59 
Putz, George, Wood and Canvas Kayak 

Building, reViewed, 97: 1 1 2-14 
Puzzles, tile, making, 93:6 

R 
Rabbets: 

on tablesaw, safely, 97:88, 89, 91 
for plywood, 96:24-26 
for raised panels, 94:67 

Radial-arm saws: 
kerf-bending with, 94:74 
miters with, 93: 14-16 
molding with, setup for, 95:80-81 
See also Fences. Push sticks. 

Rainforest Action etwork: 
address for, 93: I 14 

Sanders, random orbit 

book by, reviewed, 96: 1 10 
Reeds, with scratch stock, 93:80, 83 
Refinishing: 

cleaning for, 94:47 
color blending in, 94:48 
damage repair in, 94:47, 48 
distressing in, 94:48 
sealers in, 94:47 
shellac sticks for, 94:47 
stains in, 94:47 

Resorcinol-formaldehyde glue, discussed, 
96:45-46 

Respirators: 
advantages of, 97:26 
air-pack, 97:69 
sources for, 97:26 
for sprayed ftnish, 92: 8 
vapors eluding, 92:81 

Restoration: 
association for, 97: 128 
cyanoacrylate glue for, 94:72 
with epoxy, 94:82 
and staining, disadvised, 97:6-8 

Rice glue, discussed, 96:47 
Rjdder, Clara, Basic Design Measm·emenls Jor 

Sittil1g, cited, 96:89 
Rocking horses, RIT variation on, 93: "1 1 2 
Rosewood (Dalbergia nigm or talifolia): 

banned, 96: 120 
gluing, 93:32-34, 96:49-50 
toxiciry of, 97:32 

Router tables: 
Corian for, 92:8 
dovetail jig for, 93:67 
keyed miter-joint jig for, 95: 18 
mortising jig for, 93:67 
See also Power feeders. 

Routers: 
arbors for, source for, 9652 
asymmetrical bases for, 93: 14 
bases of, acrylic, 95: 10 
bases of, centering, 94:40 
bases of, truing, 9;:20 
bearings of, comparing, 97:50 
climb-cutting with, 94:82, 96:80 
eNC-run, 92:66 
cockleshell-carving jig for, 92:87-89 
collets of, cleaning, 93: 18 
dadoing jig for, 93:48 
dovetail jig for, 94:40, 97:22 
dovetails with, tapered sliding, 96:64 
end-work fixture for, making, 96:85-87 
Huting jig for, 93:48 
inlay mortising with, 93:90, 91 
jigs for, marking, 93:48 
milling With, drill-press setup for, 93: 14 
mortise-and-tenon templates for, 94:54 
mortising jigs for, 92:55, 93:48 
plunge, slotting jig for, 92: 18 
plunge-converting bases for, 97:51  
plywood-cutting, guide systems for, 95:84-

85 
radial-arm holder for, 93:92, 93 
radiused pieces with, 97:79 
(",dised panels with, 94:65, 66-68 
rounding With, jig for, 93:45, 46-48 
scarf joints with, 95: 12-14 
segmented reeding With, 95:47, 48 
shaper bits with, disadvised, 96:24 
Sliding dovetails with, jig for, 96: 12 
surfaCing jig for, 92: 16 
tapered-fluting jig for, 95:56-57 
template shaping with, clamps for, 96:76 
thick-stock shaping with, templates for, 

93:45-46 
See also Bits. 

Routers, plunge: 
described, 97:46-47 

S 

electronic-variable speeds with, 97:48, 52 
reViewed, by brand, 97:46-52 

Safery: 
in clothing, 95:8 
and electrical cords, 95:6 
with jointers, 92:56 
and tablesaw fires, 95:4 
with tablesaws, 92:6, 92:56 
with thickness planers, 92:56 
in workshop, 92:6-8 

Sanders, belt-disc: 
dust-collection for, 94:44 
sliding tables for, 94 :44 
upgrading, 94:42-44 
belt-platen tricks for, 94:4344 
belts for, making, 94:44-45, 97:8 
paper-edge protection for, 95:20 
pressure-sensitive discs with, handling, 

97:32-34 
Sanders, disc, quick-change wheels for, 97: 14 
Sanders, orbital, paper-creasing block for, 

92:22 
Sanders, randorn-orbit: 

adhesive-less pads for, 94:4 
convertible drive system for, 92:48 
discs for, adhesive vs_ Velcro, 92:47 
discussed, 92:47-48 
dust collection for, 92:50-51, 95:4-6 
noise level of, 92:49 
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Sanders, random orbit 

pressure·sensitive discs with, handling, 
97:32-34 

reviewed, by brand, 92:46-51 
Sanding: 

before assembly, 95:46 
of difficult woods, aid for, 95:45 
disc storage for, 94: 16 
residue, air cleanup of, 95: 18  
small pieces, hot-melt glue for, 94:  16 

Sandpaper: 
edge-protection for, 95:20 
pressure-sensitive-adhesive backed, 97:32-

34 
Sawhorses: 

folding, source for, 95:85 
hold-downs for, 94:20 
stackable small, with tool space, 95:40-41 

Sawing, marking for, 95:46 
Saws, hand: 

book on, reviewed, %: 1 1 2 
Japanese "shark," reviewed, 92: 124 

Scarf joints: 
in compounded plyw ood, 95:68 
gluing, angle for, 96:50 
for lengthening boards, 95:42-43 
routed, 95: 12-14 

Scrapers: 
file-sharpened vs. bunlished, 93:4 
plane for, making, 92: 16 
sharpening, 93:4 
source for, 94: 1 10 
system for, reviewed, 94: 1 10 

Scratch beader, making, 93:83, 97:20-22 
Screws: 

countersinking, with transfer punch, 96:87 
hole plugs for, on drill press, 94:58 
in hard-to-reach locations, 97:20 
starting aid for, 95: 16 
as taps, 95:20 
as wedges, 93:63 

Sculpture: 
duplicating, 97:67-69 
monumental, grid approach to, %:56-59 
power curter for, 97:67, 69 
on tambour panels, 96: 1 16-18 

Sea Kayaker, cited, 95:70 
Sealers, shellac, for exterior, 92:28 
Secretaries: 

cherry, 97:66 
with sculpted tambour panels, 96: 1 16-18 

Self, Charles,Joinery, reviewed, 97: 1 1 2  
Sellens, Alvin, StaniL,), Plane, The, cited, 94:22 
Shakers: 
funliture, book on, 93: 1 10, 97: 128 
galvanized-metal wardrobe after, 93: 1 16 
Shapers: 

below-table cutter mounting of, 94:68 
climb-cutting With, 94:82, 96:80 
raised panels on, 94:66-68 
template shaping with, clamps for, 96:76 
See also BilS. Power feeders. 

Sharp, John B., Wood Identi[icalioll, reviewed, 
96: 1 10 

Sharpening: 
of bits, 94 :59 
bum-prevention hint for, 92:20 
nail polish visual aid for, 94: 12 
with sandpaper on glass, 94: 12  

Shea, John G. ,  Making Authentic Shaker 
Furniture, recommended, 97: 1 28 

Shelves: 
adjustable, from turned components, 

96:83, 84 
book on, recommended, 97: 130 
sl.iding-dovetail, 96:63-64 

Shoji, glue for, 96:47 
Shop vacuums, coopered, 95: 104 
Showcases, Douglas-fir, 94:85 
Silky oak (Grevillia robusta), toXicity of, 

92:32, 97:32 
Sine tables, source for, 95:61 
Slats, decoratively applied, making, 95:66 
Snyder, Tim, Shelving and Storage, 

recommended, 97: 130 
Sofas. See Couches. 
Solvents: 

choosing, 92:80-81 
disposal of, 92:83 
reactive VS. inert, 92:80 
safety with, 92:83, 94:8 

Spence, William P., and l. Duane GriffithS, 
Furniture and Cabinet Construction, 
reviewed, 97:1 10 

Spielman, Patrick, and Carl Roehl, Making 
Wood Bowls with (J Router and Scroll Saw, 
reviewed, 97: 1 10 

Spirals, laying-out method for, 93: 18 
Splinters, repairing, 94:82, 95:43 
Spray equipment: 

booths for, making, 96:22,97:30 
diluents With, toxicity of, 92:81 
high-volume low-pressure (HVLP), 

respirdtors for, 92:8 
Squareness: 

ensuring, 92:59, 96:61 
for small pieces, 93:67 

Squares: 
combination, discussed, 96: 60-62, 97:6 
combination, fence scribe marks for, 94:20 
deCimal, 96:60 

98 Fine Woodworking 

Stains: 
and hide glue, %:48 
in refinishing, 94:47, 97:6-8 

Stains (blemishes), removing, 93:88 
Stamp boxes. See Boxes, turned: stamp. 
Stanley tools: 

guide to, reviewed, 92: 1 18 
plane 29, described, 94:22 

Stars, describing, 94: 12 
Stave construction, self-locking jOint for, 97:22 
Steam bending: 

of dowels, 93:30-32 
for landing net, 92:84-86 
process of, 94:6, 96:71, 73 
wedges for, 93:64 
See also Kerf bending. 

Steel: 
A-II, superiority of, 92:30 
cutting, on bandsaw, 96:22 
demagnetizing, 92:8 
grades of, choosing, 92:30 
source for, 97:54 

Stock preparation: 
mistakes in, correcting, 95:42-43 
for nliters, 93:75 
process of, 92:56-59 
of rough lumber, 92:57, 94:4-6 
thin, rotary planer for, 97:82, 83 
See also Surface preparation. 

Stools, chestnut, with bas-relief, 92:73 
Storage, book on, recommended, 97: 130 
Story sticks, using, 95:46, 96:62 
Sturtevant, William C, comp., Boxes and 

Bowls, cited, 96:73 
Surface preparation: 

T 

and color matching, 97:34 
for oil finishes, 97:56-57 
glaze test for, 96:49 
for gluing, 96:49-50 
with hand plane, 93:34-36 
naphtha check for, 95:46 
of warped stock, 97: 16-18 
with router jig, 92: 16 
See also Cracks. Dents. Splinters. 

Tables: 
built-in, in couch, 97:85, 86 
card, CAD-designed, 92:65 
demilune veneered, 92:77 
demilune Silver-ash, 94: 104 
18th-Cent. French reproduction, with 

o rnlOlu, 95:106 
extension, butterny-, 94:50-54 
extension, folding-rail, 93:68-70 
hall, bird's-eye maple carved, 92:78 
in Pacific maple, Port-Orford cedar, and 

walnut, 97: 126 
night, 95: 100 
pedestal, with cityscape, 93:73 
pedestal, design for, 92:28-30 
pedestal glass-topped, 92:77 
pedestal reeded, making, 95:47-49 
plywood-c.utting, making, 95:84-85 
stable, designing, 92:28-30 
tippy, new legs for, 92:28-30 
See also Coffee tables. 

Tablesaws: 
as workbenches, clamps for, 97: 14-16 
blade height for, method for, 93:14 
blade life of, 95:24 
blade funout of, reducing, 95:24 
blades of, trueness testing, 93:75 
clothes around, 95:8 
crosscutting on, safely, 97:91-92 
cut-off table for, 93:78-79 
dadoes on, 97:91 
dovetails on, jig for, 96:66-69 
fires in, preventing, 95:4 
guards for, adjusting, 97:93 
hold-ins for, constant-pressure, 95: 16 
hold-ins with, safe use of, 92:8 
miter jigs for, 94:22-24, 97: 14 
miters on, gauges for, 93:74-79 
miters on, toggle clamps for, 96:76 
moldings on, 94:16, 97:91 
outfeed tables for, attaching, 96:74 
rabbets on, 97:88, 89, 91 
raised panels on, 94:66-68 
rip-crosscut, reviewed, 93:52-55 
ripping on, 92:6, 57, 59, 97:87-9 
safety with, 92:56, 96:32 
scoring-saw attachment for, 93:92, 93 
scoring-saw attachment for, reviewed, 

97: 1 16 
setting, with story stick, 95:46 
shelf for, %: 18 
short pieces on, 97:91 
spliuers for, adjusting, 97:93 
taper-ripping jig for, 95:55, 56 
tenon jigs for, 93:66-67 (errata, 95:6, 

addendum, 96:6), 95:72-75, 97: 14  
throat plates for, with wood inserts, 93: l iS 
tune-up system for, reViewed, 95: 102, 

95: 102 (addenda, 97: 10) 
See also Fences. Hold-downs. Hold-ins. 

Power feeders. Push sticks. 
Tabletops, cemmic, substrate for, 95:30 
Tambours: 

glue for, 96:45 
sculpted, 96: 1 16-18 
Tapers: 

jigs for, 95:55-57 
segmented, method for, 92:90-91 
with sine-bar, 95:63 

Teak (Tectona grandis): 
glue with, %:49-50 
toxicity of, 97:32 

Templates: 
toggle clamps for, %:76 
trdnsfer tape for, 96:48, 49 

Tenons: 
design for, 95:73 
double-blade tablesaw setup for, 95:72-75 
end-work router fIxture for, %:85-87 
fitting, 95:75 
round, hollow augers for, 93:34 
shoulders of, cutting, 95:75 
stops for, tablesaw-adjustable, 97: 14 
tablesaw jig for, 93:66-67 (errata, 95:6, 

addendum, %:6) 
'nlinners, solvents as, 92:80 
32mm system, book on, reviewed, 97: 1 10 
TIueads, lathe jig for, making, 95:76-79 
Toluene, qualities of, 92:81 
Tool boxes, architecturally based, 93:72-73 
Tool chests: 

with dovetailed drawers, 96:63-65 
Studley, marquetry of, 95: 104 

Tool racks: 
demagnetizing, 92:8 
wheeled, 97: 18 

Tools: 
cords of, safety checking, 95:6 
electromagnetic danger from, minimized, 

92:10 
evaluating, F1VlV criteria for, 92:4 
ferrules for, of plumbing caps, 93:20-22 
phone trading source for, 92: 122 
pouches for, anti-mst treatment for, 92:20 
switches on, making safer, 94:6-8, 96:8 
with 220v, transformers for, 94:24-26, 96:6 

Torsion-box construction, for assembly table, 
95:39-40 

Toys: 
design of, safe, 96:30 
See also Models. Wheels. 

Tr.msfer punches, using, 96:87 
Tr:msfer adhesive tape, using, 95: 14-16 , 96:49 
Trees, African, identification book on, 95:98 
Trichloroethylene, qualities of, 92:81 
Trim, masking, 95: 14 
Tung oil: 

applying, 94:26, 97:58 
finishes, misnaming of, 96:8 
with alkyd resin, 97:58 

Turning: 
of furniture components, 96:82-84 
glue-block mounting for, 94:70-72 
octagonal stock for, marking, 93:22 
repairs to, instant, 94:72 
of spalted wood, glue strengthening for, 

94:72 
thin, fiber optiCS for, 93:56-57 
See also Stave constmction. 

Turning tools: 
fiber-optic, using, 93:56-57 
rack for, wheeled, 97: 18  
ring, source for, 92:61 

Turpentine, qualities of, 92:81, 82, 83 

u 
U. S. Department of Agriculture, Dry Kifn 

Operator's Alallual, source for, 93: 10 
UphOlstery, Frank-L1oyd-Wright-style, 97:86 
Urea-formaldehyde glue, discussed, 96:45-46 
USDA Forest Products Laboratory, Quality 

Drying Of Hardwood Lumber Guidebook 
Checklist, cited, 96: 1 18 

V 
Varnish: 

over epoxy, 95:70 
spray, nozzle-c.leaning for, 95:20 
thinner for, chOOSing, 92:82 
wiping, tung-oil based, 96:8 
See also Paint removers. 

Veneer: 
glue for, 93:32-34, 96:46 
history of, 97:28-30 
homemade, USing, 95:28 
over large panels, 95:26 
sanded-through, repairing, 95:44 
substrate for, wood vs. plywood, 95:26-28 
vacuum devices for, source for, 93: 10 

Vessels, thin-walled, by fiber optics, 93:56-57 
Vises: 

Emmert, availability of, 96: 122 
new pattemmaker's, reviewed, 93:92, 93, 

96: 122 
shoulder, strengthening, 96:22 
tail, substitute for, 96: 1 2  
universal, from engineer's, 9 5 :  1 2  
wedge-system, 96:20 

Volatile organic compounds: 
regulation of, 92:82 
See also Solvents. 

Yellow glue 

W 
Walnut, cyanoacrylate glue With, 96:48 
Walter, John, Antique and Collectible Stallley 

Tools, reviewed, 92: 1 18 
Wardrobes: 

router-shaped, making, 93:44-48 
Shaker galvanized-metal, 93: 1 16 

Waxes: 
for French-polished pieces, 94:48 
machine, source for, 93:77 
solvent for, 92:80-81 

Wearing, Robert, Essellfial Woodworker, The, 
reviewed, 97: 1 10 

Wedges, types of, 93:63-64 
Wellner, Pamela, and Eugene Dickey, Wood 

Users Guide, The, reviewed, 96: 1 10 
Wenge (Millel'tia laurelltil), oil finish for, 

97:57 
Wheels: 

adding, to machinery, 97:60-63 
with bandsaws, 94: 14 
spoked train, making, 97:78-79 
swivel-c.aster, stabiliZing, 97:61-63 

White glue (polyvinyl acemte), discussed, 
96:45 

Wind, detecting, 92:58 
Windows, trim of, masking, 95:·14 
Windsor chairs: 

comb-back, 97:71 
seats for, by hand, 97:70-71 
seats for, grid-pattern carving, 97:69 
Sunburst, 97:66 
spoof of, 97: 130 

Wiring: 
for computer desks, 92:52, 53-54 
extension cords for, 93:61 
ground-fault circuit interrupters for, 95:41 
outlets for, heavy-duty, 95:41 
for workshops, 93:58-62 (errata, 94: 10) 

Wood: 
acid, glue with, %:48 
books on, recommended, 97: 128 
burls of, discussed, 96:28-30 
collectors of, society for, 94:106 
exotic, book on, 96: 1 10 
extractives in, and glue, 96:49-50 
identifying, book on, 92:1 16-18, 96: 1 10 
nontoxiC, 97:32 
oily, glue With, 96:49-50 
preserving, in water, 94: 14 
spalted, consolidant for, %:48 
See also Endgrain. Lumber. 

Wood drying: 
handbook on, 96: 1 18 
kiln, book on, 93:10 
of log discs, 95:22-24 
See also Ethylene glycol. Polyethylene 

glycol. 
Wood movement: 

allowing for, 97:4, 94:38-41, 97:72-75 
stabilizers for, 95:22-24, 97:8- 10 

Wood preservatives, for under paint, 92:28 
Woodworkers' Alliance for Rainforest 

Protection, benefit auction of, 96: 1 18 
Woodworker's Business News, address for, 

96: 1 18 
WOOdworking: 

beginning, books for, 97: 1 10 
See also Mistakes. 

Workbenches: 
book on, recommended, 97: 130 
dream, 95: 104-106 
non-slip material for, 92:16 
recessed bolts in, stops for, %: 12 
tablesaw as, clanlps for, 97: 14-16 
See also Assembly !lIbles. Vises. 

Workshops: 
basement, ventilation needs for, 92:83 
book on, recommended, 97: 130 
chisel storage for, 94: 18 
chlorine havoc in, 94:6 
clamp storage for, %:20 
emergency phone for, 92:6-8 
evil spirits in, 93:1 14-16 
fire-destroyed, %: 120 
hardware storage rack for, 92: 16 
non-slip material for, 92: 16 
sanding-disc storage for, 94: 16 
solvents for, choosing, 92:83 
switches for, central safety, 94:6-8 
wiring, 93:58-62 (errata, 94: 10) 

x 
Xylene, qualities of, 92:81 

y 
Year of American Craft, discussed, 96: 1 18 
Yellow glue (aliphatic resin): 

discussed, 96:45 
waterproof, discussed, 96:45 



WOODWORKER'S MART �HE BEALL WOODTHREADER attaches 

, " . _ _ 
to any router and makes perfect 

�.r - -. threads in 5 right and 3 left-hand sizes. 

= THE NUTS & BOLTS OF WOODWORKING 
by J. R. Beal l  contains essential information on wooden 

threads, 20 plus projects with detailed drawings and photos. 

THE WOOD BUFF is an easy wood 

pol ishing system which produces impressive _��b"
results on bare or pre-finished W(xxi. Works 
with a 1725 stationary motor or portable 
sander/grinder. 1 -800-331-4718 �e j)eall Tool � 

Dept.FW, 541 Swans Rd., NE · Newark, OH 43055 

READER SERVlCE NO. 134 

• CHUCKS · ARBORS · WOODSCREW COUNTERSINKS · NUTSETTERS • 
en :t ! QUiCk-!�!!!:i�nlg��stem � � 
§!! Convert any drill 10 quick-change operalion \01 :t ffi Simply pull chuck sleeve 10 change bils inslantly! i! I- Madcm 0 

� 1 -800-552-8ITS Ext. 1 04 
U.S.A. � 

• T-HANDLE • DRILL ADAPTERS · EXTENSIONS · BRAD POINT DRILLS · 

READER SERVICE NO. 128 

Fine Basketry & Seat Weaving 
Supplies 

"When Quality Counts The Most" 
Call (800) 462-6660 

1t.1t. PE:RI,INS CO. ESTABLISHED 1917 
10 South Bradley Rd, Woodbridge, CT 06525 

(203) 389-9501 FAX (203) 389-401 1  

READER SERVlCE NO. 143 

READERSERVlCE NO. 180 

F I N E  V E N E E R  
H ighest Quality, Ful l  Length Veneers 

Large Selection, Exotic Lum bers, 
Custom Plywoods 

. . �1\ �J. � 
Retail or Wholesale 
71 6-655-0206 
Call or Write for 
FREE Catalog 

I 1 753 Big Tree Rd. , E. Aurora, N.Y. 1 4052 
Fax. No. (71 6) 65 5-3446 Our wood certainly makes a difference. 
READER SERVlCE NO. 1 3  

THE ARTISANS SCHOOL 
Learn To Build Your Dreams 

;��{de������ ��:���il��
n
a�g�eOe����:

k
��� 

and three year programs available. Short 
courses in boatbuilding, fine furniture making 
and musical instrument making are also 
offered. Call or write for our FREE catalog. 
THE ARTISANS SCHOOL 
P.O. Box 539 
Rockport, ME 04856 

READER SERVlCE O. 

CUSTOM ROUTER BITS & SHAPER CUTIERS 
Factory Direct 

FAX Drawings to (20 7 )  438·8792 

ReT 595 New York Ave. 
r/J RIDGE CARBIDE TOOL CORP. 

P.O. Box 497 
Lyndhurst, NJ 07071 
���� (800) 443-0992 

Complete Product Catalog Available on Request 
I!EADER SERVlCE NO. 1 22 

A Craftsman's dream 
comes true! 

This FREE catalog special izes 
in hard· to-get items in small 
quantities such as tubing & rod 

in stainless, brass, plastic & aluminum; 
screws in  brass, nylon & stainless; knobs, 
threaded rod, stainless hinges, and more! 

We pay shipping for most items via UPS ground. 

SMALL PARTS INC. 
P.O. Box 4650, Miami Lakes, FL 3301 4-0650 

Tel. 305-558-1 255 . Tol l Free FAX: 1 -800-423-9009 

READER SERVICE NO. 169 

The Art of Wood Marquetry 
a Video Workshop 

with Lora Hunt and Spider Johnson 

DOVETAILED DRAWERS 
Reasonably priced method to distinguish your cabinets. � • Custom-sized width and depth 

• 1/2� solid maple, assembled and sanded 
• 2-coat catalyzed finish available ......-: • Quick service, shipped UPS 

� EA'�!J!e!eq!!���'NG 
(6\1) 628-4343 · FAX (617) 776-7784 

- (800) 628-4849 

READER SERVlCE 0. 142 

�� �� VELVIT PRODUCTS 
Chemgard Wood Treatments: anti-mold & mildew treatment ideal 
for logs that won't be sealed for months after they're milled. Velvit 
Oil :  an interior wood finish that seals, fills, stains & protects wood 
in one application. Maintenance free. No need to varnish. Cabin & 
Oeck Fin ish: exterior wood finish that is deep penetrating formula 
of oils, reSins, fungicides & water proofing compounds. 

VELVIT PRODUCTS COMPANY. P.O. Box 1741, 
Dept FW, Appleton, WI 5491 3, (414) 722-8355 

READER SERVlCE NO. 87 

COMPLETE 
POWER FEEDER 

RUBBER REPLACEMENT 
ROLLERS 

Ful ly assembted! Guaranteed 
to fit most feeders. Avai lable in 
30 x 80 mm and 50 x 1 1 3 mm.  

1 -800-940-ROLL 
11. Damzac Corp. -Z P.O. Box 1 642 

Elfers, FL 34680·1 642 
Fax 8 t 3-84 1 -7535 

READER SERVlCE NO. I 1 4  

BAND SAW OWNERS ! !  
MAKE OR REPAIR YOUR OWN BAND SAW BLADES 

WITH: SURE-SPLICE ! ! STA���%����iftORCH ,4'" $ 34.95 PPD. �� , INCIc SOLDER & FLUX FOR 30 BLAOES ��... • Repair Broken Blades 
... • Make New Blades From Coil Siock 

• Do Inside Conlour Cutting 
• Adjuslable-1/16' To 1 1/4' Blades 
• Deluxe Kil Includes SolderlFlux For 150 

Blades And Blade Grinding Jjg-$49.95 (41 6)-655-5328 J.K. WOODCRAFT·FW 
P.O. BOX 081912 

VISA/Me ROCHESTER, MI 48308 

READER SERVlCE NO. 39 

READER SERVlCE NO. 1 47 

1"1_ . * LASER CUTTING 
'-.I • .. • ENG,/! VING 

Laser cut intricate shapes or logos in wood up 
to 1 "  thick. Any shape or design possible. Laser 
engraving on wood from any black and white 
drawing.  Call  or write for more inform a t i o n :  
7 16-434-8600 CUSTOM ��E�h;I��: 
FAX 7 16-434- 1 757 Lockport, NY 14095 

READER SERVlCE NO. 1 74 

The Business of Woodwork 
THE BOOK for every woodworker, in every woodworking 

(ompony - new or old, lorge or smoll is NOW AVAILABLE. It's 
like hoving 0 full-time (onsultont on your desk. With over 40 
years of reol-life, honds-on experience, Bill Norlin hos wrinen 
this book with 0 perspective from both sides of the office door. 
This (omprehensive, stote-of-the-ort business tool (overs 
Morketing, Monufocturing, Computers, Project Manoging, 
Money, Moking-If-Happen and much more. Unless you're 
moking more money Ihon you want to ... you need this book . 
Send S75.00 plus S4.00 shipping ond hondling to: 

- , 

Woodwork Consulting Group 
PO Box 36-A • Westminster, CO 80030·0036 J 

READER SERVlCE O. 30 
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WOODWORKER'S MART 
ANTIQUE & USED TOOLS 

Quality scleetion of scarce, older and complete, working 
handtools for collectors and woodworkers - planes, 
scmpcrs, spol\Cshavcs, chisels, 5;:IWS, levels, rules, unusual 
items, etc. l Iundreds of ready to usc pre- 1 960 tools. 
Illustrated lists published 5 times a yeHr. VIS1VMC. 

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 
SUBSCRIPTION > $ 1 0.00 
CURRENT LIST > S 3.00 

BOBKAUNE specializing in � buy and sell 
511 IV. 1 1  th, Dept. FW9J· Pt. Angeles, IVA 9&162 

206 452-2292 
READER SERVICE NO. 1 54 

FINANCIAL STRATEGIES AND INVESTMENTS. 
Month ly newsletter especially for independent minded 
woodworkers. Provides accurate, practical, financial advice, 
taking YOLI slep by slep through financial maze of Investments, 
Insurance, Mortgage, RctircmCIll, College Planning. Financhll 
insights YOll won't get elsewhere. \ViII become most valuable 
1001 in your shop. 1-l�llf·pricc Charter Subscriplion-l year ( 1 2  
isslIes) $48; 5 issue Trial Subscription $ 19. Absolutely n o  risk, 
m o n ey b a c k  gua ra n tee FSI-I A R i c h ard G e i s t ,  
Editor, 1 905 1lcacon Strect, Waban, MA 02 1 68 .  Free Dcmils. 

READ Ell SERVICE NO. 105 

Wood Moisture Meter 
END WOOD WARPING NIGHTMARES 
WITH A HIGH QUALITY PRECISION METER 
EIGHT MODELS FROM 3% TO 1 00% 
RUGGED, RELIABLE, AND ACCURATE 

HAMMER PROBES & KILN ACCESSORIES AVAILABLE 

MODEL MTl 1 0  DUAL RANGE 4% - 40% ONLY $83 

MODEL MT90 SINGLE RANGE 4% - 1 6% ONLY S69 

lWO YEAR UNCONDITIONAL GUARANTEE 

FACTORY-DIRECT PRICES FROM $49 

ASK FOR FREE CATALOG 

Electrophysics 
( 5 1 9) 668-2871 

Box 1 1 43, Station B London, Ontario Canada N6A 5K2 
IlEADER SEIlVICE NO. 168 

DOWELS - PLUGS - PEGS 
MANUFACTURER DIRECT 

Largest & finest selection Oak, Walnut, Hickory, 
Maple, Cherry, Mahogany, Teak, even Treated Dowels. 

Shaker pegs, spindles, plugs & toy parts. 
Quantity discounts · Longer lengths available 

MIDWEST DOWEL WORKS 
4631 Hutchinson Road � ��:;

n:;�i:

8
�:: 45248 (j )Y  

Catalog on requests 

READEIl SERVICE NO. 1 35 

P ra i rie Sty le P l a n s & Patierns 
Furniture, Windows and Lamps 

based on  early 20th century designs of  

F ran k  Lloyd Wright 

write for: 
free cotalog 

Prairie Designs of California 
Box 886 Brisbane, CA 94005 

READER SERVICE NO. 82 

m. TM PRECISE � icro-§d 
Sft,�[E ' . 

With over 35 alignment and setup procedures . • 
detailed in the manual, Micro-Set will become 
your most valued measurement tool. Micro-Set with accessories, 
including a high quality dial indicator, only $49.95 + $5.00 S/H. 
To order, or receive a free brochure, contact your dealer or: 

- GEOTEK DESIGN SERVICES -
P.O. Box 11175, Spring, Tx 77391 1-800-892-5308 

READEIl SERVICE O. 1 1 7 
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SUSTAINABLE RAINfOREST LUMBER 
Exotics from Plan Piloto Forestal, 

Ra i n forest certified Smartwood: G ra n ad i l lo,  
Machiche, C h a kte-Viga, Kata Lox,  

C h e  c h e n  and J a b i n .  � Also exotic lumber from other we l l  managed 
sources_ 

-

Pittsford Lumber & Woodshop 
50 State Street. Pittsford. New York 14534 716-586-1877 

READER SERVICE NO. 146 

I 
BRUSHES & SUPPLIES TECHNICAL BOOKS & VIDEOS IN USA: Three Cross Street · Suffern, NY 1 0901 -4601 

1 -800-283-5323/ Fax: 91 4-368-1535 IN CANADA: 508 Douglas Ave_- Toronto (Ont.) M5M 1 HS 
Voice I Fax 41 6-787-7331 

"WORK WITH THE BEST IN THE BUSINESS 
ANTIQUE & MQDERN • FOR RESTORATION 
ENHANCING ANY FINE WOODWORK_ 

READER SERVICE NO. 1 50 

AUTHENTIC REPRODUCTIONS 
'Iiie C{assica[ 

Correction 

Since 1916 

Quality handcrafted European Hardware. 
Perfect for restoration or recreation of 

fine cabinetry, furniture, doors, and 
windows. Many hard to find iron,brass, 

wood, and porcelain olde worlde 
pieces. Beautiful catalog, nothing 

else like it! Over 1000 items pictured 
at actual size. 200 pages with brief 

history of European Styles. 

Send $25.00 to: 
� � HARDWARE co. 
1 047 N. Al len Ave. Dept. F92 

Pasadena, CA 91104 

READER SERVICE NO. 173 

READER SERVICE NO. 167 

EFFECTIVE · ECONOMICAL 
Reach 280,000 serious woodworkers with an 
affordable display ad in FINE WOODWORKING. 
CALL NOW FOR DETAILS 1 -800-926-8776 x562 
Deadline for our March/April issue: December 26th. 

A PLATE JO INER 
FOR FACE FRAMES 
Large Benchtop Model 
Many NEW Features 

@(;!fv:vJ P.O. Box 2348 � lXI Fallbrook. CA 92088 
(61 9) 723-7886 Fax (619) 723-6693 
The NEW Plate Joiner Company 

READER SERVICE 0. 95 

Protect Your Back Issues 
SLIPCASES FOR YOUR 
BACK ISSUES. Bound in 
blue and embossed in gold, 
e a c h  c a s e  h o l d s  a t  
l ea s t  7 i s s u e s  o f  Fille 
Woodworkillg (a year's 
worth), and costs $7.95 
($2 1 . 95 for 3 , $39.95 for 
6). Add $ 1 .00 per case for 
postage and handl ing .  
Outside the  Uni ted States, 
add $2.50 each (U.S. funds 
o n l y ) .  PA r e s i d e n t s  
add 7% sales tax. Send your 

order and payment to the address below, or call toll-free, 
1 -800-825-6690, and use your credit card (minimum $ 1 5). 
Jesse Jones Ind., Dept. FWW, 499 E. Erie Ave., Phila
delphia, PA 1 9 1 34. (No P.O. boxes, please). 

READER SERVICE NO. 1 5  

Create perfectly veneered panels 
& bent laminations with vacuum! 
membrane presses · vacuum bags 
vacuum pumps · venturi generators 
Cal l : 800-995-4506 

MERCURY VACUUM PRESSES 
Box 2232 • Fort Bragg • CA 95437 
707-964-7557 • Fax 707-964-7606 L-_----"=---j 

READER SEll VICE NO. 1 1 5  

BE PART 
OF THE 

SOLUTION 
Join t h e  Woodworkers Alliance for Rainforest Protection, 

the only international woodworker's organization 
dedicated to responsible forest management and 

timber harvesting. 
To become a member and receive 

our quarterly journal, send $20 dollars to : WARP • PO Box 133 • Coos Ba , OR 97420 
READER SERVICE NO. 145 

GROFF & HBARNB 
LUMBBR 

PREMIUM WALNUT-CHERRY & OTHER 
FINE CABINET WOODS. 

Boards to 40'wide, matching flitches, slab cuts, 
kiln dried. Curly Cherry and Figured Maple 

Groff & Hearne Lumber 
858 Scotland Road, Quarryville, PA 1 7566 

717-284-0001 800-342-0001 � 
R EADER SERVICE NO. 149 

An Education in Craftsmanship 
CARPENTRY -9 month COUJ>e-AII facets of basic carpenay--rough 
and ftnish worIc includes hand tool "", and hand woodworking. 
PRESERVATION CARPENTRY-Z years-Preserve and restOfe 
pre.2Oth century building<. CABINET & FURNITURE MAKING
Z �l&om furniture construction. Traditiroal styles; hand joinery 
and embellislunent. PIANO TECHNOLOGY -9 month oour>e-
T uningfaction repa". Also, 9 months- advanced rebuilding. VlOLIN 
MAKING & RESfORATION-3 years {Of making and repair. 
Financialaid for quoUfietI students. Accredired member CCA. 

NORTH · I3ENNETSTRfHSCHWL 
39 North Bennet Street, Box A, Ilaiton, MA 02113 (617) 227'()155 

READER SERVICE NO. 148 

EQUIP YOU R  SH �O .  
AT GR EAT SAVINGS 
Tool catalog of over 600 plans 
to build your own hand and 
power tools. A wide variety from 
complete machines and 

;����i�� f�r ����,o���;�ld 
Wood-Met Services, Inc. 

and commercial shops. 3314 W. ShoffC,r. Dept. FWD 
Catalog $t refundable Peoria, IL 61604 

READER SERVICE NO. 190 



CLASSIFIED 
The CLASSIFIED rate is $5.75 per 
word, 15 word min. All orders must 
be accompanied by payment, all are 
non-commissionable. DISPlAY CLAS
SIFIED rates on request. THE WOOD 
& TOOL EXCHANGE aud SITUATIONS 
WANTED are for private use by indi
viduals only; the rate is $10/line. 
Min. 3 lines, maximum 6 lines, limit 
2 insertions per year. Send to: Fille 
Woodworkillg:, Advertising Dept., 
PO Box 5506, Newtown, CT 06470· 
5506. Deadline for the Mar./Apr. '93 
issue is Dec. 28, 1992. (800) 926-8776, 
ext. 562 or FAX (203) 426-3434. 

Business Opportunities 

BROOKLYN WOODWORKERS CO· 
OP seeks new members. Sharing fully
equipped shop; private space; thriving 
atmosphere. 61 Greenpoint Ave., Brook
lyn, NY 11222. Bill (718) 349-36]4. 

SPECIFICATION WORKSHEET MAN
UAL shows 23 different furnishings for 
Montessori Schools. Opportunity to 
reach schools in your area and develop 
long term fabricator relationship. Ideal 
for precision quality craftsman. $65. 
PPD. Down The Lane, 29W039 Forest 
Ln., Warrenville, IL 60555. 

SMALL YET PROFI1l\BLE restoration/ 
furniture-making company. Excellent 
reputation/clientele. Turnkey operation. 
Small down payment and percentage of 
sales. 3836 Prince Andrew Ln., Virginia 
Beach, VA 23452. 

EUROPE'S LEADING PACKAGER is 
now producing high-quality wood
working books. We need color trans
parencies of furniture, bowls, toys, 
boxes, sculpture and carving. All crafts
people will be credited. All transparen
cies returned. Send transparencies to: 
Picture Research, Quarto Publishing, 6 
Blundell St., London, N7 9BH, England. 
FAX 011 -4471 -700-4191. 

HIGH QUALITY JEWELRY BOXES 
wanted for resale in retail store. jerry Chic
carine, 325 Collegeville Rd., Collegeville, 
PA 19426. (215) 489-2914 evenings. 

Help Wanted 

THE WEKEEIA CAMPS a co-ed camp 
in Canton, Maine. Seeks experienced 
woodworking instructors (age 20+)June 
20 - August 21, 1993. Spectacular facili
ties, room/board, top pay based on 
qualifications. Contact: Eric/Lauren 
Scoblionko, 130 S. Merkle Rd., Colum
bus, OH 43209. (614) 235-3177. 

Instruction 
ONE-YEAR apprenticeship program in 
woodworking. Intensive training en
compassing design, production, and 
marketing of fine furniture and cabi
netry. Tuition. Maxwell & Kelly Furniture 
Co., Philadelphia, PA. (215) 988-9065. 

THE ORIGINAL NATIONAL DIREC
TORY OF AMEHICAN TEACHING 
CRAFTSPEOPLE'" can enhance your 
craft life! Free information. Explore!! The 
Press at Foggy Bottom, Box 6481 FW, 
Lawrenceville, � 08648. 

WOODWORKING, CREATIVE DE
SIGN, BUSINESS, 2-year associate de
gree. Haywood Community College, 
Freedlander Dr., Clyde, C 28721. 

WOODTIJRNING WORKSHOPS (since 
1976.) Two sl1ldents, two days. Tools, lath
es, videos. Brochure: Russ Zimmerman, 
RD3, Putney, VT 05346. (802) 387-4337. 

GETTING STARTED IN STAINED 
GLASS. Instructions, bonus coupons. 
$2. Whittemore, Box 2065MS, Hanover, 
MA 02339. 

LEARN TO TURN WOOD. Precision 
lathe work for fun and fine products 
taught by JAMES L. COX WOODWORK
ING SCHOOL. Free brochure. RD 2, Box 
126, Beaver Dam Rd., Honey Brook, PA 
19344. (215) 273-3840. 

Rx FOR LONG AND HEALTHY LIFE! 
Find what you love, and learn to do it 
well. 1 - and 2-week courses, two student 
limit. $3 for information and numerous 
testimonials. The Hymiller School of Fur
niture Finishing/Repair and Hand Join
ery. Rte. 2, Box 243A, Spalla, TN 38583. 
(615) 738-5706. It could change your life. 

APPRENTICE with Master Craftsmen. 
Unique in-shop experience in furniture 
design, production, marketing. Tuition. 
Baulines Crafts Guild-FW, Box 2060, 
Sausalito, CA 94966. (415) 331 -8520. 

Summer Workshops 
Two-week basic and intermediate courses 

in beautiful Maine 
For free information contact: 

Center for Furniture Craftsmanship 
Peter Korn, Director 

PO Box 654 Camden, Maine 04843 
(207) 236-3032 

..... >I!I'II�� __ Conover Workshops 
18125 Madison Road 
Parkman, OH 44OBO 

Phone (216) 548·3491 FAX (2]6) 548-2721 
Day, weekend & week long classes in 
woodworking, woodturning & related 
crafts. Private instruction avaiJable. Call, 
write or FAX for full information. 

FINE CABINETMAKING 
Courses w i t h  master craftsman in long 
eSlablished pro!Cssional and teaching 
workshop in  beautiful historic area. 
For Prospectus call U . K .  0803 862861 

Christopher Faulkner 
Ashridge Workshops, Dartington, 
Totnes, Devon TQ9 6EW, England. 

The Landing School 
LEARN WOODEN BOAT BUILDING & DESIGN. 
Two full-time residential programs that offer 
intensive training in a creative but diSCiplined 
environment. V.A. approved. Accredited mem
ber, CCA. Financial aid available for qualified 
students. The Landing School, Box 1490F, 
Kennebunkport, ME 04046. (207) 985-7976. 

Shows 

CANADA'S LARGEST EVENTS- Ot
tawa, Chatham, Pickering. Among North 
America's premier woodworking shows. 
Cryderman Produclions.(519) 351 -8344. 

Musical Supplies 
GUITAR, BAl'\JO MANDOLIN and vio
lin building materials. Repair tools, re
placement parts, tone woods and 
finishing supplies. Free 104-page cata
log. Guitar Shop Supply, Box 900F, 
Athens, OH 45701. 800-848-2273. 

GUITARMAKING SUPPLIES: Send $2 
for our catalog of quality tonewoods, 
kits, accessories, books, tools, and finish
ing supplies. Guitarmaker's Connection, 
Martin Guitar Company, Box 329, 

azareth, PA 18064. 800-247-6931. 

LUTHIERS' SUPPLIES: Imported tone
wood, tools, varnishes, books, plans, 
parts, accessories, strings, cases, for vio
lins, violas, cellos, basses and guitars. As
semble-yourself violin and guitar kits. 
Catalog, 50¢, includes 10";6 discount cenifi
cate. International Violin Co., Ltd., 4026 w. 
Belvedere Ave., Baltimore, MD 21215. 

VIOLIN, GUITAR, banjo, mandolin
making materials, accessories, books. 
Catalog, $1 .  International Luthiers Sup
ply, Box 580397, Tulsa, OK 74158. 

CURLY & BIRD'S-EYE MAPLE for mu
sical instruments and fine wood work
ing. Bob Wenzel. (218) 386-1742. 

HAMMERED DULCIMER PLANS! 
By noted builder Charlie AIm. Best book 
on subject. $19.95. WoocIworks, Box 428, 
Dept. FW, Brookston, I 47923. 
(317) 563-3504 

Glues & Adhesives 

HIDE GLUE, all grades including wood 
sizing and glass chipping. Bjorn Indus
tries, Inc., 551 King Edward Rd., Char
lotte, NC 282 1 1. (704) 364-1 186. 

Finishes 

UV-PROTECTED WOOD WAX (SUN
SCREEN) UV wood wax - gloss or satin -
6.75 oz. $14 + $4 P/H. 8 week delivery. 
Check, MO, indicate quantity & prefer
ence. Sorry no NY state addresses. Team 
Hoch, PO Box 1034, Ossining, NY 10562 

SPRAY-ON-SUEDE. Free brochure 
(sample enclosed). Donjer Products, 
Ilene Ct. Bldg. 8F, Belle Mead, � 08502. 
(800) 336-6537. 

MDF SANDING SURFACER. Prestec '" 
fills, seals and primes raw MDF in one 
operation. Accepts aU types of top coat
ings. Donald M. Steinell Co., Dept FWP, 
800 Messinger Rd., Grants Pass, OR 
97527. (503) 846-6835. 

TUNG OIL 100% PURE, Raw $ 10.95/ 
qt, Polymerized $ 1 8. 95/qt +$4 S/H. 
P i nts,  gallons also. Visa/MC. OV&F, 
Box 160F, Ell iottsburg, PA 17024. 
(717) 582-8279. 

AccessoriesjMiscellaneous 
SHAKER OVAL BOX SUPPLIES. Tacks, 
plans, free catalog. john Wilson, 500 E. 
Broadway, Charlotte, MI 48813. 

TIllS AMAZING RECORDED message 
is for you! Call 1-800-CUT-TRUE. 

WOODEN HINGES, SIZES UP TO 12 
in. LO G. Exotic and domestic wood. 
Send $1 for catalog to Dana Godfrey, PO 
Box 1263, Dept. J�� Hillsboro, OR 97123. 

WOODWORKING MACHINERY! jet, 
Powermatic, Mini-Max, fantastic savings. 
Full line catalog. $1. Blue Ridge, Box 536-
FW, Hurricane, WV 25526. (304) 562-
3538, 1 -800-872-6500 

BRANDING mONS. Names, signatures, 
logos, any size, design. Norcraft Custom 
Brands, Box 277F, So. Easton, MA 02375. 
Telephone (508) 238-2163 anytime. 

FREE CATALOG featuring unique hard
ware, wood parts, CMT router bits and 
much more. ARMOR, Box 445-F, E. 
Norrhpoll, NY 11731. 

RIP FENCE! Amazing recorded mes
sage. Dial toll free 1 -800-424-9422. 

CUSTOM ROUTER BITS, shaper cutters 
since 1982. For free catalog call or write: 
True Cut Tool Corp., 1074 Hwy 93 South, 
Victor, MT 59875. 800-262-2487. 

THE NEXT STEP 
THE BUILDING OF A PROFESSIONAL 

HOME WOODWORKING SHOP 
Complete book with detailed drawings 
describing a new concept in home or small 
woodworking shop workbench designs. Six 
specialized workbenches which can be stored 
in an area of 2 1 /2 by 1 0  feet. $29.95 to 
T-Une Design, 7508 Deering Ave., Canoga 
Park, CA 91 303. 81 8-348-7471.  MC and VISA 
accepted. 

STORAGE PR08LEMS? 
PORTABLE OR PERMANENT SHELTERS by" ���I'.-
Wood Storage Additional Work Space 

Materials/Inventory Storage 
Show Units Vehicle Storage 

1-800-878-6626 
PO BOX 715 -GUNNISON, CO 81230 

Publications 

TURN YOUR WOODWORKING MAG
AZINES INTO a Woodworking ency
clopedia with The Guide to Published 
Woodworking Plans & Techniques! 
This book indexes 405 issues, 5,100+ 
plans, projects & techniques. Up
dated annually. $20 PPD. KnotWhole 
Publishing, 5629 Main Street-Putney, 
Stratford, CT 06497. 

BUILD, RESTORE, REPAIR, REFINISH! 
Carvings, moldings, brass, hardwoods, 
veneers, upholstery, carting, lamps. $1 for 
unique wholesale catalog. Van Dyke's, 
Dept. 71, Woonsocket, SD 57835. 

WOODTURNERS - NEW CATALOG! 
Quality tools, project supplies, books, 
videos, and more! Send $1 to Packard 
Wood works, Dept. Fw6, PO Box 718, 
Tryon, NC 28782. 

AUSTRALIA,\; i a n n u a l  Review 
Furniture, Woodwork and 
Design for  t h e  s e r i o u s  
woodworker. WOOD AUSTRALIAN WOOD 

MAGAZINE 
C/-Gembrook, Victoria 
Australia 3783 

MAGAZl:\E 

• " I . 
r promotion: $6 sea mail 

ail (U.S. funds) per issue. 
order or Visa card. 

TEE TOOL CHEST ��MirN 
. . .  for both the professional and amateur. 1000's OF BOOKS COVERING . 1 

. Woodworking - All Aspects 
• Home Remodeling & Maintenance 
• Tools & Their Uses • Contracting 
• Projects For Home & Recreation 

To order your catalog To:THE TOOL CHEST OeptT 
��t�dfi�;"�d��)fundable ��;���o�tri���ast 

NEW Baal< 
"Appleton's Woodworking Guide" 

For the serious home woodworker. 
OVER 200 BtG, 

SUPERBLY ILLUSTRATED PAGES. 

• Tools and jigs to use (or avoid). 

• Latest time-saving design, sizing, 
assembly and finishing methods. 

• Full of expert hints and shortcuts. 

• Stresses quality, economy, safety. 

$29 + $5 SIH. 
Griffin Publications 

PO Box 261, Mt.-Royal Station 
Montreal, H3P 3CS, Canada_ 

Software 
COMPUTER INDEX locates information 
for better use of your woodworking 
magazines, 454+ issues, 11 leading mag
azines. Yearly updates. 113M compatible, 
DOS or Windows 3.0/3.1. $49.95. Free 
brochure. WOODFIND, Box 2703F, 
Lynnwood, WA 98036. 
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CLASSIFIED (continued) 
PC SOFIWARE, COMPREHENSIVE 
woodworking index: 1 ]  journals, 290 is
sues, 6500 atticles, update service. $44.95 
free S/H. Infodex Services, Dept. 5702, 
10609 King Arthurs, Richmond, VA 
23235-3840. Free information. 

Hand Tools 

BEST JAPANESE HANDTOOLS at dis
count prices. Only at Nippon-4-Less. 
Call or write for free catalog. 5477 Sharon 
Lane, San Jose, CA 95124. (408) 356-4184. 

FINEST-QUALITY HAND FORGED 
CARVING TOOLS. Small scorps, draw
knives, bentknives. Free catalog. North 
Bay Forge, Box F13, Waldron, WA 98297. 

LARGE W OODEN BENCH SCREW, $50. 
PPD, guaranteed. Tom Branch, Box 21, Pt. 
Robinson, Ontario, Canada LOS 1 KO 

JAPANESE TOOLS SINCE 1888. Free 
state-of-the-art Japanese saw catalog. 
Tashiro's, 2939 4th Ave. So., # 101, Seat
tle, WA 98134. Tel .  (206) 621 -0199, 
FAX (206) 621-0157. 

OLD STANLEY TOOLS 
40 p;t&" User/Co Uector M�., f.ature 
articles, high quality selection of tools for 
sale, w/photo's, Oowesl prices), c ..... ads, 
auction results, more, $6.95 copy, $20 year 
The Old Tool Shop -John Walter 
208 Front Sl Marietta, OH. 45750 
(614)37J.9973 lliIy -StlI-T1IJt -AppTlislls 

CUSTOM BRANDING IRONS 
LOWEST C USTOM PRICES 

VINTAGE & USED 
WOODWORKING HA D TOOLS 

FOR THE TRADESMAN OR COLLECTOR 
"Specialize in Stanley" 

For free current list of tools available 
cull 914-352-1 347 or write to: 

� 
Buy/Sell 

Satisfaction Guaranteed 

Power Tools 

VINTAGE TOOL 
HOUSE 

P.O. Box 855 
Suffern, NY 1 0901 

Responsive 
Postpaid Service 

THE INVISmLE CLAMP, (venturi-vacu
um pump syslem.) Holds fast for un
obstructed routing, sanding and veneer
ing, no marring. Vac-U-Clamp Systems: 
PO Box 1 14, American Fork, UT 84003. 
(801) 756-4586. 

BANDSAW SAWMILL KIT. Affordable 
and portable. Write for free info: Linn 
Lumber, PO Box 326, Lebanon, OR 97355. 

Sharpen Turning Tools 
& Woodworking Tools 
accurately & 
efficienlfy with the 
SAB R E  
SHAR P EN I N G CENT R 

$79. 
plus 

LAM E LLO F ITTI NGS 
We always have the latest LAMEL¥LO 
and now �KNAPP BISCUIT . HARDWARE. ·  Call Hank, 
he's most knowledgeable 
for all your joinery needs. 

Specialized Woodworking Equipment 

SELECT MACHINERY, INC . Parts 

Call for free brochure • Accessories 

718-897-3937 . Joini
· R��� 
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���D& A M E R I C A N  M A D E  

D r i l l  presses, Delta,  C l a u s i n g  & 
Powermatic. American made electric 
molars in stock, including Unisaw 3hp 1 0  
replacement $288 ppd. special discount 
list of new Delta accessories, including 
used wood & metal working machinery 
and Freeborn cutters. 
Cali or write Box 1 4, Bethel, VT 05032. 
PLAZA MACHINERY • 802 234-9673 

Plans & Kits 

WINDSOR CHAIR KITS, 21 models, 
finest materials and craftsmanship. Free 
catalog. 2319 Chivington Dr., Longmont, 
CO 80501. (303) 678-7363. 

FULL-SIZE PROFESSIO AL PLANS 
catalog $3. Over 200 professionally-de
signed plans for building fine furniture. 
Furniulre Designs, Inc., CK-13, 1827 Elm
dale Ave., Glenview, IL 60025. 

MAKE WOODEN TOYS, whirligigs, 
banks, door harps, doll houses, clocks, 
music boxes, weather instruments, 
crafts, furniulre with our plans, kits, sup
plies. Catalog $1. (800) 848-4363 Cherry 
Tree Toys, Belmont, 01-1 43718-0369. 

CLOCK PLANS Grandfather, Grand
mother, mantel, wall. Catalog $3. Mike 
Flanigan's Clock Shop, ]706 Broadway, 
Graham, NC 27253. 

Wood 
BEST EXOTICS AVAILABLE. Cocobo-
10, 5 pieces, 2X2X12 530. 5 pieces 
1 !hX 1 ';'X ] 2  $ 18. 3 pieces 1X3X24 $27. 
Ebony 1 Y,X I YzX ]8, $ 1 2.50. Tagua Nuts, 
10 pieces, $ ] 4  PPD. Calif. residents add 
7-%% tax. Also tulipwood, ziricote, bo
cote, pink ivory, snakewood & more. 
SASE. TROPICAL EXOTIC HARD
WOODS, PO Box 1806, Carlsbad, CA 
92018. (6]9) 434-3030. Visa/Me. 

GLUED UP SHEETS of solid oak or wal
nut up to 36-in. wide. Finish sanded as 
desired. ] -800-829-3028 for details. 

APPALACHIAN HARDWOODS, 1 5  
species, 2,000 sizes. Dimension cut, ran
dom L/W, thinwoods, turning squares, 
carving blocks. Free catalog "from the 
Good Wood People". Croffwood Mills, 
RD 1, Box 14F, Driftwood, PA 1 5832. 
800-874-5455. 

HARDWOOD FLOORING, MOULD
ING & PANELS. Walnut specials. 2V4-in. 
flooring $2.50/sq. ft. Select Millwork, 
Kalamazoo, MI. (6]6) 349-7841. 

IDGHLY-FIGURED WALNUT SLABS 
and book-matched panels. California 
Walnut Designs, 1 2681 Wolf Rd., Grass 
Valley, CA 95949. (916) 268-0203. 

GOOD HOPE HARDWOODS- Tiger 
maple and curly cherry in 1 2/4 through 
4/4 thickness. Curly walnut in lumber 
and slabs up to 54-inches wide. Quilted 
maple, figured mahogany, plain walnut, 
cherry, and flooring. (215) 274-8842. 1627 
New London Rd., Landenberg, PA 19350. 

TURNING BLOCKS, BURLS, AND 
CROTCHES-exotic and domestic hard
woods-write or call for price list. Wood
ply Lumber, ]00 Bennington Ave., Dept. 
F, Freepott, NY 1 1 520. (800) 354-9002. 

ATTENTION WOODWORKERS-maple 
and redwood burl. Figured, quilted, 
bird's-eye, lace. Any size or thickness 
avail. Quality. Albany, OR. (503) 926-1 123. 

REDWOOD LACE BURL, other western 
species, squares, slabs, whole. Western 
lumber, figured lumber, rare woods, 
sample kits. SASE list. Eureka Hardwood 
Supply, 3346 0 St., Eureka, CA 95501. 
(707) 445-3371 

CHESTNUT SPECIAUSTS: ] X 6 resawn 
chestnut, long lengths, premium grade. 
KD $3.75jbd. ft. (203) 283-4209. 

HOMESTEAD HARDWOODS, (216) 
889-3770. Kiln-dried ash, basswood, 
bird's-eye maple, butternut, cherry, 
chestnut, curly maple/cherry, oak, 
poplar, sassafras, walnut. 

GROWN LARCH KNEES (Tamarack or 
Hackmatack) also alder and quanersawn 
larch. Lucky 'G' Farm, Box 5920, Hart
land, ME 04943. ( 207) 938-2380. 

CAUFORNIA'S FINEST BURLS. Direct. 
Gigantic selection redwood, huge spalted 
maple, buckeye, manzanita, maeirone and 
myrtle; all uses. BuriTree (707) 442-1319. 

CURLY MAPLE TURNING STOCK, ] 
to 3Y,-in. square or blocks to 3Y4-in. 
thiCk. Walnut and curly maple flitches; 
10/4 to 1 2/4. Quartersawn and curly oak, 
curly maple, walnut and sassafras 4/4 
lumber. Dunlap Woodcrafts, Vienna, VA. 
(703) 631-5147. 

SAWN VENEERS, THIN LUMBER, 
spa Its, crolches, burls. For information 
call Geoffrey Noden (609) 890-8] 52. 
Write or FAX Steve Price, 232 Stokes Ave, 
Trenton, NJ 08638. (609) 882-3300. 

MICROTHIN LUMBER: V" )" 6, Y" Y,6-
inch thicknesses. Widths to six inch
es. Clear and su rfaced on fou r  sides. 
Lowest prices available. South Amer
ican and African mahogany. Walnut, 
cherry, oak, poplar. Please write for 
details and price list. West Friendship 
Hardwoods, PO Box 1 03,  West 
Friendship, MD 2 1 794. 

GILMER WOOD CO. 503-274- 127 1 
Rare & Exotic Woods 
• in logs, planks & squares 
• over 50 species in stock 
• also cutlery, turning & 
musical instrument woods 

221 1  NW SI. Helens Rd., Portland, OR 97210 

HARDWOOD CUT TO ORDER 
• • •  1 00 Species in Stock · • •  

Burls & Blocks for Turners 
MCNisa accepted. Cali or write: 

COLON IAL HARDWOODS, I C. 
7648 Oynatech Ct. 

Springfield, VA 22153 

(800) 466-5451 (703) 451-9217 
Shipped UPS or Common Carrier 

rchitechtral Hardwoods & Velleers 
Custom blue·print panels 

The finest in materials from all over the world. 
Call for samples & prices. Wholesale/retail. 

690 18N, Street 
Sail Frallcisco, CA 94107 

Phone: (415) 252-7557 Fax: (415) 252-7577 

WINTERWOODS 
TIGER & BIRDSEYE MAPLE 

TOP QUAlITY GUARANTEED 
LUMBER 

TUANNG SQUARES 
BOWL Bl.AN(S 

ROUGH OR SU'U'ACED 

SALE: RARE HARDWOODS. Brazilian 
rosewood lumber, Macassar ebony 
squares, snakewood, and pink ivory 
all sizes. Decorative wormy oak, 4/4 
lumber, Siberian elm, cocobolo & bo
cote lumber. Over 70 other woods. 
Free catalog/price list. (310) 542-3576. 
Exotic Hardwoods, 4100B Spencer St., 
Torrance, CA 90503. 

PINK IVORY: Logs, log sections and di
mensioned stock. Direct from logger, im
porter, specializing in precious African 
hardwoods. Quality always guaranteed. 
M. S. Tisdale, 25000 S.W. 207th Ave., 
Homestead, FL 33031. (305) 248-0593. 

FIGURED LUMBER: sequentially sawn 
and numbered, KD. Burl, curly, quilt, 
mottled, spalted; bowl blanks. Seasoned 
Hardwoods. ( 503) 247-7875. 

HONDURAS ROSEWOOD SCRAPS 
25#/$24.95 delivered. Pine Creek Wood 
Co., PO Box 588, West Linn, OR 97068. 

MESQUITE, NATIVE PECAN, fiddle
back sycamore, tidewater cypress, 
mountain juniper, aromatic red cedar. 
Lumber, flooring and veneers. Texas Kiln 
Products. (800) 825-91 58. 

SELECT & BETTER 20 bel. ft. BULK 
PACK: red oak $2.JOjbd. ft., ash $ 185/bd. 
ft., cherry $2.1 5/bd. ft. Additional species. 
Visa/Me. Free catalog. BADGER HARD
WOODS, Rte. 1, Box 262, Suite FW7, Wal
wonh, WI 53184. (800) 252-2373. 

FINEST APPALACHIAN & EXOTIC 
HARDWOODS. Veneers & plywood. 
Turning & carving blocks. West System 
Epoxies, Old Fashioned Milk Paint, Ban
ley Products, Freud accessories. Mill
work available. Best prices. Free list, 
SASE: Hattwood, Ltd., PO Box 397, New 
Oxford, PA "17350. Call (717) 624-9292. 

OREGON BLACK WALNUT-Lumber, 
turning squares, carving blocks, highIy
figured wide boards. GOBY WA LNUT 
PHO0 UCTS, Dept. FW, 5016 Palestine 
Hd., Albany, OR 97321. (503) 926-7516. 

LIGNUM VITAE aged, waxed, 30-50 lb. 
billets, $4/lb. China Seas Trading Co., 
MD. (410) 987-4551, FAX (410) 923-068l 

QUARTERSAWN WHITE OAK 
AND FIGURED LUMBER 
Curly. Brid"s-eye. Cluined, Crolch 
800-373-6097 or 21 5-775-{)4()() 

RD #3. Box 3268. Mohnton. PA 19540-9339 

WESTERN PENNSYLVANIA 
WOODWORKERS 

50 Domeslic & Im ported Woods · Veneers 
Finishes · Mouldings · Hardware · Plans · Books 
Carving Stock · Magazines · Quality Tools 

Calf or Visit Our Store 
WOODCRAFTERS SUPPLY 

7703 Perry Hwy (Rt. 19) 2920 Buffalo Rd. 
Pittsburgh, PA 1 5237 Erie, PA 16510 
(412) 367-4330 (814) 899-5466 

WOOD & TOOL EXCHANGE 

limiled to use by individuals only. 

For Sale 

WOODWORKERS' TOUR OF ENGLAND 
& GERMANY. May "17-27, 1993. Contact: 
Buford Mooberry, 2514 E. Muller Rd., E. 
Peoria, IL 6]61 1. (309) 266-6575. Please 
cont,�ct by March ], 1993. 

WOODWOHKING TOOLS & EQUIP
MENT. A complete working shop. Delta 
Uni-saw, Hitachi planer/joiner, ]8-in. 
Grizzly band saw, router shaper, drill 
press, bench, etc. Fits in a ] v'-car garage. 
(309) 686-0383. Peoria, II.. 

ANTIQUE CARVING AND OTHER 
TOOLS, books about woodworking and 
antiques. RD #2, Delanson, NY ] 2053, or 
call first (5]8) 864-5651. Dan O'Neill. 



CLASSIFIED 
DELTA 18-IN. SCROLL SAW, model 40-
601. Unused $500. or best offer. (603) 
224-9401. (NH) 

BALTIC BIRCH PLYWOOD-V,-in. thick, 
5 birch plys, no voids. Hundreds of 12-in. 
by 60-inch pieces. $30 for 10 pcs., $40 for 
15 pieces. UPS incld. in 48 states. Send 
check to: C. Drozda, 2756 47th St., Boul
der, CO 80301. (303) 440-3579. 

FINE WOODWORKING # 1 -73 hard
bound in 12 vols. plus 3 indexes. #74 to 
present unbound, sell as set only. Best 
offer over $300 plus shipping. (617) 740-
1891. (MA) 

FINE �'(IOODWORKING # 1 -95, WOOD
WORKERS JOUR AL vols. 7-13, 
Delmhorst moisture meter model G22. 
(215) 837-6442. CPA) 

FINE WOODWORKING issues 16 thn.1 96. 
Indexes included, selling as set only. Best 
offer. P. Perlman. (201) 543-4239. (ND 

MOROCCO 2-yr burl. (tetraclinis artic
ulata). Blocks, sanded avg. 40 Ibs. 
A/D. Beautifully spotted. Premium 
quality. $ 1 0  U.S';lb. Veneering VB-in. 
$25 U.S'; sq. ft .  PPD. Rejean Drouin, 
333 19 St., Quebec, Que., Canada G I L  
2A5. (418) 529-5466. 

DELTA 14-IN. Band saw, height attch., 
encl. motor std., HTC dolly, $750 (cost 

1050). Powermatic M60 8-in. jointer, 
HTC dolly, $ 1 500 (cost $2250.) Both vir
tually new condition. Make offer. (301) 
441 -9444. (MD) 

BARNES & SENACA FALLS FOOT POW
ERED mortising machines. $400 ea. plus 
shipping. (608) 934-5437. (WI) 

RARE WORKBENCH-one of five built 
by Michael Fortune and Scott Landis, as 
shown in Chapter 5 of The Workbench 
Book. Mint condition. $ 1,200 plus ship
ping. (215) 383-5035. (PA) 

LIQUIDATING THOUSANDS of board 
feet all air dried: Oak, cherry, mahogany, 
maple, primavera Mozambique, paldao, 
afrormosa, padauk. Contact Steve Gib
son, VA Beach, VA. (804) 481-2870. 

FINE WOODWORKING nos. 1-96 com
plete, with indexes in excellent condi
tion. $250. U.S. or $300. Canadian plus 
shipping. (416) 822-0230. (Toronto) 

OLNER 30-1 . DISC SANDER with oscil
lating drum sander. Oliver #34 shop no. 
17041. $1500. Phone 708-469-3200. (lL) 
FINE WOODWORKING, 1 -63 $175. Stan
ley #45 w/25 blades $150. Stanley 71 
rollter plane $40. (301) 216-2720 
evenings. (MD) 

Wanted to Buy 

HOME OR COMPLETE HOBBY WOOD 
SHOP with usual power tools and hand 
tools. Eastern PA to ew England pre
ferred. Call (215) 884-8093. CPA) 

I FO AND PARTS FOR GREENLEE 
TABLE SAW model 495S sliding table. 
54860 King Rd., Blue River, OR 97413. 
(503) 822-3451. 

WOODWORKING IN ESTONIA, by A. 
Viires. Reprint. Springfield, VA. U.S. Dept. 
of Commerce, 1969. Offers to: Ray Geer
inckx, 25 Ave. De Ia Tendraie, B-1421 
Ophain, Belgium. 

INTRODUCING THE U L T I M  AT E IN POSITIONING JIGS 
Bringing computer technology to 
woodworking, the AutoJig'" posi· 
tioning jig automatically moves 
the fence on 
your router 
table or 
table saw. 

• Motor posi· 
tioned fence 
• V2S6" accuracy 
• Fast setup 
• Four·function 

calculator 
• Incra" Fence Compatible 
• Decimal and fractional 

entry 

I END TEMPLATE RESTRICTIONS I 

MADE IN USA 

Enter your board width and router bit 
dimensions, and the AutoJig will 

calculate the fence positions reo 
quired to cut dovetails and 

finger jOints. The AutoJig 
provides a new level of 
accuracy and flexibility 
to wood creations. 

Call or write for a bro· 
chure and ordering 

information. 
Heartwood Techunology 

P.O. Box 50324 
Colorado Springs, CO 80949 
(7 1 9) 599-932 1 

READER SERVICE NO. 1 7  

VEGAJOINTMAKER 1 000 
The VegaJointmaker produces round a n d  square e n d  tenons, monices, 
box joints, dovetails, dowel joints and more without the use of templates. 
The Jointmaker is easy to adjust, fast to use, sturdy and very accurate. 

Features: 
• X, Y, Z and Rotary Z Axis 
• Micro Adjust Height Control 
• Fast Set-Up 
• Made in U.SA 
• Utilizes a Romer 
• List Plice $450.00 flPdilVEGA 
• _ . R.R. #3, Box 193, Dept. 24 

. Decatur, IL 62526 

. , Phone 800-222-VEGA 

FAX 217-963-2246 

Call or writf Jor Free InJonnation A" Vfga Products. Video Tapes available. 

READER SERVICE NO. 58 

READER SERVICE NO. 2 
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Books 

The Connoisseurship of Chinese Furniture by Wang 
Shixiang. Art Media Resources, Ltd., 21 W. Illinois St., Chicago, 
Ill. 60610; 1990. $150, two-volume hardback; 416 pp. 

Wang Shixiang has spent a 
lifetime studying the history 
of Chinese furniture. No easy 
task in a China racked by in
vasion, civil war, social tur
moil and cultural revolution. 
He trekked across the furni
ture-producing regions of 
China on foot and by bicycle, 
photographing and sketch
ing, talking to woodworkers, 
canvasing door to door, 
searching for the craftsmen 
and the antiques that could 
clarify the evolution of the 
furniture tradition. 

The Connoisseurship of 
Chinese Furniture, recently 

published in English, is the summary of his research. The books 
(a two-volume set) are structured much like the classic works 
on Chinese furniture by Gustav Ecke and George N. Kates and 
consider many of the same topics, but Wang expands each top
ic, adding a wealth of specific and detailed information. Joinery 
is given the most thorough treatment yet, and the description of 
Chinese cabinet woods is augmented with color photos of each. 
Wang has also linked his examples, where possible, to ancestral 
types found in tomb furniture and scroll painting. 

Those who already possess other volumes on Chinese furni
ture will appreciate the photos of 350 pieces of furniture. Wang's 
photos are drawn overwhelmingly from collections inside 
China in contrast to the other books that rely mostly on Western 
collections. Regrettably, these are all black-and-white photos. 
These books attempt to be an encyclopedia cataloging every 
permutation of design that Wang could document. 

The books' principle fault is that Wang assumes an objective, 
scholarly tone, so he reveals little of his magnetic personality 
or sense of humor. Apart from this, The Connoisseurship of 
Chinese Furniture is sure to stand as the authoritative work on 
Chinese furniture for decades to come and a data bank for fu
ture scholarship in the field. This status is especially appropriate 
because these books are the first major work on the subject in 
modern times written by a Chinese. -John Kriegshauser 

Wood Finishing With George Frank by George Frank, 
Sterling Publishing Co., 387 Park Ave. S., New York, N.Y. 
10016-8810; 1988. $14.95, paperback; 144pp. 
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Throughout this rich treasury 
of wood-coloring and wood
finishing lore, the author, 
George Frank, teaches in the 
Old World way. Frank teases, 
cajoles, and warmly draws 
the reader in with stories of 
his experiences. Sometimes 
he scolds. Always he holds 
out the rare information for 
us to take. Beautiful color 
plates show results we can 
hope to achieve. 

early two-thirds of the 
tome is dedicated to treat
ments for coloring wood. 

Both modern chemical dyes and stains are covered as well as 
the more traditional vegetable stuffs. Tucked in carefully, some
times between the lines or maybe one or two paragraphs be
yond where you expected it, are the keys to successful usage of 
these sometimes temperamental materials. 

Almost all woodworkers have experienced the frustration of 
unexpected results in finishing pieces we have long labored 
over. To use today's vernacular, Frank will not tolerate reactive 
fini.shing: simply hoping for the best, but resignedly taking what 
one gets. He teaches proactive methods, which allow us to cre
ate the effects we want. This is not another finishing manual that 
simply lists recipe after recipe. It does not bother witl1 the mun
dane most of us already know. Rather, Wood Finishing With 
George Frank tells us how to predetermine the colOring and fin-
ishing results we want to achieve. -Tim. B. Inman 

The Artist's Complete Health and Safety Guide by Monona 
Rossol. Allworth Press, 10 E. 23rd St., New York, N.Y. 10010; 
1990. $16.95, paperback; 328pp. 

' H ' 

ARTIST'S 
( O M P " " 

HEALTH 
·-SAFETY 
o U I D I 
l\'t"f\ "in� '\l 0 ",n�lW .[I(lUt oln 
mate to lTkl"l \ r wortplh: safe 
nd '" mph: With L mh.'d St.alf'" and 
(,lfl ,draY' "�ht·to-kn()" la\\� 

We all have a natural tenden
cy to do what is familiar and 
easy (and all too often, risky) 
rather than doing what we 
really should in order to pro
tect ourselves. This charac
teristic of human behavior is 
not likely to change any time 
soon, but laudably, there is 
an increasing focus in arts 
and crafts literature on safety. 
This comprehensive text 
adds conSiderably to this fo
cus. It is both timely and 
forceful.  You cannot read it 
without feeling somewhat 
guilty about your current 
work practices. 

At first glance, it does not 
appear that there is much of interest to woodworkers here. 
There is only one chapter, of 10 pages, titled "Woodworking." 
This is misleading because excellent chapters on hazardous 
materials, their affects on the body, chemical and physical 
(e.g. noise and vibration) hazards, ventilation and respiratory 
protection are all relevant. The information is well-organized 
and concisely presented. For example, in the chapter on chem
ical hazards and their controls, the author distinguishes among 
gases, vapors, mists, fumes, dusts and smoke- seemingly an 
academic exercise until you try to avoid inhaling them. Preven
tion, not treatment is emphasized throughout the text. 

For a general reference book on hazards in the arts and crafts, 
The Artist's Complete Health and Safety Guide is unsurpassed. 
If you use minerals, plastics, ceramics, metals, animal products, 
pigments, dyes or glass in addition to wood, this volume is in
dispensable. Art and craft school teachers should read it from 
cover to cover. 

Deficiencies in such an ambitious undertaking are inevitable. 
In the woodworking glues and adhesives section, white glue is 
touted for its safety. However, white glue has been supplanted 
by modified polyvinyl acetate (PVA) glues-yellow glues
which are not mentioned. Great emphasis is placed on person
al protection, but you will not find terms such as gloves or 
goggles indexed. Though a good chart is provided for various 
goggles, there is no such quick reference guide for gloves. All 
too often one is advised to "consult the manufacturer" for prop
er glove selection. A text such as this must make changing bad 
habits as easy as possible if it is to succeed. -Theodore Fink 



Popular, 
Pocket-size 
MINI-LiGNO 

$110 
Only 

Incl. Case. 
Batteries 
and Pins 
for Yilt and 1j�� Measuring Depth. 

Ogee Foot Mouldings 

End your 
frustrations! 

-Various styles, heights, woods 
-No minimum -Affordable 
Fax! phone 1 -800-628-0428 

Blue Ridge Moulding 
Hinton Virginia 

You Need Tree City USA 
C ity trees add the 

soft touch of 
nature to our busy lives. 

Support Tree City 
USA where you live. 
For your free booklet, 
write: Tree City USA, 
The National Arbor 
Day Foundation, 
Nebraska City, NE 
68410. 

moisture defects are irreversible. 
Therefore don't waste money and 
time on wet wood. Use a moisture 
meter to be sure you work 
only with dry wood. 

INCRA � 
MIKE- -� 

SALE $44.95 
PRO PACKACE .......................... $169.00 
Includes: 16- 'ncra Pro, 2r Pro 
Fence System. Rioht AnDie FIXture 
Incra Gauge, Handbook & Templates 

$225.00 VALUE 
US PROCUT BIT SET .................. $89.95 
Made in U.S.A. All 8 Bits tor Incra 
Jig/Pro. Six Dovetails. Two Stmiohts. 

'l:41���f.Pf12. �����e Guaf3ntee. 

Ask for f.u t-ct-. on 
moisture meters (range 4-30%, 
4-60%) and accessories to 
monitor air or kiln drying. 

INCRA JIG PRO t2 .......... $59.95 INCAA VIDEO $16.95 BOOKITEMP $t6.95 $110.00 VALUE 
INCRA JIG PRO t6 ... ...... $69.95 INCRA GAUGE ... .. ...... $12.95 18' INCRA FENCE SYSTEM ........ 544.95 

Includes: Fence, Stap, Extender Bar 
28' INCRA PRO fENCE .... $54.95 INCRA MITER SLIDER $10.95 .. 2/$19.50 ���� :�ciLE'FliiTii'iiE'::::::::::::::��m INCRA HINGE PLANS ...... $11.95 MASTER TEMPLATE LIBRARy ...... $23.95 

MASTERCARD ' VISA ' DISCOVER rIOODPEeIfEAS 
P.O. Box 2951 0 '  Parma, Ohio 44129 

ADJUSTABLE WIDTH 
CHAIN-cDVER PERMITS 
CUSTOMIZED SCREW 
SPACING UP TO W' 

THE SOLUTION: 
The Veritas® Twin-Screw Vise 
has two chain-driven vise 
screws which ope rate In 
unison, ensuring the jaws remain parallel 
regardless of where you clamI' your work in the vise. A spring-loaded lockpln 
lete you disengage the chain for controlled skewing to eC\uallze pressure on 
out-of-sC\uare work. Inetalls easily, either In a new benc-k. or retrofitting 
an existing bench. Veritas Round Dogs or Wonder Dogs add to 
Its versatility. 
Suggested Retail ...... $129.95 
(wood components 8)Wluded) 
Taxes and shipping extra. 

Verltas® 
Wonder Dop 114 
$24.95ea 
&RoundDop 
$19.95 pair 

To place an order or _ for your FREE 
Veritas® c:ataIog of woodworking iDnovatiolL'l 
CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-667-2986 
Dept._ FWl 
The 1\vin-Screw VISe is also available from: 
• Garrett Wade • Japan Woodworker 
• Lee Valley Tools • Woodworker's Supply 
• Woodcraft Supply and other quality tool outlets. 

• • CON11tOU.ED 8ItEVItNG �. • • /IUTHEFUI'OFAI'IN 
Ul'1O 1/4' Em1ER WAY 
ON A 24' WIPE JNI/, 

Verltas® 
'IUcker VIse 

$495.00 

veRftas-Tools Inc. 
12 East River Street, Ogdensburg 
N.y' 13669 

Innovation in Tools 
READER SERVICE NO. 1 08 
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Books (continued) 

Weekend Projects for Woodworkers by the editors of 
The Woodworker's Journal. Madrigal Publishing Co., 51 7 
Litchfield Road, New Milford, Conn. 06776; 1991. $14.95, 
paperback; 121 pp. 

WEEKEND 
PROJECTS for WOODWORKERS 

S2 .�al projHts)OII caft build In a da, or hm 

I 'm not normally impressed 
by project books. They usu
ally contain pieces that either 
answer questions I 'm not 
asking, or they appear to 
have been churned out sole
ly for the sake of filling the 
pages. 

But the editors from The 
Woodworker's Journal have 
developed some wonderful, 
exquisite designs that can be 
completed in a weekend. 
Each project shows evidence 
of careful attention not only 
to construction but also to 
the design details that mark 
the dividing line between 

the merely functional and the elegantly useful. 
For example, the Shaker-style step stool combines the useful

ness and construction of the original Shaker stools with the 
slightly softened appearance derived by giving the aprons 
and stretchers a gentle radius, a la James Krenov. The resulting 
stool looks like it belongs in the library at the Rockefeller's man
sion-but works perfectly as an easily stored step stool for your 
pantry. As another example, the clamdigger's basket (useful as a 

TIle IIaIIIand 1 31 
is designed to make maximum use of minimum space 
ideal for the small professional shop and the demanding 
hobbyiSt. Change from one too l  to another in 20 seconds 
or less! Solid. sturdy. reliable. 

CALL OR WRITE FOR MORE INFORMATION NOW! 

20B1 LAGUNA CANYON AD .. LAGUNA BEACH. CA 92651 

LAGU\IA i 001 5 
1 ·800·234·1 976 or 71 4-494-7006 
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magazine rack or for displaying floral arrangements) has a han
dle that runs diagonally. This provides better balance and the vi
sual spark of excitement that separates good design from the 
merely functional. 

This book contains a wide variety of projects: several cate
gories of toys, furniture, furnishings and jewelry chests. There's 
not a clinker in the bunch. For those of us not fortunate enough 
to be able to attend design school, Simply observing these de
signs with a thoughtful eye can offer many good design lessons. 

Each project is accompanied by a high-quality black and white 
photograph and two-color line drawings that help make the 
spatial relationship extremely clear. All the information you 
need to complete each project is clearly presented-even to the 
inclusion of several sources of supplies. -Richard Griffin 

country Classics: 25 Early American Projects by Gloria 
Saberin. TAB Books, Blue Ridge Summit, Pa. 1 7294-0850; 
1991. $12.95, paperback; 1 66pp. 

Each of Gloria Saberin's projects is a reproduction of a genuine 
18th- or 19th-century country antique; each would typically be 
found in almost every home of the period. Saberin includes a 
broad range of projects in four categories: "Small Household Ac
cessories," "Furniture," "Toys" and "Doll Furniture." 

Saberin does not fall into the trap of using the same thickness 
of wood for each element of her projects but rather carefully 
balances aesthetic and structural requirements. Construction in
structions are clear and adequate. Each piece is illustrated both 
by line draWings and by black and white photographs, and 
there are color plates of 12 of the 25 projects. Saberin has even 
included black and white photos of the original pieces (those 

ORtGON SCHOOL Of f\RT.S aCRAtTS 



Micrograin Carbide Teeth 
Teflon® coatings 
Anti-kickback design * 

'Where blade permits 

op-flight design and premium materials have made CMT's router bits the talk of the industry and now we've produced a 
collection of saw blades to match! With long-lasting micrograin carbide teeth, rugged steel bodies and superb balance, 
these blades deliver smooth perfonnance under the heaviest workloads. Compare a CMT blade to the brand you're using. 

If you aren't completely satisfied, send it back for a cheerful refund or credit. For the ultimate test, try our new 80 tooth blade for 
super-fine cuts in melamine and other laminates, it's guaranteed not to chip/ We strongly recommend the use of blade 
dampeners on table or radial ann saws. These precision-machined 5" dampeners reduce vibration produced by the saw's motor, 
belts and bearings. Dampeners are bored for 5IS" arbors and allow a full 2-1/2" depth of cul with 1 0" blades. 

Blade Descril:!tion Teeth Bore 
1 1 0-240 10" Precision Ril:! 24 5/S" 
1 1 0-500 10" Combination 50 5/S" 
1 1 0-600 1 0" SUl:!er Miter 60 5/S" 

List SALE 
$60.00 $49.00 
$69.00 $52.00 
$74.00 $54.00 

Salte on Package Deals! 
1.1 ()'SSS All four 10" blades $189 00 L�t: $� SALE: • 

1 1 0-S00 10" Ultimate Laminate SO 5/S" $79.00 $59.00 1 10-444 Two Blade Package: 
lS5-04S S-1/2" SUl:!er Miter 4S" 5/S" 
SBS-005 5" Blade Dampeners 

$59.00 $48.00 
$24.00 $ 1 9.00 

10xSO & 10x80 $ 99 00 
List: $JA8:00 SALE: • 

Anti-Kickback 811 Dado Set 
With 32 micrograin carbide teeth for incredibly fine cuts! 

ost S" dado sets have only 24 teeth, but CMT's set has 32 teeth on 
each outside blade. You'll cut beautiful dadoes and grooves with a 
big advantage: the safety of our anti-kickback design. The set 

includes two S" outside blades and four chippers (1 @ 1/16", 2 @ l /S", 1 @ 
1/4"), all with S/S" arbor and Micrograin Carbide teeth. Cuts grooves from 1/4" 
to 13/16" wide in 1/16" increments. Your CMT Dado Set also includes the 
rugged Blade Runner caddy for safe storage. For extra precision, add the 
dado shim set shown below. Includes 4 ea . . 004", 2 ea . .  0075", 2 ea . . 0125" 
and 2 ea . . 020" color coded plastic shims. 
108-320 Dado Set w/caddy List: UJ,.o:6O SALE: $ 1 59.°0 
055-00 1 Shim Set 
(highly recommended) SALE: s 1 5.00 

What else is new at CMT? Check these prices on router bit sets! 

Save on CMT's sets of premium router bits! Most sets include the 
beautiful hardwood case shown with the Leigh Jig Set below (Keller 
& OMNIJIG sets include sturdy carton). CMT bits feature CMX-4 

You get four bits in one with CMT's 
Rabbeting Kit Micrograin carbide, Teflon® coatings, anti-kickback design 

and the engineering expertise of CMT. All 
bits carbide tipped or solid 
carbide. 

800-502 

ese popular kits include a 1 -
3/S" d iameter carbide t ipped 
Rabbeting Bit, 3 extra bearings & 

an allen key to make the cuts shown 
below, 

800·507 1/4" Shank Kit 
List: $3&:S(T" SALE: $27.90 
800·508 1/2" Shank Kit 
List: $39.90"" SALE: $29.90 

Complete 1/4" & 1/2" Shank Set 
f�r the Leigh Jig $ 1 29 00 List: 1.80:40" SALE: • 

SOO-500 Incra or JoinTECH Set, 1/4" Shank: 6 Dovetail & 2 
Straight bits Lisl: � Sale: $ 99.00 
SOO-501 Incra or JoinTECH Set, 1/2" Shank: 6 Dovetail & 2 
Straight bits LiSI: � Sale: $ 1 09.00 
SOO-503 1 2-Piece 1/4" Shank Set, with Chamfer, Rabbet, 
Radius, Flush Trim, Cove, Ogee, Dovetail, V-Groove, Mortising, 
Round Nose & 2 Straight bits. Lisl:� Sale: $ 1 59,00 
SOO-504 6-Pc. 1/2" Shank Set: Round Nose, Rabbeting, Cove, 
Roundover, Ogee & Chamfer Bits Lisl:.$.I-57:9O Sale: $ 1 1 9.00 
Soo-505 1 3-Pc. 112" Shank Set, with Cove, Rabbeting, Ogee, 
Chamfer, Roundover, Dovetail, Round Nose, V-Groove, Flush 
Trim, Mortising & 3 Straight Bits Lisl:� Sale: $ 1 99.00 
SOO-509 agee Kitchen Set with Raised Panel, Rail&Stile, Glue 
Joint & Drawer Lock Lisl:..$2991lO Sale: $239.20 

5/1 6" 3/S" 711 6" 1/2" 

SOO-51 0 Standard Kitchen Set with Raised Panel, Rail&Stile, 
Glue Joint & Drawer Lock Lisl: $2W1lO Sale: $239.20 
SOO-51 1 Bevel & Radius Kitchen Set with Raised Panel, Rail& 
Stile, Glue Joint & Drawer Lock Lisl: $2W1lO Sale: $239,20 
SOO-61 1  OMNIJIG Set, 1/4" Shank, with 3 Dovetail, 2 Straight & 1 
Top Bearing Lisl: � Sale: $ 89.00 
SOO-61 7  Keller 1601 Set 1/4" Shank, with 2 Dovetail, 3 Straight, 
with Bearings Lisl: $.1-48":50 Sale: $ 1 1 8.80 
SOO-61 S  Keller 2401 Set 1/4"& 3/S" Shank, with 2 Dovetail, 2 
Straight with Bearings. Lisl: $.l.43:2O" Sale: $ 1 1 4.60 

READER SERVICE NO. 100 

To order or for the name of 
the nearest CMT dealer, call: 
1-800-531-5559 
Our Order lines are open 24 
hours a day, 365 days a year! 

Shipping & Handling '4.'" 
Free Shipping on orders over S 100.00 
Call today for our new, 
32-page color catalog 

CMT Tools 
5425 Beaumont Center Blvd. 

Tampa, FL 33634 
1 -S13-SS6-1 S1 9 FAX: 1 -S13-SSS-6614 
Dealer & export inquiries welcome 

In Canada, your exclusive CMT dealer 
is ToolTrend Ltd. 1-800-387-7005 
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Books (continued) 

that are available) from which she made her reproductions. 
If your taste in country furniture runs toward the more refined, 

you'll probably wish to pass on this book. But if the best of Ear
ly American country design appeals to you, Saberin's book will 
help you build some true classics. -Richard Griffin 

Restoring, Tuning and Using Classic Woodworking Tools 
by Michael Dunbar. Sterling Publishing Co., Inc., 387 Park 
Ave. 5., New York, NY. 10016; 1988. $14.95, paperback; 169 pp. 

Restoring, Tuning and Using 
Classic Woodworking Tools is 
written for craftspeople who 
appreciate and use fine, old 
woodworking tools. Dunbar 
focuses on cutting tools sold 
during the golden age of 
hand tools. From about 1900 
to 1940, good grades of tools 
that actually fit your hand 
were produced. They were 
solidly made, worked well, 
held an edge and looked 
wonderful when made with 
materials like rosewood, 
brass and steel. 

The author's advice, which 
can hardly be repeated often enough, is to buy only complete 
tools in good condition. Many of these tools were sold, and 
in most parts of the country, they are not uncommon on the 
secondhand market. With a little shopping, you can often ob-

Fine & Creative 
Woodworking 
A two-year program which emphasizes 

designing [j building of fine quality custom 
furniture. Related areas studied in depth. 

Curriculum includes: 
• Furniture Construction (Contem porary & 
Period) • Finishing • Wood Turning • Chair 
Construction • Design & Drafting • Wood 
Forming & Bending • Business Operations 
• Equipment & Maintenance 

Located near the furn iture cen ter of the 
Southeas� RCCo{fers affordable tuition. outsliinding 
facilities. small classes. and experienced ins tructors 
Dauid Kenealy and Ted Currin. A balance between 
the use of handtools and woodworking machinery 
enables students to acqUire the knowledge and 
skills of a well-rounded crattsman. Gradua tes receiue 
an Associate of Applied Science degree. 

CALL (9 19) 342-426 1 

-Rockingpam 
Community College 

P_O. Box 38.Wentworth NC 27375-0038 

tain twice the tool at half the price of a new one. 
The coverage and organization of the book make it very use

ful .  The major headings include tool-buying guidelines; tuning, 
cleaning and reconditioning tools; bench planes; specialized 
planes and miscellaneous-including chisels, gouges, bits, 
braces and saws. Photographs and illustrations are of good qual
ity and do an excellent job of complementing the text. 

The array of hand tools covered by Dunbar is excellent. The 
book covers a wide variety of cutting tools, especially planes 
(wood, transition and metal) and plane-related tools (spoke
shaves, drawknives and scrapers). This is a good book for be
ginners, but it also contains a lot of valuable and interesting 
information for the seasoned classic-tool user. 

Although I found chapters on selecting and reconditioning 
tools to contain good information and tips, I was hoping for 
more. For example, Dunbar's recommendations for removing 
rust are usually limited to steel wool or 440-grit sandpaper. Safe, 
but slow and tedious. Since rehabilitating and tuning up a tool is 
not my primary objective, I 'm constantly looking for faster ways 
to remove rust without damaging the tool. 

While this book will not replace other good reference books 
on the subject, it will make a good addition to your libraly. 

-Bernard A. Smith 

John Kriegshauser is a furniture deSigner/craftsman and shop 
director in the College of Architecture at the Illinois Institute 
of Technology in Chicago. Tim B. Inman restores furniture in 
Lake Mills, Wis. Theodore Fink is an internist in Shelburne, 
Vt., and an amateur woodworker. Richard Griffin is an ama
teur woodworker in Oak Park, Ill. Bernard A. Smith is a wood
worker in Bend, are. 

Build Power Tools 
You Can Be Proud Of . . . 
- And SAVE! ! !  

Remember when "qlNlUIy 
c,.ftsrnllnshlp" meant something? 

With GIL-BIII tools It 
still does. 

Construct your own: 
• 12-in BAND SAW 

• 18-in BAND SAW 

• 10-in. TlIT/ARBOR SAW 

· LATHEIDRILL PRESS COMB. 

• 9-in TILT TABLE SAW 

· 6-in BELI SANDER 

• SPINDLE SHAPER 

• CIRCULAR SAW TABLE 

GIL-BIL T kits include step-by-step plans. full 
scale patterns and all necessary metal parts 
and components except wood and motor. 
Made in America with p r i de by G i l l i a m  
Manufacturing, Inc. since 1 946. 
Send $7.50 per plan or $25 for plans for all 
e i g h t  tools  l i sted above o r  send $2 for 
descriptive b r o c h u re o n ly.  Satisfact i o n  
Guaranteed. 

GILLIOM MANUFACTURING, INC., 
Dept. FW1 3 
P.O. Box 1 0 1 8 

St. Charles, MO 63302 
Phone (3 1 4) 724-1 8 1 2 

Featured here: 18-in. Band Saw Specs: Throat capacity 18 in. 
Thickness capacity 12 in. 
Table size 26 in. x 28 in. 

Table tilt O· to 45· 
Blade furnished 124 in. x 1/4 in. x 6T 

Table height 39th in. 
Overall dimensions 33 '1.2 in. wide 

29 in. deep 
71 th in. high 

Speed (wi 1)25 rpm motorl 
425 rpm 2000 blpm 

Order No. 451 ·K only S249.50 (less 
cost of plan. if previously 
purchased) plus shipping 

Speed reduction kit available for 
cuffing steel. 

An Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action College 
READER SERVICE NO. 104 READER SERVICE NO. 202 READER SERVICE NO. 184 
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How to make your table saw better 
than it already is. 
FastTrack'" Improves Machine 
Accuracy & Productivity 
Although the mitre guide is the most important 
positioning fixture on any woodworking ma
chine, virtually evety machine sold comes with 
a guide that just doesn't measure up. 

The FastTrack System was designed and devel
oped by professionals to work in real world, real 
shop situations - as an inexpensive and simple 
solution to many table saw and other machine 
jigging problems. It really works. 

The system is like an Erector Set, because you 
can assemble its various elements ro meet your 
own special needs. Made of precisely cut and 
finished aluminum extrusions and solid Brass 
fittings, each system and accessoty comes with 
the necessaty screws, knobs, and instructions. 

FastTrack For Table Saws 
The Basic Table Saw System includes a 24" Track, 
and a Single Stop. You make a mounting board 
to attach the track to your mitre guide. The 
Deluxe System includes the above plus a 24" 
Mounting Board, with a fully adjustable, right
to-left reading 24" Rule set into it. 
67K04.0 1 Basic Table Saw System $35.95 
67K04.02 Deluxe Table Saw System $7 1 .00 

FastTrack For Radial Arm Saws 
& Chop Boxes 
This system, comprised of a 4S"Track and Single 
Stop, makes a superb cut-off jig. 
67K07.0 1 Radial/Chop Saw System $46.35 

The FastTrack Track 
The foundation of the system is the Track, a W' 
thick by lW' wide precision extrusion with a 
T-slot that fits the head of a W hex-head bolt. 
These bolts hold all of the accessories and fittings 
to the Track, which is attached to a mounting 
board. Any length of Track can be cut to fit, or 
butted end-to-end. 
67KOS.Ol 
67K08.02 
67K08.03 
67K08.04 
67K08.05 
67K08.06 

6" Track 
1 2" Track 
IS" Track 
24" Track 
36" Track 
4S" Track 

7.75 
10.30 
1 3. 1 5  
1 5.45 
20.60 

$2 5.75 

Single & Double Flip Stops 
In the down position, the pivoting Flip Stop 
acts as a positioning guide, fixing the distance 
between the end of a board and the saw blade. It 
flips easily out of the way when not needed. The 
Double Stop provides two settings 2" apart. 
67K09.01 Single Stop 20.60 
67K09.02 Double Stop 25.75 

Other Accessories 
The Micro Adjuster screws into the side of a 
Single or Double Flip Srop or Microbase, allow-

Garrett Wade Co., Inc. 
Departmen t 206 
161 Avenue of the Americas 
New Yorl<, IITY 1 001 3 
Or Call Toll Free 800·22 1 -2942 

Please send me my tools pillS a free 1993 Catalog. 
Name: ____________ _ 

Address: ___________ _ 

City: ______ Stare: _ Zip: __ _ 

NUMBER 
OO.GW 

ing precise adjustment in .004" increments. It 
is recommended for use with either Stop. 

The Mitre Mount (includes a 12" section of 
Track and a short piece of die board) lets you 
slide the Mounting Board freely left or right on 
the mitre guide. We recommend installing one 
with evety FastTrack Table Saw setup. 

The right-to-Ieft reading 48" Rule is marked in 
VI6'� It fits into a dovetail-shaped Bat extrusion 
which is set into a 14' dovetail dado you Cut in 
your mounting board. The Deluxe Table Saw 
System already has the Rule set into it. 

Suggested accessories for the Table Saw System 
are the Micro Adjuster, additional Track, Double 
and extra Single Srops, a 4S" Rule, and Mitre 
Mount. For the Radial Arm Saw, you can use a 
second 4S" Track, a Micro Adjuster, a Double or 
an additional Single Stop, and the 4S" Rule. 

67K lO.03 Micro Adjuster 12.35 
67KlO.04 Mitre Mount 19.30 
67KlO.05 4S" Rule 19.25 

Mastering Woodworking Machines 
Mark Duginske, author of the famous Band 
Saw Handbook has written the very best guide on 
woodworking machinety set-up, tuning and 
use. Filled with professional insight and tips. If 
you have only one book on machinety, this 
should be it. 246 pages, soft cover. 
9 1 L0 1 .0S Machinety Book 24.95 

QTYI DESCRIPTION I PRICE TOTAl 
1 1993 Main Calalog '4.00 Fmw.Order 

Prim t't1lid throNgh S�ptmJ!xr 14. 1993 Sub Toral 
o Check/Money Order 0 Visa 0 MC 0 Amex 

Expiration Dace: _____ _ 

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
Shipping Charges: 
$2.95 up co $10 
$4.55 fo, $10.01 to $20 
$5.95 ro, $20.01 co $50 
$7.25 fo, $50.01 co $100 
$S.30 over $)00 

Shipping Cosr 

(NY Slate add Sales Tax) Sales Tax 

G,and Total 
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Take advantage of 
our special SALE. 

Federal Furniture 
by Michael Dunbar 

Here is a complete workshop 
in the design and construction 
of selected Federal-period 
pieces. Includes detailed 
photos and instructions for a 
card table, a candlestand, 
Hepplewhite and Windsor 
chairs, a chest of drawers and 
more. SOFTCOVER, 1 92 PAGES, 

164 PHOTOS, #070041 ,  �, $9.50 

Adventures in 
Wood Finishing 
by George Frank 
In this entertaining book, 
Frank shares his secrets and 
stories of a lifetime in the 
trade. You'll come away with a 
vast repertoire of finishing 
techniques you can put right 
to use. HARDCOVER, 1 28 PAGES, 

BLACK AND WHITE PHOTOS AND 

DRAWINGS, #07001 4, � $5.50 

Building a Houseful 
of Furniture 
by Simon ",�,tts 

Skilled cabinetmaker Simon 
Watts presents complete plans 
for 43 of his favorite pieces: 
sturdy bed frames, handsome 
chests and a variety of tables, 
desks, bureaus, comfortable 
sofas and chairs. SOFTCOVER, 

224 PAGES, 1 57 PHOTOS, 1 1 5  
DRAWINGS, #070022, � $10.00 

Award winner 

Carving Swedish 
Woodenware 
with Jogge Sundq-vist 

In this video, Jogge Sundqvist 
draws on the rich traditions of 
his forefathers to demonstrate 
how to carve spoons and bowls 
that are a pleasure to use. 
60 MINUTES, #060035, � $1 5.00 

Swedish Carving 
Techniques 
by Wille Sundq-vist 

Learn to carve \vith knife and 
ax. WUle Sundqvist eA1Jlains 
the best qualities to look for in 
knives, axes and other edge 
tools and how best to control 
them. SOFTCOVER, 1 44 PAGES, 

223 PHOTOS, 34 DRAWINGS, 

#0701 07, � $8.00 

27 CHAIRS 

50°A:, off selected 
Fine Woodworking 
books and videos! 

We're offering substantial savings 
on some of our old favorites. 
Quantities are limited, so use the 
enclosed form and order today ! 
Sale ends March 1 5, 1 993. 

No other discounts apply. 

Chainsaw 
Lumbermaking 
by WiU MaUoff 

Learn how to tum a chainsaw 
into a lumbermill. You'll learn 
to modify the chainsaw and 
make numerous accessories 
for milling, use the equipment 
in the woods, and even how to 
cut burls, shape ovals and mill 
natural lmees for boatbuilding. 
HARDCOVER, 224 PAGES, 

427 PHOTOS, 22 DRAWINGS, 

#070020, � $12.00 

Make a Chair 
from a Tree 
An Introduction to 
Working Green Wood 
by John D. Alexander, Jr. 

A wonderfully readable 
account of how to "bust a 
chair out of a tree. "  
SOFTCOVER, 1 28 PAGES, 

1 93 PHOTOS, 89 DRAWINGS, 

#070004, � $6.50 

27 Chairs: 
Best Furniture Projects 
from the British magazine 
Woodworker 
edited by Victor J. Taylor 

Complete measured drawings, 
a cutting list and detailed 
construction information for 
a wide range of chair styles 
from the simple to the 
ornate. SOFTCOVER, 1 1 0  PAGES, 

1 77 DRAWINGS, #0701 13, � $6.50 

Carve a 
Ball-and
Claw Foot 
with Phil Lowe 

The ball-and-claw 
foot, combined 
with the cabriole 

leg, is a hallmark of 1 8th
century furniture. In this video 
workshop Phil Lowe shows you 
how to design and carve the 
version made popular in 
Colonial Philadelphia. 
1 1 5  MINUTES, #060005, � $20.00 

Award winner 

Build A 
Shaker Table 
with KeUy Mehler 

Want to build 
your own Shaker
style dining 
table? You can 
once you've 
watched how 
furniture maker 
Kelly Mehler 
handles the task 
in this video. 

Build a 
Shaker Table 

You'll be able to apply Mehler's 
systematic approach to any 
furniture project you want to 
tackle. 60 MINUTES, 

#060041 ,�, $1 5.00 

TAUNTON 
BOOKS&VIDEOS 

To order use the enclosed order form or call 1 -800-888-8286 operator 26. . .. by fcllow WcJWSifJSU' 
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+ BLUME SUPPLY, INC. 
331 6 South Blvd . •  Charlotte, NC 28209 

704-523-781 1 or 1 -800-288-9200 

YOU DESERVE THE BEST! 

$1 795 $1 550 

#27 SHAPER 3 HP #66 1 0" SAW 2 HP W/50" VEGA 
OR 50" BI ESEMEYER FENCE 

WHILE SUPPLIES LAST 

#1 80 1 8" PLANER 5 HP 

WI KNIFE GRINDER $4795 
#1 00 1 2" PLANER 2 HP $1 975 #60 8" JOINTER 

SPECIAL: $850!! GET THE MOST OUT OF YOUR TABLE 
SAW WITH POWERMATIC'S NEW SLIDING TABLE ATTACHMENT. 

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE 

A NEW KIND OF TIME MACHINE 
Wil l Add Hours to Your pay 

" I  am spending 80% I 
ing."  
"We sand in a day what used to 
take 2 t,lI d� -------= 

"Saves me hours of sanding ."  At Performax � Products we hear that statement made in /� 
many different ways.Tired of tedious hand
sanding on jobs that were too small in size 
or volume for a wide-belt sander, these woodworkers chose 
an affordable solution to their sanding needs. What they got 
for their money exceeded their expectations. 

The Super-Max 37x2, at $3495 plus freight, is the only dual 
drum sander with patented abrasive fasteners and an easi ly 
adjustable second drum for any combination of abrasives. 

Add hours to your day. Call for a free brochure and the 
dealer nearest you . 

R'ERFORMAV 
PRODUCTS, INC. A 

1-800-334-4910 
or (6U) 895-9922 

1 221 1 Woodlake Dr. Dept. FWD7, Burnsville, MN 55337 

READER SEIlVICE NO. 185 

CASCADE TOOLS, INC. 

Formulated by Boeing Co. ,  th is special spray 
penetrates deep and holds up the longest 
against corrosive environments. Safe for use 
on most paints, plastics and vinyls. (Non fluo
rocarbon) This stuff is u nbel ievable!  

PART No. C3293 (4oz) ONLY $495 

PART No. C3294 (1 2oz) ONLY $995 

Your blades, bits and planer kn ives take a beating 
due to res in ,  pitch and grime bui ld-up! Now all 
that gummy stuff can be removed easily and 
qu ickly. Just spray on, wait a few minutes, and 
wipe off. Done! 

PART No. C3295 (1 0oz) ONLY $595 

This table saw gauge really works! Qu ickly measure blade 
height or blade angle with this 2 in  1 tool. Available for either 
left swinging or right swinging table saws. 

PART No. C3297 (RIGHT SWINGING) ONLY $1 695 

PART No. C3298 (LEFT SWINGING) ONLY $1 695 

� CALL 

E.:.I3 TOLL FREE 

�1 24 hrs. 

� � A DAY! 

IlEADEIl SERVICE NO. 107 
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Tool Forum 

What's new (and exciting) in tools? Some offerings from IWF '92 

Excalibur's sliding table is available in 
two sizes, which list for $599 and $745 
respectively. More information is avail
able from Excalibur Machine & Tool Co., 
29 Passmore Ave., Unit 6, Scarborough, 
Ont., Canada MI V 3H5; (800) 387-9789. 

Porter-Cable's Model 7700 10-in. miter 
saw features a LaserLOC indicator and 
lists for $634. For more information, 
Porter-Cable Corp., P. O. Box 2468,Jackson, 
Tenn. 38302-2468; (901) 668-8600. 

Porter-Cable's Model 550 Pocket Cutter 
makes qUick, strong face frames. It lists 

for $330. For more information, contact 
Porter-Cable Corp. 

1 12 Fine Woodworking 

Every two years, woodworking tool man
ufacturers-heavyweights and flyweights 
alike-scramble to get the first production 
model of their latest gizmo off the line or 
out of the shop in time for the Internation
al Woodworking Machinery & Supply Fair 
(IWF) in Atlanta, Ga. 

It's no wonder. IWF is the world's 
second largest woodworking show, occu
pying 15 acres of exhibit space and sur
passed in number of exhibitors only 
by Germany's Ligna show. Attendance 
records are broken witl1 each show: over 
23,000 buyers in 1992. A well-received 
new product at IWF has catapulted many a 
part-time, garage-based business into the 
big time, sending its owner scurrying back 
to his local bank's loan office just to fulfill 
orders taken at the show. 

Still, until recently, the show has been al
most exclusively for the industry giants. 
And this year, as in the past, there were 
plenty of gargantuan, multi-million dollar 
machines on display, designed to convert 
raw materials into finished products with 
little or no human interference. But that's 
only part of the story. The truth is that IWF 
is also the best woodworking show for the 
small-scale furnituremaker. 

I walked the halls and concourses of tl1e 
Georgia World· Congress Center (site of 
IWF '92), looking specifically for tools, ac
cessories and materials that might be of in
terest to the skilled amateur or small-scale 
professional woodworker. What follows is 
an overview of the highlights. 

Saws and accessories 
Although it was introduced over two years 
ago at IWF '90, ExcaUbur's sliding table 
was new to me, and the folks at tl1e Excal
ibur booth told me their sliding table 
hadn't seen much press since it was intro
duced. That's surprising because it's the 
best aftermarket sliding table I've seen to 
date. It mounts to the saw with the stock 
bolts used to attach the left-hand extension 
wing (which you remove), and comes in 
two sizes, the larger of which will crosscut 
over 60 in. The crosscut bar can be mount
ed at either the front or tl1e rear of the slid
ing table, and can be pivoted up to 45° 
from either position. A quick-action lever 
allows the sliding table to be locked for 
ripping. A flip stop comes witl1 the cross
cut bar, and toggle clamps that mount in 
the top of the crosscut bar are also avail
able. Best of all was how smoothly the 
table slid and how little play there was in 
the whole setup. The overall quality of 
construction seemed exceptional. 

One miter saw got a lot of attention at 

DeWalt's DW682K plate joiner is one 
of the best available. It lists for $408. 
For more information, DeWalt Industrial 
Tool Co., P.D. Box 158, 626 Hanover Pike, 
Hampstead, Md. 21074; 800-433-9258. 

Face Maker is a well-built fixture for 
making face frames. It costs $295. Fat' 
more information, contact Face Maker, 
605 Oro Dam Blvd., Oroville, Calif. 95965; 
(800) 533-5000. 

The Stanfield JS-IOIO JOiner/Shaper 
makes many traditional joints and can 
do some minor shaping too. It costs $1,15 O. 
For more information, Stanfield Manufac
turing, Inc., 2730 San Pedm N.E., Albu
querque, NM 87110; (505) 889-0022. 
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Compound Mitre Saw 

M12V 3 HP VS Plunge Router 
C10FA Deluxe 10" Miter Saw 
C1 2FA 1 2 "  Miter Saw 
C15FB 15" Miter Saw 
ClBD 7-1 /4" Circular Saw, 

Elect. Brake 
W6V2 VSR Quiet Drywall 

Screwdriver 
CB75F BandsawlResaw 
F1 000A 1 2 "  Planer/6" 

P12RA 
Jointer Combo 
Portable 1 2 "  Planerl 
6" Jointer Combo 
Full Head Stick Nailer 
Full Head Coil Nailer 

2 35. 

275. 

3 1 9. 

379. 

1 35. 

89. 

' 1 575. 

' 1 475. 

NRS3A 
NVS3A 
N500SAA 
N3S24AR 
NT65A 

1/2" Crown Stapler. 5/S" - 2" 
1 " Crown Roofing Stapler 

S39. 

41 9. 

429. 

3 1 9. 

329. 

3 1 9. 16 Ga. Finish Nailer 

- ADJUSTABLE CLAMP -
Ea Box/1 2 

50 3/4" Pipe Clamp 
Fixture 7.95 

Ea 
6.49 

6.99 

7.75 

S.39 

9.55 

3706 

3712 

3718 

3724 

3730 

3736 

o 

6" Steel Bar Clamp 
1 2 "  Steel Bar Clamp 
1S" Steel Bar Clamp 
24" Steel Bar Clamp 
30" Steel Bar Clamp 
36" Steel Bar Clamp 
Wooden Handscrew, 
4-1 /2" Open 
Wooden Handscrew, 
6" Open 

10.39 

Wooden Handscrew, 
S" Open 

RS1 1 5  4 - 1 / 2 "  V S  Random 

1 1 .95 

1 2 .95 

1 5.95 

Orbit Sander 
TFD220VRK 1 2v Cordless Drill Kit 
l1 323AlSK 3 - 1 /4" Planer Kit, 

Long Base 
JM100K Biscuit Joiner Kit 
RE 600 3 HP VS Plunge Router 
TRJOU Laminate Trimmer 
BE321 3 " x21 " VS Belt Sander 
BE424 4" x24" VS Belt Sander 
TS254 10" Miter Saw 
AP10 10" Portable Planer 
BT2500 10"  Table Saw 
BT3 000 10" Sliding Table Saw 
JP155 6-1/S" VS Jointer 
RA200 8" Radial Arm Saw 
SCl60 16" Scroll Saw 

22-540, 

34-763 

34-781 

34-782 

31 -730A 

37-350A 

1 2 "  Portable Planer 
1 0 " , 3 HP Unisaw, 1 PH 
1 0 " , 1 - 1 12 HP Unisawl 
Unifence 
1 0 " , 3 HP Unisaw 
/Unifence. 1 PH 
6 "  Beltl 1 2 "  Disc 
w/Electricals 
S" Long Bed Jointer 
w/Electricals 

89. 

Box/6 
36.55 

39.75 

42.99 

47.75 

53.45 

58.75 

62.95 

7 1 .49 

81 .89 

75. 

165. 

1 25. 

209. 

205. 

88. 

1 29. 

1 68. 

209. 

359. 

309. 

569. 

299. 

245. 

1 39. 

399. 

' 1 459. 

' 1 429. 

'1 599. 

' 1 095. 

43-375 

1 1 -990 
14·600 
17-900 
46·700 

28·283 

3 HP HD Two-Speed Shaper 
1 2 "  Bench Drill Press 

' 1 449. 

' 1 599. 

209. 

469. 

'339. 

Hollow Chisel Mortiser 
16-1/2" Drill Press 
1 2 "  VS Wood Lathe 
14"  Bandsaw w/Enci. Stand, 
3/4 HP 

399. 

'689. 

34-444 10" Contractors Saw, 1 - 1 /2 HP 6 1 9. 

CALL FOR QUOTES ON MACHINES NOT LISTED 

2735-04 

77 

5860 

3810 

1605·02 

S�l' 
S" VSR 12v Cordless Drill Kit, 
w/2 Bat. 

7-1/4" Wormdrive Saw 
8-1/4" 60Y Worm drive Saw 
Wormdrive Saw 
10·  Miter Saw 
Plate Joiner Kit 

1 35. 

145. 

1 69. 

225. 

1 1 9. 

3050VSRK. 

3051VSRK 

l000VSR 

1021V$R 

1 1 94VSR 

1024VSR 

1025VSR 

1 347A 

1 348AE 

1 1 219EVS 

1 1 212VSR 

1 1 2 1 4VS 

1 1 21 50VSR 

1 1 304 

1 1 305 

3258 

1942 

1604 

3/S" Cordless DriverlDrill, 
2 bat. 1 39. 

Cordless DriverlDrili 
w/keyless chuck 149. 

3/S" VSR Drill,O-2100 RPM 79. 

3/S" H,D. VSR Dri1l0-1 1 00 RPM 99. 

1 /2 "  VSR Hammer Drill 1 59. 

3/S" Mighty Midget VSR Drill 1 09. 

1/2" Mighty Midget VSR Drill 1 1 8. 

4-1/2" Mini Grinder, 5/S" 
-#1 1 spindle 95. 

5 "  EFC Mini Grinder, 5/S" 
-#1 1 spindle 1 1 8. 

1 -1 /2 "  Rotary Hammer, VS 4S9. 

3/4" VSR SDS Bulldog 
Rotary Hammer 1 95. 

1 -3/4" EFC VS Rotary 
Hammer 
VSR 3/4" Dustless 
Bulldog SDS Hammer 
Brute Breaker Hammer 
Demolition Hammer 
3 - 1 /4" Planer 
Heavy Duty Heat Gun 
1 -3/4 HP Router 

629. 

299. 

1 229. 

689. 

1 37. 

72. 

1 35. 

160BlX laminate Trimmer 
w/Deluxe Guide 109. 

1 608T Tilt Base Laminate Trimmer 1 05. 

1 609  Offset Base 
Laminate Trimmer 1 2 5 .  

1 609K Installers Trimmer Kit 1 79. 

1 609KX Deluxe Installers 
Trimmer Kit 229. 

161 5EVS NEW! 3-1/4 HP EFC VS 
Plunge Router 265. 

12720 3 " x24" Dustless Selt 
Sander 1 79. 

12730 4"x24" Dustless Belt 
Sander 1 88. 

1 2730VS 4"x24" VS Dustless 
Belt Sander 2 1 9. 

13700EVS 6" VS Random Orbit 
Sander w/Access. 299. 

32700 3 " x21 " Dustless Belt 
Sander 1 45. 

32830VS 5" Dustless Random 
Orbit Sander 1 05. 

161 3EVS 2HP VS Plunge Router 1 99. 

161 4EVS 1 - 1 /4 HP VS Plunge Router 1 59. 

15810VS VS, Var. Orbit Jigsaw, Dustless 1 89. 

1581VS VS, Var.Orbit Jigsaw. D-Handle 1 45. 

1582VS VS, Var.Orbit Jigsaw wlCLIC 1 45. 

1632VSK VS Panther Recip. Saw Kit 1 45. 

1 654 7-1/4" Circular Saw 1 1 8. 

1 420VSR VSR Drywall Driver, 
0-4000 RPM S5. 

- EMGLO -
AM39HC4V 

3/4 HP Vertical, 
Twin Tank 

295. 
AM78HC4 

AM7BHC4V 

AM99HC4 

K1 5ABP 

K2A8P 

K5HGABP 

TOP-10 

Standard-l0 

C08RA 

PLATES 

1 -1 /2 HP Twin Tank 299. 

1 - 1  12HP Vertical Twin Tank 309. 

2 HP Twin Tank 369. 

1 - 1 /2 HP Portable Compressor 619. 

2 HP Portable Compressor 669. 

5 HP Honda Gas 
Portable Compressor 729. 

- LAMELLO -
Joining Machine wlAss't Biscuits 589. 

Hand Joining Machine 
w/Ass't Biscuits 
NEW! Plate Joiner 
#0, #10, #20, 1 000/Box 

429. 

299. 

35. 

lM72M008 
lM72M010 

LU73M010 

LUS1M010 

LU84MOOB 

lU84M011 

lU85MOO8 

lU85M010 

lU85M014 

LU85M015 

lU87MOOB 
LU87M010 

LU88MOO8 

LU88M010 

lU98M010 

TK103 

TK203 

TK204 

TK303 

TK304 

TK906 

TK406 
S0308 

805000, 

0A391 0 

50900W 

60930W 

60950W 

62oo0W 

0A3000R 

6404 
G3500R 

1900BW 

191 1 8  

9820-2 

3612BR 

804510 

B04550 

9401 

99008 
LS1011 

LS1030 

LS1440 
4200N 

5007N8A 

5077B 

5402A 

2012 

2708VI/ 

2711 

1 900BW 
1 91 1 B  
9S20-2 
3612BR 
B0451 0 
B04550 

9401 
9900B 
LS101 1 
LS1030 
LS1 440 
4200N 
5007NBA 

5077B 
5402A 
2012 
270SW 
2 7 1 1  

S"x24T Rip 
1 0 "x24T Rip 
1 0 " x60T ATB 
10"x40nCG 
8 "x40T Combination 
10"x50T Combination 
S" x64T ATS Fine Cut Off 
10"xSOT ATB Fine Cut Off 
14"x1 0ST ATB Fine Cut Off 
1 5 " x 1 0ST ATB Fine Cut Off 
S " x22T Thin Kerf 
10"x24T Thin Kerf 
S "x4ST Thin Kerf 
1 0" x60T Thin Kerf 

10"xSOT TCG 
7-1/4 "  x 16T Decking Blade 
7-1 /4 x 24T Framing Blade 
S - 1 /4 x24T Framing Blade 
7 - 1 /4" x40T Finish Blade 
S-1/4" x40T Finish Blade 
1 0"x50TCombination Blade 
1 0 " x60T Cut Off Blade 
S" Dado Set 

NEW! 5" Dusrtless, Random 
Orbit Sander 
VSR Cordless Angle Drill, 
9.6v, keyless 
3-3/S" Saw Kit, 9.6v 
3/S" VSR DriverlDril1 Kit, 9.6v 
3/S" VSR Cordless DriverlDrili 
w/Keyless Chuck 
3/S" VSR Hi-Torgue 
DriverlDrili Kit 
3/S" VSR Angle Drill 
3/S" VSR Drill, 0-2100 RPM 
3500w Generator 
3 - 1 /4" Planer Kit 
4-3/S" Planer Kit 
Blade Sharpener 
3 HP Plunge Router 
1 14 Sheet Finishing Sander 
1 14 Sheet Dustless 
Finishing Sander 
4 " x24" Dustless Belt Sander 
3 " x21 " Dustless Belt Sander 

1 0" Compound Miter Saw 
1 0" Miter Box 
14" Miter Saw 
4-3/S" Trim Saw 
7-1/4" Circular Saw, 
Elec. Brake 
7-1/4" Hypoid Framers Saw 
1 6" Circular Saw 
1 2 "  Portable Planer 
S-1/4" Table Saw 
10" Table Saw wlBrake 
3 - 1 /4" Planer Kit 
4-3/S" Planer Kit 
Blade Sharpener 
3 HP Plunge Router 
1/4 Sheet Finishing Sander 
114 Sheet Dustless 
Finishing Sander 
4"x24" Dustless Belt Sander 
3 " x21 " Dustless Belt Sander 

10"  Compound Miter Saw 
1 0" Miter Box 
14" Miter Saw 
4-3/S" Trim Saw 
7-1 /4" Circular Saw, 
Elec. Brake 
7-1/4" Hypoid Framers Saw 
1 6" Circular Saw 
1 2 "  Portable Planer 
S-1/4 "  Table Saw 
10" Table Saw wlBrake 

ERRORS SUBJECT TO CORRECTION 

822 Anthony St., Berkeley, CA 9471 0 
Items marked with asterisk, * ,  are FOB Berkeley 

READER SERVICE 0. 159 

35. 

37. 

45. 

39. 

44. 

39. 

49. 

58. 

1 05. 

1 05. 

42. 

39. 

47. 

45. 

68. 

1 3 .  

1 6. 

2 3 .  

2 3 .  

24. 

32. 

35. 

1 1 7. 

69. 

90. 

1 39. 

1 35. 

145. 

1 55. 

148. 

58. 

995. 

1 1 4. 

1 45. 

1 95. 

1 65 .  

54. 

57. 

1 75. 

145. 

449. 

229. 

435. 

1 29. 

1 2 7. 

1 39. 

349. 

469. 

269. 

489. 

1 1 4. 

1 45. 

1 95. 

1 65. 

54. 

57. 

1 75. 

1 45. 

449. 

229. 

435. 

1 29. 

1 2 7. 

1 39. 

349. 

469. 

269. 

489. 

6546-1 

0222·1 

0224-1 

3/S" VSR 12v DriverlDril1 Kit 
VSR 12v DriverlDrili 
wI Keyless Chuck 
Cordless Screwdriver, 2-spd 
3/S" VSR Drill, 0-1 000 RPM 
3/S" Magnum Holeshooter, 
0-1200 RPM 

0234-1 1/2" Magnum Holeshooter, 

1 69. 

79_ 

1 0S. 

1 1 5. 

0-S50 RPM 1 1 9  . 

0239-1 VSR Keyless Chuck Drill 1 2 5 .  

0244-1 1 12" Magnum Holeshooter, 
0-600 RPM 1 1 9. 

0375-1 3/S" Close Quarter Drill 1 29. 

0379-1 1 /2 "  Close Quarter Drill 1 49. 

0567-1 Drain Cleaner Kit 235.  

1676-1 Hole Hawg Kit 245. 

3002 - 1  Electricians Rt.  Angle Drill Kit 1 95. 

3102-1 Plumbers Rt. Angle Drill Kit 195. 

3107-1 VS Right Angle Drill Kit 1 99. 

5192 Die Grinder, 4.5 Amp 1 75. 

6 1 4 0  4-1/2" Angle Grinder 99. 

6141 5" Angle Grinder 1 09. 

5362-1 1 "  TSCR Hawk Rotary Hammer 3 1 9. 

8975 Heat Gun 59. 

5680 2 HP Router 2 1 9. 

5925 3 "x24" Dustless Belt Sander 239. 

5936 4 "x24" Dustless Belt Sander 239. 

6012 1 13 Sheet Finishing Sander 1 1 6. 

6014 1 /2 Sheet Finishing Sander 1 1 9. 

6016 1/4 Sheet Finishing Sander 52.  

6126 6" Random Orbit Sander 1 29. 

6215 16" Electric Chainsaw 1 74. 

6232 4-3/4" Bandsaw wlCase 279. 

6365 7-1/4" Circular Saw 1 20. 

6377 7-1/4" Wormdrive Saw 1 75. 

6460 10-1/4" Circular Saw 259. 

6528 VS Super Sawzall 1 69. 

6750-1 VSR Drywall Driver 94. 

6754-1 VSR Magnum Drywall 1 1 9. 

6798·1 TEK Screwdriver 1 09. 

5371-1 1/2" Rev. Hammerdrill Kit 1 85. 

3/S" VS Hammerdrill Kit  1 37. 

1 -1/2"  TSC Eagle Rotary Hammer 439. 

Magnequench 159 
Cordless Drill • 

9853 1 2v Magnequench 
w/Keyless Chuck 

9854 

666 

7511 

7514 

7515 

320 

9367 

91 1 8  

9652 

555 

100 

690 

691 

693 

7310 

7312 

7319 

7399 

7518 

7519 

7536 

7537 

7538 

7539 

97310 

330 

352 

360 

362 

504 

505 

7334 

7335 

7336 

314 

315·1 

345 

7549 

9345 

9637 

9647 

1 /2 "  Magnequench 
Cordless Drill 
3/S" VSR T-Handle Drill 
3/S" VSR H.D. Drill 
1 / 2 "  VSR H.D. Drill 
1/2" VSR H.D. Drill wI 
Keyless Chuck 
Abrasive Plane 
3 - 1 /4" Plane Kit 
Porta-Plane Kit 
Versa-Plane Kit 
Plate Joiner Kit 
7/S HP Router 
1 - 1 12 HP Router 
1 - 1 12 HP D-Handle Router 
1 - 1 12 HP Plunge Base Router 
laminate Trimmer 
Offset Base laminate Trimmer 
Tilt Base laminate Trimmer 
Drywall Cut-Out Tool 
3 - 1 /4 HP 5-spd Router 
3 - 1 /4 HP Router 
2 - 1 /2 HP Router 
2 - 1 /2 HP D-Handle Router 
3 - 1 /4 HP Plunge Router 
3 - 1 /4 HP VS Plunge Router 
laminate Trimmer Kit 
Speed-Bloc Finishing Sander 
3 " x21 " Dustless Belt Sander 
3" x24" Dustless Belt Sander 
4" x24" Dustless Belt Sander 
3" x24" Worm drive Belt Sander 
1 12 Sheet Finishing Sander 
5" Random Orbit Sander 
5" VS Random Orbit Sander 
6" VS Random Orbit Sander 
4-1/2" Trim Saw 
7-1/4" Top Handle Circular Saw 
6" Saw Boss Circular Saw 
VS, Var-Orbit D-Handle Jigsaw 
Saw Boss Kit 
VS Tigersaw Kit 
Tiger Cub Reciprocatmg Saw 

January/February 1993 

1 65. 

1 2 5 .  

1 1 4. 

1 1 9. 

1 24. 

1 1 9. 

1 59. 

205. 

299. 

1 65. 

1 05 

1 34. 

1 44. 

1 69. 

89. 

1 2 2 .  

105.  

79. 

269. 

225. 

204. 

2 1 5 .  

229. 

269. 

1 89. 

58. 

1 42 .  

1 82 .  

1 S9. 

329. 

1 1 S. 

1 1 9. 

1 2 9. 

1 35. 

1 38. 

1 1 8_ 

1 04. 

145. 

1 24. 

1 39. 

1 1 S_ 

1 1 3 



Tool Forum (colltillued) 

Vega 's Jointmaker 1000 can make 
many traditionaljoints. It lists for $450. 
For more information, contact Vega, 
Route #3, Box 193, Decatur, Ill. 62526; 
(21 7) 963-2232. 

Carha-tee's Threadmaster fits most 
lathes and threads lidded boxes. It retails 
for about $250. For more information, 
contact Carba-tec, 44-48 Cambridge St., 
Coorparook, Qld., Australia 4151. 

Super Squares are accurate to . 003 per 
foot and are available in standard lengths 
of 24 in., 36 in. and 60 in. For more infor
mation, contact Hudson Valley Metal
works, Inc., P. o.  Box 2775, Newburgh, NY. 
12550; (914) 565-3525. 

1 14 Fine Woodworking 

IWF. Porter-Cable's Model 7700 lO-in. 
miter saw features a laser that shines a line 
of light on the workpiece indicating the 
line of cut. Though only somewhat useful 
for 90° cuts, this feature could be a real as
set if you have to cut interior trim for an 
old house, or for architectural work in 
general-wherever true 45° and 90° an
gles are scarce. The saw has a long list of 
features, not the least of which is a soft
stop electric/dynamic safety brake. 

Joinery 
The Porter-Cable Model 550 Pocket 
Cutter was also introduced at IWF. Seeing 
it in action made me wonder why it took 
as long as it did to be invented. The tool 
uses a router motor to power a 'i'64-in. bit 
that swings down into the workpiece and 
cuts the pocket holes. An adjustable work 
hold-down and guides help ensure accu
rately positioned holes, and a drill bushing 
on the rear of the unit makes sure the pilot 
holes for the screws are dead center at the 
end of the pocket cuts. For anyone who 
does a lot of cabinet work, or face-frame 
work of any kind, this tool will pay for it
self in no time. 

Another solution to building quick, 
strong face frames is the Face Maker. The 
unit consists of a main body with jaws on 
either side and a T-bar out front. The jaws 
and T-bar, which adjust via clamp screws, 
hold intersecting workpieces in place. 
Bushings in each jaw ensure accurately 
positioned pocket holes, and there's an 
optional Quick-Attach kit so that you can 
put face frames together even faster. The 
Face Maker is a well-designed, solidly built 
tool, and like Porter-Cable's Pocket Cutter, 
it's a real time-saver. 

DeWalt's Dw682K plate joiner (also 
sold as the Elu 3379K and the Black & 
Decker 3382K) is another solution for 
quick, solid joinery. The engineers who 
designed this tool thought of everything: 
it's a heavy-duty tool with finesse. The 
fence sits flat against the face of the joiner 
when it's not in use, preventing any dam
age to the fence. The fence adjusts with a 
rack-and-pinion gear system, tilts from 0°  
to  900and features a permanent, acid
etched scale. Retractable anti-slip pins on 
the lower face of the joiner keep it from 
slipping when the blade contacts wood. 
The unit invites comparison with Lamel
lo's Top 10 (which one you prefer proba
bly has more to do with taste than quality), 
and the DeWalt costs about half what the 
Lamello does. 

The Stanfield JS-1010 Joiner /Shaper 
is also primarily a jOint-making tool, but it 
makes more traditional joints than the 
above three tools. Following various tem
plates and using a pair of I-in. steel rods 
for horizontal travel, %-in. rods for vertical 
travel and a 4Y2-in. plunge mechanism, the 

Joiner/Shaper can not only cut through 
dovetails, box joints and round and square 
tenons but also can perform some limited 
shaping (cutting fancy aprons or raised 
panels, for example). I'd seen literature on 
it before IWF, but was unimpressed. See
ing it there changed my mind. The inge
nuity with which this tool was designed 
and the ease with which it cuts joints sold 
me. After returning from the show, I asked 
Albuquerque, N.M., furnituremaker Sven 
Hanson to take it through its paces. He 
concluded that it lives up to its not in
significant price of $ I,I50-high praise 
indeed. If getting the job done has ever 
been more of a consideration than the 
pleasure of cutting dovetails by hand, get 
the literature on this tool. 

A day after seeing the Stanfield Joiner/ 
Shaper, I stumbled across Vega's Joint
maker 1000. Like the Joiner/Shaper, the 
Jointmaker moves in three planes to cut 
joints. The Jointrnaker costs less than half 
as much ($450), doesn't use templates and 
doesn't cut dovetails. The Jointmaker re
lies on high-density plastic blocks running 
on %-in. steel ways for movement; it 
seems like a good, reliable system. The 
Jointmaker's range isn't nearly as great as 
the Stanfield Joiner/Shaper (8Y4-in. hori
zontal travel vs. 24 in.), but whether that's 
an important issue is an individual matter. 

Miscellany 
Interesting new products abound at these 
shows, and magazine space to discuss 
them is limited, so I'll just briefly mention a 
few more . 

Ryobi's DS1000 Detail Sander, an os
cillating, triangular finish sander, is small, 
light and cheap, and with the array of op
tional pads and angles, probably quite 
useful. The promotional copy touts it as 
being able to remove paint, varnish, putty, 
adhesive and rust as well as sand into cor
ners-and that's not all. Check it out at a lo
cal tool dealer. 

At least one major tool company's presi
dent thought that the show-stopper was 
Carba-tec's Threadmaster. It's a thread
ing accessory that works almost exactly 
the same as the homemade version fea
tured in FWW #95 ("Threaded Lid Boxes" 
by Steven Gray) but with the advantage of 
a much better bit that slices rather than 
plows. This allows the Threadmaster to be 
used on almost any woodworking lathe at 
speeds as slow as 200 RPM. 

For anyone who's ever wanted an accu
rate perpendicular line longer than a car
penter's square could provide, Hudson 
Valley Metal Works has come up with 
Super Squares. They come in standard 
lengths of 24 in., 36 in. and 60 in., have 
engraved YI6-in. graduations and are ac
curate to within .003 per foot. 

-Vincent Laurence 
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FREE 
WOODWORKING 
TOOL CATALOG! 
Our new 140 page. 
full-color catalog is 
packed with over 
4.000 new and best-selling 
quality woodworking tools. books, 
cabinetry hardware. and supplies. 

Order Yours Today! 
Call free 1-800-542-9115 OrWIite: 
�W(I)DCRAFT· U 210 Wood County Industlial Park 

Dept. 93WWOIT, P.O. Box 1686 
Parkersburg, WV 26102- 1686 
READER SERVICE NO 94 

[] 

RAISED 
PANEL 
DOORS 

v Check Out Our Features 
..- Superior Quality ..- Great Prices 

..- Fast Delivery ..- Made To Your Size 

..- 25 Door Designs ..- B Wood Species 

..- No Order Too Small ..- Drawer Fronts 
Ord�r our brochur�. pl�as� �nclos� $1.00 for shipping. 

?<. SCHERR'S .. • "\>��}f!�IE::,��� Box #I� 
• ../ Minot, NO 58701 . 

(701) 839·3384 Fax (701) 852·6090 
READER SERVICE NO. 67 

Wel ve he l ped ho l d  i t together . . .  Si nce 1 903 

READER SERVICE NO. 74 

\I J0rBer\s� �I 
"POI\Y: 

'Adjustable',· 
Quality in our products . . .  

dedication in our service. We've held 

to these commitments just as you've 

held up our Clamps and Vises as 

your standards to each new 

generation since 1 903. We'll 

continue to hold consistently 

to our traditions of excellence. 

Write for our Catalog SEND $1.00 

Adjustable Clamp Company 
431 N. Ashland Avenue, Chicago, IL 60622 
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Events 

Listings of gallery shows, major craft fairs, lectures, 
workshops and exhibitions are free, but restricted to 
happenings of direct interest to woodworkers. We 
list events (including entry deadlines for future ju
ried shows) that are current with the time period in
dicated on the cover af the magazine, with overlap 
when space permits. We go to press three months be

fore the issue date of the magazine and must be no
tified well in advance. For example, Ihe deadline for 
events to be held in March 01-April isJanuary l;for 
July and August, it's May 1, and so an. 

NATIONAL Cr INTERNATIONAL: Conference-World 
Turning Conference, April 21-25. Wilmington, Delaware. 
Contact Albert LeCoff, Wood Turning Center, PO Box 25706, 
Philadelphia, PA 19144. (215) 844-2188. 
Fair-Ligna Hannover '93 World Fair for Machinery and 
Equipment for the Wood and Forest Industries, May 19-25. 
Hannover Fairgrounds, Hannover, Germany. For further in
formation, contact Hannover Fairs USA, Inc., 103 Carnegie 
Center, Princeton, NJ 08540. (609) 987-1 202. 
Exhibition-Decorative Arts Today, Jan. 25 thru Feb. 17. 
Bonhams, Montpelier Street, Knightsbridge, London SW7 
1HH. For funher information and photographs, contact ina 
Dnll1unond, Knightsbridge Press Office 070-584 961. 
Meeting-Wood West, Oregon 1993. International Wood 
Collectors Society's annual meeting Aug. 15-19. Spring
field/Eugene. Fore more information, contact Don Robens, 
1810 S. Fairmount Ave., Salem, OR 97302. 

ALASKA: Workshops-Alaska Creative Woodworkers As
sociation, tlml April. For info, contact the association at PO 
Box 201796, Anchorage 99520-1796. (907) 345-8135. 

ARIZONA: Juried show-Redefining the Lathe-Turned 
Object, thruJan 31. Arizona State University An Museum, Nel
son Fine Arts Center, Tempe, 85287-2911. (602) 965-2787. 
Show-Fourth annual Grand Canyon State Woodcarvers 
Desert Festival Award Show & Sale, March 12-14. Phoenix 
Civic Plaza, Phoenix. National competition in woodcarving 
open to all woodcarvers. For more information, contact 
George Hendrix, 10926 E. Regal Drive, Sun Lakes 85248. 
(602) 895-7036. 
Seminars-Advanced carving seminars with John Burke, 
Feb. 8-10; Carve an Indian Head in Butternut, Feb. l l - 13; 
Carve a Cowboy-Style Head. Woodcarvers Supply, 2530 N. 
80th Place, Scottsdale, 85257. (602) 994-1233. 

ARKANSAS: Meetings-Woodworker's Association of 
Arkansas meets the first Monday evening of each month at 
7:00 at Woodworkers Supply Center, 6110 Carnegie, Sher
wood 721 17. For more information, call (501) 835-7339. 

CALIFORNIA: Workshops-Woodworking for women. 
FUJ'I1ituremaking with hand tools using traditional joinery, 
weekends. San Francisco. Call for schedule: Debey Zito, 
(415) 648-6861. 
Workshops-Various workshops including Japanese wood
working, joinery and sharpening. For funher information, 
contact Hida Tool Co., 1333 San Pablo, Berkeley, 94702. (415) 
524-3700. 
Convention-Woodwork Institute of Califorrtia 42nd Annu
al Convention, Apr. 18-20. Yosel.nite National Park. For more 
information call (209) 233-9035. 
Exhibition-The Year of Craft, College of the Redwoods 
Fine Wood working Program student show, Jan. 8 thru Feb. 
26. Daly's Fort Bragg Center for the Ans, 303 . Main St., Fort 
Bragg. (707) 964-0807. 

COLORADO: Exhibition-Eighth annual American Crafts
men Woodworking, Jan. 16-30. Vail Public Library, Vail. For 
more info, call (303) 328-7253 
Classes-Woodworking and related classes, year-round. Red 
Rocks Community College, 13300 W. 6th Ave., Lakewood, 
80401. (303) 988-6160. 
Seminars-Woodworking seminars, Sept. thru April. For 
more information, contact Schlosser Tool and Manufacturing 
CO., 301 Bryant St., Denver, 80219. (303) 922-8244. 

CONNECTICUT: Call for entries-Juried Exhibition of 
Lathe Turned Objects in conjunction with the A.A.W.'s na
tional symposium in June 1993. Slide deadline:January 30th. 
For more information, contact New Horizons Gallery, 42 
West Pumam Avenue, Greenwich, 06830. 
Workshops and classes-Woodworking Techniques with 
Greg McAvoy; Furniture Restoration with Tom McCaffrey; 
Woodworking with Hand Tools with Larry Hendricks, start
ing Jan. 12. Veneers for Woodworking with Robert March, 
Jan. 16-17; Inlaid Woodturning with Michael Mode, Jan. 23-
24; Beginners Bowl Turning with Bill Gundling, Jan. 30-31;  
Hardwood Furnituremaking witll Josh Markel, Feb. 6-7; Ad
vanced Bowl Turning witll Bill Gundling, Feb. 20-21; Making 
Bandsawn Boxes with Bill GunclIing, Mar. 20-21 For more in
formation, Brookfield Craft Center, PO Box 122, Brookfield. 
(203) 775-4526. 

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA: Show- 'inth annual Wood
working World Washington, DC show, Feb. 12-14. Hyatt Re
gency Crystal City,Jefferson Davis Hwy., Arlington. For more 
information, call (800) 521-7623. 
Show- 1 1 th annual Washington Craft Show, April 15- 18. 
Smithsonian Institution, Ans & Industries Bldg., Room 1465. 
For further information, contact Hortense Green, American 
Craft Council, 72 Spring St., New York, NY 10012. 
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FLORIDA: Exhtoition-41st Florida Craftsmen Statewide 
Exhibition, Jan. IS-March 14. For info, contact Deland Muse
um of An, 600 N. Woodland Blvd., Deland, 32720-3447. 
MeetingS-Central Florida Woodworkers Guild, second 
Thursday of every month, Winter Park. For information, con
tact Ed Harte (407) 862-3338. 
Meetings-Sarasota Woodworking Club. Second Thursday 
of every month. For info, contact Tom Clark, 3544 Oak Grove 
Drive, Sarasora, 34243. (813) 351-9059. 
Festival-30tll annual Coconut Grove Ans Festival, Feb. 13-
15. For info, contact Coconut Grove Ans Festival, PO Box 

330757, Miami, 33233-0757. (305) 447-0401. 
Show-Florida State Fair Fine Handcrafted Furniture show 
and exhibit. For info, contact Barry S. Caskey, 5637 Peach 
Ave., Seffner 33584. (813) 684-6564. 
Show-Woodworking World Orlando Show. Mar. 26-28. Or
lando Centroplex Civic Center, Livingston St., Orlando. For 
more information, call (800) 521-7623. 

GEORGIA: Workshops-japanese woodworking by Toshi
hiro Sahara. One Saturday each month, year-round. For 
further information, contact Sahara Japanese Architectural 
Woodworks, 1716 Defoor Place NW., Atlanta, 30018. 
(404) 355-1976. 
Courses-Various woodworking courses, Feb. tAAI May. For 
info, contact Chris Bagby, Highland Hardware, 1045 . High
land Ave., N.E., Atlanta, 30306. (404) 872-4466. 
Demonstration and lecture-Woodworkers Guild of 
Georgia, Jan 12. Shaving Horse with Tim Goodson, DeKalb 
College Central Campus, Building H, 555 I Ortll Indian Creek 
Drive, Clarkston. For more info, contact John McCormick 
(404) 623-9145. 
Classes-Woodworking classes, throughout the year. Wood
workers Guild of Georgia, PO Box 8006, Atlanta. For info, 
contact John Gorrell (404) 460- 1224. 

ILLINOIS: Show-Second annual Woodworking World 
Springfield show, Feb. 26-28. 1Ilinois State Fairgrounds, 
Eighth St., & Sangamon Ave., Springfield. For more informa
tion, call (800) 521-7623. 
Exhibits-The Art of Intarsia featuring Bob Hlavacek, Jan. 
16-17; Hand-Carved Featllers and Birds featuring Walt Mayer, 
Feb. 6. Tom's Woodshop Inc., 777 '. York Road, Hinsdale. 
(708) 920-1635. 
Tour-Woodworker's tour of England & Germany, May 17-27. 
For info, contact B.L. Mooberry, Peoria Wood Club, 2514 E. 
Muller Road, E. Peoria, 61611 (309) 266-6575. 

INDIANA: Classes-Various woodworking classes and 
workshops including general woodworking, lathe and 
router seminars. Woodworking Unlimited, 6038 E. 82nd St., 
Indianapolis, 46250. (317) 849-0193. 
Show-Second annual Woodworking World, Mar. 19-21. Allen 
County Memorial Colliseum, 4000 Parnell Ave., For Wayne 
46805. For more information, call (800) 521-7623. 

KENTUCKY: Workshops-Woodturning and joinery in
struction. One-day to one-week courses. For info, contact 
Jim Hall, Adventure in Woods, 415 Center St., Berea, 40403. 
(606) 986-8083 . .  
Meetings-Kyana Woodcrafters Inc., first Thursday of each 
month. Bethel United Church of Christ, 4004 Shelbyville 
Road, Louisville, 40207. (502) 426-2991 
Workshops-Traditional Windsor chairmaking instruction. 
One-week courses. Contact David Wright, 503 Prospect, 
Berea, 40403. (606) 986-7962. 
Exhtoition-Contemporary craft, Jan. 22-24, Kentucky Craft 
Market, Kentucky Fair and Exposition Center, Louisville. 

LOUISIANA: J uried show-Lafayette An Association an
nual art competition, March 9 thru April 8. For info, contact 
].K. Sommer, Lafayette Art Gallery, 700 Lee Ave., Lafayette, 
70501. 

MARYLAND: Show-Second annual Woodworking World 
Baltimore show, Apr. 2-4. Pikesville Armory, Pikesville. For 
more information, call (800) 521-7623. 

MASSACHUSETTS: Classes-Woodworking classes, tllru
out most of the year. Boston Center for Adult Education, 
5 Commonwealth Ave., Boston, 02116. (617) 267-4430. 
Workshop-Wood Identification with Dr. R. Bnrce Hoadley, 
Jan. 19-22. For more information, contact Alice Szlosek or 
Trudie Goodchild, Div. of Continuing Education, Univ. of 
Mass., Amherst. (413) 545-2484. 
Show-Northeast Wood Products Expo '93, March 1 1 -13. 
Contact Pat Lee, Exposition Manager, Drysdale Lee & Associ
ates, 6 Abbott Road, Wellesley Hills, 02181. (617) 237-0587. 
Juried show-Danforth Museum Craft show, June 19-21. 
Justin MCCartllY Campus Center, Framingham State College, 
Framingham. Deadline: Feb. 1. For application form, write 
Danfortll Museum Craft show, Danfortll Museum of An, 123 
Union Ave., Framingham 01701 (508) 620-0050. 
J uried show-Handcrafted Furniture '93, Mar. 20 thru Apr. 
25. Deadline: Jan. 15. For prospectus, write Danco Design 
Center, 10 West St., West Hafield, 01088. (413) 247-5681. 
Exhibition- ew Traditions/1993, featuring Gary Knox 
Bennet, Jan. 22-Feb. 27. Worcester Center for Crafts, 25 Sag
amore Road, Worcester. (508) 753-8183. 
Call for entries-The Domestic Object, Apr. 3 thru June 13. 
Berkshire Museum;July 10 thru Aug. 21, Worcester Center for 
Crafts. Northeast regional competition. Deadline:Jan. 25. For 
prospectus, send SASE to Domestic, Worcester Center for 
Crafts, 25 Sagamore Road, Worcester 01605. (508) 753-8183. 
Show-Tenth annual Woodworking World Boston show, 

April 16-18. The Host Inn/Sheraton, Boxboro. For further 
information, call (800) 521 -7623. 

MICHIGAN: Show-Fourth annual Woodworking World 
Grand Rapids show, Feb. 5-7. Grand Rapids Jr. College Field
house, 1 1 1  Lyon NE, Grand Rapids. For more information, 
call (800) 521 -7623. 

MINNESOTA: Classes-Woodcarving classes year-round. 
Also, seminars on woodturning, chair caning and Whittling. 
For info, contact the Wood Carving School, 3056 Excelsior 
Blvd., Minneapolis, 55416. (612) 927-7491 
Show-Third annual Woodworking World Twin Cities show, 
Jan. 29-31 Minneapolis Convention Center, 1301 South Sec
ond Ave., Minneapolis 55403. For more information, call 
(800) 521-7623. 
Symposium-American Association of Woodturners sev
enth annual symposium . June 25-27, including the Edward 
Jacobson collection of turned wooden bowls. State Universi
ty of New York, Purchase. For more information, contact 
American Association of Wood turners, Mary Redig, Adminis
trator, 667 Harriet Ave., Shoreview 55126. (612) 484-9094. 

MISSISS IPPI: Classes-Various classes. Allison Wells 
School of Ans & Crafts, Inc., PO Box 950, Canton. (800) 489-
2787 or (601) 859-5826. 

NEW HAMPSHIRE: Classes-Fine arts and studio arts. 
Manchester Institute of Ans and Sciences, 114 Concord St., 
Manchester, 03104. 
Classes-Various woodworking classes, year-round. Includ
ing antique repairs, carving canes & walking sticks, small 
boxes, kitchen utensils, lathe-ulrning, hand-carving, more. 
Contact The Hand & I, PO Box 264, Route 25, Mouitonboro, 
03254. (603) 476-5121. 
AuctionS-Antique and craftsman's tool auctions, year
round. For more information, contact Richard A. Crane, Your 
Country Auctioneer, 63 Poor Farm Road, Hillsboro, 03244. 
(603) 478-5723. 
Conference-1993 North Coumry Srudio Conference, March 
18-22. Shaker Inn & Conference Center, Enfield, 03748. For 
further information, contact Ellwyn F. Hayslip, Conference 
Coordinator, 205 N. Main St., Concord, 03301. (603) 224-3375. 

NEW JERSEY: Exhtoition-Carvings of Gary Giberson, 
thruJan. 3. Noyes Museum, Lily Lake Road, Oceanville. (609) 
652-8848. 
Juried festival-Waterloo Ans & Crafts Festival, May 1-2. 
Deadline: Jan. 15. Waterloo Concert Field, Waterloo Road, 
Stanhope. For application, call (201) 384-0010. 
Show- 'inth annual Woodworking World Cherry Hill show, 
April 23-25. National Guard Armory, Grove St. & Park Blvd., 
Cherry Hill. For more information, call (800) 521 -7623. 

NEW ME XICO: Classes-Woodworking classes. Northern 
New Mexico Community College, EI Rito, 87520. For info, 
call (505) 581-4501 
Classes-Fine woodworking classes, Santa Fe Community 
College, Santa Fe 87502. (505) 438-1361. 

NEW YORK: Classes-Various beginning and advanced 
woodworking classes. Constantine's, 2050 Eastchester Road, 
Bronx, 10461 (718) 792-1600. 
Meetings and classes- ew York Woodturners Associa
tion, first Tuesday of each momh. Woodulrning lechniques, 
exhibits, more. Traditional woodworking, Maurice Fraser; 
bowl and spindle turrting, Bill Gundling; finishing, Susan Per
ry, beginning Feb. 1. The Craft Student League, YWCA, 610 
LexingtOn Ave. (53 rd. SI.) New York City. (212) 735-9732. 
Show-Third annual Woodworking World Long Island show, 
Jan. 8-10. Hofstra Univ., 100 Fulton Ave., Uniondale. For more 
information, call (800) 521 -7623. 
Fair-International Gift Fair, Feb. 21-25. Jacob K. Javits Con
vention Center, New York. For more info, contact George Lit
tle Management, Inc., 2 Park Ave., Suite 1 100, New York, 
10016-5748. (212) 686-6070. 
Juried show-WoodstOck-New Paltz ArtS & Crafts Fair 
spring show, May 29-31. Fall show, Sept 4-6. Ulster County 
Fairgrounds, ew Paltz. Application deadline: Feb. 1. For 
more info, contact SCOtt & Neil Rubinstein, Quail Hollow 
Events, PO Box 825, Woodstock, 12498. (914) 679-8087 or 
(914) 246-3414. 
Juried festival- 17th annual American Crafts Festival at 
Lincoln Center for the Performing Ans, July 3-4 and July lO
l l. Application deadline: Jan. 5. For more info, contact 
Maureen Mullin, American Concern for Anistry & Craftsman
ship, PO Box 650, Montclair, NJ 07042. (201) 746-0091. 
Demonstrations and workshops-Handtooled dove
tails, Maurice Fraser; lathe turning, Bill Gundling, Jan 19-20. 
Hand planes I and II, tablesaw techniques; routers, Bill 
Gundling. Feb. and March. Craft SUldents League, YWCA, 610 
Lexinglon Ave. (53rd. St.) 'ew York City. (212) 735-9732. 
Exhibition-Czech Cubisim: Architecture and Design, 1910-
1925. Cooper-Hewitt Museum, 2 East 91st St., New York, NY. 
10128-9990. For more information, contact Gwen Loerner 
(212) 860-6894. 
Classes-Building a Shaker blanket chest and advanced 
Shaker furniture design with Eric Eklum, beginning mid-Jan. 
Aduh Division of Jamestown Public Schools,Jamestown. For 
more info, call the director of Adult Education (716) 483-
4384. 
Show-Crafts at West Point, Jan 23-24. Hotel Thayer, West 
pOint.Juried by 5 slides. SASE. For more information, contact 
Scott & Neil Rubenstein, Quail Hollow Events, PO Box 825, 
Woodstock 12498. (914) 679-8087, 246-3414. 



BRIDGEWOODR Stock Return Rol lers 

BW-200P 
20" X 6" AUTOMATIC 

WOOD PLANER $21 95.00 
Machine fully assembled, adjusted and 
test run. Ready to go to work for you ! 

We invite you to compare these features 
with planers selling for much more: 

Gear Driven Feed Rolls 

3-knife Cutterhead 

Heavy Duty Cast Iron Construction � HP American-made TEFl:; MOJor 
220V - Single or Three Phase 

BUY RIGHT THE FIRST TIME ... 
BUY BRIDGEWOOD!® 

BW-002A 

DUST COLLECTOR 
Only $295.00 additional 
A great companion deal to go with 
your Bridgewood® Planer! 
Provides high capacity dust filtration 
anywhere in your shop. Dolly-wheel 
base makes it quick and easy to move 
from machine to machine.2 HP single 
phase motor. 43.5 gal. capacity. 

WILKE MACHINERY COMPANY 
3230 Susquehanna Trai l ,  York, PA 1 7402 

TO ORDER CALL: 71 7-764-5000 _ ril E  
SHIPPED F.O.B. ,  YORK, PA • PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE 

WILKE MACHINERY 

READER SERVICE NO. 189 

Magnetic Starter with Overload Protection 

VISIT OUR SHOWROOM: One block west of Interstate 83 Exit 1 1  
Mon-Thurs. 8 a m  - - 5 pm, Fri. 8 am--8 pm, Sat. 9 a m  - - noon 

January/February 1993 1 1 7 



Events (continued) 

NORTH CAROLINA: Meetings- orth Carolina Wood
tumers, second Saturday of every month. Also, woodtuming 
workshops for all levels. For further information, contact 
Eric Hughes, Route 3, PO Box 300, Conover, 28613. (704) 
464-5611. 
Classes-Woodworking, design business marketing, associ
ates degree program. Haywood Community College, Freed
lander Drive, Clyde, 28721. For more info, contact Wayne 
Raab (704) 627-2821. 
Classes-Basic Woodworking with Jim Rittman and Wood 
Carving with Tom Wolfe, Jan. 3-9; Woodtuming by Roger 
Jacobs, Jan. 24-30; Woodcarving with Helen Gibson, Jan. 31 
tllfU Feb. 13. For more information, contactJolm C. Campbell 
Folk School, Route I, Box 14A, Dept. FW, Brasstown, 28902. 
(800) 562-2440. 
Video course-Wood Technology, Six-lesson correspon
dence course on tile wood industry. For more info, contact 
Ms. Vann Moore, Dept. of Wood & Paper Science, North 
Carolina State University, PO Box 8005, Raleigh, 27695-8005. 
(919) 737-3181. 
Tutorials-Country Workshops. Ladderback chairmaking, 
Jan. 1 1-15; Windsor chairmaking, Jan. 25-29; Swiss cooper
age, Feb. 8-12; Ladderback chairmaking, Feb. 22-27; Windsor 
chairmaking, Mar. 8-12 ; Advanced Windsor chairmaking, 
Mar. 22-27; Swedish Woodenware, Apr. 5-9. Contact Drew 
Langsner, 90 Mill Creek Rd., Marshall 28753. (704) 656-2280. 
Juried shows-Winterfest Art & Craft Show, Feb. 11-14; 
Highland Heritage Art & Craft Show, June 17-20, Asheville 
Mall; Heritage Art & Craft Show, July 1-4, Old Thre her's Re
union, Denton. Juried by slides/ photographs. For more in
formation, contact Gail Gomez, High Country Crafters, 
46 Haywood St., Asheville 28801. (704) 254-7547. 

NORTH DAKOTA: Show-Second annual Woodworking 
World orth Dakota show, Jan. 15- 17. Bismark Civic Center, 
601 East Sweet Ave., Bismark. For more information, call 
(800) 521-7623. 

OHIO: Meetings-Cincinnati Woodworking Club meets at 
9:00 tile second Saturday of January, March and May at the 
Reading High School. 11,ose interested in attending should 
contact Cincinnati Woodworking Club, PO Box 428525, 
CincirUlati, 45242 for more information. 
Show-Eightll annual Woodworking World Columbus show, 
Jan. 22-24. Veteran's Memorial Hall, 300 West Broad St., 
Columbus. For more information, call (800) 521-7623. 

OREGON: Meetings-Guild of Oregon Woodworkers, third 
Friday of every month. For more information and location, 

contact the Guild of Oregon Woodworkers, PO Box 1866, 
Pordand, 97207. (503) 293-5711. 
Meetings-Cascade Wooduifller's Association, third Thurs
day of each month. For info, contact Cascade Woodtumers, 
PO Box 91486, Portland 97291. 

PENNSYLVANIA: Classes-Windsor chairmaking, al l  lev
els, weekly and weekends. For more info, contactJim Rendi, 
Philadelphia Windsor Chair Shop, PO Box 67, Earlville, 19519. 
(215) 689-4717. 
Show-Philadelphia Buyers Market, Feb. 19-22. Philadelphia 
Civic Center, Philadelphia. For more information, contact 
Melissa B. Goldman, Buyers Markets of American Crafts, 
Suite 300 Mill Centre, 3000 Chestnut Ave., Baltimore, MD 
21221. (410) 889-2933. 
Competition-International Lathe-Turned Objects: Chal
lenge V, objects produced from 1991 tllfoughJune 1993. Ex
hibition scheduled for January 28 to April 1994. Entry fee $20 
for up to three pieces. Entry deadline: July 10, 1993. For 
prospectus/application, send a #10 SASE to Albert LeCoff, 
Wood Turning Center, PO Box 25706, Philadelphia, 19144. 
(215) 844-2188. 
Competition-17th annual mid-Atlantic woodcarving, Apr. 
3-4. Pennsylvania Delaware Valley Wood Carvers Associa
tion. Penn State Abington campus gymnasium, Woodland 
Road, Abington. For more information, contact AI Ritter, pub
liCity chairman, (215) 757-2152. 
Classes-Woodulrning with David El lsworth. Three-day 
weekend workshops in private studio. Limited to four stu
dents. Jan. 8-10, Jan. 15-17, Feb. 5-7, Feb. 19-21, March 5-7, 
March 19-21. For further information, contact David 
Ellsworth, Fox Creek, 1378 Cobbler Road, Quakertown, 
18951. (215) 536-5298. 

RHODE ISLAND: Call for entries-Woodworking exhi
bition at the Museum of Art at Rhode Island School of Design 
(Providence). Entry deadline: April 1 For further information, 
send SASE with two 29-cent stamps to: Seth Stem, Box 4-14, 
Rhode Island School of Design, 2 College St., Providence 
02903-2784 . 

SOUTH CAROLINA: Show-Second annual Woodwork
ing World South Carolina show, Feb. 19-21 Exchange Park, 
Highway 78, Ladson, 29456. For more information, call (800) 
521-7623. 

TENNESSEE: J uried show-Pattern: New Form, New 
Function, Feb. 26 thru May 15. For info, contact Arrowmont 
School, PO Box 567, Gatlingburg, 37738. (615) 436-5860. 

Free Workshops • Prizes • Hundreds of Products • Seminars by Mastercraftsmen 

-Atlanta 
-Baltimore 
-Charlotte 
-Chicago 
-Columbus 
-Connecticut 

1SS3 5HOWS 
-Dallas/Ft. Worth -Milwaukee 
-Denver 
-Detroit 
-Harrisburg 
-Indianapolis 
-Kansas City 

-New Jersey 
·No. California 
.North Florida 
-Portland 
·Seattle 

-So. California 
eSt. Louis 
-Tampa 
-Twin Cities 
-Washington, D.C. 
-plus others! 

Call for free brochure Monday - Friday 8 am - 5 pm PaCifiC Time 
1 -800-826-8257 or 31 0-477-8521 

READER SERVICE NO. 61 

rlOODPECKERSu Presents • • • 
• MADE I N  U.S.A. o�� 
VERTICAL PANEL RAISERS $ REVERSIBLE RAIL & STILE 
• FULL 1 -112" REVEAL 112- Shank Sro9'!i>· 

STRAIGHT OGEE/BEVEL OGEE/COVE OGEE/BEAD 

� � 
CLASSICAL TRADITIONAL 

COVE 
58401 SB402 58403 58404 58405 1/4" or 112- Shank 

P. O .  B o x  2 9 5 1 0 • P a r m a .  O h i O  4 4 1 2 9  1 800 752 0725 P h o n e  2 1 6 - 8 8 8 - 6 3 3 2 / F A X  2 1 6 - 8 8 8 - 9 4 6 3  - - -
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TEXAS: Show-Seventh annual Rio Grande Valley Wood
carvers, Inc., Jan. 13-24. For further information, contact 
Dorothy Chapapa, Route 2, Box 150, McAllen, 78504. (512) 
581 -2448. 
Show-Woodworking World Dallas show, Mar. 5-7. Fairpark
Tower Bldg., 1300 Robert B. Cullum Blvd. at Grand Ave., Dal
las . For more information, call (800) 52]-7623. 
Show-Seventh annual Woodworking World Houston show, 
Mar. 12-14. Adams Mark Hotel, 2900 Briarpark at Westheimer, 
Houston. For more information, call (800) 521-7623. 

VIRGINIA: Show-Herndon Antiques show and sale, 
March 27-28. Herndon Community Center, 813 Ferdale Ave., 
Herndon (703) 435-6879. 
Show-Nintll annual Woodworking World show, Feb. 12-14. 
Hyatt Regency Crystal City, Jefferson Davis Hwy., Arlington. 
For more information, call (800) 521-7623. 

WASHINGTON: Meetings-Northwest Woodworkers 
Guild, last Wednesday of each montll. For more information, 
contact John Gruenewald, 622 inth Ave., Kirkland, 98033. 
(206) 827-8012. 
Workshops-Boatbuilding workshops and seminars year
round. For more information, contact Northwest School of 
Wooden Boatbuilding, 251 Otto St., Port Townsend, 98368. 
(206) 385-4948. 
Workshops-Various workshops. For more information, 
contact The Center for Wooden Boats, 1010 Valley St., Seat
tle, 98109. (206) 382-BOAT. 

CANADA: Classes-Furnituremaking, carving, lathe turn
ing, router and more. For more information, contact Tools 'n 
Space Woodworking, 338 Catherine St., Victoria, B.C., V9A 
358. (604) 383-9600. 
Meetings-West Island Woodturners Club meetings, second 
1\lesday of each montll. Also, woodturrung courses. Contact 
Eric Webb, 61 Devon Road, Beaconsfield, Que., H9W 4K7. 
(514) 630-3629. 
Meetings-Northern Alberta Woodcrafters Guild meetings, 
third Thursday, Sept. tllIU June. For more information, con
tact Douglas lobb, 121 Healy Road, Edmonton, Alberta, T6R 
1 W3. (403) 430-7391 
Show-Ottawa Wood show, Mar. 19-21. Landsdowlle Park, 
Bank St., Ottawa. For more information, contact Cryderman 
Productions Inc. (519) 351-8344. 

ENGLAND: Classes-Woodworking classes. Smith's 
Gallery, 56 Earlham St., WC2. Contact Laetitia Powell, Parn
ham, Beaminster, Dorset, DTS 3NA. (0308) 862204. 

Hob-Knobing . . _ 
.. with the best furniture hardware there is. The 

kind demanding craftsmen have been ordering from 
us for years. Be it knobs or pulls, rely on our new 
70-page catalog to help you with the toughest project. 
To get your copy of this valuable reference, use 
circle #401 and send $4.00 to: 

PAXTON ... HARDWARE =========��== LTD. 
7818 Bradshaw Road. Dept. fW19. Upper falls. MD 21156 

Quick Shipment Free Mini·Catalog 
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WOODTURNING • liam O'Neill, AI Stirt, Ray 
Key/COOPERING · Rick Stewart/GLASS/ 
STONE CARVING/METAL · ENAMEL/ 
CLAY/FABRIC · FIBER/DRAWING/ 
PAINTING/MARBLING 
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Metal Connectors for \\bod Framing 
-....,..,-""'""""'de\� 

You'll start your collection with 
Frame Carpentry .. . 
From metal connectors for wood framing to building a conical roof, 
Frame Carpentry gives you 160 pages of in-depth information you can put 
right to use. Expert authors share job-site experience on framing floors, 
walls, dormers and more. And Frame Carpentry is yours to examine FREE 
for 14 days. If you're not satisfied, simply return it. There's no obligation. 

. . . and get 7 years of Q&A FREE 
Our Questions & A nswers about Building gives you 
240 pages culled straight from Fine Homebuilding 
magazine's popular column. This $9.95 book is yours 
FREE when your purchase Frame Ca rpentry. 

Here's how the offer works: 
Examine Frame Carpentry Risk-Free for 14 days. If 
you're not delighted, simply return it and owe nothing. 
If you decide to I,eep Frame Carpentry, you'll pay just 
$25.95, plus $3.00 postage and handling (CT residents 
add 6% sales tax; Canadian residents add 7% GST) . 
You'll also receive FREE your bonus book, Questions & A nswers about 

Building, with your second shipment. As a subscriber, you'll then receive 
future volumes in the Builder's Library series, shipped one at a time 
about every sb:: weeks. Each volume is just $25.95, plus tax and postage, 
and comes on the 14-day examination basis. If you're not delighted with 
any volume, you can return it. What's more, there is no minimum 
number of books to buy and you can cancel at any time. 

From the publishers of 
Fine Woodworking and Fine Homebuilding .. .  

Seven years of 
great home-building 
information-
in book form. 
What Fine Woodworking is to woodworkers, 
Fine Hamebuilding is to builders-pros and 
nonpros. The Builder's Library brings you the best 
construction-related articles from the first 46 issues 
of Fine Homebuilding. You get six hardcover volumes 
covering every aspect of residential construction: 

• Frame Carpentry 

• Building Floors, Walls and Stairs 

• Building with Concrete, Brick and Stone 

• Building Doors, Windows and Skylights 

• Building Baths and IGtchens 

• Tools for Building 

Each book in this series is filled with the 
original color photos and drawings that 
Fine Homebuilding is famous for, and each 
is indexed for easy reference. 

Risk· Free Offer 1 01 330 

o YES. Please send me my first volume, Frame Carpentry, for a 

Risk-Free 1 4-day examination period. If I decide to keep it, I ' l l  pay just 

$25.95 plus $3.00 postage and handling (CT residents add 6% sales tax; 

Canadian residents add 7% GST.) and receive my bonus book and subsequent 

volumes in the Builder's Library as explained in this offer. 07 A 1 56 

o I prefer to pay for my first book now. My payment is enclosed. 

(U.S. Funds only, please) 07 A 1 56 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY 

STATE ZIP 

The Taunton Press 
63 South Main St., P.O. Box 5506, Newtown, CT 06470-5506 

The Builder's Library is not available in stores. 

TAUNTON BOOKS&VIDEOS 

... by fcllow enumsiflS(s 

January/February 1993 1 19 



ORDER 1 -800-328-0457 MAIL  ORDER HOURS M-F 7:00-5:30 C.S .T. SAT 8:00- 1 :00 
LAMELLO BISCUIT JOINTERS 
Model Description . ......................... . .. list Sale 
TOP 10 ·S1mply the Best" ......... 699 559 
STANDARD 10 ·ProleSSIonals Choice" ......•.. 499 399 
COBRA NEW il<scull Jomer .•.................. Spe<:ial 299 
MINICOLHlgh quailly glue appilCalor.... . ... Sale23.40 

MILWAUKEE TOOLS 
9069 112· Impact Wrench wllh ease ......... 438 269 
5455 7"19· PolIsher 17SO rpm .. ................ 239 134 
0231).1 318· Dn1l3.5 amp ............................. 203 1 1 2  
0219-1 9.6 volt cordless Dnll Wllh ease . ....•. 304 175 
5925 Bell Sander 3 x 24 wlbag 10 amp ..... 419 238 
5936 Belt Sander 4 x 24 wlbag 10 amp ..... 419 238 
6747·1 Drywall Gun 0-25OOrpm Samp .......... 179 104 
6016 114 sheet Palm Gnp Sander ............... 89 55 
6017 6016 Sander Wllh dusl bag ................. 97 57 
6012 113 sheet 12.000 orbimln 5 amp ......• 204 1 1 5  
8975 Heal Gun 570' & 1000' ...................... 9 1  59 
8980 8975 Heal Gun with case, air reductIOn, 

hook, deflector. & spreader nozzles .. 138 88 
3102·1 Plumbers rt angle Dnll KII 500 rpm ... 360 198 
3002·1 Elec. nght angle Dnll KII 600 rpm ...... 360 198 
5660 Rouler l·II2 HP 10 amp ................... 325 180 
6378 8-1/4· Worm Dnve Saw 15 amp ....... 334 185 
6256 Vanable speed JIg Saw 3.8 amp ...... 254 142 
6527 NEW Super Sawzall WIth ease .......... 299 164 
6528 above SawzaJl with wired cord .......... 295 164 
6125 NEW 5· Random Orl>l Sander ......... 200 1 1 9  
6126 NEW 6 ·  Random Orl>l Sander ......... 205 125 
0399·1 12 voll cordless Dnll KII complete ..... 304 164 
0402-1 above Dnll With keyless chuck .......... 309 168 
0395·1 9.6 voll cordless Dnll With ease ......... 284 : 58 
0224·1 318· Dn1l 4.5 amp magnum ............... 203 1 14 
0234·1 112· Dn1l 4.5 amp mag 0·8SO rpm ..... 223 1 1 9  
0244·1 1I2· DnIl 4.5amp mag O·600 rpm ..... 223 1 1 9  
0222·1 3IS· Dnll 3.5 amp 0-1 000 rpm ........... 1 8 9  107 
0228·1 3I8· DnIl 3.5amp O·l000 rpm ........... I83 104 
0375·1 318· dose quarter Dnll. ...................... 221 127 
0379-1 1/2· close quarter Dnll... .. 254 145 
6539--1 cordless Screwdnver 190 rpm .......... 1.27 7S 
6540-1 6539·1 with blls & ease ..................... 162 98 
6546·1 cordless Screwdriver 200 & 400 rpm 138 82 
3102·1 Plumbers rrghl angle Drrll KII... .......... 360 194 
5399 1/2' D·handle Hammer Dnll KII ......... 319 184 
1676·1 HD Hole Hawg wllh ease .. . 459 249 
6511 2 speed SawZall wllh ease .... .......... 234 132 
6750-1 Drywall Gun 0·4000 5 amp ............... 162 93 
6507 Onginal SawZall wllh ease.. . 249 135 
6508 Above Saw with wrred cord ......... 245 135 
6170 14· Chop Saw 15 amp ... 489 279 
6014 Orbital Sander 112 sheel.. ................. 214 1 1 8  
8977 variable lemp. Heat Gun .......... , . .  122 74 
5397·1 3.S· var. speed Hammer Drill Kil... .... 244 138 
5371·1 112· var. speed Hammer Drill Kil... .... 335 185 
3107·1 1/2· var. speed right angle Drill Kil.. .. 370 198 
6754·1 Drywall Gun 0-4000 5.4 amp ............ 192 108 
3300-1 1/2' variable speed right angle Drill .. 329 184 
5680 Rouler 2 HP . 12 amp ..... .... .. .. ..... 355 198 
6215 16· Chain Saw .................................. 309 172 
0235·1 1/2· Drill wlkeyless chuck magnum .. 223 125 
6145 4·1/2· Grinder 10.000 rpm ................ 162 98 
6142 6145 with case & accessories .. 199 129 
6749·1 Drywall Gun 0·2500 5.4 amp ............ 224 122 
5353 Eagle 1·1/2' Rot. Hammer with case 910 499 
6365 7·1/4· Circular Saw 1 3  amp .............. 214 120 
6367 above Saw - double insulated ........... 209 1 25 
6366 6365 wilh lence & carbide blade ....... 224 125 
6368 6365 w/lence.carbide blade.& case .. 244 138 
6377 7·1/4" Worm Drive Saw ..................... 324 178 

NEW TOOLS BY MILWAUKEE 

6369 7-1/4" Circular Saw with brake ......... 245 1 49 
6490 10· Mitre Saw .................................... 444 269 
6127 5' Random Orbital Sander dustless .. 260 1 55 

Model 
LU72M010 
LU81M010 
LU82M010 
LU84MOll 
LUB5M010 
LM72M010 
LU73M010 
LU87M010 
LU88M010 
LU85M015 
LU98M010 
LUB9M010 

FREUD SAW BLADES 
5/8- bore - Industrial Grade 
Description Teeth 
General Purpose 10" 40 
General Purpose 10" 40 
Cul·off 10" 60 
Combo 10" SO 
Super Cut·off 10' 80 
Ripping 10' 24 
Cut off 10' 60 
Thin Kert 10' 24 
Thin Kert 10' 60 
Mllre Saw blade 15' 108 
Ui limale 10' 80 
Ferrous metal 10" 72 

XTRA SPECIAL 

List Sale 
68 37 
76 44 
90 49 
76 40 

1 1 2  58 
66 38 
82 44 
70 38 
86 43 

175 105 
125 67 
102 58 

Buya LU85M010, LM72M010, & LU84M011 blade 
set for 128.00 and receive a 'ree one year 

subscription to BHG WOOD magazine! 
PS203 General Purpose 7·1/4' · 24 toolh ..... 3010.95 
PS303 Plywood 7·1/4' • 40 looth .................... 4214.99 
SD306 6· Dado · Carbde ............................. 215 109 
S0308 8' Dado · Carbrde ............................. 229 1 1 9  
FO #0 . 1·314' x 5/8' il<scull 1000 Ot y  ...... 4 2  29 
FlO #10 · 2·1/8· x 3l4· BlSull l00001y ...... 42 29 
F20 #20 · 2·318' x 1· il<scull l000 01y ....... 44 29 
FA Assorted S.scullS 1000 Oty ................. 44 29 
WC104 4 prece ChIsel set wllh ease 114' · 1'. .63 42 
WC106 6 I'ece Chisel set wllh ease 1/4' · 1'. .85 54 
WC110 10 piece Crnsel sel wlcs 114' · 1·112' 140 84 
FB107 7 prece Forslr1er blt seI I/4· · 1· .......... 86 55 
FBloo 16 prece Forslner l>1 set WIth ease ... 331 174 
94·100 5 piece Router bit door system w/cse319 165 
FT2000E 3·1 4 HP Plunge Rouler varlspd ..... 410 199 
EBloo Edge Bandlng Machlne ..................... 409 215 
FRT2000Wood Router Table .......................... 275 165 
CE82 Planer With case & carbide blades .... 245 135 
TK203 7·1 4· Framlng · 24 tooth .................... 31 18 
TK206 10' FramIng · 24 100th ........................ 38 25 
TK303 7·1 4' FInIShIng · 40 tooth ................... 38 22 
TK306 10" FInishing · 40 tooth .... 46 25 
TK903 7·14· Combo · 30 tooth .... 33 19 
TK906 10' Combo · SO loolh .......................... 52 29 
JSloo BiSCUit jointer WIth case 

& FREE Gloo Glue System. 

1 20 Fine Woodworking 

MAKITA TOOLS 
Model Description ............... List Sale 
60700W 318· var.spd Reverse Dn1l 7.2 voI1...124 74 
6071 oWKabove Dnll w/removable battery ..... 194 109 

50900W 3·318· Saw KIt 9.6 voll.. .................. 2SO 138 
6010oWK3I8· cordless Drill Kit 7.2 voIl.. ........ 173 97 
601 OSDW 318· cordless Drill Kit 7.2 voIt... ......... 96 59 
DA3000DW 318· Angle Dn1l 7.2 vol1 ................ 241 136 
4390DW 9.6 cordless Reclp Saw KII.. ........... 234 129 
43000W 9 6  volt JIg Saw Kil ......................... 237 135 
DA391 DW3I8· angle Dnll Kit 9.6 voll .............. 283 158 
ML900 Incandescenl Flashllghl9.6 volt ... Sale 37 
56000W 6-114· Crrcular Saw 10.8 vo1l.. ........ 375 205 
60100L 318· Dnll wnh llashllght 7.2 voll. ...... 213 1 09 
6891DW DrywaIi Guno-I4oo 9.6 volt ... ........ 245 135 
62010W NEW 318· Dnll var. spd 9.6V ........... 298 155 
T2200W New cordless Stapler KII 9.6 vol1 ... 310 179 

6012HoW 2 speed Drill wilh duldh-comp ....... 236 125 
60920W vanable speed Drill KII complele .... 257 127 
60930W var. spd Dnll with clulch-rom�ete .. 261 135 
6093DWE 6093DW Dnll KIt wl2 batteries ........ 270 139 
6093DWL 6093DW Drill Kil WIth Flash Lighl ... 299 165 
60950W 6093DW Kil w"'e�ess dhuck ......... 261 135 
60950WE 6095DW Dnll Kll wl2 battenes ........ 270 139 
60110W NEW 12V Dnll Kitcomplete ............ 320 168 
6201DW NEW 9.6V Dnll Kil wl2 battenes ..... 298 165 
632007-4 9.6 voll Battery .................................. 47 30 
632002-4 7.2 voll Battery............... .. ..... 39 28 

5OO7NBA 7·1/4· Saw wnh eleclric brake ........ 243 129 
5008NBA 8-1/4· Saw wilh elec1ric brake ....... 301 163 
B0451 0 1/4 sheel Pad Sander ....................... 93 54 
9900B 3· x 21· Bell Sanderwilh bag ........ 283 148 
9924DB 3· x 24· Bell Sander with bag ........ 299 159 
9045N 112 sheet Finishing Sander wAlag .. 246 129 
4301BV Orb. var. speec Jig Saw 3.5 amp ... 262 142 
JR3000V Var. speed Recip Saw wilh ease .... 239 129 
LS1020 10· Mitre Saw 12 amp .................... 571 299 
9820-2 Blade Sharpener............... .. .. 394 194 
1900BW 3·314· Planerwilh case ................... 221 1 1 6  
191 1 B  4·318· Planer 7.5 amp ..................... 255 139 
1100 3·114· Planerwilh case ................... 434 229 
9207SPC 7" SanderiPolisher variable speed .294 154 
3601 B 1·318 HP Rouler ........ ..................... 261 139 
B045SO 1/4 sheel Pad Sander wilh bag ........ 91 54 
oA3000R 318· Angle Drill variable speed ........ 285 149 
HP2010N 314' var. speed Hammer Drill w/cse304 165 
2708W 8·114· Table Saw............ .. ...... 519 265 
2711 10· Table Saw wilh brake ............... 868 485 
1805B 6·1/S· Planer Kit wilh ease .... ........ 731 369 
5OO5BA 5·1/2· Circular Saw ......................... 238 135 
6404 318· Drill Rev. 0·2100 rpm 2 amp .... l05 57 
6510LVR 3IS· Drill Rev. 0·1050 rpm. ...152 79 
6820V 0·4000 rpm Drywall Gun 5.2 amp ... 160 89 
6013BR 1/2· Drill Rev. 6 amp.. ...263 138 
5402A 16· Circular Saw 12 amp...... ..675 345 
9401 4· x 24· Bell Sander with bag .. 343 174 
4302C Variable speed Orbital Jig Saw ....... 283 154 
S077B 7·1/4· Hypoid Saw .......................... 260 138 
LS1440 14· Milre Saw ................................. 759 429 
LS1030 NEW 10· Milre Saw ......... 428 215 
5OO7NB 7·1/4· Circular Saw 13 amp.. .. .. 214 114 
2012 12· Portable Planer .......... 913 465 
LS101 1 10· Slide Compound Saw ............... 859 439 
3620 1-1/4 HP Plunge Rouler w/ease ..... 196 1 15 
9901 3·x21· Ball Sander wAlag 6.7 amp.208 1 15 
GV5000 5· Disc Sander................... .. .... 1 1 2  69 
9514B 4· Grinder 4.6 amp ............ .. .... 101 65 
9501 BZ 4· Grinder 3.5 amp ......................... 132 69 
4200N 4·318· Circular Saw.. .. .... 238 135 
2414 14· Cul'off Saw ACIOC ..... . .......... 359 205 
4320 V/spd economy Jig Saw 2.9 amp ... 141 85 
S012B 11·3I4·elec. Chain Saw 1 1 .5 amp.258 148 
6302 1/2· Drill 0·5SO rpm 5.2 amp ........... 204 109 
3612BR 3 HP Plunge Router round base ..... 345 169 
oA63oo 112· angle Drill 30011200 rpm ......... 438 239 
B05000 NEW 5· Rand Orbll Sander ............ 118 68 

BOSTITCH AIR NAILERS 
Model Description ............... . 
N80S·1 St�k Nailer ........................ Super Sale 345 
NI2B·l Coil Rooling Nailer .......................... 845 405 
N60FN·2 Finishing Nailer 1 · 114" · 2·112· ........ 625 329 
T29-30 Brad Nailer 19 gao 5/8· · 1·3116· ..... 445 265 
T28·5 Finish Siapier 5132 crown ............... 475 264 
MIIIFS Flooring Siapier 15 ga ........... 895 539 
Nl00s Strek Nailer 2· · 4· .... 895 555 
T31 Brad Nailer 5/8 • . 1· ........................ 270 149 
CWCloo 1 HP Pancake Compressor ... 445 295 

PANASONIC CORDLESS 
Model Description.. . ......... Ust Sale 
EY6205BC NEW vanable speed 12 voIl Drill 

With t5 minute charger & case ....... 390 179 
EY6200BCNEW 2 speed 12 voll Dnll D·handle 

With 15 minute charger & case .....•• 350 178 
EY6281BC NEW vanable speed 9.6 volt Drill 

With 15 minute charger & case ....... 350 168 
EY571 B vanable speed 9.6 voIl Dnll KII.. ..... 239 128 
EY571BC EY571B w/ease & exira battery ..... 275 145 
EY6900BCNEW 12 volt Hammer Dnll var. 

speed With 1 5  minute charger ........ 396 205 
EY6207BCNEW 12 volt 112· Dnll wlkeyless chuck 

var. spd w/15 min charger & case .421 218 
EY6205EQKSame as EY6205BC bul battery has 

40°0 more hfe & 2{)Oo more torque .. 368 198 

PRAZI BEAM CUTTER 
PR·7000 12- beam cutter for 

Buy any 2 power 
tools · (can be 

assorted) 
Deduct additional 
3% from Sale prices! 

Buy any 5 power 
tools · (can be 

assorted) 
Deduct additional 
5% from Sale Prices! 

READER SERVICE NO. 90 

WINTER KIT SPECIALS 
9852K Porter Cable 9852 Dnll KJI Wllh 

extra Porter Cable battery ................ 185 
9853K Porter Cable 9853 Drill KII with 

extra Porter Cable battery ............ 165 
9854K Porter Cable 9S54 112· Dnll Kit With 

exira baltery .. .. .... 328 195 
0402·1 K MIlwaukee 0402·1 Drill Kil With 

extra battery ................................... 309 169 
7334K Porter Cable 5· Random Orbl Sander 

w/ease & 1 roll looX & 1 SOX dISCS. 253 149 
7335K Porter Cable 5· v/spd Random Orbl Sander 

wiese & 1 roll 1 OOX & 1 SOX discs ... 273 159 
7336K Porter Cable 6· v/spd Random Orbl Sander 

w/ease & 1 roil looX & 1 SOX dIscs. 278 165 
555K Porter Cable Plate Biscuit Joinler 

with ease & 1000 assorted biscuils 339 195 
JSlOOK Freud Plate BiSCUit Joinler with 

ease & 1000 assorted bisc ... ls ........ 351 188 
1581VSK Bosch Top Handle Jig Saw 

with ease & 30 Bosch blades ......... 305 182 
1582VSK Bosch CLiC Barrell Grip Jig Saw 

wilh ease & 30 Bosch blades ......... 305 182 
1605-02K Skil biscuit Jointer With 

ease & 1000 assorted biscuils ........ 244 149 
JMlOOKK Ryob biscuil Jointer wilh 

ease & 1000 assorted biscuits ........ 475 232 
12730VSR Bosch 1273DVS Belt Sander with 

sanding Irame ................................. 485 275 

PORTA NAILER 
Model Description ................ .................. List Sale 
401 Porta Nailercomplele ..................... 265 198 
SOl Face Nailer complete ..................... 265 195 
1000 Genuine Porta Nails 1000 O1y ........... 15.89 

5000 Genuine Porta Nails 5000 Oty 71.SO 
10,000 Genuine Porta Nails 10.000 Oly ........ 121 .85 

BIESMEYER FENCES 
Model Description ................ .......... List Sale 
B·SO SO· Commer. Saw Fence ....... 329 295 
T·SQUARE 52 52· Homeshop Fence ............ 249 235 
T·SQUARE 40 40· Homeshop Fence ............ 242 209 
T SQUARE 28 28· Homeshop Fence ............ 230 198 

WEDGE SMART LEVEL 
SM·PR2 2 FT level with sensor 
SM·PR4 4 FT Level with sensor 
SM·PR6 7B· Level with sensor 

120 88 
ISO 1 05 
1 80 139 

RECEIVE FREE CASE WITH PURCHASE 
OF SMPR2, SMPR4, OR SMPR6 ! 

SL209 NEW 9· Torpedo Level w/sensor 69 45 
SERIES200 NEW 2 FT Level wilh sensor 79 55 
SL248 NEW 4 FT Level with sensor 95 65 

Msx636 FEIN Eleclric Oscillaling 
Triangle Sander KiL ................. ... Sale 279 

LPN672 PONY Air Palm Nailer with glove .Sale94.99 

BOSCH 
1581VS Top Handle Jig Saw .......... ............ 265 135 
1582VSC NEW CLiC Barrell Jig Saw ............ 265 135 
Bosch Melal Case for above Jig Saws ............. 34 32 
Bosch 30 blade assortment lor Jig Saws . . . . . . . . . . .. .  26.99 
1942 Heat Gun 600' • 900' ............... ..... 1 1 1  69 
12720 3· x 24· Bait Sander wilh bag ........ 329 178 
12730 4· x 24· Belt Sander with bag .. ...... 345 189 
12890 114 sheet Sander .............................. 98 59 
1 1 -212VSRBulidog 314· SDS Rolary Drill ....... 370 199 
1 194VSR 112· variable speed Hammer Drill. .. 264 145 
1 194VSRKabove Hammer Drill with case ... " .292 179 
1 1 95VSR 3IS· variable speec Hammer Drill. .. 211 129 
1608 5.6 amp laminate Trimmer ............ 149 84 
1608LX 5.6 amp laminate Trimmer w/guide170 1 1 4  
1608T 5.6 amp lilt base Trimmer ............... 170 1 1 4  
1608U Underscribe Laminale Trimmer ...... 203 129 
1609K Lam Installers Kit with 1609Trimmer309 175 
1609KX Deluxe Installers kit... ..................... 361 198 
1600 2·1/4 HP D·handle Rouler .............. 411 259 
1601 1 HP Rouler .......................... ....... 184 105 
1 602 1·1I2 HP Router ............................. 215 135 
1603 112 HP D-handle Rouler ................. 252 145 
1604 1·314 HP 2 Handle Router .............. 236 125 
1604K Same as above w/ease & access ... 287 165 
1606 1·314 HP D·handle Router .............. 273 158 
3258 3-1/4· Planer with blade guard ....... 239 139 
3258K 3258 Planer with sleet ease ........... 265 154 
32700 3· x 21· Bell Sander Wllh bag ......... 260 145 
1273DVS var. speed 4· x 24· BellSander ...... 370 193 
1615 NEW 3 HP Plunge Rouler .............. 395 228 
1615EVS NEW 3 HP v/spd Plunge Rouler .... 460 244 
1613 NEW 1·314 HP Plunge RouIer ........ 286 164 
1613EVS NEW 2 HP v/spd Plunge Router .... 320 184 
1614 NEW 1 HP Plunge Rouler .............. 220 128 
1614EVS NEW 1·114 HP v/sp Plunge Rouler 255 149 
1632VSRK Recip Saw 8.4A orb-v/spd ............ 225 139 
3OSOVSRK 9.6V cordless v/spd Dnll KIt comp256 138 
3051VSRK30SOVSRK With ke�essdhuck ...... 266 145 
13700EVS 6· Random OrM Sander .............. 481 219 
32830VS 5· Random Orbl Sander ............... 159 98 
3283oVSK3283DVS w/ease & accessones ... 220 1 1 9  
3272 3-1I4· Planer 4.2 amp ' ................... 147 88 
3272K above Planer With ease .................. 162 1 05 
1347AK 4·112· Grinder wllh ease & access . 1 70 108 
1348AE 5· Grinder 8.5 amp ............. .. .. 195 1 1 8  
11304 "The Brute· Breaker Hammer ....... 2055 1195 
1 1 305 DemoilUon Hammer 10 amp ......... 1 1 98 649 
11310EVSDemoilfion Hammer ....................... 819 489 
11202 1·112· Rotary Hammer 4SO rpm ..... 739 425 
1 1 214VS 1·314· var. speec Rolary Hammer 1 1 40 685 
1021VSR 318· Dnll 4.8 amp O·l l oo rpm ........ I80 98 
1022VSR 318· Dnll 4.8 amp O·l l oo rpm ........ 193 109 
1 023VSR 112· Dn1l 4.8 amp 0·5SO rpm .......... 199 109 
1121 OVSR3I4· Rolary Dnll var speed ............. 335 209 
1420VSR Drywall Gun 4.8 amp 0-4000 rpm .. 158 88 

SHOP VAC VACUUMS 
33J.29 2 H.P . .  16 gallon steet drum ........... 159 99 
870-29 3.0 H.P · 20 gallon plasoc drum ...... 177 129 
610-SO 1.7 H.P. · 10 gallon slarnless drum .. 260 175 

RYOBI SPECIALS 
JP·155 6-1/8· JomleriPlaner.... .. ..... 611 295 
R500 2·114· HP Plunge Router .. 331 155 
RSOI Above Rouler Wllh Ingger ..... 335 158 
TS·254 NEW 10· Mll re Saw ....................... 397 198 
TS·254K above Saw with access. kit & 

B&D 73·770earblde blade ............. 495 245 
AP10 10· Surtace Planer 13 amp ............ 820 355 
RA200 8·1I4· RadiaI Arm Saw ................... 520 244 
RE600 3 HP Plunge Router var speed ...... 431 209 
BE321 3· x 21· var. speed Bell Sander ..... 272 135 
SCI60 NEW I6· Bench SCroiI Saw ........... 261 144 
TFo170VRK 9.6 voIl cordless Drill Ki!.. .......... 292 149 
TF0220VRK 12 voll cordless Dnll Krt ............. 325 165 

Above drills come w/extra battery & flashlight 
JMlOOK NEW Biscuil Joinler with ease ....... 431 204 
RS1 15 NEW4·112·v/sp Random Orb Sndr 134 74 
BT3000 NEW 1 O· Table Saw ...................... 699 545 
W660 BEST BUY l·1/4·Circ Saw 13A ..... 179 88 
TSS220 NEW 8·112· Slide Comp. Saw ........ 790 445 
TS260 NEW 10· Compound Milre Saw ..... 454 245 
BT2500 10· Bench Table Saw.... .. .... 613 295 
TS200 8-1/4· Compound Mitre Saw .......... 314 159 
BE424 NEW 4· x 24· var. spd BeH Sander 351 165 
TR30U 314 HP Trimmer ......... 164 85 
oSI000 NEW Delail Sander ................. 80 59 
RS112 NEW Palm grip Random Orb SanderBO 59 
AP12 NEW 12· Bench Planer. 840 425 

PORTER CABLE 
690 1·II2 HP Router 8 amp .... ................ 240 134 
9690 690 Rouler wlsleel ease .................. 305 149 
691 1·112 HP Rouler D·handle ............... 260 144 
695 1·112 HP RoulerlShaper ....... 335 204 
696 HD Shaper Table....... .. ........... 185 123 
351 3· x 21· Bell Sander wilhoul bag ..... 245 1 43 
352 3· x 21 · BeII Sander wilh bag .......... 255 144 
360 3· x 24· Bell Sander wilh bag ........... 330 182 
361 3" x 24· Bell Sander wilhoul bag ...... 31 0 175 
362 4· x 24· Bell Sander with bag ........... 345 188 
363 4· x 24· Bait Sander without bag ...... 330 185 
315·1 7·114· Top Handle Circular Saw ........ 210 1 1 8  
9315·1 315·1 compo w/case & carbide blade 240 137 
617 7·1/4· Pushhandle Saw .................... 210 1 1 9  
9617 6 1 7  compo w/ease & earbide blade . . .  240 137 
314 4·1/2· Trim Saw ................................ 240 135 
9314 4·1/2· Trim Saw 4.5 amp w/ease ...... 270 148 
97751 112' var. speed Hammer Drill wlcase 260 155 
9629 Recip Saw var. speed 8 amp ............ 250 144 
666 318· HD var. speed Drill 0·1200 rpm . 200 125 
621 3IS· HD var. speed Drill 0·1000 rpm . 170 104 
320 Abrasive Plane 3 amp ....................... 190 125 
9118 Porta Plane Kit 7 amp ............... 360 199 
7545 0·2500 Drywall Gun 5.2 amp ............ 185 1 1 4  
S05 1/2 sheel Pad Sander ....................... 210 1 1 6  
6611 New 3IS· var. speed Drill 5.2 amp ..... 200 1 1 3  
6614 New 1/2' var. speed Drill 0·750 rpm . 2 1 0  1 1 8  
6615 New 6614 with keyless chuck ........... 2 1 5  124 
330 Speed Block Sander 1/4 sheel ......... 103 58 
555 Plate Biscuit Jointer with case .......... 315 168 
345 6· Saw Boss 9 amp ........................... 180 104 
9345 345 compo wlcase & carbide blade ... 210 124 
100 7/8 HP Rouler ...................... 175 105 
5116 16· Omni·Jig .. .. ......................... 400 255 
9647 TIGER CUB Recip. Saw ................... 195 1 1 5  
9637 Full var. speed Recip Saw Bamp ...... 250 138 
7519 3·1/4 HP Rouler 2 Handle ................ 410 224 
7518 3·1/4 HP 5 speed Rouler .................. 475 259 
7536 2·1/2 HP 2 Handle Rouler .. 355 199 
7537 2·1/2 HP D·Handle Rouler ................ 375 208 
7538 3·1/4 HP Plunge Router .................... 410 224 
7539 NEW3·1/4HP v/spd Plunge Rouler ... 475 262 
7399 5.6 amp Drywall Cutoul Unrt ............. 140 85 
7310 5.6 amp Lamlnale Tnmmer ............... 1SO 88 
7312 5.6 amp Ollsel Base Lam Tnm ......... 215 124 
7319 S.6A Tilt Base lam T nmmer .............. 1 70 100 
97310 Lammate Tnmmer Kit comp ...  345 192 
7334 5· Random OrbIt Sander ................. 210 1 1 9  
7335 5 ·  var spd Rndm Orbt Sndr ............ 230 129 
7336 6· var. spd Rndm Orbt Sndr ... ......... 235 134 
73333 NEW Dusl Coltectron system ................. 24.50 
693 1·112 HP Plunge Router .................. 295 165 
6931 Plunge Router Base .......................... 120 75 
9852 12V 318·Dnll wlcse 0-400/0-1 OOOrpm 270 149 
9853 9852 wllh ke�ess chuck ........ 270 149 
9854 12V 112· Dnll wiese 0·360 rpm ......... 280 159 
8500 12V battery for above dnlls •............. Sale 39 
368·1 8·1/4' Circular Saw ........................... 230 142 
9627 Reclpro Saw 2 speed 8 amp ............. 235 135 
7549 Top handle Jig Saw 4.S amp ............. 250 145 
7649 NEW Barrel·gnp Jlg Saw .................. 260 159 
7556 112· RIghi Angle Dnll w/ease ............. 365 219 
5009 Mortise & Tenon Jrg ............ 65 45 
5060 ·Slarr Ease· Slarr Temple! .. .............. 200 139 
5061 ·Starr Ease· Hard Wood Tem�el.. .... 210 145 
9367 NEW 367 Planer w/ease ................... 295 144 
9652 Versa· Plane w/carb culler & cse ..... 460 279 
5008 Dovetari Tem�ale ............................. l10 77 

NEW TOOLS BY PORTER CABLE 

Palmgnp Random Orb Sander ........ 109 64 
above Sander WIth dust bag " "  ....... 125 74 
333 sander WIth PSA pad .. 125 74 
3 x 21 Belt Sander wlbag v/spd ....... 280 164 
24· Omrn·Jrg .................................... 470 305 
Heal gun 7SO · 1000 degrees ..... .... 110 75 
Pocket cutter With case .................... 330 185 
to' "Lazerloc- MIter saw .................. 634 345 
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DELTA BENCH TOP TOOLS 
Model Description ..................................... List Sale 
23-700 Wet Dry Gnnder ............................... 234 159 
23·680 6 Bench Gnnder 1 4 HP .................... 86 75 
23-880 8 Bench Gnnder 1 2 HP .. . .... 151 1 15  
1 1 -950 B· Dnll Press .. . ... 199 1 44 
28-160 10· Hobby Band Saw... . ...... 210 145 
31 -050 ! · Belt Sander 2 0 amp .... ... ........ 104 78 
31·460 4 Bell 6· DIsc Sander ...................... 198 135 
31·340 ,. BeIU8· DISC Sander ...................... 268 188 
31-080 1 Bell5 DISC Sander.. 134 94 
4().560 16· 2 speed Scroll Saw .................... 266 179 
1 1·990 12-Bench Dnll Press ....................... 276 209 
11.()9O 32 Radial Bench Dnll Press ............ 399 285 
43·355 3.4 Shaper 1·1 2 HP ..... . . ..... 964 709 
43-505 1 2· Bench Rooler Shaper .... . . ..... 399 279 
22·540 12· Bench Top Planer ... ... ... ..... ..... 595 389 
36·220 10· Compound Milre Saw.. . . ....... 350 239 
,4·600 Hollow Chisel Mortlser ... . ... . .... .... 668 445 
46-700 12· Wocd Lalhe ............................... 548 419 

NEW TOOLS BY DELTA 
33-()60 NEW ·Slde kick" Miter saw .. . ..... 499 379 
14.()70 NEW 14· Flocr Dnll Press ................ 4SO 325 
28--180 NEW Bench Band Saw .................... 232 167 
4Q.640 NEW 20· Bench Scroll Saw ....... 466 319 
23·675 NEW 6· Gnnder 3 x 24 Belt Sander 141 105 
50.()75 NEW Dust ColieclorlSweeper 3.4 HP360 245 

DELTA STATIONARY 
34·444 Table Saw complete wlthll-1/2 HP 

motor & stand... . . ........... 812 615 
22·662 13" Planer With 2 HP motor & stand 1436 1 1 69 
28·245 14· Band Saw wlopen sland 112 HP. 698 549 
17·900 16·112·· Flocr Dnll Press .................... 441 395 
40-601 18� Scroll Saw With stand and blades942 719 
34-080 10- Mitre Box... . . . . .  Xtra Special 198 
34·761 lO· UOisaw 1-112 HP wlSl00 rebale1715 1275 
33-990 10· Radial Arm Saw .......................... 818 589 
37·280 6° Motonzed JOInter ... 488 395 
5().179 314 HP 2 stage Dusl Colleclor. .......... 483 335 
5().181 2 HP Dust Coileclor ............... 885 615 
7().200 20· Flocr Dnll Press ........................ 1049 815 
33.()55 8-114· Sawbuck camp with legs. .. 865 579 
34-330 B-1I4· Table Saw 13 amp .................. 343 228 
36·510 10· Table saw ................................... 210 159 
34-670 10· MolorlZed Table Saw .................. 511 395 
32·100 Station Plate JOinter .......................... 645 265 
36.()40 8-114· Compound Mllre Saw ............. 224 165 
34·915 JO. Undenee ..................................... 385 239 
34-897 SO· Della UOilence .. 525 285 
36-755 10· Till Arbor Saw ........................... 1264 935 
3&-380 10· Table Saw .................... 5SO 425 
33-890 12· Radial Arm Saw ........................ 17201359 
14-D40 14· Bench Dnll Press ........................ 360 325 
28·560 16· Three Wheel Bend Saw ........... _ .. 456 399 

The following Delta tools have a S5O.OO rebate! 
Price shown is before rebate. 

28·283 14·· Band Saw with enclosed stand ... 910 725 
34-445 34-444 Saw With 30' unlfence ........ 1200 759 
37·154 DJ15 6·JOlnler wllh 314 HP mcIOf ... 14201079 

NEW DEWALT TOOLS 
DW944K3/8· 9 6 voll cordless dnll kll 

Wllh 2 ball""es .. _ ..................•..... ...... 264 149 
DW945K 318· 12 voll cordless dnll krt 

Wllh 2 ballenes ............... _ ........••........ 284 169 
DW364 7-114"Clrc Saw wlbrake. 1 3 amp ..... 245 148 
DW947K 13.2 voll cdls 3IB· drill kit... .............. 377 209 
DW306KB.0 amp Reclp Saw wlcase var. spd 254 159 
DW610 1 -112 HP 2 handle Rouler ................ 250 138 
DW411 114 sheel Palm Sander, 1.7 amp .. .... 87 54 
DW705 12"· Compound Mllre Saw ................ 555 339 
DW704 12" Milre Saw ........ 480 289 
DW100 318· Dnll. 4 amp. ().25OO rpm. rev ..... l l0  65 
DW2SO 4.5 amp Drywall Gun. ().4000 rpm. rev146 89 
DW254 4.5 amp Drywall Gun, ()'25OO rpm. rev146 89 
DW124K1I2" 100si & stud Dnll Wllh case. rev ... 504 295 
DW102 3/8. Dnll. 4 5 amp. ().1200 rpm. rev .. 154 92 
DW103 318· Dnll, 5.0 amp. 0-1200 rpm. rev .. 189 1 1 5  
DW402 4-1I2· Gnnder 6 amp ....... . ..... 143 85 
1707 B·1I2" Slide Compound Mllre Saw .... 815 439 

SKIL SIZZLERS 
3810 10· Mllre Saw .................... 263 205 
3810K 3810 wllh 60 loclh carbide blade 229 
77 7·114· Worm Dnve Saw . ................... 230 144 
5825 &-112· Worm Dnve Saw ..................... 255 159 
2735.()4 12 voll cordless Dnll KII. ....•...•..•...•.... 210 132 
2735-D4X2735-04 with ke�ess chuck ............ 235 132 
1605-02 NEW BISCUit Jointer With case .... . .. 200 125 
7484 NEW 5· Random Orbil Sander ......... 160 104 
5510 5-112· Circular Saw .......................... 165 114 
5660 NEW 8·114· 60' Circular Saw .......... 225 138 
5860 NEW 8-114·· 60' Worm Saw . ............ 275 168 
5625 6·112·· Circular Saw .......................... 2lO 139 
456Q.02 Top Hdle Jig Saw wilh case ............. 134 97 
5790 1()'1I4· Clrc. Saw 15 amp ............ .... 459 289 
5657 NEW 7-1I4· Clrc Saw - plVol locl.. .... 205 118  
5525 NEW 6-112· CIrC Saw - 1>g capacity . 195 105 

New Ski I Bench Top Tools 
3400 10-Table Saw ................................... 250 179 
3330 16- Scroll Saw ................................... 200 135 
3380 B" Dnll Press ..................................... 200 135 
3370 4" BeIU6·· DISC Sander ....................... 200 135 

RECEIVE FREE #221 0 SKIL SUPERTWIST 
SCREWDRIVER WITH PURCHASE OF 

ANY SKIL BENCH TOP TOOL ! 

JORGENSEN STYLE 35 ALUMINUM BAR CLAMPS 
Model Size List Sale Lots of 6 
3524 24" 27.10 17.45 99.45 
3536 36· 29.07 18.65 106.25 
3548 48" 31.95 20.59 1 17.35 
3560 60" 35.58 22.99 129.95 
3572 72" 38.47 24.95 142.00 

JDRGENSEN ADJUSTABLE HANDSCREW KITS 
Model for Jaw Length List Sale Lots of 6 
J.()4 4" 7.38 4.85 27.99 
J.()6 6" 8.46 5.55 32.15 
J.()8 8" 9.48 6.19 35.45 
J·l0 10· 11.09 8.95 SO.99 
J·12 12· 13.74 10.55 59.39 
J·14 14" 16.50 10.99 62.00 
J·16 16· 17.96 11.69 65.00 

JORGENSEN ADJUSTABLE HANDSCREWS 
Jaw Opening Box 

Ilem# Lenglh Capacity Lisl Sale of 6 
#510 4·· 2- 13.80 8.35 48.59 
#410 5- 2-112' 14.80 8.95 51.99 
#310 6- 3- 15.90 9.59 55.75 
#2/0 T 3-112" 17.10 10.35 58.95 
i/O 8· 4-1 2· 19.00 11 .89 61.00 
11 10· 6· 21.76 12.89 70.65 
#2 12· 8--112· 24.95 14.95 80.95 
#3 14· 10· 31.61 18.95 104.95 
#4 16· 12· 42.30 24.95 143.95 

JORGENSEN STYLE 37 2·112·Throat 1/4·x3l4· 
Item# Jaw Length List Sale Box at 6 
3706 6· 9.86 6.25 34.75 
3712 12· 10.92 6.75 37.75 
3718 18· 12.05 7.25 40.75 
3724 24· 13.16 8.19 43.75 
3730 JO. 14.70 9_10 49.75 
3736 36· 16.05 10.19 55.75 

JORGENSEN STYLE 45 5" Throal l·3I8" x 5116" 
Item Jaw Length List Sale Lots of 6 
4512 12" JO.07 19.39 109.99 
4518 18- 31.73 20.45 116.99 
4524 24·· 33.55 21.75 123.99 

PONY CLAMP FIXTURES LoIS 
Model Description List Sale of 12  
50  314· Black Pipe Clamps 13.61 7.89 84.99 
52 112· Black Pipe Clamps 11.37 6.50 69.SO 
53 Double 314· Pipe Clamps 38.50 24.45 274.00 

JORGENSEN STEEL 'T' BAR CLAMPS Lots 
Model Size List Sale 01 6 
7224 24- 31.46 18.45 107.00 
7236 36· 33.77 20.19 1 15.45 
7248 48" 37.12 22.19 126.95 
7272 72" 42.71 26.79 149.95 

ELU BY BLACK & DECKER 
3338 2·114 HP var. speed Plunge Rouler ... 427 255 
3304 1 HP variable speed Plunge Rouler .. 292 164 
3375 3·118· UOIV. Planer 7.2 amp ............... 313 155 
3380 BiSCUit JOinter With case ..... 542 248 
4024 3 x 21 vanable speec Bell Sander .. _.322 184 

BLACK & DECKER 
1166 318· Drill ()'25OO rpm 4 amp ............... l 00 65 
1180 318· Drill ().1200 rpm 5 amp •.......... .. 188 104 
2600 3I8· Drill ().12OO rpm 4.5 amp ............ 142 89 
1 703·1 10· Milre Saw with 73-770 blade ....... 313 179 
4011 114 sheel Palm Sander ........................ 82 59 
79·034 Workmale 400 ................................... 175 105 
1349·09 112" Timberwoll Drill 2 speed ............. 489 279 
1180 3IB .. Drili rev. 0·1 200 rpm 5 amp ........ 182 104 
2037 Drywall Gun ()'4000 5.0 amp ............. 175 97 
2038 Drywall Gun ()'25OO rpm 5 amp ........ 175 99 
3157 Orbrlal var spd Jig Saw 4.5 amp ....... 220 145 
2665K NEW 318· cdls 12V Cydone Dnll ....... 280 165 
5045K MACHO Rolary Hammer Dnll ........... 742 409 
S071 3IB· Hammer Dnll with case .............. 239 144 
5073 112- Hammer Dnll with case ............. _282 163 
2054 Tek Gun ()'25OO 5.0 amp.. . ..... 269 152 
2660 Drywall Gun ().4000 4.5 amp ............. 142 77 
2700 7-114" Worm drive Saw 13 amp ......... 250 142 
1321 112'· Spade hdle Drill 450 rpm 7 amp.292 165 
2750 4·112·' Grinder 10.000 rpm 6 amp ...... 149 B3 

2694 7-1/4' Super Sawcat Circular Saw 
2695 8-1/4' Super Sawcat Circular Saw 

73-715 
73·716 
73·756 
73-717 
73-737 
73-707 
73-757 
73·718 
73·758 
73·759 
73·719 
73·739 
73·710 
73·769 
73-704 
73·740 
73-770 
73·711 

Tools On Sale™ 
Commitment: 

1) We will meet or beat 
advertised tool sale 

in this magazine. 

We continue to pay 

on every order. 

Buy with confidence· 
serving customers: 

Since 1 933! 

READER SERVICE NO. 90 

Introducing a full range 
of Werner brand ladders 

at discounted prices! 
Werner quality. 

Werner ladders .. 
A name you can stand on� 

WOODEN STEp · TYPE IA· 300# RATING 
Model Size Weightllbs) Sale 
W394 4· 211 44.00 
W395 5· 26# 53.00 
W396 6· 32# 60.00 

WDODEN STEp · TYPE 1· 250# RATING 

W384 4· 20# 36.00 

W385 5· 24# 42.00 
W386 6· 29# 48.00 

ALUMINUM STEp · TYPE lA· 300# RATING 
404 4· 16# 64.00 
405 5· 20# 73.00 
406 6· 24# 85.00 

ALUMINUM DOUBLE STEP ·TYPE l A·3001 RATING 
T404 4· 21# 90.00 
T405 5· 25# 1 05.00 
T406 6· JO# 120.00 

FIBERGLASS STEP · TYPE 1·  250# RATING 
6OD4 4· 13# 50.00 
6005 5· 16# 60.00 
6006 6· 18# 65.00 

FIBERGLASS STEp · TYPE 1· 2SO# RATING 
6OD4·S wlpail shelf 4· 15# 55.00 
6005·S wlpail shell 5· 18# 65.00 
6006·S wlpail shell 6· 20# 70.00 

FIBERGLASS STEP · TYPE lA· 300# RATING 
6204 4· 14# 65.00 
6205 5· 18# 75.00 
6206 6· 20# 80.00 

ALUMINUM FLAT STEP TYPE 11·  225# RATED 
EXTEN. 
Model 
D121&-2 
D122()'2 
D1224·2 
01228--2 
01232·2 
0123&-2 
D124()'2 

Size Working Length Weight(lbs) Sale 
16· 13· 22# 1 1 5.00 
20· 11" 27# 1 30.00 
24· 21"  33# 145.00 
2B· 25· 42# 175.00 
32· 29· 53# 200.00 
36· 32· 62# 239.00 
40· 35· 73# 265.00 

ALUMINUM FLAT STEP TYPE 1· 250# RATED 
EXTEN. 
D131&-2 
D132()'2 
01324-2 
01328--2 
01332·2 
D133&-2 
D134()'2 

16· 
20· 
24· 
28· 
32· 
36· 
40· 

1 3· 
11" 
21"  
25· 
29· 
32" 
35· 

26# 
32# 
39# 
SO# 
62# 
77# 
B5# 

125.00 
145.00 
1 65.00 
1 95.00 
235.00 
270.00 
295.00 

ALUMINUM FLAT STEP TYPE lA- 300# RATED 
EXTEN. 
D151&-2 
D1 52()'2 
01 524-2 
01528--2 
01 532·2 
D1 53&-2 
Dl 54()'2 

16· 13· 
20· 11" 
24· 21" 
28· 25· 
32· 29· 
36· 32'(2SO# rallng) 
40' 35·(2SO# rallng) 

3 1 #  1 39.00 
37# 1 59.00 
45# 179.00 
56# 215.00 
66# 239.00 
79# 279.00 
B9# 309.00 

ALUMINUM FLAT STEP TYPE l A+ 300# RATING 
D520·2 20· 17· 42# 1 99.00 
D524·2 24· 2 1 "  49# 230.00 
0528·2 28· 25· 6C# 265.00 
D532·2 32· 29· 7.# 305.00 
0536·2 36· 32· e9# 350.00 
D54()'2 40· 35· 99# 389.00 

FIBERGLASS FLAT STEP TYPE lA· 3001 RATING 
0611&-2 16· 13· 34# 175.00 
0612()'2 20· 11" 40# 1 95.00 
06124·2 24· 21" 53# 225.00 
06128--2 28· 25· 60# 259.00 
06132·2 32· 29· 74# 298.00 

FIBERGLASS FLAT STEP TYPE lA· 300# XTRA 
HEAVY 
07116·2 
D712()'2 
D7124·2 
D7128--2 
07132·2 

16· 
20· 
24· 
28· 
32· 

13· 
11" 
21" 
25· 
29· 

37# 19B.00 
43# 229.00 
58# 269.00 
66# 298.00 
79# 359.00 

Buy any 3 ladders(can be asst) 
deduct additional 5% 

Prepaid Freight 
and best prices too! 

AEG POWER TOOLS 
Model Description ...................................... Lisl Sale 
VSRE500KNEW v spd 5 Random Sndr IV cs 279 149 
VSRE600KNEW v spd 6 Random Sodr IV cs 284 155 
HBSE75S 3 x 21 vanable speed Belt Sander 299 168 
ABSE 15S 1 2- cdls 12 volt Dnll complele IV cs 389 235 
FSPE100 Barrell Gnp v spd Jig Saw ............ 265 149 
BSPE100K Top Hdle v spd Jig Saw IV cse .... 275 159 
EZ560 3 8· cordless 7 2 vall Dnll 2 speed .... 205 139 
DFS50 lHP Plunge Rouler .... . .................. 299 175 
TXE150 New 5" var spd Rand Orb Sander .... 220 145 

HITACHI TOOLS 
Model Description ..................................... List Sale 
C7SB 7-1 4' Circular Saw... 214 109 
DTC10 3 8· 7 2 voll cordless Dnll .. .. .......... 138 78 
C7BD 7-1 4' Circular Saw With brake ......... 230 127 
M12V NEW 3 HP vanable speed Router ... 447 225 
TR12 Plunge Rouler 3 HP ......................... 354 167 
Fl000A 12' Planer 15' JOinter ...................... 28351535 
P12R 12-9/32· Planer .............................. 1361 699 
P12RA PlanerlJOIner .................................. 1 797 B75 
Cl0FA 10· Deluxe Mllre Saw ...................... 538 274 
C12FA NEW 12· Mllre Saw ......................... 632 J05 
C8FB 8-1 2· Slide Compound Saw ............. 899 445 
FREUD LU91M OOSB-1 2· carb blade 48 IOClh 68 43 
C15FB 15· Mitre Saw .......................... _ ......... 745 379 
FREUD LU85M01515· carb blade 108 1OClh. 180 105 
F20A 3·114" Planer 3 4  amp ....................... 172 99 
G12SA 4·112· Gnnder 6 9 amp ..................... 147 79 
DS10DVAK NEW 12 voll Cordless Dnll Kit 

With 2 batteries ................................. 385 199 
Hitachi Air Tools 

NR83A Framing Nailer 2 . 3·112 Full Head .. 680 398 
NR83AAFraming Nailer 2 . 3·112 Clip Head . .  740 419 
NT65A 16 ga. Brad Nailer 1 · 2·112 .............. 590 318 
NT45A 1 8  gao Brad Nailer 13116 . 1 ·314 ....... 484 275 
NV45ABCOII Rocllng Nailer 7IB - 1-314 .......... 740 425 
NV83A Coil Naller 2 · 3·114 .......................... 740 419 
NVSOA 1 Coil Nailer 1-114 - 2.. 534 305 
N5008AA7116· Slapier - 16 ga 1 - 2 1gth ...... 578 315 
N3824A I·  Siapter 16 ga 112 - 1·112._ ...... _ ... 626 329 
N38D4A 1I4· Stapter 1 8 ga - 112· 1·112 .... _ . .. 520 299 

ORE MEL TOOLS 
Model Description ..................................... List Sale 
3950 Moto Tool Kit with bits & case .......... 129 79 
3952 Super Mota Tool Kit With bits. 

case. & accessones .......................... 145 95 
1671 16· Scroll Saw · 2 speed ·Besl buy" . 27B 169 
1571 15· Scroll Saw ................................... 139 79 
290 Electnc Engraver wllh point _ ............... 2415.50 
8508 Cordless Mota Tool Kit With case ..... 104 68 
1731 5· D,sc\1 · x JO. Bell Sander ... 178 114  

DAVID WHITE INSTRUMENTS 
Model Description ............. _ . ... _ ............... List Sale 
LP6·20 Sighl Level package - 20x ............. 310 198 
L6-20 Mendian Level - 20x ....... .............. 290 189 
l T8·300 Level TranSit - 26x ... _ .................... 650 445 
LT8·3OQP above Level With optical plum ....... 769 525 
LT6·900 Level T ranSl! - 20x ......................... 389 245 
ALT6-900 Automatic Level - Transit· 18x ..... 549 385 
ALTP6·900abcve Level wllh Inpod & rod . .... 600 438 
AL6-18 AutomatiC Level - 18x ........ .......... 439 319 
ALP6-18HDabove Level With tripod and rod . 550 372 

ELECTRICAL CONDUCTOR EXTENSION CORDS 
Wire 125 volt 

Model Wire Type Length rating list Sale 
01617 12/3 SJEOW·A 25· 15A 22 12.85 
01618 12/3 SJEOW·A SO· 15A 38 22.49 
01619 12/3 SJEOW·A 100· 15A 70 40.95 

above cords are Polar\Solar • insulated 
aU weather · all condition cordage 

PAS LODE IMPULSE GUNS 
Model Description ....................... _ ............. Ust Sale 
IM250 T npulse Fmlsh Nailer Kit complete 

dnves 314· . 2-112· brads .................. 849 615 
IM325 Impulse Framing Nailer Kit complete 

dnves 2' - 3-1/4" nails.. . ........ 849 615 
402500 ExIra ballery .................................... Sale42.95 
402502 No-Mar Work contact element _ ... _ .. _. Sale19.25 

Paslode Nailers not available In MN. WI IA 

SENCO AIR NAILERS 
SFNl FIOishing Nailer 1 · · 2· ..................... 377 275 
SFN2 FiOish. Nailer 1 ·112· . 2·112· ............. 571 395 
SN325 Nailer 1-718· - 3-114· .. . .... .. . .. 665 455 
SN4 General purpose 2· . 3-112· ............. 685 468 
SLP20 NEW PIOner w/case 5IB· . 1 ·518· .... 399 2B5 
SKS Slapier 5/8 • . 1-112· ........................... 351 255 
SPS Stapler I· wide - 314· - 1 -112· lenglh. 460 335 
PW Stapter l· Wlde - 112· · 1 -1I4· lenglh. S05 345 
M2 Siapter 1116· WIde · l·3IB· · 2· lenglh49O 345 

Not available In all slales 

EXCALIBUR Fences & Tables 
Model 
IT45R24Lg 
IT45R50L12 
EXSLT30 
EXSLT60 

Description ........ List Sale 
24· Fence .. .......................... 369 299 
SO· Fence ............................. 399 329 
Sliding Table ......................... 599 475 
Sliding Table ......................... 745 585 

RECORD WOODWORKING VISES 
ModelJaw WidthlOpening ........................... Lisl Sale 
53E 1().1I2·15· Ou�k release ... ...... 189 105 
53P 1().112· 15· Plain Screw .............. 174 100 
520 7"-8" QuICk release w!dog 137 84 
52·1120 9· 13· OUick release w·dog 175 99 
REMINGTON POWER FASTENING TOOLS 
Model Description.... . .. ................... Ust Sale 
75707 476 Power Hammer With case ........... 35 28 
n550 480 Power Driver With case ............. 169 109 
78480 482 Multi Driver With case ................. 369 235 

We stock all Power Loads and Fastening Pins 
For above 

January/February 1993 1 2 1 



Notes and Comment 

122 Fine Woodworking 

The undulating litles of Jamie 
Robertson 's Water Bench capture the 
ripples on the wind-swept sUrface of 
a pond. 

David Cramers' bench, Wag, although 
not as popular as Disney's 101 Dalmatians, 
did win a $1,000 award of excellence. 

The running mouse is a dead giveaway 
to the title (The Clock Struck One) of Jon 
Alley's creative interpretation of an old 
nursery rhyme. 

Art furniture for the '90s 
Whether it's furniture as art or art as furni
ture, these handcrafted, one-of-a-kind or 
limited-edition pieces are gaining greater 
public acceptance. Artiture, as it is some
times referred to, is more frequently seen 
in museum exhibitions and is the focus 
of increasing media attention. And now 
there is an organization dedicated to ad
vancing the field of art furniture. Orga
nized in 1989 by Houston furniture artist 
Adam St. John, the American Society of 
Furniture Artists (ASOFA) is a non-profit 

organization that sponsors open competi
tions and special exhibitions. 

ASOFA recently ended its second annual 
Furniture of the '90s exhibition, which ran 
in Houston, Texas, and New York City. 
The exhibition featured a broad selection 
in a variety of media. Three $ 1,000 awards 
of excellence were presented to David 
Cramer of Connecticut (see the center 
photo), Amy Hamilton of Colorado, and 

ew York City's Henner Kuckuck. Repeat 
winners from last year's exhibition were 

Photos: BiU Pogue 



Now, Bit Depth Adjustments To The Thickness Of A Sheet Of Paper . . .  From Any Plunge Position. 

To dramatize the precisian of our new plunge routers, we plunged and cut through a sheet 
of#20 bond paper- without putting so much as a swirl an the antique desk beneath. 

Bit depth adjustment precision 
exceeding .004" is just the start of 
the advantages our Model 1613 
and 1614 series plunge routers 
give you. Now you can make those 
micro-fine adjustments from any 

plunge position, without sacrific
ing plunging action. But only \Vith 
Bosch . Other plunge routers force 
you to lock them down to make 
fine adjustments - in effect, 
making them standard routers. 

READER SERVICE NO. 43 

Our system makes precise adjust
ments far easier for inlay work, 
edge forming and fixture-routing. 

We designed in 
a lot of other 
features you 
asked for, too . 
Like a resettable 
depth indicator 
that can be ze
roed in any po
sition. And tem
plet guides that 
are securely held 

Zero and adjust the in the base and 
dia� �n any plunge quickly changed 
posztzan. at the push of a 
lever. Even the chip shield flips 
out of your way for fast bit and tem
plet guide changing. 

Then there's that smooth, raw, 
Bosch power that lets you make 
high speed passes for aggressive 
stock removal. 
And on the elec
tronic models, 
your selected 
speed is main
tained even un
der full load. 

For detailed 
product infor
mation on 
single speed 
Models 1613 and &.....;::I_� 

1614 and elec- Change templet fJI:lides 

tronic variable 
with a pusli of a lever. 

speed Models 1613EVS and 1614EVS, 
contact your Bosch dealer. Ask 
him for a demonstration and 
price.  You ' ll soon discover real 
Bosch precision , performance 
and value . 

BOSCH 
"Quality You Can Hold On To�''" 



Notes and Comment (continued) 

Jamie Robertson (see the top photo on 
p. 122),  Peter Thibeault and Barry Weiss. 
Among the other winners were pieces by 
Jon Alley, as shown in the bottom photo 
on p. 122,  and Ira Keel' 

The judges, Lorry Parks Dudley, director 
of Peter Joseph Gallery (New York City), 
Keith Kutch, furniture design program di
rector, Parsons School of Design (New 
York City), and Adam St. John, ASOFA 

IWF student show 
attracts record entries 
Design Emphasis '92, sponsored by the In
ternational Woodworking Fair CIWF), is 
a furniture design competition for wood
working students. It's held every other 
August in Atlanta, along with the IWF. In
dustry sponsorship makes this show dif
ferent from other furniture shows because 
the winning designs might be picked up 
for mass production You'd never have 
guessed it last August: hand-cut dovetails, 
flowing curves and solid-wood designs 
were everywhere. It felt like another (ex
cellent) custom furniture gallery. 

The criteria on which entries were eval
uated included marketability, design origi
nality, manufacturing adaptability, creative 
use of materials, engineering and func
tionality. In addition to the open competi
tion, there were four subsidiary categories: 
case goods, seating, ready to assemble and 
design creativity. Judges selected 13 win
ners from the largest field ever (78 stu
dents from 29 schools) with the bulk of the 
prizes going to students from Rochester 
Institute of Technology (RID, Rochester, 
NY. (five prizes) and Kansas State Univer
sity, Manhattan, Kan. (three prizes). 

The best of show award, however, went 
to Fielding Robert Lane III,  one of Ian 
Kirby's students at Palomar College in San 
Marcos, Calif. Lane's entry, an ebony and 
rosewood-veneered writing desk also 
won in the case goods category. Winners 
in the other categories were Joe Dasta, RIT 
(seating), for his maple garden seat; Rhett 
Hastings, Kansas State (ready to assem
ble), for his oak and glass cocktail table; 
Bryan Cahoone, Kansas State (design cre
ativity), for his glass and PVC pipe combi
nation dining table and coffee table. 

Other noteworthy projects in wood in
cluded Daniel Miller's chest of drawers, 
which took honorable mention in the case 
goods' category (see the top photo), and 
Brad McDougal's upholstered chair in 
cherry, which took a merit award (see the 
photo at right). Both Miller and McDougal 
are RIT students. 

Schools and/or individuals interested in 
Design Emphasis '94 should contact Julie 
Johnson at (301) 948-5730. 

-Vincent Laurence 
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president and national director, culled the 
20 winners from more than 500 entries. 

ASOFA is planning to participate in the 
Year of American Craft, 1993 by hosting an 
International Furniture of the '90s compe
tition open to all artists in South, Central 
and orth America. For more information, 
contact ASOFA at P.O. Box 270188, Hous
ton, Texas 77277-0188; (713) 660-8855. 

-Charley Robinson 

Clean lines and simple construction 
methods are hallmarks of Daniel Miller's 
walnut chest of drawet·s. Miller's honor
able mention in the case goods'  category 
was one of five prizes won by RlT students 
in the competition. 

Comfortable and curvaceous, Brad 
McDougal's upholstered cherry side chair 
took a merit award in seating. 

Rules for rosewood 
same as for ivory 
Rosewood lumber is now under the same 
international trade restrictions as ivory, 
tortoiseshell and other materials that come 
from species in danger of extinction. 

In March of this year, the Convention on 
International Trade in Endangered Species 
(CITES), gave rosewood an Appendix I 
classification. Meeting in Kyoto, Japan, the 
delegates from 1 1 5  nations voted to ban 
international trade in rosewood lumber 
cut after June 1 1, 1992 and to regulate trade 
in lumber cut before that date. 

The intent of the treaty is to reduce de
struction of endangered species by ban
ning international trade for commercial 
use. Does this mean that woodworkers 
and musicians who cross a border risk 
confiscation of a rosewood-handled pock
et knife or a guitar with a rosewood fret
board? How do you tell the difference 
between rosewood harvested ten years 
ago, and some cut and smuggled out of 
Brazil last week? 

If you attempt to ship any quantity of 
rosewood lumber across the borders of 
treaty nations, you most probably will 
need documents verifying that this wood 
was cut before June 1 1, 1992. Though tech
nically possible, such verification will 
not be required by most countries for 
items like musical instruments and knife 
handles, according to Don Thompson, a 
14-year veteran with the U.S. Department 
of Agriculture (USDA) Office of Plant Pro
tection and Quarantine. 

But what about the gray area between 
knife handles and shipments of lumber? 
"There are no certainties, only probabili
ties," said Thompson. There is a general, 
unwritten agreement among treaty nations 
not to regulate or restrict items like musi
cal instruments and knife handles. Each 
country makes its own laws, though, and 
enforcement will vary. Reportedly, author
ities in Japan have recently confiscated a 
shipment of guitars that allegedly did not 
comply with regulations. 

The only way to protect yourself in ques
tionable circumstances (such as shipping 
new furniture that contains any rosewood) 
is to determine whether authorities in each 
involved country will require verification 
that the wood in question is pre-conven
tion. If so, you must then comply with the 
involved country's laws. 

Exporting rosewood from the United 
States requires two documents: a general 
permit from the USDA for the export 
of endangered species, and a pre-con
vention certificate specifically for your 
rosewood from U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
(Department of the Interior). To import, 
you will need a general permit, and all 
shipments containing questionable goods 

Photos: Vincem L1urence 
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WEATHERSEALS 
9 f � 4 � 1t � � �  

We stock the worlds largest selection of silicone rubber 
window and door weatherstripping. Most can be milled 
inconspicuously into jambs. edges, or door bohoms. giving 
any millwork shop or builder the means to make permanently 
airtight windows and doors. Our affordable corner-grooving 
machine even makes field retrofitting incredibly easy. We 
also offer an assortment of other quality seals, glazing 
gaskets, shimming screws, and multi-point door hardware. 

RESOURCE CONSERVATION TECHNOLOGY, INC. 
2633 North Calvert Street Baltimore, MD 21218 

(410) 366-1 1 46 

READER SERVICE NO. 160 

Lie-Nielsen 
TOOLWORKS 

I NC. 
Makers of Heirloom Qual ity Tools 

Route 1, Warren, Maine 04864 
1 -800-327 -2520 
Lie-Nie/sC1I No. 1 $155 

Free Brochure of Heirloom Quality Tools 

READER SERVICE 0. 49 

The Wood Slicer™ 
Extra-Durable, Precision Resawing Blades for 

Delta, Sears, Shopsmlth, Inca & other Bandsaws 
Slice through hardwoods up to 1 2" thick with _ � 
the cleanest, easiest cuts your bandsaw has � 
ever delivered. Wood Slicer· tHades feature 
individually filed, precision set teeth which are 
bombarded with titanium carbide and impulse 
hardened to stay sharp 3 times longer than 
ordinary blades. Carbon-manganese spring 
steel blade stock is thinner and stronger, 
allowing high tension while wasting less wood 
and requiring less power from your saw. 

State-of-the-art welds are unconditionally 
guaranteed against breakage. Half-inch 
3-tooth design is ideal for resawing and ripping $29.95< 
any wood up to your saw's maximum capacity. (standard IMgths) 
Sp«:Ify etond.,d *>gth: 72" (Shopsmith). 73- (Inca), 80- (S.." s), 

93-1'2" (Delta 14,,), or 104-314- (Delta 14-with riser block). 
Custom lengths available with 4-6 weeks delivery $34.95 each� 

WO'Visa,{)isco\OVf usg,s 
ORDER TOLL FREE 
(800) 241-6748 

• ::'::·;:'f:.'torr:::,!��In{} 
READER SERVICE NO. 3 1  

Shape a Career in Wood 
looking for a career that rewards creativity 
and traditional skills? Investigate the _ ..... 
School for Professional Craftsl We 
offer a t wo-year c ertificate program 
In WoodworIcIng, Metals, Clay, or 
Rber Arts. For more Infonnation, 
call or write for our Professional 
Crafts catalog. 

Worcester 
Center for Crafts 
Dept. FW 
25 Sagamore Rd. 
Worcester, MA 
01605 
508/753-8183 

READER SERVICE NO. 38 
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Notes and COl1l1nellt (col/filllled) 

should have pre-convention certificates 
issued by the country from which the 
shipment is made. 

The general permit from the USDA is 
good for two years and allows you to im
port or export the stipulated item from 
most ports. You can get an application 
within two weeks by contacting USDA, 
Plant Protection and Quarantine Permit 
Unit, 6505 Bellcrest Road, Room 632, Fed
eral Building, Hyattsville, Md. 20782. You'll 
get your permit about two weeks after the 
USDA receives your application and the 
required $70 fee. 

Pre-convention certificates are issued by 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Office of 
Management Authority, 4401 N. Fairfax 
Drive, Room 432, Arlington, Va. 22203. 
Plan ahead because it can take up to 60 

The doctor is in 
When I decided to start getting paid for my 
woodworking, about fifteen years ago, I 
had the same dream as every other guy 
with a saw and a warm place to work. I 
planned to start with heavy, primitive de
signs (I had just bought a truckload of cen
tury-old 2xlO pine planks) and as my 
woodworking career advanced, recapitu
late the history of American furniture. 

But my community had other plans for 
me. It started with a friend of mine. Some 
chairs were broken while discussing mat
rimonial problems with her husband. She 
wondered if the chairs could be fixed 
rather than discarded along with the hus
band. I turned some replacement spindles, 
and before you knew it, the chairs were as 
good as new. 

News that someone in a community can 

days for them to send out an application. 
You will need to include with the applica
tion some means of verifying that your 
rosewood is pre-convention-an invoice, 
some record of its importation or simply 
a statement declaring the rosewood is 
indeed pre-convention lumber. Send in 
the application with the $25 fee, and the 
certificate will be sent in a week. Rose
wood with pre-convention certificates 
can be shipped only from certain ports, 
so contact the USDA for the port closest 
to you. 

When your shipment gets to the dock for 
export, USDA officials will inspect it and, 
at their discretion, validate or invalidate 
your pre-convention certificate. If validat
ed, the rosewood will be allowed to be 
shipped. Once it gets to its destination, the 

fix chairs spreads faster than the flu. Trucks 
and station wagons began showing up at 
my doorstep stuffed with four-legged pa
tients of all descriptions. There were brit
tie walnut East Lake chairs with cracked 
seat fronts, rocking chairs with broken 
rockers and, the kitchen delight of the 
1970s, captain's chairs with loose and usu
ally broken back spindles, often in sets 
of four or six. Whoever made these cap
tain's chairs was as ignorant of moisture's 
effect on wood movement as Nixon 
claimed to be about Watergate. The '70s 
also marked the advent of the hot-melt 
glue gun-the bane of all furniture medics. 
Try cleaning a mortise after Henry Home
owner has given it a good dose of that 
impervious slime. 

From chairs, I soon found I was doing 
repairs on anything and everything made 
of wood, such as a living room set altered 

Photo, Kathleen Sillick 

Repairing furniture can help the beginning woodworker stay finanCially afloat, and 
as john Sillick found out, it also can provide valuable lessons in how to and how not 
to build furniture. 
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rosewood is in the hands of foreign offi
cials. This is why you must investigate the 
laws and policies of the receiving country 
before you ship. 

When importing rosewood, USDA offi
cials will inspect your shipment to confirm 
that the appropriate pre-convention cer
tificate has been issued by the country of 
origin if they believe it is required. Your 
pre-convention certificate can be invali
dated by the USDA at the dock if they 
think the shipment is questionable, though 
this is not likely. What happens ultimately 
hinges on the discretion and judgment of 
government officials. Further action by 
CITES may help, but the basic problem 
will remain: how do you distinguish pre
from post -convention rosewood? 

-jeff Greet Soque4 Calif 

by a teenage party, stair spindles damaged 
in a fight and parts for antique cars. 

All the while, the new furniture I was 
building improved as I learned how to 
make pieces that would last by avoiding 
the mistakes I saw in the furniture I was re
pairing. I learned how to carve, patch ve
neer and apply finishes. I learned to dry 
my chair spindles in the oven, to avoid 
cross-grain glUing and to avoid wide 
boards. I learned how much wood bends 
before it breaks, what's hopeless and how 
to talk to customers. I studied the repairs, 
good and bad, made by my predecessors 
and felt some kinship as I added my name 
by theirs on a chair bottom. And as I got 
better, I cached vintage wood so my re
pairs blended in with the original work. I 
still get a kick out of hearing my customers 
ask, "Which leg did you replace?" 

Don't get me wrong, building custom 
furniture is a great pleasure. A young cou
ple recently asked me to do all their furni
ture, one piece each year. We favor cherry, 
and it will be wonderful, 10 years from 
now, to walk through their home and be 
surrounded by its fine glow. But it's equal
ly fulfilling to nurse back to healtl1 an ail
ing chair that's been passed on from 
generation to generation. As a furniture 
doctor, I help wooden objects on their 
journey through life. The careful repairer is 
an extension of the original builder. 

-john Sillick, Lyndonville, NY 

Notes and Comment 
Got an idea you'd like to get off your 
chest? Know about any woodworking 
shows, events or craftsmen of note? just 
finished a great project? If so, we'd like 
to hear about them. How about writing 
to us? And, if possible, send photos 
(preferably with negatives) to Notes and 
Comment, Fine Woodworking, PO Box 
5506, Newtown, Conn. 06470-5506. 



We set the standard, 
now we've raised it 

PATENT PENDING 

INCRA MIKE, the nell' PRECISION MICRO 
POSITIONER from Taylor Design attaches to any 
INCRA JIG, Original or PRO, andfine tunes the position 
of your work with truly exquisite precision. A simple turn 
of the handle moves your fence either forward OR 
backward in EXACT, CALIBRATED 111000" steps to 
ANY position between INCRA JIG's already precise 
1132" settings. Much finer adjustments are just as easy. 

INCRA JIG PRO 
We've taken the best and made 
it better! 
Precision crafted of solid aluminum. the 
I CRA JIG PRO delivers the same 
phenomenal accuracy as the Original 
INCRA JIG over a full 16 3/8" range. But 
it's the new user· friendly features that make 
this tool such a pleasure to use. A quick 
action cam clamp locks the jig securely in 
place. No secondary lock-down knob 
needed' Release the clamp and the racks 
automatically spring apart. An adjustable 
top mounted scale and the FLiPSIGHT™ 
hairline cursor make it easy to view every 
setting. And there's no need to buy a 
complete new setup. I CRA JIG PRO 
works with ALL genuine I CRA JIG Accessories. 

Best of all, it's surprisingly affordable. Our top of the line 
16 3/8" INCRA 
JIG PRO sells for 
$60,00 LESS 
than our nearest 
competitor's 
bottom of the line 
10 1/2" machine. 
Why? Because 
our superior. state 
of the art rack 
positioning 
technology 
simply works 
better and costs 
less to produce. 

• INCRA JIG PRO 

The INCRA JIG PRO, shown here with the 28' 
INCRA PRO Fence System , makes a truly 
superb fence lor the table saw or router table. 

(INCRA JIG PRO and INCRA PRO Fence System 
sold separately.) 

The Original INCRA JIG 
When INCRA JIG was first introduced several years ago, it 
quickly became the favorite tool in workshops across the 
country. With good reason. For the first time ever. a 
woodworker was able to position his work with true machine 
shop precision and better than machine shop repeatability. All 
from a tool that costs less than $40.00! 

©1992, Taylor Design Group, Inc. INeRA is a regislered lrademark 01 Ta�or Des�n Group, Inc. 

Micro positioning, the smart way. 
INCRA MIKE works by micro adjusting your fence ONL y, The 
rest of the jig stays locked in place without losing your scale or 
template settings, That's the smart way! Unlike other not-so-smart 
machines, there's no need to readjust your scale and you won't lose 
your starting point. I CRA MIKE uses original, first of its kind 
technology. There are no buttons to hold down, knobs you'll forget 
to unci amp. or rollers to gum up. Best of all, you won't have to 
spend a fortune to get INCRA MIKE's superior positioning control. 

What will INCRA MIKE do for you? 
Zeroing and centering operations just got a lot easier. No tapping, 
no shims, no trial and error. Just put the fence close to where you 
want it, then fine tune the remaining distance with the MIKE. Next 
time you need to match up odd sized pieces, loosen up a tight joint, 
or shave your last cut by "just a hair" 
(or less), simply dial in the exact 
amount you need and make the 
perfect cut. Return the MIKE to 
the "0" mark and your fence is 
right back where you started. 

INCRA MIKE � 
ANaches to any INCRA JIG, Original or 
PRO, to adjust your fence to ANY 
position between fixed 1132' steps. 

The new 

INCRA MIKE 
positions your 
fence in EXACT, 
CALIBRATED 

1/1000" steps. 
That's 1/3 the 
thickness of the 
page this is 
printed on. 

• NEW! INCRA Miter Slider 

These beautiful wooden hinges will provide 
the perfect accent for your next project. 
Complete, fully illustrated plans include a 
FREE aluminum hinge drilling guide. 

This 18" long aluminum runner adjusts for 
perfect sliding action in any standard table 
saw miter slot. Also locks in place for 
stationary jigs, Includes illustrated plans for 
building a wide variety of table saw jigs, 

Coming Soon! 
INCRA PROJECT BOOK 

Written by our own "INCRA Pro", Perry McDaniel, this 
beautifully i l lustrated book contains a wide variety of complete 
projects, like the jewelry box shown here, that you can build 

with your I CRA JIG. 

INCRA MIKE 
FEATURES: 

• I nstantly attaches to 
ANY I NCRA J IG ,  
Original or PRO. 

• Continuous micro 
adjustment in 
CALIBRATED 1 /1 000' 
steps between any 
1/32' setting. 

• Also moves in EXACT 
1/64" and 1/1 28" 
steps, 

• Easy to read top 
mounted high 
resolution scale with 
hairline cursor. 

• Solid aluminum and 
tool steel construction. 

• Fully assembled, ready 
to install. 

• Made in the U.S,A, 

• A GEN U INE  I NCRA 
TOOL. 

NEW for Fall '92! 
.. INCRA Master 

Template Library 

50 genuine 16" long I CRA 
templates for use with I CRA 
JIG or INCRA JIG PRO, 
Includes templates to make all 
of the joints shown here and 
much more, plus a complete 
range of fixed increment 
templates, Comes with full 
sized plans for each joint. A 
great supplement for the 
INCRA JIG Handbook and 
Video. 

The INCRA System 

• NEW! INCRA JIG PRO 

• NEW! 28" I CRA PRO 
Fence System 

• NEW! INCRA MIKE 

• NEW! INCRA Master 
Template Library 

• NEW! INCRA MITER 
SLIDER 

• EW! INCRA Wooden 
Hinge Plans 

• The Original lNCRA JIG 

• 18" INCRA Fence System 

• INCRA Right Angle Fixture 

• The Official lNCRA JIG 
Handbook & Templates 

• The Complete INCRA JIG 
Video 

. INCRA GA GE 

p ------------- .  I For a FREE INCRA Brochure & your nearest dealer. write: I 
Taylor Design Group, Inc. P,O, Box 8 10262 Dallas. TX 75381 I 
Or send $8.00 for our new VIDEO BROCHURE (VHS) I 

. ------------_ .  

READER SERVlCE NO. 79 



RE TURNING 
TO TIlE U KRAINE 
Little did Michael Korhun realize, when he began 

trading carved figures for food in a World War I I  German 

labor camp, where his talent would take him. Korhun now 

lives in Troy, N.Y., and last year was invited to tour his native 

Ukraine where, with traditional folk crafts in decline, he is 

recognized as a master woodcarver. Korhun didn't turn to 

chip carving until 1965, 13 years after he immigrated to the 

United States. Since then, he has developed the skill to 

render astoundingly complex pieces without the aid of a 

sketch or layout. Unlike other chip-carved work, Ukrainian 

carving begins with a stained and finished turning, whose 

glossy surface will show every stray cut. These carvings also 

include inlaid beads or stones. Today, Korhun's work is 

displayed internationally, and he has been nominated for a 

National Heritage Arts Award. -Ellen McHale 


